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Undergraduate student identities and their manifestation in the genre practices 

of classroom presentations 

Abstract 

Despite its importance to learning and assessment across the academy, the L2 undergraduate 
classroom presentation has received less research attention than other academic genres.  In particular, 
the use of multiple modes of communication within classroom presentations, and the micro-genesis of 
student identities which occurs through such actions have received minimal research attention.  

Focussing on psychology undergraduates at a Turkish university, this thesis seeks to understand how 
engagement in the multimodal genre practices of classroom presentations produces the identities of 
student participants. To this end, the theoretical framework draws on a diverse yet complementary set of 
theoretical and methodological resources; principally, Multimodal Interaction Analysis (Norris, 2011), 
genre theory (Swales, 1990, 2004), Appraisal (Martin & White, 2005) and Positioning (Davies & Harré, 
1990; Kayı-Aydar, 2019).  

Following an extensive review of literature, ethnographic and discourse-analytical data was collected 
from ten participants in an English for psychology class over three months in 2017 via audio-recorded in-
depth interviews, video observations of presentations, classroom observations and documents. After 
initial transcription, during which the generic structure of the presentations was mapped, the 
contributions of eight participants were selected for analysis. Fifty-one key excerpts from these 
presentations were sampled and transcribed across seven modes of communicative action using ELAN 5.1 
(2018) transcription software. The presentation and interview data were interpreted via a combination of 
genre and thematic analysis, and illustrative extracts were selected to support the claims made.  

Student identity was predominantly produced by self-positionings taken around overlapping core and 
peripheral aspects manifested through the genre practices of classroom presentations and interviews. 
The presentation genre consisted of four main sections, each of which included several moves/steps 
which shaped but did not determine the positioning of students during their performances. The central 
role of spoken language in performing moves in the genre was modified by actions in other modes.  

The major novel contribution of this thesis is its development of the metaphor of alignment to describe 
the continuous process by which participants produced the core aspects of their student identities at 
different levels of awareness and effectiveness through the multimodal practices of the classroom 
presentation genre. Another significant finding is the lack of involvement with peers that characterised 
many of the talks.  

The discussion highlights and defends the framing of student identity developed in this thesis in the 
light of to previous studies. Recommendations for the local context include the deeper embedding of Prep 
School and ESP classes into faculty courses, an increased focus on the development of speaking skills and 
training on multimodal communication for presentations.  Finally, a genre-based approach to instruction 
which integrates student identity and multimodality into presentation instruction is described, and I 
indicate possible directions for future research based on the findings from this study.   
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

This chapter begins with an initial definition of presentations and a summary of the research context. 

I then briefly define the key theoretical concepts from which the framework for my study was constructed: 

genre, practices, multimodality and identity. Following this, four key sources are introduced and their 

relevance to the research is outlined. Next, a rationale for focussing on classroom presentations is given, 

and the gap in current understandings of classroom presentations which this study fills is described. In the 

light of this discussion, I state the four research questions answered by this study. Finally, the thesis 

structure is previewed at the end of the chapter.   

1.1 The research context 

Student classroom presentations are a particular form of the ‘oral monologue’, a term used to denote 

“academic presentations, dissertation, and thesis proposals, or any event where someone has to speak 

for a given length of time on a topic without interruption” (Barrett & Liu, 2016, p1224). The academic 

presentation is characterised by “a monologic mode of oral delivery, narrative structure and informational 

character” (Zareva, 2009, p56). A useful classification is provided by Fortanet (2005), who includes student 

presentations in the subset of spoken academic discourse she describes as classroom genres, 

distinguished from institutional and research genres by their purpose and setting (Fig. 1.1). Combining 

these definitions, the student classroom presentation can be said to be a genre characterised by speech 

that is monologic, extended, information-focussed, and given by learners to others present in the same 

setting.  

This basic definition is expanded with reference to the theoretical framework described in Chapter 2, 

which considers classroom presentations from the perspectives of genre, multimodality and identity (see 

summary, 2.11). As explained further below, my motivation for focussing on classroom presentations was 

rooted in the following observations: first, the importance of presentations as a means of learning, 

assessment and future professional success to university students; second, the current lack of research 

into L2 classroom presentations (and spoken academic discourse more generally as a site for the 

production of the identities of students), with a complete absence of research on academic presentations 

in the context of Turkey; and third, my personal experience of ineffective student presentations acquired 

as an English for Academic Purposes teacher in Turkey.
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Figure 1.1 Classification of academic genres according to purpose (Fortanet, 2005) 

 

As detailed in Chapter 3, the research was carried out at my workplace, a medium-sized, private 

Turkish university using English as a Medium of Instruction (EMI). During the last 15 years, the increasingly 

marketised Turkish HE sector has expanded massively within a context of wider economic liberalisation. 

The success of EMI programmes accompanying this expansion, however, has been limited, with the 

development of speaking skills a particular concern (British Council, 2015). Although a number of factors 

have since led to a rapid influx of international students into the university, following a sector-wide trend 

towards internationalisation, this was not the case at the point the research was conducted in 2017. The 

vast majority of students at the university setting were born in Turkey, spoke Turkish as their first 

language, and shared broadly similar backgrounds (see Chapter 3). My substantial experience of the 

relatively non-diverse setting contributed to the methodological approach and theoretical focus on 

student identity undertaken in the research.  

First, the major methodological implication of this familiarity was to position me as an insider to the 

setting, which reduced the time needed to familiarise myself with it, contributing to the more intensive 

collection of recorded data and its analysis as discourse, characteristic of a focussed ethnographic 

approach (Knoblauch, 2005). Second, the relative homogeneity of the participants in terms of their 

language, nationality, ethnicity and class contrasted with the diversity of those reported in landmark 

educational studies of identity such as Rampton (1995), Norton (2000) and Preece (2009). Within the 

discourse of classroom presentations, the participants’ broader social identities were generally 
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backgrounded, in part because a large proportion of them was culturally shared, and it was their local 

enactments of the role of student which came to the fore.  

1.2 The key literature  

In this subsection, several key contributions to the theoretical framework of the study are outlined. 

The theoretical framework comprises four main conceptual resources: social practices, multimodality, 

genre and identity, all of which are defined at greater length in Chapter 2. The ontological foundation is 

social practices, which at their most general are repeated, materially-mediated human activities or 

processes (Pennycook, 2010). Social practices are also historically-formed, emergent and embodied, 

unfolding at varying levels of awareness and via various modes of action. When combined into more 

complex activities achieving shared social purposes recognised within a culture, they can be schematically 

represented as genres. Moreover, by participating in social practices and genres via different modes of 

action, people develop and negotiate their sense of self and other, i.e., their identities (see Sections 2.2. 

and 2.3). The key texts below do not draw explicitly on practice theory but were nonetheless crucial to 

better understanding student identity produced through and beyond the practices of classroom 

presentations.   

1.2.1 Multimodal Interaction Analysis 

The first and most significant resource is Multimodal Interaction Analysis (MMIA), developed by Sigrid 

Norris (2004, 2011). The work of Norris was particularly influential because it combines a theoretically 

and empirically grounded approach to studying social identity with multimodal analysis. In ‘Analysing 

Multimodal Interaction’ (2004), Norris set out a framework to explain how multiple social actions are 

carried out simultaneously at different levels of awareness in communicative situations. Key to this 

framework are two concepts: first, that higher-level (complex) social actions (such as classroom 

presentations) are comprised of chains of lower-level (simple) actions; and second, that the importance 

of different, simultaneous higher-level actions can be determined by considering how the modes such as 

gesture, gaze, speech, etc. in which they are carried out are configured. Higher ‘modal complexity’ (many 

modes used at once) and/or ‘intensity’ (use of a single dominant mode) achieve the high ‘modal density’ 

which indicates the relative attention paid to simultaneous actions by one or more participants.  

In ‘Identity in (Inter)action’ (2011), Norris expanded her theory into the field of identity studies. The 

brackets refer to the fact that all actions, whether higher- or lower-level, and whether intersubjective or 

between humans acting alongside objects in their environment, produce elements of identity. Every 
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action in a particular mode produces an ‘identity element’, a term which spans both roles such as 

‘student’, ‘teacher’, ‘daughter’ and macro-social categories relating to age, gender, ethnicity, etc. Because 

identity elements are produced simultaneously, the notion of modal density can be used to establish the 

relative prominence of identities within (inter)action. Identity elements are produced ‘horizontally’ at the 

site of interaction towards the foreground or background of awareness, and ‘vertically’ through meanings 

derived from their associated ‘macro-level’, ‘network’ and ‘immediate’ discourses. In this study, the 

horizontal dimension of MMIA was combined with Genre and Positioning theories to meet the main aims 

of this study, as explained below and in sections 2.8.5 and 4.5.1. 

1.2.2 Genre analysis 

MMIA is a comprehensive theory of social identity deriving from long-term, immersive ethnographic 

study of the lives of two individuals. It was therefore not a perfect fit for the setting and main purposes 

of this thesis outlined in Section 1.5 below. To account for the knowledge social actors have that their 

lower-level actions will lead to higher-level ones, a point which Norris does not address, the concept of 

genre expounded by John Swales in ‘Genre Analysis’ (1990) was recruited (see Section 3.3). In Swales’ 

account, a genre is “a class of communicative events” whose schematic and linguistic form is 

fundamentally shaped by the shared communicative purposes of the expert members of discourse 

communities which use it (Swales, 1990, p. 58). Analysis of the genre thus combines ethnographic 

research into the community using the genre with linguistic data on the genre itself. Swales’ widely-known 

CARS (‘Create a Research Space’) of the Introduction section of Research Articles identifies 3 rhetorical 

moves made by writers, each of which is divided into a number of smaller steps realisable through 

different linguistic forms (Swales, 1990).  

The influence and appeal of the ‘ESP School’ inaugurated by Swales’ work (Hyon, 1996) remain strong. 

Although the concept of discourse community is contested in this study (see 2.4.3), ESP was specifically 

applicable to my research framework in several ways. First, its balanced focus on both texts and context 

aligned with my aim to study student identity through interviews and as related to and realised in the 

communicative actions taken during performances of the classroom presentation genre. Second, it draws, 

at least partially, on rhetorical theories of genre which privilege the social actions that language can 

accomplish (Miller, 1984). This is reflected in the vocabulary of ‘moves’ and ‘steps’ to represent genre, 

and is at least partially coherent with the action/identity approach to communication in MMIA. Third, 

there is a strong precedent of move-step analysis in spoken academic discourse research, both as a 
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primary focus (e.g., Hu & Liu, 2018) and as a framing device for studies of multimodality at particular 

sections of presentations (e.g., Hood & Forey, 2005; Ruiz-Madrid & Fortanet-Gomez, 2016).  

1.2.3 Positioning  

Another foundational piece of literature drawn on for this study was Davies & Harré’s seminal article 

‘Positioning: the discursive production of selves’ (1990). In this work, the authors take a post-structuralist 

view on the ‘constitutive force’ of discourse, defined as “an institutionalised use of language and 

language-like sign systems” (p.4). Discourse determines the subject positions available to participants in 

an interaction, although individuals have some interactionally-limited freedom to choose among those 

positions. Discursive positions may be interactive (positioned by others) or reflexive (self-positioned) and 

are continuously taken up at different levels of intentionality, producing persons as “subjectively and 

observably coherent participants in jointly-produced storylines” (p.7). People perceive themselves and 

others as coherent in spite of the multiplicity of conflicting and shifting positions available, due to their 

agentive ability to resolve such contradictions. In later iterations of the theory, Harré more strongly 

equated positions with locally-defined, normative arrays of rights, duties and expectations, each one a 

fleeting apparatus of public accountability, in relation to which participants negotiate their status as more 

or less moral, effective, competent, etc. (Harré, 2012; Kayı-Aydar, 2019). 

Positioning has proven a durable concept applied to numerous areas of study, including Applied Linguistics 

(Kayı-Aydar, 2019). Moreover, while the theory has been most closely associated with spoken or written 

language, it is equally applicable to multimodal discourse analysis of classrooms (see Pinnow & Chaval, 

2015, for an example of this). Its utility to this thesis was primarily in the opportunity it afforded to 

conceptualise student identity -which MMIA would approach as a unitary identity element- as comprising 

multiple positions taken up in social practice, often simultaneously, in relation to its constituent parts, or 

aspects. On this interpretation, which moves away from Positioning’s discourse-based and narrative roots 

towards an interactional and practice-based approach (Depperman, 2015), presenters’ positionings occur 

physically across multiple modes in relation to other, co-present aspects of the immediate setting, 

equivalent to Norris’s horizontal identity production. At the same time, positions are ‘vertically’ discursive 

and interactive phenomena which acquire meaning in relation to the sets of rights, duties and 

expectations associated with each aspect.  
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1.2.4 Appraisal 

The final source which has influenced the development of this thesis is Martin & White’s theory of 

Appraisal (2005). Appraisal, which grew out of earlier work in Systemic Functional Linguistics (SFL), is a 

theory of interpersonal discourse semantics which describes the communicative resources for positioning 

the originators and addressees of spoken and written texts according to the three subsystems of Attitude 

(used to evaluate emotion, behaviour and other phenomena), Graduation (to modulate the force and 

focus of meanings) and Engagement with other voices, which may be those of addressees (e.g., 

presentation audiences) or contributors to the discourse such as psychological theorists. Each of these is 

further subclassified to form a comprehensive framework of resources by which speakers and writers are 

able to take up particular stances as they communicate (Martin & White, 2005). 

The assumption of ‘cultural textualism’ (Reckwitz, 2002) which underpins Appraisal distinguishes it 

from MMIA in particular. Nevertheless, it was an important and appropriate part of the fairly diverse 

analytical toolkit used for this work, for the following reasons. First of all, looking at the data from the 

viewpoint of Appraisal enabled the data analysis to be conducted more systematically by providing a 

vocabulary for talking about the positions taken up by presenters in relation to the different aspects of 

the student role, particularly what are referred to in this study as the epistemic and peer aspects of their 

identities. A second reason was the established precedent for using Appraisal in other multimodal studies 

of academic presentations (e.g., Bernard-Mecho, 2017; Fortanet-Gomez & Ruiz-Madrid, 2015; Valeiras-

Jurado & Ruiz-Madrid, 2015). Although such studies do not address questions of identity, they focus 

attention on the potential of other modes of communicative action for modulating the stances taken in 

speech, as well as being a resource for position-taking in their own right.  

1.3 The research rationale  

1.3.1 Experience of presentations 

My experience of student presentations at several institutions in the national context of Turkey was 

one important reason to focus on this area in the thesis. Chapter 3 provides the cultural context for this 

experience more thoroughly, but in brief, I wished to understand why the quality of presentations given 

by undergraduate students working at notionally similar levels could be so variable. In my experience, 

working at Yeşil University (a pseudonym), most (but not all) of these presentations are characterised by 

an over-reliance on notes and/or rote-memorised scripts, the indifference and/or absenteeism of peer 
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audiences, and the minimal provision of unassessed opportunities to practise. Thus, one initial driver of 

this study was to explore other factors that might account for the variation and regularly unsuccessful 

performances I’d observed in the local context. And given the scale of the problem, there seemed a strong 

likelihood that teachers at Yeşil might benefit from a fresh understanding of presentations as carried out 

here. 

1.3.2 Presenting as an essential competence  

A further reason to study presentations is their importance to academic and professional life for 

students. The presentation is a highly valued member of the sets of communicative conventions that 

characterise advanced academic and professional discourse communities, and mastery of it is crucial to 

attaining full membership of these communities (Barrett & Liu, 2016; Battacharayya, 2014; Huxham et al, 

2012; Grez, Valcke & Roozen, 2014; Feak, 2012). In the globalised fields of academia and commerce, a 

successful conference talk or business pitch is dependent on the presenter’s knowledge and performance 

of these genres. The role of school and university in this respect is to provide a grounding in the cognitive, 

behavioural and affective dimensions of presentations (Van Ginkel et al, 2015). The importance of the 

development of presentation skills for EAP learners is recognised in the CEFR framework, which includes 

presenting as an essential competence from levels A1 to C2 (Council of Europe, 2001). 

1.3.3 Significance of presentations to learning and assessment 

Classroom presentations have a range of diverse and powerful effects on learning in tertiary settings.  

They can be highly motivating to students, particularly when framed as a position to be argued, rather 

than as transmission/broadcast of content or a demonstration of understanding (Joughin, 2007). One 

study demonstrates how videoed presentations can aid student self-reflection and lead to greater 

engagement with course material (Murphy & Barry, 2016). The challenge of writing presentation slides 

and scripts is highly motivating (Tardy, 2005), and participating in presentations plays an important role 

in socialising students into the language and practices of disciplinary communities (Kobayashi, 2016). 

Finally, in comparison with written assessments, presentations offer the advantages of greater inclusivity 

and reduced susceptibility to plagiarism (Verdejo & Guinda, 2015; Huxham, Campbell & Westwood, 2012; 

Kobayashi, 2016).   

1.3.4 Insufficiency of current presentation pedagogies 

Given their importance to academic and professional success, it is perhaps surprising to note the 

widespread insufficiency of pedagogical approaches to presentations. While one recent survey of 10 
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guidebooks on the subject identified a number of major principles for delivering effective academic talks 

(Zareva, 2020), Van Ginkel et al note that the literature offers only a “fragmented picture of effective 

learning environment characteristics that foster oral presentation competence” (Van Ginkel et al, 2015, 

p63). What appears to be the lack of a coherent evidential base adds weight to several researchers’ claims 

that little guidance –let alone explicit instruction- is provided to students in many contexts (Barrett & Liu, 

2016; Zareva, 2009), resulting in presentations that are demotivating for students and teachers alike 

(Harman, 2010; Bekker & Clarke, 2018). As a result of inadequate pedagogical frameworks, some 

graduates are ill-equipped to deal with oral communication in the workplace (Chan, 2011; Battacharyya, 

2014).  

Such issues particularly impact additional language speakers working in EMI contexts, who are much 

more likely than their L1-speaking counterparts to be disadvantaged by linguistic and cultural unfamiliarity 

(Duff, 2002; Zareva, 2009, 2020; Kibler et al, 2014). Zareva’s recent corpus study has addressed this issue 

to some extent by detailing typical lexical patterns within academic presentations, which could be a useful 

resource for L2 presenters (Zareva, 2020 –see Section 2.5). However, research into the particular 

challenges of second language presentations remains limited: Barrett & Liu’s systematic review of second 

language presentations notes that academic papers are “relatively scarce” and works from a corpus of 

only 28 papers published between 2000 and 2014 (Barrett & Liu, 2016, p1235). Moreover, the research 

that has been done tends to overlook non-‘inner circle’ EMI contexts. Only 6 of the 40 papers on 

presentations I identified during my initial literature search derived from research carried out in 

expanding-circle settings, such as Turkey, clearly indicating the need for further research.  

1.4 The research gap 

The literature review strongly suggested that the presentation remains under-researched as a site for 

the production and negotiation of student identity. The small number of papers which do consider 

presentations in these terms are restricted either in terms of the depth (e.g., the spoken language-

focussed ethnographic studies of Morita (2000) and Zappa-Holman (2007) or the breadth of discourse 

they analyse: presenter identity cannot be attributed solely on the grounds of products such as pronoun 

use in corpora (Zareva, 2013) or the content of slides (Tardy, 2005), but requires the inclusion of a much 

wider selection of data, particularly those obtained through direct, video-recorded observation. With the 

notable exceptions of Rendle-Short, (2006), Forey & Feng (2016) and Morell (2015), even multimodal 

studies tend to focus only on two or three modes in depth. Multimodal Interaction Analysis (Norris, 2004; 
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2011; 2019), one of the key frameworks informing this study, has been used by Bernard-Mecho (2017), 

but to investigate metadiscoursive action in academic presentations, rather than the production of 

identity. 

Furthermore, while genre is most frequently used in academic presentations research as a background 

concept or focussing device to enable in-depth description of a particular section, move or step, little is 

known about how configurations of modal action shift between stages of the presentation as a whole.  It 

is also clear that research emphasising the perspectives of identity, multimodality or genre has neglected 

undergraduate presentations, instead examining either those of graduate students (Morell, 2015; Morita, 

2000) or professional academics (Goffman, 1981; Fortanet-Gomez & Ruiz-Madrid, 2016). What is more, 

as mentioned in the previous section, very few studies of EMI presentations are derived from the study 

of additional language speakers in ‘expanding circle’ contexts, and I have located none from the particular 

sociocultural context of Turkey.  

Similarly, the majority of significant research into student identity has been conducted in superdiverse, 

inner circle settings and/or with categorically different groups of learners from those I studied. 

Foundational contributions have focussed on adolescents (Rampton, 1995, 2006; Eckert, 2000) adult ESOL 

learners (Norris, 2000) and young learners (Toohey, 2000). Book or thesis-length research into 

undergraduate identity is highly illuminating –and almost entirely set in North American and UK academic 

settings (Morita, 2000; English, 2011; Preece, 2009; Kobayashi, 2016; Zappa-Holman & Duff, 2015). On 

the other hand, work on non-inner circle contexts summarised in Block predominantly focuses on EFL 

rather than English for Academic Purposes (EAP) learners (Block, 2007, Chapter 5). There is, overall, much 

less research into undergraduate identity within EMI, expanding-circle settings, with a very limited body 

of work conducted in the context of Turkish universities; such as that of Palfreyman, (2005); 

Karakıtapoğlu-Aydın, (2004) and Gökçe, (2013).  

1.5 The research aims 

My main aim in the thesis was to address the current insufficiency of knowledge of these areas. I wanted 

to understand classroom presentations as a genre shaping the microgenesis of student identity as 

performed through a range of multimodal practices. The groundwork for this overarching aim depended 

on establishing a framework for understanding undergraduate student identity, while also gaining 

knowledge of the generic organisation of the classroom presentation. With these territories mapped out 
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in Chapters 5 and 6, it was then possible to combine them in order to interpret participants’ actions in the 

classroom presentations, which are described in Chapter 7 of the thesis.  

1.6 The research questions 

In the light of the foregoing discussion, this study was driven by the following questions: 

1. What are the key constituents of student identity? 

2. How do learners integrate different aspects of their identities to produce the role of student?     

3. How do multimodal communicative practices vary between different sections of the academic 

presentation genre? 

4. How are student identities produced via participation in the academic presentation genre? 

 

1.7 The thesis structure  

In Chapter 2 of the thesis, the theoretical framework used in this research is summarised, before 

considering relevant theories in the areas of genre, multimodality and identity in more detail, interleaved 

with a discussion of previous research into academic presentations from each of these perspectives. 

Chapter 3 details relevant aspects of the research setting, moving through the layers of national, 

educational, institutional and classroom contexts. In Chapter 4, I discuss the methods deployed in this 

thesis, including my underlying assumptions concerning ontology and epistemology, methods, quality and 

ethics. Chapters 5-7 contain the research results: Chapter 5 is based on my analysis of the interview data, 

Chapter 6 looks at the multimodal organisation of the academic presentation genre, and in Chapter 7, I 

describe the microgenesis of student identity during the presentations. The 8th chapter summarises and 

discusses the research findings in the context of previous studies, before considering the implications and 

recommendations for teaching and future research, as well as the limitations of this study.  
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Chapter 2: Literature review 

 

2.1 Introduction to Chapter 2 

This chapter begins by considering the overall theoretical framework of the thesis. The key terms of 

social practices, genre, multimodality and identity are then defined and briefly discussed. I next consider 

how they have been used in relation to academic presentations research. Of the three ‘schools’ of genre 

(Hyon, 1996), it is claimed that the ESP framework developed by Swales (e.g., 1990) offers great 

explanatory power and is the most widely-used means of supporting claims on the recurrent schemes of 

action through which academic presentations are constituted. Next, I present a brief survey of major 

findings from research into the meaning-making potentials of different modes key to presentations, 

looking at gesture, gaze, proxemics, posture and image. Several applications of multimodal theory to 

academic presentations are then detailed, considering Forey & Feng’s system network (2016) and 

Morrell’s multimodal taxonomy (2015) as potentially productive ways to analyse communication in this 

genre.   

In Section 2.8, I summarise social identity theory’s roots in symbolic interactionism, social psychology 

and the dramaturgical approach of Goffman (e.g., 1959). Next, several more recent theoretical 

developments are considered, in particular: Positioning (Davies & Harré, 1990), Communities of Practice 

(Lave & Wenger, 1990; Wenger, 1997) and Multimodal Interaction Analysis (Norris, 2004; 2011). Section 

2.9 reviews a selection of influential research which studies different aspects of adolescent and young 

adult student identity from a broadly post-structuralist approach, connecting these to the previous 

discussions of social identity and multimodality. Lastly, in section 2.10, I look at the literature focussing on 

the production and negotiation of identity in academic presentations, before briefly summarising the 

chapter.  
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2.2 The theoretical framework 

Figure 2.1 Theoretical framework  

The theoretical framework for this research draws on the literature outlined in Section 2.2 and is 

summarised in Figure 1. The dotted lines around each term in the framework indicate the fact that they 

are interpretive terms, and the double-headed arrows indicate that each area influences and shapes the 

others.  The overarching concept in the framework is that of social practices. Social practices are shared, 

recurrent actions or patterns of activity which are symbolically, historically and materially shaped, and 

which are taken up at different levels of awareness by multiple actors (Schatzki, 1996; Reckwitz, 2002). 

Social practices encompass all other elements in the framework, whose meanings are dependent on the 

interpretive background or web of meaning that practices provide (Nicolini, 2012).  

Social practices are reproduced via a range of different linguistic and non-linguistic actions in multiple 

modes. Over time, emergent networks of practices come to form social institutions and are organised in 

ways that ensure the multiple purposes of these institutions are met (Schatzki, 1996, Deppermann, 2015). 

Genres are generally tacit representations of the processes involved in reaching particular 

institutionalised purposes. Genre practices are sets of recurrent, symbolically, historically, culturally and 

materially-shaped actions through which these purposes are met by individual ‘carriers’, i.e., social actors. 

Pedagogic interventions aim to make these representations of institutionalised processes and purposes 

more explicit for students who lack experience of them (Swales, 1990).  

Individual actors develop and produce their personal and social identities by participating in countless 

social practices, including institutionalised genre practices. These form the background against which 

participants interpret self and other, usually tacitly, in terms of their resemblances to prototypical 

       Social practices 
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exemplars (Wittgenstein, 1958). The sociocultural categories identified during (inter)action vary in their 

duration, salience and prototypicality. The more durable and prominent categories, performed by sets of 

genre practices which realise different social purposes linked to the category, are conventionally known 

as social roles (Goffman, 1974). However, because practitioners always bring along experiences and 

expectations from other areas of practice, and because different aspects of the role interact in different 

ways, role performances vary in their protypicality to produce individualised identities (Zimmerman, 1998; 

Norris, 2011), such as the student identity which is the focus of this thesis. To sum up, in performing 

institutionalised practices through the materially-shaped, multimodal actions they take, people draw on 

and display their knowledge of genre and simultaneously enact their role-related identities. The thesis 

focusses on the classroom presentation from the viewpoint of this theoretical framework.  

2.3 Key terms: definitions and discussion 

2.3.1 Social practices 

Social practice is a term which appears in various traditions and has different meanings referring to 

entire activities (e.g., ‘the practice of presenting’) as well as the single, simple actions that Scollon focusses 

on when he defines practices as “actions with a history” (Scollon, 2001, p73); the example that the author 

explores is that of ‘handing’, and in presentations, an equivalent might be the deictic or pointing gesture 

used by speakers wishing to highlight a specific point on a slide. On this account, practices are routinized, 

materially-shaped actions which recur across contexts and carry established meanings which nonetheless 

differ slightly on each iteration (Reckwitz, 2002; Norris, 2019). The sense of the term foregrounded in this 

thesis denotes recurrent actions which are taken by individuals, yet widely shared, and which are often 

pre-reflective, embodied, shaped by (and shaping) material resources, and laden with cultural meaning 

(Nicolini, 2012).  

Social practices are interrelated with discourses that function representatively as “socially constructed 

knowledges of some aspect of reality” (Van Leeuwen, 2005, p94) and constitutively as “practices which 

systematically form the objects of which they speak” (Foucault, 1972, p54). In Mediated Discourse 

Analysis (MDA), the precursor of MMIA, discourses are conceptualised as circulating through social 

practices and carrying the power to transform the meanings of actions and the identities of those 

performing them (Scollon, 2001). For instance, the discourses circulating around a presenter’s deictic 

gesture and which contribute to it as a genre practice could include those related to the slide content, or 

the use of technology in presenting, the regulation of audience attention, etc.  
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This view of discourse and practice as interdependent aspects of social action is similar to that of 

Pennycook (2010, p112), who speaks of discursive practices as “those types of social practices involved in 

the linguistic construction of knowledge”. A more specific distinction is drawn by İvaniç (2009), who 

identifies 3 different uses of the related term “literacy practices”. The first of these is to refer to what is 

accomplished with texts rather than simply their linguistic/semiotic features; the second, to denote any 

practice which is textually-mediated; and the third, to refer to “small-scale ‘micro’ practices”, potentially 

found across multiple domains, a use which is similar to Scollon’s sense of the term (İvaniç, 2009, p100), 

as well as to Schatzki’s (1996) original theorisation of “dispersed practices” occurring across different 

areas of everyday life.  

With MDA, Scollon ingeniously opened up the vast complexity attached to a single practice via the 

concept of the ‘nexus of practice’, an open-ended, sprawling web of related discursive and non-discursive 

practices to which the single, materially-mediated action taken in a particular time and space belongs 

(Scollon, 2001). This thesis adopts Scollon’s focus on interlinked practices as the context in which human 

lives hang together and identities are produced, rather than utilising the earlier concepts of Community 

of Practice (Lave & Wenger, 1990) or Discourse Community (Swales, 1990 -see 2.4.3, 2.8.5) for this 

purpose. It shares with Scollon’s student Sigrid Norris the assumption that mediated actions should be at 

the centre of analysis (Norris, 2004; 2011).  

However, rather than analysing the wider, possibly non-visible discourses and practices bundled 

together at a site of engagement, I emphasise how observable dispersed / micro-mediated actions taken 

by multiple practitioners simultaneously contribute to producing a specific genre of activity and the role-

related identities of those involved. This approach does not exclude the broader field of practice and 

discourse but insists on its observable relevance to practitioners engaged in meeting immediate 

communicative purposes. While less comprehensive than MDA, this focus on genre is likely to be of 

greater practical utility to potential users of this research in my professional field.  

2.3.2 Genre 

‘Genre’ derives from the Ancient Greek génos, meaning ‘race’, ‘stock’, kin’ as well as ‘type’ and ‘sort’  

(Davies, 2015). This root hints at the genre’s relevance to issues of identity as well as to the forms of 

communication which it denotes in language and literacy studies. Whereas practice theory emphasises 

the primacy of ‘out-there’ socio-material activity, genre is a term more associated with the representation 

of particular, conventionalised social processes in schematic form. Definitions of genre variously 

emphasise the contexts, communities and linguistic forms in which texts sharing some regularities are 
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produced. Genre can be viewed simply as a form of situational ‘framing’ or a conventionalised set of 

expectations about an activity (Kress, 2011; Rampton, Maybin & Roberts, 2015); as abstract, socially-

recognised ways of using language (Hyland, 2015) or the system of social processes which coordinates 

communication in a particular culture (Martin, 1993).  

Although genre is not the ‘hot topic’ it was two or three decades ago, it remains a widely-used concept 

holding considerable explanatory power and influence within language pedagogy. In the field of ELT, three 

schools of genre theory have been particularly influential (Hyon, 1996; Solin, 2011): Systemic Functional 

Linguistics (SFL) [Martin (1992)]; New Rhetoric (NR) [Miller, 1984; Berkenkotter & Huckin, 1993, Russell, 

1997]; and English for Specific Purposes (ESP) [e.g., Swales, 1990; Bhatia, 1993]. The assumptions of these 

three schools differ in the emphasis they put on text and context, with SFL at the ‘text’ end and New 

Rhetoric situated more towards the ‘context’ end. In this thesis, genre is viewed as shared communicative 

conventions which contribute to the orderliness of social action, thereby enabling particular purposes to 

be met. The conventions coordinate and are expressed in the lower-level, recurrent mediated actions 

taken in speech, writing, gesture, gaze, etc., and they can be represented in language. Such simple actions 

which recur across multiple presentations and whose meaning entails an overarching –though quite 

possibly unreflective- knowledge of their conventionalised purpose(s) are referred to as ‘genre practices’ 

in this thesis. 

For the sake of clarity, it is important to distinguish between the terms genre and register, as these are 

defined differently in the literature. In the SFL genre theory of Martin, register consists of functionally-

organised patterns of the contextual variables of field, mode and tenor realised in the lexico-grammar of 

texts. As described in 2.4.1, SFL defines genres as purposeful, culture-wide processes such as narratives 

or descriptions, which function at a more abstract level than register, and which thereby coordinate the 

patterning of the register variables (Martin & Rose, 2008). In ESP, register was initially used to describe 

the sentence-level, surface features of the (primarily written) language of particular domains, such as 

‘legal English’ (Alousque, 2016). However, more recent developments have incorporated elements of both 

ESP and SFL genre theories to explore the contexts and purposes of registers classified at differing levels 

of generality, from ‘conversational register’ to the register of the Discussion section of an IMRAD article 

(Biber & Conrad, 2009). The interests of register and genre thus converge somewhat when the focus of 

ESP genre shifts to the language used to realise particular steps (Borza, 2015). It may nonetheless be 

fruitful to consider them as complementary perspectives, with genre referring to the rhetorical 

organisation of whole texts with similar purposes, and register to the features of functional language 

within such texts (Biber & Conrad, 2009).   
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2.3.3 Multimodality 

As noted above, the recurrent actions of classroom presentations transpire in many different modes. 

A mode can be heuristically defined as a socially-shaped, systematised resource for making meaning 

within a cultural context (Kress, 2009). Multimodality assumes that modes are used interdependently as 

a matter of course to configure meanings in interaction, with shared cultural senses of their usage 

emerging over time (Lyons, 2015). Norris, taking a sociocultural view on mode as mediated action, points 

out that a mode is not an objectively bounded entity, but “always and only a heuristic unit...the precise 

definition of a mode should be useful to the analysis” (Norris, 2004, p11). There are thus a few different 

resources which could be identified as enacting the genre practices of presentations, such as spoken 

language, written language & gesture –but each of these is comprised of elements, such as pitch, timbre 

and loudness in the case of speech, which could also be construed as modes. During interaction, meaning 

is routinely made via the orchestration of modal ensembles, and the significance of particular modes 

within these should be investigated rather than assumed (Bezemer, 2012; Lyons, 2015).  

Two broad approaches to multimodality which are relevant to this thesis can be identified in the 

literature. Social semiotic multimodality has sought to extend the SFL model of language as a functionally-

organised, stratified system of resources for making meaning to all modes of communication (Halliday & 

Mathiesson, 2004, O’Halloran, 2004). In addition, it emphasises the material affordances, functional 

organisation, cultural conventions, circulation, and individually-motivated usage of sign systems in 

communication, whether humans are physically co-present or not (Kress & Van Leeuwen, 2001, 2006; 

Benzemer & Jewitt, 2009; Kress, 2011). On the other hand, the approach taken by pragmatics is less 

concerned with a grammaticised reading of signs, looking instead at how communicative action is 

achieved between and by individuals through such processes as deixis, communicative acts and turn-

taking (Levinson, 1997; see also Rendle-Short, 2006; Drew, 2017).  

Whereas a key principle of Social Semiotic multimodality is that no single mode should be 

automatically privileged in analysis, action-oriented traditions such as Conversation Analysis (CA) initially 

treated other modes as ‘paralinguistic context’ (Streeck & Depperman, 2012). Nevertheless, various 

nonverbal embodied actions such as gaze (Kendon, 1967, Goodwin, 1980, 1981), gesture (Kendon, 1980; 

McNeill, 1992), posture (Schlegoff, 1998) and proxemics (Hall, 1992) have been intensively studied in 

terms of communicative action. One major feature which distinguishes MMIA is its recognition of both 

the social semiotic and pragmatic traditions (Norris, 2004, 2011 –see 1.2.3; 2.8.5). The approach to 

multimodality taken in this thesis draws on MMIA in three main ways: first, in its emphasis on what 

people’s use of modes says about their identities as students, second, in the modes identified for analysis, 
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which include spoken and written language, gesture, posture, gaze and image; and third, in its 

methodology, as explained in 2.8.5 below.  

2.3.4 Identity 

Identity is a term referring to the socially-constituted self. It is an integrative concept mediating 

relations between self and society, encompassing subject and object, and synthesising past, present and 

future (Flum & Kaplan, 2010). Despite the vast diversity of approaches to identity, it is conceptualised in 

broadly similar ways by many researchers, which are outlined here. First, identity is widely regarded as 

multiple, not unitary, and is produced relationally. The multiplicity of the individual’s social identity is 

constituted variously at the intersections of practices, discourses, narratives, categories, groups, 

communities, or roles (Schatzki, 1996; İvaniç, 1998; Davies & Harré, 1990; Sacks, 1974; Tafjel &Turner, 

1979; Wenger, 1998; Stets & Burke, 2000). Secondly, identity is an emergent, dynamic process, which 

within individuals sets the drive towards self-continuity and consistency against the continually 

repositioned self that emerges through participation in social practice: identity is thus a processual and 

sociocultural phenomenon, rather than being a stable property of the individual (Erickson, 1968; Rivers & 

Houghton, 2013; McHart, 2013; Preece, 2009; Park, 2007; Blackledge & Creese, 2016).  

Third, identity is produced at different levels of awareness: in Goffman’s terms, persons can 

consciously, agentively and strategically perform public selves while also ‘giving off’ elements of their 

identities (Goffman, 1959) which are not amenable to conscious deliberation but can be retrieved by 

interactants or observers (Bourdieu, 1977; Davies & Harré, 1990). Finally, identities are not only 

negotiated during interaction but are also produced as individuals carry out activities in their 

environments. They are constructed on various timescales using the affordances of the body, cultural 

tools and physical settings (Norris, 2011, Gee, 2000, Block, 2007). The most significant consequence of 

viewing identity as emergent, embodied and situated is that the local circumstances of its production 

need to be investigated, represented, and plausibly linked to the multiple sources of its emergence. This 

point has shaped the methodology used in this research, which included the collection of interview data 

to generate contextual data on the aspects of identity produced in the students’ presentations.  

This study draws on the foregoing approaches to identity in the following ways. First, social identity is 

regarded, in line with Norris (2011) and the framework already outlined in section 2.2, as produced by 

actors engaged in social practices forming recognisable genres of activity. At root, the metaphor of 

production particularly draws on sociocultural theory which emphasises the primacy of action mediated 

by semiotic and material tools. However, following the turn towards sociomaterialism taken by Scollon 
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(2001) and Norris, I regard identity as produced in relation to all spatio-temporal elements constituting a 

particular moment of practice, with the configuration of these elements shifting constantly. When 

engaged in the genre practices of a particular site, identities are both given out, i.e., displayed, by 

individuals consciously orienting to particular social categories through their materially-mediated actions 

and representations and given off by them, a much less self-aware process dependent on the 

interpretative backgrounds of all observers. Secondarily, the specialisation of sets of practices results in 

social processes (i.e., genres) and roles, both of which are associated with recognisable purposes and 

functions. This means that it is also appropriate, following the dramaturgical metaphor developed by 

Goffman (1959; 1974) to use the metaphor of performance to refer to the production of specific forms of 

identity such as the role of student, while recognising that each role, while broadly recognisable, is itself 

reproduced at each moment owing to the unique intersection of the material and semiotic elements 

involved in the practices that constitute it.   

In educational settings, one fundamental principle, following the foundational research of Lave & 

Wenger (1991) and Wenger (1998), is that learning and identity development are interdependent aspects 

of the same process, as encapsulated in Preece’s view of learning as “inextricably linked with the way we 

think and feel about ourselves” (Preece, 2009, p3). In relation to language learning, Norton emphasised 

that theories of communication must account for the identities of those whose messages are exchanged 

during interaction: 

“Every time language learners speak, they are not only exchanging information with their interlocutors; they are 

also constantly organizing and reorganizing a sense of who they are and how they relate to the social world.” 

(Norton, 1997, p411) 

Recognising this fundamental point, it is important to provide young people with the opportunity to 

reflect on their social identities, helping to socialize them into the practices of ‘studenting’ at university. 

Numerous studies report that didactic pedagogies which focus only on subject knowledge as opposed to 

the social aspects of learning are more likely to result in student disengagement (Flum & Kaplan, 2000, 

English, 2011, Cope & Kalantzis, 2015, Carlone, 2017, Van Horne & Bell, 2017). On the other hand, too 

much emphasis on adolescent or emerging adults’ ‘brought-along’ or ‘transportable’ (Zimmerman, 1998) 

identities may undermine the formal knowledge-building purpose of education and limit the possibilities 

that academic study holds for self-development (Cope & Kalantzis, 2015). A view of identity which 

acknowledges but does not overemphasise the broader social identity of students contributed to the 

approach developed in this thesis, as Chapters 5-7 indicate.    
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The extensive literature on adolescent and young adult student identity varies considerably in its 

theoretical assumptions and practical concerns. The relation of language use and learning to ethnic and 

gender identity is a central concern of Rampton (1990, 1995) and Norton (1997, 2000, 2009, 2010), and 

the studies summarised in Block (2007). Student identity has also been approached from the perspective 

of Academic Literacies (e.g., Lea & Street, 1998, English, 2011; Haneda, 2014), which overlaps with 

disciplinary or knowledge-based identities, explored from a critical perspective by Carlone (2017) and Van 

Horne & Bell, (2017), from the perspective of stance and voice in writing by Hyland (2010, 2012) and 

Hyland & Guinda, (2015) and from a Conversation Analytical viewpoint by Heritage (2012) and Mayes 

(2015). Finally, other research of varying levels of criticality has focussed on the academic socialization of 

adolescent and young adult students within their institutions of study and alongside peers (Broadbent, 

2008; Wortham, 2008; Preece, 2009; Duff, 2002; Duranti, Ochs & Schiefflin, 2012; Koyabashi, 2016). The 

aspects of student identity related to language, discipline of study, institution and peers which the studies 

above explore (see discussion in Section 2.7) were found to be highly significant in this study.  

2.4 Approaches to genre 

Several approaches to genre which have informed the study are outlined in this section.  

2.4.1 SFL approaches  

In early theorisations in the SFL tradition, Hasan viewed genre as the set of optional and obligatory 

stages in an interactional event derived from the contextual variables of field (basically, the ‘what’ of the 

text, its subject matter), mode (then, the role of language in the text) and tenor, which construes the 

relationships of speaker to hearer, their relative statuses & roles, etc. (Halliday & Hasan, 1989). Martin 

subsequently defined genre as “the system of staged goal-oriented social processes through which social 

subjects in a given culture live their lives” (Martin, 1997 in Gardner, 2011). In Martin’s model, the added 

stratum of genre denotes culture-wide communicative processes such as ‘narrative’ or ‘description’, 

rather than types of texts such as presentation or essay, which are instead treated as macro-genres 

combining these more elemental forms (Hyland, 2002). Representing the genre’s purpose, multiple 

genres may be instantiated within the same text-type, and each shift in genre marks a distinct stage in the 

text (Martin & Rose, 2008). This constitutes an important difference between SFL genre theory and the 

other two approaches below, which are more likely to classify entire text-types as enacting one particular 

genre (Hood, 2013).  
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2.4.2 New Rhetoric approaches 

New Rhetoric (NR) theory sees genres as recurrent schemes of activity which shape and are shaped by 

written texts. Miller (1984) built on Schutz’s notion of typification to theorise genres as forms of social 

action arising from typified understanding of recurrent situations. Texts are mediating frames combining 

situated and cross-contextual meanings, and are therefore a key means of reproducing orderly social 

action (Berkenkotter & Huckin, 1993); they are only one aspect of the broader unfolding of any genre. The 

context from which the rhetorical purposes of texts both derive and contribute to is equally significant 

than the language used to achieve these; text authors are assumed to be competent in the lexis and 

grammar required to realise their purposes –a problematic assumption for additional language education. 

Nonetheless, NR sensitises analysis to the importance of context, practitioners and the ethnographic 

means of studying these elements.  

2.4.3 ESP approaches and the discourse community 

In ESP approaches to genre, analytic focus on the linguistic representation of social action in the text 

takes a different form. The genre’s overall purpose(s) or rationale, broadly-recognised and shared by more 

expert participants, coordinates its unfolding through rhetorical moves and even smaller steps which are 

variably realised by different language forms (Swales, 1990). Following Swales’ CARS model for research 

article (RA) introductions, a large number of subsequent transdisciplinary move/step analyses have been 

carried out on other RA sections and academic genres using the increasing availability of large-scale 

corpora (e.g., Loi, 2010; Maswana, Kanamaru & Tajinp, 2015; Cotos, Huffman & Link, 2017; Moreno & 

Swales, 2018). Individual texts can be validated as belonging to a particular genre by expert members of 

what Swales refers to as a ‘discourse community’ (Swales, 1990, Chapter 2), which is identified on the 

basis of definitional criteria including commonality of public goals realised by one or more genres, a 

specific set of lexis which might be perceived as jargon to outsiders, and direct communication among 

members of differing experience.  

Discourse communities have been critiqued for over-emphasising the homogeneity of those who 

comprise them, i.e., overlooking the multiple and possibly conflicting purposes of individual members 

(Bowles, 2012). There is also the difficulty of defining the boundaries of a discourse or any other 

community: in an educational context, should it refer to a single class, all classes across a course, an entire 

institution, or all practitioners of a particular subject or discipline? Clearly, the social context in which 

genres are produced must be understood in order to analyse the genre’s purposes and link these to their 

realisation in communicative forms. However, it may be more fruitful to conceive of undergraduate 
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classroom presentations in terms of a broad set or nexus of materially-shaped practices, which vary in the 

extent to which they are prototypical of the genre. This enables the schematic organisation of the genre’s 

purposes as sections, moves and steps to be extrapolated from close observation of the situated practices 

themselves. The abstract and somewhat static notion of discourse community, with its connotations of 

boundedness and stability can then be replaced by a more dynamic recognition of aspects of the genre 

which overlap with but do not necessarily belong to the community as defined above. These would include 

members’ exposure to social practices and practitioners from elsewhere, the impact of material 

arrangements on performances of the genre, and the influence of other discursive voices on 

performances, for instance.  

2.5 Genre theory and academic presentations 

Despite the reservations about the concept of discourse community expressed in 2.3, of the three 

genre approaches summarised above, ESP move/step analysis has been most widely used for researching 

monologic academic talk. Several papers focus squarely on the generic structure of presentations. 

Shalom’s early analysis of academic conference discussions found four moves made by chairs: opening, 

controlling, participating in and closing the session, each of which were realised by various speech acts 

(Shalom, 1993). A three-move structure in conference presentation introductions was identified by 

Rowley-Jolivet & Carter-Thomas (2005) alongside the more recent delineation of an eight-move structure 

in PhD students’ ‘3-minute thesis’ presentations, consisting of Orientation, Rationale, Purpose, Methods, 

Implication and Termination with optional Framework and Results (Hu & Liu, 2018). Such findings help 

establish expectations for analysing the move/step structure of the presentations in this thesis. . 

Even when genre analysis per se is not the focus of research, the ESP approach to genre has framed 

studies of register in presentations (e.g., the move-based investigations of particular sections/stages of 

the genre reported in Hood & Forey, 2005, Querol-Julian & Fortanet-Gomez, 2012 & Ruiz-Madrid & 

Fortanet-Gomez, 2016 –see 2.7, below). Similarly, Zareva’s extensive research into the register of 

classroom presentations (e.g., Zareva, 2009, 2013, 2018, 2020) has used ESP genre theory as a background 

concept in combination with theories of register and social identity, and is discussed in more detail in 

2.10.1. Such cross-fertilization reflects the diverse influences on the development of move/step analysis, 

which has incorporated both SFL and NR influences. For instance, Swales acknowledges the influence of 

Halliday’s early contributions on register and cites Martin’s work on genre in the 1990 book (e.g., p.40). 

Labelling genre stages as moves and steps moreover evokes the NR conception of genre as a vehicle of 
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social action and coheres with the ontological focus on situated, recurrent actions that underpins this 

thesis (see Chapter 5). 

2.6 Theories of communicative modes 

Multimodality, like genre, is a vast research terrain: the following discussion summarises research into 

nonverbal communicative modes of particular significance to the production of identity during the 

classroom presentations.    

2.6.1 Gesture 

In the tradition of Pragmatics, gesture is defined as “visible action when it used as an utterance or as 

part of an utterance” (Kendon, 2004), emphasising the fact that gestures can include the movement of 

other parts of the body as well as the hands (McNeill 2000), and that speech and gesture are tightly 

coordinated to the extent that they can be viewed as different aspects of a single communicative process 

(McNeill, 2005) or as a ‘speech-gesture ensemble’ (Kendon, 2009). In this view, the part-to-whole, 

segmented construction of meanings across the spoken utterance contrasts with the global and synthetic 

semiosis of gestures in which components derive their meaning from the entire gesture (McNeill, 2005). 

This view contrasts with the Social Semiotic perspective, which identifies a grammar of experiential, 

interpersonal and textual meanings in gesture and other actions (Martinec, 2004, Hood, 2011, Lim, 2019). 

In terms of its physical form, Kendon identifies the preparation, stroke and retraction phases of gesture, 

a classification which has been extended to include additional phases by later researchers (Kendon, 1980; 

Seyfeddinipur & Kita 2001). Gesture co-occurs with or slightly precedes the associated spoken action but 

almost never occurs after it (McNeill, 2005).   

Gestures can be subdivided according to function, although McNeill --emphasising that a single ‘visible 

action’ may express multiple functions-- refers to four dimensions that co-occur with speech as iconic, 

metaphoric, beat and deictic gestures (McNeill, 2005). Whereas iconic gestures represent concrete 

entities, metaphoric gestures represent intangible entities and processes; for instance, the word 

‘continue’ might accompany a circling movement of the hands. Beat gestures are small movements, 

usually of the hands, that tend to co-occur with the semantic peaks of utterances, but which also occur 

during dysfluencies, and deictics are pointing gestures made with any part of the body that refer to or 

identify contextual elements (McNeill, 2005; Hood, 2011). Unlike these four dimensions, emblems are 

highly conventionalised gestures substituting for words, such as the vertical, palm-out hand shape 
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meaning ‘stop’, which needs no accompanying speech to clarify its meaning (Efron, 1972 in Martinec, 

2004). 

Streeck’s ‘ecologies of gesture’ takes a practice theoretical view to distinguish between overlapping 

uses of gesture, casting these in terms of the manipulation or evocation of the world within reach, the 

world within sight, imaginary or abstract worlds, and regulation of others’ actions (Streeck, 2018). In the 

Social Semiotic tradition, Lim (2019) has extended Hood’s (2011) and Martinec’s work (2004), identifying 

performative and communicative categories of gesture. The first of these includes unintentionally 

communicative hand actions, such as object handling and self-touch. The second category is 

subcategorised into language-correspondent gestures (co-occurring with but not reliant on language for 

their interpretation), language-dependent (essentially matching McNeill’s typography) and language-

independent (occurring in the absence of language) gesture types (Lim, 2019). Following Norris (2011) 

and previous multimodal research into oral academic discourse (e.g., Morell, 2015), the categories applied 

to this study were principally those of McNeill (2005). Other codes related to the first of Streeck’s 

classifications, and the first of Martinec’s categories were also developed to describe presenters’ manual 

actions (see 4.5.1).  

2.6.2 Gaze 

As with other communicative modes, patterns of gaze vary according to the cultural context and the 

activity engaged in. The role of eye contact in intersubjective processes is not universal but culturally and 

environmentally mediated (Rossano, 2013; Bailly, Raidt & Elisei, 2010). For instance, Turkish speakers tend 

to maintain eye contact while conversing (Evason, 2017), and some social activities (e.g., eating) simply 

require less eye contact between participants (Goodwin, 1981, in Rossano, 2013).  Much research on gaze 

as a mode has been carried out in the pragmatic/CA tradition (e.g., Weiss. 2018; Streeck, 2012; Kendrick 

& Holler, 2017). The primary interest here has been to establish rules and regularities in the use of gaze 

during communication, rather than linking it to speakers’ stances and by extension, the aspects of their 

identities that are being expressed. Conversation analysts view gaze as a resource used for next speaker 

selection (Kendrick & Holler, 2017), but this is clearly not its main function in extended oral discourse. 

Instead, it may be used as a resource for constructing what Goffman (1981) terms a ‘shared participation 

framework’ which in combination with other modes, can indicate how speakers frame the communicative 

situation and the stances they take on the content of talk.  

More relevant to this thesis are studies of gaze focussing on its perceptual and affective meaning. The 

regulatory and expressive functions of gaze during interaction were identified by Kendon (1967), who 
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found that gaze withdrawal was a means of reducing emotional arousal, and that longer durations of 

speaker gaze indicated closer affiliation or involvement with listeners.  Similarly, Burgoon & Le Poire 

(1999) reported that higher frequency and directness of gaze correlates with immediacy of involvement 

with others, while the reverse indexes more formal relationships.  More recently, Jording et al. (2018) 

have proposed a perception-based ‘Social Gaze Space’ for triadic interactions which includes 5 gaze states: 

partner-oriented, object-oriented, introspective, initiating and responding (sic) joint attention. These 

states are based on basic gaze direction as indicative of participants’ visual attention (Jording et al, 2018). 

The classification is relevant to the approach taken in this thesis; namely, that speakers’ gaze direction 

indicates their orientation to different aspects of their relational identities as students, which are not only 

produced intersubjectively in the immediate sense, during presentations.   

2.6.3 Proxemics & posture 

Unlike studies of gaze and gesture, cultural differences have been central to the field of proxemics 

since Hall’s seminal work (Hall, 1992). Hall identified four distance zones whose sizes vary between 

cultures; namely, those of intimate, personal, social and public distance, with characteristic forms of 

interaction and ‘situational personalities’ formed within each zone (Hall 1966). Proxemic behaviour 

displays social distance and solidarity (Hudson, 1980): movement between these zones may reframe 

interactions as more or less formal/intimate, or contribute to claims of territorial rights (Burgoon & Le 

Poire, 1999; Goodwin, 2000). Intercultural variation in how the zones are defined is noted by Çakır in his 

account of Turkish EFL teachers negotiating interactive space in the U.S. (Çakır, 2006). Aliakbari et al (2011) 

find that student-teacher proximity is mediated by gender and power relations in an Iranian university 

context. This research indicates that presenters’ location in relation to audience members should be 

regarded as a resource for displaying their alignment and involvement with them. 

Posture or bodily orientation has usually been studied as part of modal ensembles. Postural shifts 

aligning to recipients are used alongside gaze to elicit attention (Heath, 1984). Postural openness conveys 

greater intimacy, openness, similarity to and equality with recipients (Burgoon, 1991). Martinec’s Social 

Semiotic framework for action codes posture as up/down and backward/forward bodily orientations 

representing (un)happiness and fear/anger respectively (Martinec, 2001). However, the 

forward/backward axis may indicate a range of affective positions beyond this dichotomy, with 

interpretation reliant on additional contextual information (Feng & O’Halloran, 2012). The role of the 

trunk/torso in orienting to multiple, simultaneous courses of action and expressing stance is highlighted 

by Schlegoff’s (1998) discussion of ‘body torque’. Torqued postures embody tension between competing 
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(inter)active claims, projecting possible courses that (inter)action might take (Schlegoff, 1998). Like other 

modes, posture, movement and proximity to different aspects of the setting display and configure 

speakers’ shifting foci of attention to different aspects of the setting: alongside the theoretical and 

ethnographic contexts described later in this chapter, these actions become intepretable in terms of the 

identities of social actors.  

2.6.4 Image 

Three approaches to analysing images are discussed in this section. First, in Kress & Van Leeuwen’s 

SFL-derived classification, the ideational, interpersonal and textual metafunctions of language are seen to 

correspond to the representational, interactive and compositional metafunctions of images (Kress & Van 

Leeuwen, 2006). Encoding experience, the representational metafunction is subdivided into narrative 

(representing action, change and impermanence) and conceptual (encoding classification, relations and 

symbolism) structures (Stoian, 2015). The interactive metafunction concerns both the represented 

relationship between the producer and viewer of images and the relations between Participants within 

the image. These relations are encoded by three dimensions: first, the image act, similar to Halliday’s 

speech functions, can be subdivided into demands and offers realised by the gaze direction of Participants 

in the image; second, social distance, represented by the way that the image is framed, i.e., from close-

up, medium-range or long shot; and finally, perspective, which represents the image from different 

vertical and horizontal angles to construe varying degrees of involvement with or power in relation to the 

participants (Kress and Van Leeuwen, 2006).  

The second approach is that of Bertin, who distinguishes the ‘monosemic’ images contained in charts 

and diagrams) from ‘polysemic’ figurative images, i.e., photographs and pictures (Bertin, in Rowley-Jolivet, 

2002). Whereas the meaning of monosemic images such as mathematical formulae is relatively unitary 

and objective, polysemic images are context-dependent and contain much more room for subjective 

interpretation (Eilam, 2012). For this thesis, Bertin’s distinction is a useful means of understanding 

whether speakers’ selection of images foregrounds their technical knowledge of a subject, or their 

engagement of the audience via the display of more interpretable images (see Rowley-Jolivet, 2002).  

In the third approach, Norris applies the MMIA framework to images and other objects (Norris, 2011), 

describing them as ‘frozen actions’. One of her examples of a frozen action is a PowerPoint slide, which 

produces identity elements in a similar way to lower- and higher-level actions. Images are not approached 

as frozen action in this thesis because this move is not required based on my ontological assumptions. 

However, Norris’s point that the significance of frozen actions to any (inter)action is dependent on its 

perceptual salience within the setting, which varies according to participants’ actions, is a salutary one. 
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Thus, by attending to a presentation slide via speech, gaze, posture, movement, etc., classroom speakers 

indicate that the slide is important to them at that moment and produce their own identities via the slide 

contents. The insights derived from Norris and the previously-discussed theories of image-based semiosis 

are drawn on in Chapter 7 of the thesis.  

2.7 Multimodal research on academic presentations 

Embodied communicative practices invariably entail the moment-by-moment, intricate, intra- and 

inter-individual coordination of actions in a wide range of modes (Kress & van Leeuwen, 2001; Norris, 

2011; Depperman & Streeck, 2012). This is as true of performances of the academic presentation as it is 

of any other speech genre. However, the academic presentation genre enacts meaning both in embodied 

modes (particularly speech, gesture, gaze and proxemics) and slides (image and writing). Multimodal 

research in presentations tends to link speech either to slides (Charles & Ventola, 2002; Rowley-Jolivet, 

2002; Tardy, 2005) or to the nonverbal embodied modes (e.g., Forey & Feng, 2016; Fortanet-Gomez & 

Ruiz, 2016; Rendle-Short, 2006), and these two approaches are now discussed in turn.  

2.7.1 Speech, text and image  

Rowley-Jolivet categorises visuals used in conference presentations into scriptural, figurative, 

graphical, and numerical types of image (Rowley-Jolivet, 2002). This categorisation enables identification 

of the functions of different images in terms of structuring stages of the genre and enacting different types 

of logical relations. The author emphasises the varying interpersonal effects of such image types, with the 

figurative images typically appearing at the Introduction or Discussion sections of presentations projecting 

very different audience relations to the graphical and/or numerical images typically used in the Methods 

and Results stages (Rowley-Jolivet, 2002). This suggests that image choice projects different aspects of 

presenter identity, with graphical/numerical images projecting topic expertise, whereas figurative images 

produce greater involvement with the audience, an insight which informed the analysis of image in this 

research.   

Ventola’s research into academic presentations covers two areas of substantive interest to this thesis 

–genre and multimodality (Ventola, 2002; Charles & Ventola, 2002). It produced the illuminating concept 

of ‘semiotic spanning’, which has two interrelated meanings, the first of which refers to the multisemiotic 

links between meanings made in presentations and previous, related meaning-making, such as the writing 

of a conference paper, while the second denotes the coordinated use of modes to create a single text 
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during the presentation. Thus, the generic structure of presentations is modelled linearly after Hasan (in 

Halliday & Hasan, 1989) as CODE TRANSITION ˄ (SLIDE ˄  IDENTIFICATION ˄ CONTEXTUALISATION) ˄ CODE 

RETURN, with “CODE TRANSITION” referring to the foregrounding of image as a new slide figure is shown, 

the ˄ symbol denoting the order of stages and the brackets containing repeatable stages. The authors’ 

register analysis of each stage indicates the positioning effects of Tenor choices, and slide images are 

interpreted as providing additional meaning-making resources (as opposed to supplying concrete 

evidence for abstract spoken points), emphasising the potential of image as well as other modes to enact 

meaning independently, as well as together with spoken or written language (Cahrles & Ventola, 2002).   

The single paper located which connects multimodality, identity (see sections 2.6-2.8) and genre within 

presentations is that of Tardy (2005), who examines identities produced within the PowerPoint slides of 

four multilingual learners (Tardy, 2005). The author draws on Bourdieu’s theorisation of habitus (1977), 

and Ivaniç’s academic writing framework of autobiographical, discoursal, authorial and possible selves 

(Ivaniç, 1998) to explain how the verbal and visual design of slides expresses the disciplinary alignments 

and individuality of four graduate student presenters. Aspects such as IMRD organisation, discipline-

specific terms, visuals and templates projected disciplinary identity, while individual stance was expressed 

via a range of written and image-based design choices. The influence of disciplinary genre conventions in 

constraining and enabling identity production is also highlighted (Tardy, 2005). While spoken performance 

is not included in Tardy’s paper, it shifts attention towards the ways that slides can configure student 

identities in their own right.  

2.7.2 Speech and other embodied modes 

Some particularly valuable research explores multimodality in academic settings from a Social 

Semiotic/SFL perspective. Hood & Forey describe how interpersonal meaning is construed through speech 

and gesture within the set-up stage of conference presentations. Using Appraisal Theory (e.g., Martin & 

Rose, 2005) and following Kendon and Martinec (2004), the authors consider how presenters’ word 

choices establish solidarity with audiences along the dimensions of Engagement, Attitude and Graduation 

(see 1.2.5). In addition, they provide examples of how these positionings are amplified by the gestures 

made by presenters (Hood & Forey, 2005). Gestures (which in the authors’ study include movements of 

the head and facial expressions) were also used to signal and evoke acceptance for upcoming spoken 

evaluations. Within an ethnographic study of speakers, such uses of language and gesture can be 

interpreted in terms of identity production and positioning. 
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Hood’s (2011) Social Semiotic analysis of the gestures, posture and spatial positioning used in the 

classroom by adult EAP teachers is similarly relevant. Hood demonstrates that signifying directionality and 

specification concerning concrete and abstract entities (i.e., projecting future actions) through deictic, 

language-independent gestures helps to produce orderly, multimodal classroom discourse. Hood also 

shows how variation in the teacher’s positioning in the classroom is synchronised with changes in 

intonation and lexico-grammar to construe actualised meanings while at the board, and potential 

meanings when in closer proximity to the students. Both of these findings are highly coherent with 

pragmatics-based research into the temporality and coordination of multimodal action (summarised in 

Depperman & Streeck, 2012). 

Using Appraisal Theory (Martin & White, 2005), Hood analyses the ways that interpersonal meaning is 

produced by the body along the dimensions of Engagement, Attitude and Graduation (see 1.2.5). 

Graduation is expressed along the dimensions of muscular tension and size/scope of gesture, either 

independently of language or to amplify the stance of linguistic meanings. Engagement resources include 

prone/supine hand positions used to respectively contract/expand the discursive space for other voices, 

amplifying the engagement of corresponding speech (Hood, in Dreyfus, Hood & Stenglin, 2011). This 

detailed framework sensitises analysis to the power of gesture in configuring the speaker’s dialogic 

relation to different aspects of their talk.   

Forey & Feng integrate Appraisal and Multimodal Discourse Analysis (e.g., O’Halloran, 2011) to provide 

a system network of interpersonal semiotic resources across the modes of speech, movement, posture, 

gaze and gesture (Forey & Feng, 2016). The authors demonstrate how presenters’ choices in different 

modes can combine across different parameters such as speech function, affect and involvement to 

precisely configure their engagement with the audience (see Fig. 2.2). Although not explicitly framed as 

such, Forey & Feng’s work has obvious implications for how speakers might position themselves in terms 

of different aspects of their identities as they communicate during presentations. For instance, close 

identification with peers in an audience might be construed by the engagement resources of audience-

directed gaze, frontal body direction and the expression of solidarity through linguistic choices which 

reduce social distance. 
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Figure 2.2 System network: choices of engagement identified in academic presentations (Forey & Feng, 2016) 

Presenters’ use of multimodal evaluative resources in conference discussion sessions is explored by 

Querol-Julian & Fortanet-Gomez (2012). The authors incorporate elements of CA and Appraisal to 

represent participants’ verbal moves within the generic structure of Comment + Question-response at the 

discussion stage. In findings similar to those of Hood & Forey (2005), bodily actions, (in particular, head 

nods and increased volume of speech) were seen to intensify the speakers’ evaluations, among other 

functions. In a later study, Fortanet-Gomez and Ruiz consider multimodal asides in conference plenaries, 

taking the relevant section of a David Crystal talk as their focal text (Fortanet-Gomez & Ruiz, 2015).  Their 

ESP-derived move analysis found that the kinesic input of gesture, gaze, facial expression and head 

movement, as well as the paralinguistic resource of intonation, were essential to achieving the humorous 

effects of the discourse they analysed (Fortanet-Gomez & Ruiz, 2015). 
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Aiming to equip novice presenters with strategies for successful communication in ELF contexts, Morell 

(2015) researched speech, slides and embodied modes in conference presentations to distinguish 

between the ‘what’ of presentations (encompassing the field, mode and tenor choices which speakers 

make), from how these choices are realised multimodally, a useful distinction to make: if speakers are 

able to answer these questions before presenting, it is claimed, the talk is more likely than not to be 

effective. While the notion of communicative redundancy she outlines is less relevant when presenters’ 

identities are viewed in MMIA terms of modal density, Morell’s comprehensive taxonomy of multimodal 

resources to evaluate presentation performances (see Table 2.1, below) is also indicative of the multiple 

means by which students might produce different aspects of their situational identities. She confirms that 

modes convey meaning separately and in overlap, with images able to compensate for issues with speech 

production and its comprehension by audiences (Morell, 2015), a finding which points to the need to 

conceive of the classroom presentation as a multimodal genre whose steps may be taken via modes other 

than speech.  

Table 2.1: Multimodal Evaluation grid (Morrell, 2015) 
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Rendle-Short’s book-length contribution looks at communication in academic presentations within a 

CA framework (Rendle-Short, 2006). Focussing on the micro-level of discourse, rather than the 

presentation’s macro-structure or genre, she describes how sequences within the presentation are 

characterised by wave-like shifts in aspects of speaking such as intonation, silence and the lexical content 

of talk, alongside concurrent actions in other modes. Through these recursive sequences, presenters build 

displays of engagement and non-engagement (e.g. when changing slide transparencies) with audiences, 

alongside systematic shifts in the use of bodily orientation (posture), location and gesture, which shift to 

and from the presenter’s ‘home position’, i.e. the resting position of their body, to communicate the 

beginning and end of sequences. She notes the difference between such sequences and those involved in 

word search and repair, which are also signalled multimodally, and during which time presenters are at 

risk of losing their turn as the participation framework (Goffman, 1981) appears to change. Details in slides 

are brought to relevance via multimodal deixis combining speech, gesture, gaze and body position. 

Rendle-Short finds that the minutely-calibrated sequences of nonverbal action that are a continuous 

feature of presentations are not oriented to overtly, either by presenters or their audiences.  

This lack of reflexive awareness problematises the CA conceit of ‘recipient design’, wherein “the 

presenter designs and organises the seminar, moment by moment, for a particular audience..” (Rendle-

Short, 2006, p74). The image evoked here is that of the presenter as a rational and expert communicator 

focussed on achieving immediate intersubjectivity with listeners. This is entirely in keeping with CA’s 

humanist, intersubjectivist emphasis on the orderliness of communication, and certainly feels appropriate 

when interpreting the actions of an advanced academic speaker. However, despite the author’s insightful 

and valuable analysis of multimodality in oral academic communication, it also indicates several limits on 

the study’s applicability to this thesis.  

First, the presenter’s actions are all interpreted in terms of the achievement of intersubjectivity with 

his audience en masse, while overlooking other potentially dialogical processes such as those involved 

with the texts, semiotically-inscribed objects and the site, or individual audience members, all of which 

also constitute the presentation. Second, as a CA practitioner, Rendle-Short is unconcerned with the 

‘grammar’ of the seminar she analyses, in terms of its rhetorical organisation into sections, moves and 

steps, whereas the interface between this macro-structure and presenters’ individual actions was one of 

my research interests. Finally, the participants in my study were not single, expert speakers of academic 

English but multiple novice L2 presenters, a fact which foregrounds communicative diversity and 

disorderliness rather than the ordered and rational communicative accomplishments described by 

Rendle-Short. 
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Using the theoretical framework of Multimodal Interaction Analysis ([MMIA] Norris, 2004, 2011 –see 

1.2.3; 2.6.5), Bernard-Mecho studied topic introduction stages in an academic lecture to compare 

multimodal means of organizing lecture discourse with metadiscursive (verbal) contributions to managing 

the flow of information for the lecturer and audience (Bernard-Mecho, 2017). The author’s findings 

indicate that verbalised metadiscourse plays a far less significant role than nonverbal actions (such as 

deictic gestures and postural shifts) in realising the textual and interpersonal metafunctions during 

lectures. Differences in the modal configurations arising from scripted and spontaneous presenting styles 

are also specified (Bernard-Mecho, 2017).  

Persuasive strategies in conference presentations are explored from the same perspective by Valeiras-

Jurado & Ruiz-Madrid (2015, 2019). In the first paper, increased use of the modes of intonation, head 

movements and gestures for persuasive purposes in the discussion and Q&A stages of the genre are 

highlighted. Words representing researchers’ results are given prominence in tonal units; gestures and 

head movements are used more frequently when discussing results to reinforce or substitute for word 

meanings. Corresponding with ESP genre theory, the author emphasises that these practices are 

sanctioned by the discourse community who reproduce the genre (Valeiras-Jurado & Ruiz-Madrid, 2015). 

The second paper describes how expert presenters enact other ‘characters’ multimodally during narrative 

sequences, i.e., during anecdotes about previous interactions with others, in order to strengthen their 

spoken arguments. The multimodal array of persuasive resources used includes intonation, facial 

expression, head movements, gaze and gesture, all of which are orchestrated to increase the vividity and 

therefore, persuasiveness, of their messages (Valeiras-Jurado & Ruiz-Madrid, 2019). Whereas novice 

researchers are often left to infer how nonverbal modes contribute to persuasive presentations, both 

papers contend that this should be the focus of explicit instruction.                                                                             

Lastly, the role of gesture in explanations is explored by Crawford-Camiciotolli, whose discourse 

analysis draws on Fukawa-Connelly and Wiesner’s tripartite division of gesture functions as indexical 

(indicating a theoretical or spatial position), representational (standing for an object or idea) and social 

(emphasising the message or relationship with the audience) (Fukawa-Connelly & Wieesner, 2013 in 

Crawford-Camiciotolli, 2015). The analysis of OpenCourseWare lectures in humanities subjects found that 

most gesture types co-occurring with verbal explanations carried the social function of engaging the 

audience. While these gestures often highlighted salient aspects of the explanations for audiences, some 

explanatory sequences were co-expressed with gestures functioning primarily to reinforce the 

experiential meanings in speech. This indicates the possibility that different gestures may foreground the 
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presenter as concerned with their field or subject matter, or with establishing interpersonal relationships, 

both of which are ethnographically interpretable as different aspects of their identities as students.  

In summary, the research presented in this section suggests the following about multimodality within 

classroom presentations. First of all, the supportive and reinforcing effects of other modes -and gesture 

in particular- on the meanings and stances (see 2.6.3) expressed in spoken language are likely to be an 

important feature of the presentations. Secondly, alongside this speech-dependent framing of other 

modes, some research has adopted a more radical approach which indicates that actions in some 

nonverbal modes (including slides) function independently of speech to make meaning and may indeed 

make a more significant contribution than spoken language to the interpersonal and textual aspects of 

communication throughout the presentation (Bernard-Mecho, 2017; Morell, 2015; Forey & Feng, 2016). 

Not only do these findings suggest that the genre of classroom presentations might be performed via 

modes other than speech (see Chapter 6), they also indicate strongly the need to analyse student 

presenters’ actions in a range of modes besides spoken language, since these will produce different 

aspects of their identities in the immediate setting, as the account in Chapter 7 indicates. The next section 

considers identity theory in more detail. 

2.8 Theories of identity 

A range of different theories of identity with roots in sociology and social psychology contributing to 

the theoretical framework of the study are discussed in this section.  

2.8.1 Foundational approaches to identity 

The social constructionist foundations of identity are found in Mead’s (1934) and Vygotsky’s (1978) 

developmental accounts (Riley, 2007). In Vygotsky’s sociocultural approach, self-development derives 

from sign-and-tool-mediated participation in social activity. Both society and the individual identity act on 

and shape one another dialectically, in a continuous process of inner and outer transformation (Penuel & 

Wertsch 1995). For Mead, individual development is an emergent property of social interaction. Identity 

emerges from the dialectical relationship between the individual ‘I’ and the socially-shaped ‘me’ 

constructed through symbolically-mediated interaction by which individuals develop the ability to see 

themselves through another’s eyes (Burkitt, 2008). Identity work consists of integrating multiple sources 

of identity (social roles) into the sense of a continuous self over time (Hametner & Joerchel, 2009). 

Two subsequent approaches to social identity which shifted attention towards the influence of larger 

social structures were those of Tajfel (e.g., Tajfel, 1982; Tajfel & Turner, 1979) and Stryker (e.g., Stryker, 
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1980; Serpe & Stryker, 2011), and their respective colleagues. Explicating the reasons for 

intra/interpersonal and intergroup conflict, Tajfel claimed that individual identity derives in part from 

identification of and (dis)affiliation with social groups -in particular, those defined in terms of ethnicity 

and/or nationality (Tajfel, 1982). Stryker defined roles as “expectations attached to positions occupied in 

networks of relationships”, and identity as the internalisation of aspects of these roles whose meanings 

the individual shares (Stryker & Burke, 2000, p286). The networks and associated roles available to 

individuals are partly determined by intersecting structures of class, gender and age, etc., and among the 

multiplicity of the individual’s possible identities, some are more salient than others across situations, 

accounting for observable stabilities in personality (Serpre & Stryker, 2011).   

The identity theory developed by Stryker & colleagues has evolved from its symbolic interactionist 

roots to one which incorporates signs as material resources whose meanings are grasped via direct, 

immediate experience (Stets & Burke, 2014). Direct and symbolically-mediated experiences of situations 

are the input enabling the individual to monitor their internalised ‘identity standard’ for that situation 

against their actual behaviour, as seen through others’ eyes. If the situated and standard identities are 

perceived by the actor as matching,-the individual’s identity is verified; if not, they will attempt to adjust 

their behaviour, or output. Verification is usually a continuous and non-conscious process, but when an 

identity is not verified, conscious reflection is required to adjust it. (Savage & Stets, in Stets & Serpre, 

2016). While the authors’ relational concept of role expectations influencing identity is useful, the theory 

clearly depends on an information-processing metaphor of mind which partly obscures the process of 

identity production. In this study, student identity is viewed as produced through always publicly 

observable, discursive position-taking around different aspects of the role, the meanings of which emerge 

via multimodal genre practices.    

2.8.2 Identity as performance 

Both Mead and Vygotsky highlighted social action as the primary means by which identity develops. 

The metaphorical meaning of ‘act’ as ‘perform a role’ was extended by Goffman’s dramaturgical imagery 

(Goffman, 1959; 1974). For Goffman, performances are embodied, dramatized, idealised social 

interactions, and consist of front(stage) and back(stage) elements. The routinized ‘front’ of a performance 

comprises the physical setting, the personal front (which is composed of unique aspects of the person’s 

appearance and manner), and the social front. Social fronts are performance templates that are applicable 

to various social routines, are often institutionalised into stereotypical ways of behaving, and are usually 

selected rather than created by actors to “sustain a particular definition of the situation, (their) claim to 

what reality is” (Goffman, 1956, p53). These definitions, what Goffman later described as frames, can be 
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shared across a culture or overlaid onto situations by individual actors (Goffman, 1974).  Social identity is 

thus, for Goffman, realised in complex and dynamic interactions between individual dispositions, pre-

established social roles and situational contingencies. 

It is important to mention that Goffman uses the term ‘role’ flexibly, referring both to social or network 

categories (cf Norris’s definition of identity elements) as well as ones which arise during interaction, such 

as ‘onlooker’, ‘eavesdropper’, ‘principal’, etc. (Goffman, 1974, 1981). The question of how role and 

identity differ is addressed by Goffman in Frame Analysis (1974). Role is defined in the 1974 work as “a 

specialised capacity or function” (p.129) whose broad meaning is shared in culturally-recognised, 

commonsense ways. On the other hand, personal identity is the sense of oneself as a unified temporally-

extended entity who can perform a multitude of these capacities or functions. When fulfilling any role, 

the individual person always plays a part or character, i.e., produces a “staged version” of themselves in 

relation to it. This distinction between role, identity and character means that participants would be 

viewed as “acting the part of presenter” in their capacity as students. Goffman’s distinction between role 

and identity is useful, and this thesis does not treat the role of student as a single, self-explanatory 

function. Instead, it looks inside it to explore the core capacities it entails, how these are produced, and 

how participants’ broader identities interface with these capacities to produce their identities as students.  

Influenced by Goffman’s flexible treatment of role, Zimmerman considers discursive identities from a 

CA perspective as ‘discourse’, ‘situational’ and ‘transportable’ types (1998). The first of these includes the 

identity of listener, questioner, etc. and arises at each turn in a conversation; the second covers 

situationally-defined roles such as ‘teacher’ or ‘student’; and the last are more permanent and cross-

situational, “assignable or claimable on the basis of physically or culturally based insignia which furnish 

the intersubjective basis for categorization” (Zimmerman, 1998, p91); the examples provided are the 

macro-categories of age and gender. All three levels of identity are produced both via direct apprehension 

and orientation to the corresponding social category. It is through these processes of apprehension and 

orientation that student presenters position themselves around different aspects of their situational 

identity (see next section). Similarly, the ‘situational’ student identity in this thesis is taken to include what 

I call “non-definitive” aspects of the student role, which include participants’ transportable identities (see 

Chapter 5).  

2.8.3 Identity as positioning, stance and accommodation 

The notions of multiple roles and ingroup/outgroup attitudes as constitutive of identity are advanced 

by the concept of positioning (Davies & Harré, 1990; Harré, 2004). Whereas role in its everyday sense is 
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relatively static, implying that individuals simply assume pre-determined ways of speaking and acting in 

social life, positioning is a more flexible, comprehensive, intricate and dynamic concept. The ‘triangle’ 

which underlies acts of positioning consists of the repertoire of acts admissible within the local context of 

interaction, the rights and duties which are implied by these acts, and the culturally-recognised storylines, 

or discourses by which expectations for the interaction are managed and understandings displayed 

(Harré, 2004, Kayı-Aydar, 2019). For instance, classroom presentations could combine acts such as 

introducing, changing slides and so on, and in acting thus, speakers claim the right to hold the floor as well 

as acknowledging their duty to perform the task required by the institution, to inform their peers, etc. 

These actions acquire meaning through the discursive storylines which display each participant’s 

understanding of the events going on in the presentation, and their rights and duties in respect of it.         

Three orders of positioning were identified by Harré & Langenhove (1999). The 1st order consists of 

initial, unchallenged and usually tacit positions taken up in relation to self and other(s), which would 

characterise classroom presentations in their monologic phase. 2nd order positionings occur when these 

initial acts are contested and/or negotiated by interlocutors and would feature more in the Question & 

Answer / Discussion sections of performances of the genre. Finally, in the 3RD order, speakers refer to 

positionings which occurred in a different context entirely, repositioning themselves or others in the 

process. This type would occur in presenter anecdotes and is most common in interviews where people 

narrate past events (Kayı-Adar, 2019). Thus, although initial concepts of Positioning were developed to 

explain narrative interviews and analysis, the theory is evidently applicable to the study of identity within 

the classroom presentation. 

Indeed, more recent theorisations indicate that actors will project positions through their participation 

in social practice, whether in direct interaction with others or not: 

“Positions are accomplished by social practice. Positions are meaningful, semiotically structured ascriptions. 

Positions are tied to the social actions by which they are made relevant. Positions give evidence of multiple facets 

of personal identity and they may be fleeting and contested”  

(Deppermann, 2015, p370) 

Positioning theories have moved away from the analysis of descriptive spoken or written narratives to 

emphasise the role of nonverbal communicative modes during interaction (Harré, 2015; Pinnow & Chaval, 

2015; Deppermann, 2015; Kayı-Aydar, 2019), and the situated emergence of identities through ‘small 

stories’ constructed as the subject positions itself via speech and other actions (Bamberg & 

Georgakopolou, 2008; Day & Kjaerback, 2013). As Deppermann (2015) indicates, concepts of 
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(dis)alignment between speakers and (dis)affiliation with categories applied in CA/MCA studies of identity 

are congruent with this approach to positioning, as is Communication Accommodation Theory (CAT), 

which focusses on strategies of convergence with and divergence from interlocutors on the basis of shared 

and separate group memberships (Giles & Ogay, 2007; Giles, 2016). Because these approaches are 

grounded in fine-grained analysis of communicative (particularly linguistic) actions and the contexts they 

index, they are able to add greater empirical depth to accounts of the emergence of identities in 

interaction (Day & Kjaerback, 2013). 

Positioning in presentations can thus be seen as encompassing both the person’s location within 

discourses conferring expected rights and duties on participants, and their location as an embodied actor, 

interacting within a specific, spatially and temporally structured context (Deppermann, 2015; Riley, 2007). 

Spatial positionings achieved as student presenters move through their settings necessarily implicate the 

individual’s positioning in terms of (dis)alignment or (dis)affiliation with different categories of meaning. 

In other words, moment-by-moment actions in the presentation such as a shift in gaze, a backward step 

or the meaning and pronunciation of a particular word invariably locate speakers in relation to other 

actors and objects on the semiotic plane: every material action carried out by speakers is laden with 

discursive meaning (Depperman, 2015). This assumption underpins the utility of positioning to 

understanding student identity production within the classroom presentation.  

Related theories offer valuable additional ways to understand the communicative resources available 

to learners as they position themselves during presentations. Two significant approaches to stance are 

those of du Bois (2007), who focuses on spoken interaction, and Hyland, who looks at stance in academic 

writing (Hyland, 2010, 2012). Du Bois views stance-taking as an inherent part of interaction; his ‘stance 

triangle’ consists of two dialogically-related subjects, and an object of the stance. The relationship 

between the three is summarised as “I evaluate something and thereby position myself and thereby align 

with you” (Du Bois, 2007, p163). Intersubjectivity is achieved through convergent or divergent alignment 

with another subject through public ‘stance acts’ which evaluate an object. It is important to note that 

stance is embedded within and derives its meaning from practices that carry broader sociocultural values.     

However, there are several reasons why DuBois’s theory of stance did not ultimately form a part of 

the theoretical framework used in this study. First and foremost, the theory leads to the conclusion that 

the social identity of speakers is produced via innumerable acts of dialogical stance-taking across multiple 

contexts, yet at the same time, is taken by DuBois to pre-exist each stance act (2007, 3.2). While this is a 

reasonable viewpoint, it opposes the major frameworks (MMIA and Positioning) used in this study, both 

of which emphasise that identity is fundamentally produced at the moment of speaking – and in the first 
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of these frameworks, by all material-semiotic elements present at that moment. Furthermore, because 

social practices and roles are reduced to ‘context’ in the theory’s emphasis on individual, dialogic action, 

it is difficult for it to explain how countless stance-taking can lead to identities which are subjectively 

consistent and inter-subjectively recognizable. The second issue is that, despite the theory’s dialogical 

roots, stance-taking is presented as a conversational phenomenon among co-present or familiar 

interlocutors, which seems less appropriate to monologic speech in which framing the relationship 

between subjects as one of dialogicity extends the potential reach of stance to non-reciprocal or 

asynchronous audience relations, such as those which characterise presentations. Finally, there is 

insufficient attention paid to the fact that stances are achieved by various symbolic forms besides the 

verbal in DuBois’s theory, also rendering it less useful to a multimodal study of identity.  

Hyland’s ESP-inspired work combines corpus analysis with expert/insider interviews, focussing 

principally on authorial stance and voice in writing (e.g., Hyland, 2002, 2010), yet his recent work into 

identity within genre is interesting to consider in regard to presentations. His later concept of positioning 

refers to the relationship between the speaker and what is said, while proximity denotes the individual’s 

alignment with the rhetorical norms of a disciplinary community (Hyland, 2012, 2015). “Genre 

constraints”, Hyland writes, “are simultaneously the enabling conditions for originality” (Hyland, 2015, 

p33). In other words, genre is a resource enabling practitioners to project both an individual and 

communal identity by steering a course between adherence to and rejection of particular disciplinary 

conventions. Greater proximity to the practices of a discipline signals identification with and membership 

of that discipline, and its reverse asserts the writer or speaker’s individuality.  

Positioning and proximity are well-suited to the study of professional academic identity, but the binary 

distinction between individual and disciplinary community may be less illuminative of undergraduate 

student selves. Firstly, undergraduate peer relations are likely to be mediated by shared personal 

affinities, histories, and involvements in other generationally-distinct practices as much as disciplinary 

membership. Secondly, and relatedly, the academic communities that Hyland refers to are usually 

dispersed, rather than centred on one institution, as the majority of undergraduate communities are –

even if the institutional interface is mobile or remote, as under the conditions imposed by Covid-19 in 

2020-21. Institutional belonging is key to student identity, whereas Hyland’s 2015 study of academics’ 

web pages indicates that this is afforded much less prominence than disciplinary achievement among 

professionals. Finally, whereas the established field knowledge and linguistic expertise of Hyland’s 

academics is apparent, these are areas much more at stake for undergraduate students in the early stages 

of disciplinary (and in some cases, language) learning. In brief, undergraduates often position themselves 
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in relation to other aspects of their identities as students besides their disciplines; these aspects cannot 

simply be collapsed into ‘individual’ aspects but make a distinct contribution to the student role. For all of 

these reasons, Hyland’s approach to positioning was not used as part of this study.  

2.8.4 Identity as community apprenticeship 

Hyland draws on the background notion of community of practice as a means of theorising the link 

between writing and identity. Communities of Practice is a Vygotskian sociocultural theory of learning and 

identity which draws on the tenet that materially-mediated interaction is fundamental to mental 

development (Engeström, 1987; Lave & Wenger, 1991). Legitimate Peripheral Participation (LPP) 

describes how apprenticeship learning occurs through validated involvement in the practices of a specific 

community, through which members might move from novices to experts along varying trajectories (Lave 

& Wenger, 1991). LPP was an important aspect of the theory of Language Socialisation (LS), which shows 

how cultural identity develops through the process of accommodation to others’ practices (usually to 

those of a community’s expert members). Both linguistic and cultural development can be tracked via 

attention to the practices indexed in the language forms used by novices (Duff, 2007; He, 2011; Duranti, 

Ochs & Schiefflin, 2011).  

Wenger (1998) later developed the notion of individual identity as structured through membership of 

multiple communities of practice. For Wenger, identity comprises different configurations of mutual 

engagement, accountability and access to the shared repertoire of a community. Identity is a process 

involving the reconciliation of its disparate elements: negotiated, lived experience, a learning trajectory, 

membership of multiple communities and global-local relations. Wenger’s intricate framework is notable 

for its explicit linkage of identity development and learning in terms of the complex multidimensionality 

of social practices. However, it has been critiqued for seeming to efface the role of power in the 

legitimation of identity within such communities, for lacking a theory of language-in-use and for excluding 

wider social forces from its framework (e.g., Lea, 2005; Barton & Tusting, 2005; Nicolini, 2012). For 

instance, for ESOL learners living as immigrants in ‘inner-circle’ countries in particular, community 

memberships are often restrictively mediated by one or more ethnic, race and class categories (Norton, 

2000, 2010; Block, 2007).  

Communities of practice is a valuable background concept for understanding that learners’ relations 

to knowledge are always socially mediated through participation with others of varying levels of expertise. 

On the other hand, as Nicolini and other theorists (e.g. Rampton, 2006) indicate, ‘community’ is a 

problematic term which should be treated with caution, not least because it connotes a stability and 
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voluntarism to social relations which effaces the role of power in their constitution (e.g., Lea, 2005; Davis, 

2006). Furthermore, the notion of community may reify what are simply people whose lives temporarily 

hang together in shared arrays of social practices:  

“Communities of practice are, in fact, communities of practitioners constantly positioning themselves within the 

ongoing practice…it is practice itself which performs community and not the other way around.”  

(Nicolini, 2012, p94) 

While acknowledging the broader developmental and pedagogic perspective afforded by the notion 

of community, my focus in this thesis was on the meanings afforded by such “constant positioning” within 

the practices of presentations in terms of the student identity that was being performed. Because student 

identity is theorised as emergent from involvement in directly observable practices rather than multiple 

and often indeterminate communities, Wenger’s 1997 framework was not deployed in the study, 

although the LPP and LS notions of accommodation among expert and novice practitioners are used to 

inform my discussion of the results.  

2.8.5 Identity as multimodal interaction 

The final approach considered in this section is Multimodal Interaction Analysis (Norris, 2011), which I 

recap here and return to in Section 4.5.1 covering discourse analysis. Norris describes the simultaneous, 

multiple identities referred to by Gordon (2015) and Bulcholz & Hall (2005) as identity elements, which 

she regards as equivalent to roles. Identity elements can be macro-categories, or more local network and 

interactional roles enacted via a combination of ‘horizontal’ actions and ‘vertical’ layers of discourse 

during (inter)action to produce different ‘wholes’. Norris supplements theories of the linguistic production 

of identity with a more obvious orientation to its material production. Using the mediated action as her 

unit of analysis, she states that identity elements are always co-produced with other actors, objects and 

settings at a particular point in history.  

As mentioned in 1.2.3, Norris’s important contribution was to establish a method which accounts for 

the simultaneous production of identity elements/roles by considering the modes of (inter)action that are 

deployed by individuals at any social site. (Inter)action refers to both intersubjective and subject-object 

actions. The significance of identities within (inter)action can be determined by examining the modal 

configurations which locate them in the foreground or background of the attention of participants, which 

Norris terms the ‘foreground-background continuum’ (2011). This modal density is highest either when 

many modes are used to construct an action (modal complexity) or when one mode is dominant (modal 

intensity) (Norris, 2011; Pirini, 2014). To give a simple example, a student using a laptop in class engaged 
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in the higher-level activity of a discussion might enact a personal identity element by glancing at a family 

photograph displayed as a screensaver. However, this personal identity element would be at the 

background of attention in the (inter)action due to its low modal complexity (only produced in the modes 

of gaze and image). Simultaneously, her speech, the room layout, holding and pointing to a textbook, the 

gaze of an interlocutor, etc. would make the ‘student’ element of her identity much more salient (Figure 

2.3).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) Family identity at background of attention             (b) Student identity at foreground of attention 

Figure 2.3 Heuristic modal density circles depicting identities at different levels of awareness (after 

Norris, 2004, 2011) 

Thus in MMIA, social roles such as ‘teacher’ or ‘brother’ are produced via multiple, mediated actions 

on the horizontal plane. However, such roles are produced discursively as well. Norris deals with discourse 

in the 2011 book by labelling it ‘vertical’ identity production, which is classified into three overlapping 

layers. The outer layers of discourse refer to wider social forces imposed on the individual, the 

intermediary layers to forces imposed on the individual via their involvement in networks, and the 

immediate layers refer to the individual’s apparent agency to act for themselves and upon others. The 

combination of these layers builds the discursive meaning of the identity element produced by an 

individual’s ‘horizontal’ actions. Although the concept of vertical identity production is useful, it was 

developed via long-term, immersive ethnographic study of the everyday lives of two individuals, and its 

application demands a similar level of involvement with participants. It was therefore not particularly well-

suited to the study of a larger number of participants observed at a single site, engaged in one type of 

activity producing a particular identity element, or role. My solution to this problem was to combine 
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Norris’s approach to understanding the microgenesis of identity at the horizontal level with Positioning, 

and I discuss this further in the methodology chapter, Section 4.5.1.  

2.9 Student identities 

This section discusses some major work that has been carried out into the aspects of adolescent and 

young adult student identity which are central concerns of the thesis.  

2.9.1 Language identities  

Language identities have been explored with differing emphases by Block (2007) and Rampton (1990, 

1995, 2006). Block’s introduction to the subject emphasises the intersection of adult second language 

learning with macro-social categories such as class, ethnicity and gender. His discussion of the diary 

studies he carried out with adult language school students in Spain addresses the issue of 2nd language 

identity and its intersection with the teacher’s institutional authority and peers in the class, with reference 

to the case of Silvia. Block concludes that “in the context of classroom FL, (foreign language) the kind of 

identity work being done is much more about her (Silvia’s) classmates than putative communities of 

practice in the TL (target language)” (Block, 2007, p134-5, brackets added). In other words, Block found 

that participants frequently positioned themselves in terms of broader social identities (socioeconomic 

class, in this case) during interviews, that these influenced the development of a community of practice 

within the classroom, but this community was not represented in the target language by learners. Block’s 

interest in 2nd Language identity in particular made this a disappointing finding, one which perhaps 

indicated his participants’ limited affiliation with and expertise in English (in Rampton’s [1990] terms –see 

below).  

In contrast, Rampton’s earlier work looks at multilingual identities in the situated practices of UK urban 

schools as a microcosm of discursive late modernity, focussing on classroom and local community 

interaction among adolescents. The language crossing practices of multilingual teenagers were 

interpreted as a means of negotiating their ethnic identity, peer-group membership and language 

affiliation, expertise and heritage (Rampton 1990, 1995). The author’s earlier article critiquing the ‘native 

speaker’ concept, however, affords a more fruitful and compact means of conceptualising EMI and EFL 

learners’ relationships to English and other languages which is more obviously applicable to less diverse 

settings such as the one researched in this thesis.  

Language identity is configured from expertise, affiliation and heritage (Rampton, 1990). Expertise 

refers to the person’s proficiency in a language (which varies according to the field of activity), while 
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heritage and affiliation denote identification with social groups using the language: heritage with 

intragroup identification, and affiliation with intergroup identification, in social psychological terms 

(Rampton, 1990). These elements of language identity are not stable constructs, but are continuously 

negotiated in interaction. They enable learner language analysis to move away from a deficit model to 

one that is much more comprehensive and able to acknowledge different influences on an individual’s 

language practices. Language expertise, affiliation and heritage can be determined through self-and 

other- ascriptions in interviews or observations and by closer analysis of the communicative practices 

used in these genres; for instance, expertise is amenable to analysis of the complexity, accuracy and 

fluency (CAF) of speakers in relation to local expectations (Skehan, 2009). Due to its clarity and 

applicability, Rampton’s framework provides a useful way of understanding this aspect of student identity.  

Although the assumptions that underlie CAF analyses are rooted in psycholinguistics rather than  

Rampton’s sociolinguistic framework, they are used in the literature to measure speakers’ proficiency and 

are therefore applicable to more ‘objective’ assessments of the expertise dimension of language identity 

(see 4.5.1).  Complexity refers to the use of more or less advanced language forms, accuracy as the 

avoidance of error in these forms, while fluency is the capacity to produce uninterrupted language at a 

normal rate (see Bui & Skehan, 2018 for a more detailed breakdown). The performance of these three 

dimensions vary according to multiple features of the task cycle (pre-, during and post-task) that speakers 

are engaged in: presentation tasks are highly planned in their monologic phase, characterized by narrative 

structure and are publicly performed, features which are, overall, likely to raise the complexity and 

accuracy of language while carrying mixed effects on fluency. On the other hand, the Q&A section of 

classroom presentations, an interactive forum for debate, might be anticipated to favour greater spoken 

accuracy in particular (see Skehan’s discussion of the “trade-off” hypothesis, 2009). Thus, CAF analysis can 

be related to features of the task itself, as well as supporting the claim that variation in performances of 

the same activity carried out under similar conditions positions learners as more or less proficient, or 

expert users of the language.  

Psycholinguistics considers that mental processes and their epiphenomena underlie and characterize 

language use (Field, 2008). Accordingly, research into CAF has typically sought to understand these by 

treating complexity, accuracy and fluency as dependent variables in experimental study designs (Housen 

& Kuiken, 2009; Bui & Skehan, 2018), in which the effects of treatments on learners’ performance of these 

dimensions is measured as they perform relatively simple, closed tasks containing features amenable to 

manipulation (e.g., Skehan et al, 2012; de Jong & Perfetti, 2011; Gilabert, 2007). Notwithstanding the 

disciplinary split between psycholinguistic and sociolinguistic understandings of language performance, 
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these task characteristics may explain why the CAF framework has not thus far been used to study 

presentations.  While L1/L2 fluency in classroom monologues was investigated by Hincks (2010), this was 

only informed by one aspect of CAF, rather than the complete framework. Moreover, the finding that L2 

presentations were delivered at a 23% lower fluency rate than their L1 equivalents was not connected to 

speakers’ language identities, but to its implications for more thorough training for lecturers in EMI 

education.  

However, one recent transdisciplinary paper has enlisted CAF in order to understand the sociolinguistic 

phenomenon of heteroglossia, which sees speakers’ identities as constructed multivocally in relation to 

others (LaScotte & Tarone, 2019). In this study, the authors elicited L2 narratives from university students 

and analysed the differences in complexity, accuracy and fluency of the language used in enacted (i.e., 

directly quoted language) and the baseline narrative voice of their discourse. Interestingly, they found 

that the language used when directly incorporating the voices of others into their narratives was both 

more fluent and more accurate than that used for their “own” narration. They thus conclude that CAF 

varies within tasks and that the appropriation of others’ voices into speakers’ identities as L2 speakers is 

a crucial aspect of language learning (laScotte & Tarone, 2019). Despite the numerous differences 

between the heteroglossic, textual notion of identity production proposed in their paper and the social 

practices approach set out in this thesis, the authors nevertheless demonstrate the potential utility of CAF 

for exploring speakers’ identities and the expertise they are able to project, as well as for tracking variation 

in the language performed at different sections of the classroom presentation.   

 

2.9.2 Peer and institutional identities  

Other research into student identity considers how individuals relate to their peers, institutions and 

other communities. Students’ communities of practice (see 2.8.4) may consist of peers within their 

institution of study or comprise their wider networks of colleagues, friends or family. ‘Posh talk’ at 

university was researched by Sian Preece in her book-length account of gender, class and ethnicity 

positions enacted by minority undergraduate students at ‘Millennium University’ in London (Preece, 

2009). Using Lave & Wenger’s (1991) framework, performative gender theory (Butler, 1990), Positioning 

Theory and Rampton’s theory of language identity (1990) within an ethnographic study, Preece 

determined that her subjects’ academic, peer and family communities of practice were particularly 

influential on the development of their gendered student identities. While Preece’s setting, participants 

and methodological focus differ in several important ways to this research, ‘Posh Talk’ highlights students’ 

wider social identities as impacting their relationship to their peers, discipline and institution of study.  
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Preece’s work is highly germane to this thesis because, drawing on Engstrom & Tinto (2008) she 

distinguishes between disciplinary and institutional identification in a university setting. The former refers 

to adherence to the norms and values of academic practices, whereas the latter focuses on social 

integration, which “is related to successful encounters with fellow students and staff that help to develop 

a sense of belonging in, and identification with, the institution” (Preece, 2009, p4). Importantly, the 

author’s research indicated that beyond this opposition, adolescent and young adult peer identity 

positions sometimes conflicted with those of the academic community and the institutional authority of 

the teacher, and that this conflict was more pronounced among male students and in observations more 

than interviews (Preece, 2009). Institutional and subject-mediated alignment were also distinguished by 

Rampton in his work on classroom genres (2006). He explicitly connects these genres to the role 

expectations of students, noting a separation of the students’ commitment to ‘school knowledge’ from 

their limited alignment to the teacher’s authority during classes, indicating that such role positionings are 

embedded in larger cultural movements, particularly the ‘conversationalising’ of public discourse  

(Rampton, 2006).  

Bonny Norton’s approach, like those of Rampton and Preece, avoids collapsing student identity into a 

‘individual vs discipline’ or ‘personal vs institutional’ binary, instead looking in detail at students’ lives 

beyond the classroom in multiple communities of practice as explanatory of their achievement within it 

(Norton, 2000). By theorising differences in language learning trajectories in terms of learners’ 

investments of different forms of capital (in Bourdieu’s terms) across multiple communities of practice, 

Norton examines language learning from a critical social rather than an individual perspective (Norton, 

2013). She shows how the achievement of ESOL learners such as ‘Eva’ depended on the investments of 

symbolic and economic capital they were able to make in a variety of contexts besides the classroom. 

Feminist and emancipatory in its approach, Norton’s work insists that second language learning success 

is far less dependent on individual cognition than on the wider sociocultural conditions that produce L2 

students. While the position in this thesis is that such conditions are not in and of themselves definitive 

of the student role, they carry a considerable influence on positioning students in terms of the central 

aspects of student identity.  

2.9.3 Disciplinary identities 

Academic Literacies and other emancipatory approaches maintain that students’ identification with a 

domain of knowledge can be cultivated by designing settings that bring alternative epistemologies to bear 

on the practices characterising a particular discipline (Carlone, 2017; English, 2011; Lillis & Scott, 2007). 
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Similarly, Van Horne & Bell (2017) raise the importance of students identifying with the subject they are 

studying, -whether as a producer, consumer or critic- as a determinant of successful learning. 

Nonetheless, disciplines are characterised by established ways of knowing, and students are identified as 

more or less knowledgeable of the subject being studied through the epistemic stances they take during 

interaction (Heritage, 2012). Both commitment to and knowledge of a subject contribute to the student’s 

epistemic status, i.e., to what extent he or she is able to claim credible knowledge of a discipline’s 

practices. This requires students to demonstrate mastery of “an increasingly articulated, complex and 

intricate semantic structure of meanings” (Maton, 2014), which can be realised in modes other than 

speech and writing.   

2.9.4 Key aspects of student identity 

This brief survey of major research indicates several important aspects by which the role enactments 

of individual students are shaped. The adolescents and young adults who have been studied in 

educational settings appear to derive their situated identities variously in relation to the languages of 

study, their peers, their discipline and the institutions they study in, as well as the ‘portable identities’ 

(Zimmerman, 1998) they bring along to the setting. What is striking is how influential the concept of 

‘community of practice’ has been in theorising these different elements. However, as discussed in 2.8.4, 

the word’s connotations of cooperation, familiarity between members, and tradition are problematic. A 

more useful account of the specific aspects of student identity may be achieved by detailed observation 

of the practices used to enact a key role-related genre in detail, alongside ethnographic study, rather than 

relying on the more diffuse, bounded and reifying concept of community.  

 

2.10 The academic presentation as a site of identity production 

Whereas identity in academic writing has been extensively researched (e.g., İvaniç, 1998; English, 

2011; Hyland & Guinda, 2012; Hyland, 2015), my search for literature which directly focussed on identity 

in academic presentations returned very few results. Given the centrality of presentations to the longer-

term formation of identity highlighted in the Language Socialisation studies of Morita, (2000) and Zappa-

Holman (2007) such comparative neglect is surprising, and indicates the need for further studies. This 

section describes and evaluates research into identity in presentations from the range of perspectives 

summarised in section 1.8.  
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2.10.1 Academic roles in presentations  

The most influential study of self/identity within academic oral discourse is probably Erving Goffman’s 

chapter on ‘The Lecture’ (Goffman, 1981). Goffman’s tripartite theorisation of the different selves 

produced during advanced academic talks comprises the ‘animator’ (the one who physically speaks the 

text); the ‘author’, who has prepared and scripted the statements that are made; and the ‘principal’, the 

person whose beliefs on the topic are being expressed. Goffman theorises that these selves are produced 

during the lecture via different footings, with the last self featuring more evidently in the introduction, 

closing comments and question & answer sections of the presentation. Alongside such “keyed passages”, 

this principal self emerges in text brackets and parenthetical remarks (where the presenter may digress, 

apologize, elaborate, etc.) as well as occurrences of literal and figurative ‘noise’ which may interfere with 

the transmission of the intended message (Goffman, 1981).  

Goffman extends the dramaturgical metaphor developed in his earlier work to increase awareness of 

the academic presentation as a site at which selves are performed through different forms of speech and 

other actions. He identifies the presenter’s need to warrant pre-existing, institutionally-conferred claims 

to epistemic authority by marshalling semantic and prosodic command of their topic during the 

presentation. As well as the range of ways in which presenters align themselves more directly with their 

audiences (summarised in the previous paragraph), Goffman also notes the importance of “high style” in 

language for projecting commitment to the situation and knowledge of the subject (ibid). Goffman 

identifies the discourse roles of presenters and links these with their observable realisation in 

communicative resources, primarily speech. Overall, the framework is indicative of the potential of the 

academic monologue for producing the identities of speakers, yet its focus on expert users of a different 

genre and on discourse rather than situational roles, along with its fairly cursory treatment of modes other 

than speech, limit its relevance to this thesis.  

Alla Zareva has considered how student identities are projected through the verbal language of 

academic presentations (Zareva, 2013). The research focusses on first-person singular pronouns in a 

corpus of presentation speech to establish how presenters enact multiple identity roles, often 

simultaneously, to position themselves as individuals and in relation to their disciplines. Zareva deploys 

Stryker’s theorisation of identity as internalised, hierarchically-structured social roles (Stryker, 2007). She 

analyses identity into three broad groups: social identity roles comprising professional and institutional 

roles, speech event roles related to managing the presentation and written genre roles such as guide, 

opinion-holder and originator (see Zareva, 2013, p74). One important finding is that student presentations 

are dominated by written genre conventions. Another is that individual identity construction is subject to 
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considerable disciplinary and institutional constraints, with personal and social identity roles only 

“glimpsed” during the presentations (Zareva, 2013). 

2.10.2 LS and CAT research into presentations 

Two longitudinal studies that take an LS perspective on classroom presentations are particularly 

relevant to this thesis because they situate student talks in a detailed ethnographic context and identify 

distinct aspects of their participants’ student identities. Researching multilingual graduate TESL learners 

in Canada, Morita highlights the multiple ways that presenting contributes to identity development 

(Morita, 2000). For instance, the epistemic stances projected during presentations enabled students to 

constitute expert or novice identities in relation to their peers and to position themselves in terms of the 

disciplinary area. Presenters also deployed a range of semiotic resources to establish strong audience 

relations, and voiced identities developed through their participation in other communities of practice. 

Finally, the non-native speaking migrant students reported that presenting in the Canadian cultural 

context impacted their personal and general identities as cultural outsiders, although they strategically 

mitigated these effects in various ways when preparing and performing their presentations (Morita, 

2000).   

Zappa-Holman’s research into discourse socialisation through academic presentations is another 

noteworthy example of work from the LS tradition (Zappa-Holman, 2007). In-depth ethnographic case 

studies of six additional learners’ presentations in a Canadian EMI setting demonstrate how, as linguistic, 

cultural and disciplinary novices, these students eased the process of accommodating to the daunting task 

of presenting in English by deploying various strategies. These included choosing familiar and interesting 

topics, rehearsing, slowing their speech rate, engaging audiences by adapting behaviours observed in their 

professors’ lectures and choosing to be first to present. Such practices can be viewed as orienting student 

identities towards disciplinary and institutional conventions, as well as towards peers and instructors. 

Zareva’s recent research combines the framework of CAT (e.g., Giles, 2016) with an analysis of 50 

Humanities & Social Sciences postgraduate presentations in order to describe key lexical and collocational 

features of the spoken register of this genre, and their interpersonal functions (Zareva 2020). This later 

research found that presentational speech is a hybrid of spoken and written language features, with the 

proportion of core vocabulary, higher lexical density, greater proportion of Academic Word List 

vocabulary (Coxhead, 2000) and low-frequency, technical lexis more typical of the written mode. 

Significant to the area of identity were her findings that presenters aligned with audiences in two ways: 

via the ‘unmediated’ repetition of high-frequency, everyday vocabulary, and via the ‘mediated’ use of 
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repeated, technical, discipline-specific vocabulary. By reducing the processing demands of listeners 

through the frequent use of collocations, presenters also accommodated their audiences’ communicative 

needs (Zareva, 2020). This research indicates that peer solidarity was achieved directly by indexing what 

were aspects of their shared generational membership as well as an indirect and more selective in-group 

status based on the discipline of study. Similar indicators were interpreted as aspects of peer identity in 

this study (see 7.5).   

2.11 Summary of Chapter 2 

The above review of literature indicates that student identity is produced in educational settings via 

speech, writing and other multimodal actions which observably position individuals in relation to the 

various aspects of their roles which emerge in practice. The aspects of role-related identity which recur in 

the literature include those of the language(s) used (Rampton, 1990, 1995; Block, 2007); fellow students 

(Preece, 2009; Morita, 2000; Zappa-Holman, 2007), the institution of study (Rampton, 2006; Preece, 2009) 

and the subject being learned (Van Horne & Bell, 2017; Preece, 2009; Zareva, 2013). Students’ actions, 

realised minimally in the modes discussed in Section 2.6, are shaped by the shared resource of genre, 

defined as sets of rhetorical practices which proceed teleologically to meet institutionally-defined ends. 

This definition draws primarily on Swales’s definition of genre (1990, 2004) while replacing the notion of 

genre recognition and use by a discourse community with that of practitioners who vary in their level of 

expertise and who are able to contribute to the genre’s development by importing practices from 

elsewhere.  

As a significant communicative resource, genre also constrains the actions that typify everyday peer 

relations in particular and positions users as different kinds of institutional and disciplinary members and 

language users. These are realised via multiple modes of communicative action, which MMIA is well-

placed to describe owing to its recognition that identity is produced via such socio-material actions and 

the relative significance of identities can be determined by examining the modal density of the lower-level 

actions used to produce them Norris (2004, 2011). In this study, the underlying assumption of ESP that 

genre is the representation of conventionalised sets of purpose-driven social action complements Norris’s 

theory by explaining how participants know how to combine lower-level actions - such as a gaze to the 

audience - into higher-level ones like a complete classroom presentation. Finally, positioning theory 

(Davies & Harré, 1990; Deppermann, 2016) enables the social roles (in this study, that of ‘student’) that 

Norris approaches as indivisible wholes to be understood as comprised of shifting, relational aspects 
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whose meaning when enacted in the predominantly 1ST-order positioning of classroom presentations is 

dependent on social features of the site such as individual speakers’ histories, local norms and broader 

social discourses.   

The student classroom presentation itself, then, is reconceptualised from the definition given in 

Section 1.1 as a genre consisting of socially and materially-shaped, meaningful actions carried out in 

multiple communicative modes, with the primary purpose of enacting disciplinary knowledge through 

language, typically before an audience of peers and a teacher, and in an institutional setting.  While 

moving stepwise through a genre, other positionings such as those of class, gender and ethnicity (Block, 

2007; Norris, 2000; Rampton, 1995; English, 2011; Preece, 2009) may also be salient in students’ 

(inter)actions. While these and other aspects abstracted from discourse can be readily identified, their 

meanings are produced in accordance with locally-defined rights, duties and expectations and are not 

self-evident, clearly bounded or universal, which is why they must be investigated: the practices 

associated with all aspects of student identity are subject to cultural, generic and individual variation, their 

meanings evolve dynamically as they are enacted, and they overlap with one another. For instance, 

epistemic and language identity positionings may converge simply because producing disciplinary 

credibility requires a certain level of language expertise; similarly, peer groups are frequently based on 

shared memberships of institutions, disciplinary or language-speaking communities.  

Conversely, individuals can draw on and even extend the multimodal resources associated with each 

category to produce their identities as students, but they face the task of aligning positionings that may 

clash, such as the performance of peer solidarity with that of institutional compliance. To maintain 

different aspects of identity in alignment, students must draw on the wide range of multimodal resources 

available to them; how they do so during their academic presentations is the main focus of this thesis. 

The findings summarised in Section 2.9 of this chapter indicate some of the identity alignments students 

are likely to need to make during their presentations. Overall, the primary framework used to understand 

student identity production within this study is derived from ESP genre theory (Swales, 1990), Multimodal 

Interaction Analysis (Norris, 2004, 2011) and Positioning theory (Davies & Harré, 1990).   
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Chapter 3: The research setting 

 

3.1 Introduction to Chapter 3  

Th,s chapter aims to set out the national, institutional and classroom contexts of the research. In 

combination with interview and observational data, these contexts offer a crucial means of interpreting 

the identities produced by students as they presented. They did not ‘contain’ the presentations, but were 

instead integrated into the practices of presenting and interviewing, shaping the students’ actions and 

their social identities at various levels of salience as the interactions unfolded.  

The chapter starts by identifying cultural identity categories based on research into the national 

context. The continued importance of family to Turkish youth in transmitting and establishing such 

cultural identities is emphasised. Narrowing focus onto the Turkish HE sector and English language 

education in particular, Section 3 looks in greater detail at the potential impact of national and 

transnational policy initiatives on the identity positionings of students in respect to peers, teachers, their 

institutions, their subjects of study and the learning of English. Regarding the last of these, the dominant 

pedagogy of EMI (English as the medium of instruction) is critiqued as likely to retard students’ affiliation 

with English and limit the degree of their disciplinary identification. 

The next two sections introduce and discuss the institutional and classroom layers of context to this 

study, which was carried out with a psychology ESP class at Yeşil University between February and May, 

2018. The descriptions provided in these two sections draw on the previous discussion of the national and 

educational context and help to underwrite the transferability of this research to other settings. A 

summary of the major points concludes the chapter. 

3.2 The national context: Socio-political and youth identities in Turkey  

Following the end of the ethnically-diverse Ottoman caliphate, the Republic of Turkey was founded by 

the forces of Mustafa Kemal Atatürk on one-nation, statist and laicist principles. These were subsequently 

incorporated into the political philosophy of Kemalism. After the 1980 military coup, the country became 

increasingly integrated into the global economy, first under secular and latterly Islamist administrations. 

Since 2001, the authoritarian leadership of President Erdoğan’s Justice and Development Party (AKP), has 
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promulgated “an amalgam of Islamic conservatism and neoliberalism” (Yücesan-Özdemir & Özdemir, 

2012 p) whose neo-Ottoman narratives and practices in many spheres of life challenge and displace the 

principles under which the Republic was established (White, 2014).  

At the level of political culture, the tension between Kemalist secularism and neo-Ottoman Islamism 

ideologies is frequently portrayed as a clash of two fundamentally incompatible worldviews (Daniel & 

Karrell, 2016, p145). However, as White points out, “neither term -secular or Muslim- does justice to the 

variety of possible positions and their sometimes surprising combinations” (White, 2014, p10). A more 

sophisticated account of Turkish socioeconomic identity is provided in Rankin, Ergen & Göksen’s 

classification of three cultural groupings: ‘Engaged cosmopolitans’, who comprise up to a quarter of the 

adult population, are linked to the most privileged social position and secular identity and embrace, 

consume and participate in global culture; ‘Engaged provincialists’ -more religious, more middle class in 

terms of income and education, and more suspicious of global culture; and a ‘disengaged’ cluster, 

underprivileged and more likely to be religious, who express an attitude of neutrality, indifference 

towards or ignorance of a broad array of cultural forms shaped by globalisation (Rankin, Ergin & Göksen, 

2014). 

Another nuanced analysis focussing on sociopolitical beliefs is found in Hintz (2016), who identifies 

three distinct identity groupings. First, ‘Western Liberalists’, who are pro-EU integration, pro-liberal 

democracy, pro-minority rights, and the most diverse / least politically powerful group. Second, Kemalist 

‘Republican Nationalists’, whose former political hegemony enshrined in institutions such as the 

Constitutional Court and the Military, has been supplanted by the final group, ‘Ottoman Islamists’ -pious 

defenders of majority Sunni Islam rights, supporting pro-Sunni interventionism and holding conservative 

domestic values (Hintz, 2016). These classifications and the different loyalties they entail are nonetheless 

locally negotiated by actors in everyday practice according to situational contingencies (White, 2014).   

The recent British Council report into Turkish youth finds strong, multiply-corroborated evidence to 

suggest that political identities, while deeply held, are deliberately backgrounded in most peer interaction 

to negate the potential for conflict deriving from diverse views (British Council, 2016). The report 

determines that youth interact with peers in terms of mutual tolerance of and respect for individual 

differences, with web-based affinity groups (Gee, 2001) a particularly important means to relate to diverse 

peer groups. Interestingly, the survey underlines the importance of family –and therefore of the political 

categorisations summarised above- to the identities of young people. For instance, an average of 80% of 

respondents trusted their parents most, compared to 32% and only 11% of respondents placing greatest 

trust in their friends and teachers respectively (British Council, 2016). Overall, these self-reports indicate 
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that most peer relationships among Turkish youth are likely to be outwardly apolitical, marked by mutual 

tolerance and respect, and mediated strongly by family values.  

3.3 Education in Turkey  

3.3.1 Recent developments in Turkish educational policy 

The AKP’s acceleration of economic liberalisation has resulted in the rapid marketization and 

expansion of Turkey’s educational sector under the Party’s rule (Selvi, 2014). The reverence for education 

that developed during the country’s earlier modernisation has been reshaped under neoliberalist 

discourses into widespread credentialism, sustaining support for this growth (Ergin, Rankin & Göksen, 

2019). Competition for falling numbers of domestic students exists under a centralised regime of quality 

assurance for government funding, often allocated based on political affiliation rather than merit (Ecklund 

et al, 2016). Following the Gezi protests of 2012, an increasingly authoritarian stance towards higher 

education professionals and institutions viewed as unaligned with the Government’s aims was taken, 

(exemplified in the case of the sacking of signatories to the ‘Academics For Peace’ petition opposing the 

State’s treatment of Kurds –see Butler, 2017) along with concrete measures –such as removing the right 

of universities to choose their own rectors- which further reduced their autonomy.  

Under such pressures, it may be assumed that institutions, teachers and students are likely to be 

positioned in more overtly categorical ways, ‘as’ a pro-Government institution or ‘as’ a traditional 

secularist, for example. This foregrounding of broader social categories carries with it the greater potential 

for confrontation, in contradistinction to the account of general youth identity provided in the British 

Council report. Limited evidence for a more adversarial view of identity is found in Gökçe’s survey findings, 

which indicate that discrimination by lecturers and peers at one university in Istanbul was widespread and 

centred on ideological affiliation, ethnicity, gender, age, class, sexual orientation and personal style 

(Gökçe, 2013). These observations cohere with Palfreyman’s earlier study of the cultural othering of 

students by Turkish and non-Turkish teachers of English, who positioned their students as lazy, incapable 

or irresponsible cultural others (Palfreyman, 2005). Both studies indicate the requirement to consider the 

potential effects of wider social structures on student identities, even when these are backgrounded in 

interactions. 

A major change across Turkish education has been the introduction of constructivist pedagogies to 

replace transmission-based models of learning. Constructivism is held to promote key ‘soft skills’ such as 

critical thinking, communication and entrepreneurship, enabling Turkey’s workforce of the future to 
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respond to rapidly changing global markets (İnal, Akkaymak & Yıldırım, 2014). This too has impacted 

identities, transforming the roles of student and teacher, from passive recipient to active constructor of 

knowledge in the former case, and from authoritative source to facilitator of knowledge in the latter. It 

has thus impacted classroom practices and the professional selves of teachers, perhaps precipitating what 

has been described as a “spiritual crisis” among members of the profession (Ertürk, 2012, p240). 

3.3.2 Language policy and EMI universities 

Turkey’s post-1980 entry into global markets of goods and services was marked in universities by the 

1984 Higher Education Act. With this Act appeared the first private EMI university (Bilkent in Ankara); all 

university departments were now empowered to choose either English or Turkish as their medium of 

instruction. A second wave of private universities, which included Yeşil University, was established on the 

EMI model during the mid-late 1990s (Kırkgöz, 2009). The number of universities offering EMI 

programmes more than doubled between 2001 and 2015, from 75 to 176 (YÖK, 2014). This expansion was 

driven by Turkey’s participation in supra-national educational frameworks such as the Bologna Process 

and Erasmus, which have undeniably motivated the growth in EMI degree courses in Turkey, if not 

necessarily their quality (Onursal-Beşgül, 2016).  

Despite the rapid growth of EMI programmes, Turkey has been relatively slow to respond to the 

internationalisation agenda in HE, and there has been a major imbalance between outflows of Turkish 

scholars and incoming students. 0.8% of total student numbers were from overseas in 2010, increasing 

only slightly to 0.9% in 2014, compared to percentages in double figures among other OECD nations (West 

et. al, 2015). Furthermore, the majority of these students originated from countries with longstanding 

‘pan-Turkic’ cultural ties (Kamal, Clark & Mihael, 2017). One reason for this imbalance may be relatively 

low levels of quality assurance and international reputation in Turkish higher education compared to other 

countries (Ilieva et al, 2017), with the country slow to adopt Bologna Process accreditation mechanisms 

(Kamal, Clark & Mihael, 2017).  

Under YÖK regulations, all universities offering EMI courses are required to provide a preparatory year 

of English language education in Turkey. Students whose EMI courses exceed 30% of the total credit value 

of their qualification must pass these preparatory schools’ final exams before beginning their faculty 

classes, and must take English classes in their freshman year (YÖK, 2016). There is no obligation for EMI 

universities to provide English language support beyond the first year of undergraduate study. This 

widespread model of EMI provision works on the assumption that students reach the necessary level of 
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English first, then apply their knowledge to comprehend faculty course content (Macaro, Akıncıoğlu & 

Dearden,2016).  

3.3.3 EMI language and epistemic identities 

However, the EMI approach to disciplinary study makes two highly questionable assumptions: that 

language is merely the conduit for course content, and that all participants are already competent in the 

language (Cenoz, Genese & Gorter, 2013) as they begin their faculty courses. This contrasts with 

alternative approaches such as Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) or its tertiary equivalent 

Integrating Content and Language in Higher Education (ICLHE) or even genre pedagogies which combine 

language and subject matter as a matter of course (Jimenez-Munoz, 2014; Llinares & Dalton-Puffer, 2015; 

Coffin & O’Donohue, 2014; Schmidt-Unterberger, 2018). These alternatives are rarely practised in 

university settings in Turkey, where language support tends to be delivered separately from faculty classes 

(West et al, 2015; Macaro, Akıncıoğlu & Dearden, 2016), increasing the likelihood and experience of failure 

among students who have not reached the requisite level of English to cope (Soruç & Griffiths, 2018).  

Yet the continued use of what appears an inferior model of EMI provision resonates with various 

negative positionings of English in national discourses as a social and cultural menace to Turkishness and 

an obstacle to learning course content (Sert, 2008; Selvi, 2014). Separating English language provision 

from the transmission of disciplines ensures it can be framed less threateningly, as a pragmatic necessity 

subordinate to the main task of learning the discipline –an important consideration within the wider 

context of change summarised in 3.3.1. The separation of English and discipline also allows the 

professional identities of both subject and language specialists as specialists to be more easily maintained, 

and even defended.  

This point leads to the main purpose of this discussion, the effects of the EMI model on the identity 

positionings taken up by students. Separating English learning and content learning broadly sustains in 

objectified form the ways that students identify with English-speaking and national cultures. Research 

into university language learner identity in Turkey suggests that learners tend to compartmentalise their 

international/global and national identities, often marginalising the significance of the first of these (Atay 

& Ece, 2009). Similarly, the majority of undergraduate learners in Turkey view English learning as an 

instrument to improve employment prospects within national and international labour markets, not to 

improve their levels of short-term academic achievement (Kırkgöz, 2009; Bektaş-Çetinkaya, 2012; 

Koseoğlu, 2013).  
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Moreover, while Internationalisation is now a major driver of Turkish higher educational policy, with 

initiatives such as the ‘Hedef 2020’ programme aiming to attract greater numbers of international 

students, the homogeneity of the Yeşil University classroom in 2017 contrasted deeply with its more 

culturally-plural counterparts in Europe and North America. As a result, my initial data suggested that the 

national culture was less prominent within interactions, students were almost entirely unexposed to the 

cultural practices and Englishes of other countries while studying at Yeşil, and EMI as a policy tended to 

conflict with the practical reality of teaching to classes entirely composed of Turkish L1 speakers. One in-

depth study established that the response of most lecturers to classes comprising predominantly Turkish 

students was to foreground the learning of epistemic content and use the students’ L1 –almost entirely 

in some cases (Karakaş, 2016b). The widespread result of these pragmatic compromises is that the 

opportunity for students to gain more expertise in and experience affinity with English is subordinated to 

the development of disciplinary alignment and credibility as knowers of their subjects. 

Currently, there is insufficient data on the use of presentations as a component of assessment on 

undergraduate courses in Turkish universities. If, however, minimal English support is provided to 

students on these courses, the role of the preparatory year in developing students’ expertise as speakers 

becomes crucial. Unfortunately, as the authors of the largest EMI study in Turkey to date contend, not 

only are opportunities to integrate speaking into prep school lessons routinely missed, but owing to the 

separation of prep school from disciplinary classes, most students are unlikely to have learned speech 

genres relevant to their main courses (West et al, 2015). In any case, owing to the continuing influence of 

transmission pedagogy, underfunding of English classes at primary and secondary level and the lack of 

assessment of the skill in university entrance exams, speaking tends to be many students’ weakest area 

(Vale et al, 2013; Oral, 2013). All these factors mean that students are less likely to develop the 

dispositions necessary to sustain speaking in integration with other modes when presenting in English 

later in their degree programmes.  

Since my research participants were psychology students, some specific background to the discipline 

as taught in Turkey is relevant to this discussion. The data below derive from Arik & Arık’s survey of 

psychology programmes in Turkey (Arik & Arik, 2018). The academic discipline of psychology is offered by 

79 universities across Turkey, with approximately 40% of these degree courses nominally taught in English 

and a total of 5,806 enrolments in 2015. 10-15% of assignments (presentations and essays) on EMI 

psychology programmes were actually completed in Turkish, indicating the type of pragmatic compromise 

made by lecturers whose priority is that learners master the course content. Researching English use in 

these programmes, the authors report that only 8.5% of 117 student respondees believed that Turkish 
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should be excluded entirely from their classes. They recommend the combined use of English and Turkish 

during the freshman year as a means of aligning students with their discipline (Arık & Arık, 2018), an 

approach which is likely to lead to better outcomes in terms of achievement in the L1, and L2, as well as 

in the subject studied (Crisfield, 2019). 

3.4 The institutional context: Yeşil University 

3.4.1 Overview of the University  

Yeşil University - which as mentioned in Chapter 1, is not the institution’s actual name - consists of two 

campuses, the smaller of which lies in the city centre of Istanbul, with a larger site located far outside the 

city. This main campus contains three main academic buildings, several halls of residence accommodating 

approximately 1400 students, and various recreational facilities.  The university is a second-wave 

Foundation University established in the mid-1990s. However, the Foundation itself has a much longer 

history of involvement in primary and secondary schooling dating back over 100 years and counts the 

founder of the Turkish Republic among its former pupils. Its close association with Atatürk continues to 

position Yeşil University, in Hintz’s terms, as a prototypical “Republican Nationalist” university (Hintz, 

2017), with an accordingly secular and conservative reputation. Unlike many private foundation 

universities set up by wealthy industrialist families across the country, Yeşil’s primary business is 

education. The university is mid-ranking (QS, 2017), and relatively small by Turkish standards. 

The University is governed by a Board of Trustees (numbering ten individuals, including its rector) 

appointed by the Yeşil Foundation, and a Senate consisting of Heads of Faculty and senior academics. 

There are five faculties: Arts and Sciences, Economics and Administrative Sciences, Architecture and 

Design, Engineering and Fine Arts. Yeşil offers 4-year degrees structured on the US liberal arts model, with 

students progressing to specialised areas of study via the completion of ECTS credit-bearing, compulsory 

and optional modules.  Although University regulations stipulate a minimum of four courses per semester, 

the majority of students exceed this amount, often enrolling on seven or even eight courses to accelerate 

their progress.  Relatively recently, Yeşil has had to adapt to the rapidly evolving HE sector by increasing 

its offer of scholarships to students, expanding its range of Turkish Medium of Instruction (TMI) courses, 

and recruiting more international students (these still only numbered 1% of total student numbers in 

2016, a figure comparable to many other Turkish universities). Nonetheless, all these measures have 

increased student diversity in its class, regional, ethnic and national aspects, and are likely to alter peer 

and institutional interrelationships.  
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3.4.2 Structure of the English programme at Yeşil University 

In this section, the English language programme at Yeşil University is briefly described. My purpose is 

to show how the identities of students in the interviews and observations were shaped by institutional 

factors, themselves embedded in the national context. The University’s English Language provision is 

divisible into three distinct areas: a pre-faculty preparatory school, two compulsory courses running 

during the freshman year, and ESP courses for students majoring in some areas. Consistent with the 

approaches to EMI across Turkey, students must complete a freestanding preparatory year of 336 hours 

across 28 weeks, and demonstrate an overall level of CEFR-B1 before commencing faculty classes. A 

mixture of EFL and EGAP textbooks were used in the Prep School. Although assessed presentations on 

general subjects such as countries or historical figures form a part of the Prep School programme, speaking 

was not assessed in final exams at the point that data was collected. 

In the Freshman year and per YÖK guidelines, freestanding English 101 and 102 programmes totalling 

42 hours each over 14 weeks are taken by students. Separate from faculty programmes, these courses 

focus on reproducible academic skills such as skimming, summarising and process writing, bringing them 

closest to Lea & Street’s ‘study skills model’ of academic literacies (Lea & Street, 2006). While the courses 

are compulsory components of their degrees, students can progress with their faculty classes without 

passing English 101 or 102 in the freshman year. This approach cohered with the linguistic homogeneity 

of most classes (overwhelmingly comprised of Turkish L1 speakers), the fact that the English load is lower 

for some subjects, as indicated by variable departmental admission requirements, and the widespread 

use of less demanding assessment types such as multiple choice or short response questions. The needs 

analysis I carried out in 2015 indicated that students felt the content of the Freshman English courses was 

not relevant enough to their main subjects. Furthermore, they viewed the development of presentation 

skills as the least valuable parts of their English programmes. Oral genres such as debates and 

presentations were only reviewed briefly as sets of skills in class, nonetheless comprising 20-25% of the 

assessment profile of both courses.   

ESP classes are the final stage of dedicated, institutional English language support at the university, 

and take place over 14 weeks for a total course length of 42 hours. Available to sophomores majoring in 

the areas of psychology, international relations and business, the syllabi of these courses, unlike the 

earlier phases of Yeşil’s English programme, are planned in collaboration with the corresponding academic 

departments. Unlike many other Turkish institutions (West et. al, 2015), ESP courses at Yeşil are credit-

bearing, which appears to motivate higher levels of student participation.  
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3.5 The class context 

3.5.1 The classroom 

The English for Psychology class was held in a single classroom in the DK Building between February 

and June 2017. Strip-lit, with large windows, the classroom holds a maximum of 55 students; individual 

seats are fixed into five rows of benches divided into three banks, with a raised platform extending across 

the front of the room. There is a desk and chair on the left side, but no permanent computer. A whiteboard 

approximately four metres wide is attached to the front wall, and there is a retractable projector screen 

above this. The walls are white and empty, with only a framed photograph of Atatürk above the 

whiteboard (Figure 3.1). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1 The Yeşil University classroom 

 

The classroom is thus efficiently arranged for instructors to transmit content to students within a 

decontextualised space, with flexible arrangements for delivering this content (no fixed computer, a 

retractable projector screen, generous whiteboard space and stage) contrasting with the inflexibility of 

seating arrangements for students. In discursive terms, the layout materialises various ideologies 

constructing Republican Turkey as modernist, secular, and humanist: nationhood in the photograph; 

transmission pedagogy in the authority and freedom conferred by the large, raised stage enabling 

teachers to communicate content down to their audience; computing technology as an optional tool 

rather than a fundamental co-provider of content.  
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3.5.2 The English for Psychology course 

English for Psychology is a year-long, elective ESP programme aimed at sophomore students majoring 

in Psychology. Nüket Hanım, the class teacher, described the overarching purpose in her interview as 

developing students’ skills across the four main areas of academic reading, writing, listening and speaking, 

while also building content knowledge.  The programme consists of two credit-bearing courses, ENG211 

and ENG212 (see Appendix 1). The syllabus for the ENG 212 class covered 42 hours of lesson time over 14 

weeks and was based on chapters 6-10 of the coursebook ‘English for Psychology in Higher Education 

Studies’ (Short, 2010). This book is intended for students working at CEFR B1+ / IELTS 5 and above. It 

covers general academic and discipline-specific vocabulary, and its principal aim is to enable students to 

develop their receptive skills. Presentations were not covered by the coursebook, with speaking skills 

development concentrated on academic discussion. The class, comprising 32 students, met twice a week 

on Tuesdays and Thursdays between February 14th and May 19th, 2017.   

In addition to the coursebook material, the syllabus included 3 separate presentation tasks. The first 

of these, drawing on material from Unit 8 of the coursebook, was a short presentation on mental disorders 

which was scheduled for the 7th week of the course. The second presentation required learners to 

critically discuss the contributions of a theorist from the field of psychology, and was given in Week 12 of 

the course. In the final presentation, scheduled for week 14, learners were required to report their 

findings from a review of literature carried out on a particular topic within psychology. Clear guidance was 

provided on the organisation and grading of the presentation (see Appendix 2). All presentations were 

delivered within class time in front of classmates and were assessed by the class teacher. The first two 

presentations could be delivered by groups of students; the last was individual work. 

3.6 Summary of Chapter 3 

This chapter concludes with a summary of its main points, beginning with several points that apply to 

all universities across Turkey. First, the alignment of Turkish students with their institutions of study is 

mediated by discourses of marketization and competing versions of nationalism. As a result, students may 

assume a more critical, consumerist perspective on their institution, and perhaps its political affiliations. 

Second, and despite the relatively recent introduction of constructivist approaches to learning, many 

undergraduates are likely to be disposed by their experiences of teaching, learning and assessment both 

at school and university to view learning instrumentally, rather than to align themselves closely with 

disciplinary practices.  Finally, the current approach to EMI at many of Turkey’s universities is likely to limit 
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students’ development both of expertise in and affinity for the English language, as well as impact the 

degree to which they can engage with their areas of study.  

Yeşil University’s history and political affiliation identifies it as a ‘Republican Nationalist’ institution, 

aligned with Kemalist-laicist principles. The backgrounds of many students and staff of the university are 

also likely to be aligned with these principles, and therefore less salient during interactions. The separation 

of English programmes from faculty subject provision across the university is likely to limit both students’ 

expertise in and affiliation for English, as well as their disciplinary identifications. Yeşil students can choose 

to complete their degrees more rapidly, but without the embedded language support that would enable 

deeper learning of subject content, programmes and assessments may need to adjust downwards to the 

language capabilities of the students, potentially resulting in a shallower, ‘grade-making’ approach to 

teaching and learning. Finally, the relative inattention to teaching speaking skills in the English programme 

at the point the research was conducted may have exacerbated students’ difficulties with presentations. 

As detailed in Chapter 5, similar points to these were independently made during interviews, and were 

sources of considerable institutional divergence for some participants.   
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Chapter 4: Research Design / Methodology  

 

4.1 Introduction to Chapter 4 

In this chapter, I begin by outlining the foundational assumptions of this research, which views reality 

as an emergent process, stabilised-for-now in social practices and genres. The epistemological viewpoint 

sees human action as always already interpreted and invariably meaningful, thereby entailing a 

commitment to interpretivism. I then consider my approach to the research, which, in line with my 

foundational assumptions, deployed an array of discourse analytic techniques to derive data about how 

the social processes I observed were constructed. Ethnographic methods (interviews in particular) were 

also used to interpret the meanings the participants attached to their roles as students within and beyond 

the presentations.  

Next, I describe my approach to sampling, which was purposeful, i.e., guided by my research aims, and 

theoretical in the sense that I sampled cases according to emergent patterns of genre and identity 

positionings. The approach taken to analysing and transcribing the data is recounted in Section 4.7: a 

modified Grounded Theory method through which the meanings of the different role aspects emerged 

was applied to the interview data. For the presentations, I used ELAN video transcription software to 

transcribe approximately 50 excerpts, for which I wrote extensive and detailed commentaries as a form 

of memo which was thematically analysed for each stage in the presentation genre. The final transcripts 

presented in Chapters 6 and 7 combine IS conventions with video stills, a choice explained in 4.7.3. I then 

consider how this research upheld standards of quality through triangulating interpretations and 

providing sufficient detail for readers to evaluate its applicability to their own settings, before finally 

considering the steps taken to ensure the ethical treatment of participants.  

4.2 Participants 

The English for Psychology class teacher, Nüket Hanım, was a female Turkish instructor with 40 years’ 

EAP experience, who designed and has taught the course since its inception in 2011. Two teachers, Seher 

and Jane, covered Nüket’s classes while she attended a conference in the US during Weeks 7 and 8, which 

coincided with some of the first set of presentations.  Nüket’s flexible approach enabled students from 

her parallel English for Psychology section to give their presentations in the class I studied. Several 

students from this parallel session also participated in the research. Brief biographical information about 
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the eight students whose interviews and observations I analysed in depth is given below. All participants 

are identified by their pseudonyms, apart from those who requested to have their own names used in the 

thesis.  

Bilal was aged 20 and a male second-year student from a small city in central Anatolia. He was studying 

on a partial scholarship and had taken the Prep School year. He was interested in theatre and aimed to 

study abroad in the future.  

Burak, a male sophomore student, was 21 years old at the point the data was gathered. He was from 

a working-class district of Istanbul and was studying on a full scholarship. He had already attained a high 

enough level of English to pass directly into psychology classes but chose to take the Prep School year. He 

was working in a voluntary capacity both abroad and in Istanbul, and planned to work and study abroad 

in the future. He had been diagnosed with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder at a younger age.  

Engin was a male junior-year student, aged 21 and from the small town close to the university. Unable 

to speak English when enrolling at the university, he had taken the Prep School year and subsequently 

spent one semester in the U.S. on a work and travel programme. A highly skilled footballer, Engin was 

keen to complete his degree in a short time and study psychology abroad.  

Hazal was a 20-year-old female student on a full scholarship, from the small town near the university 

but had studied in Istanbul. Her English level had been sufficient for her to move directly into faculty 

classes without enrolling in the Prep School. Hazal was teaching children and planned to become an 

academic in the future. 

Müge was female, aged 25, in her fifth and final year of study, and from the capital city, Ankara. Her 

family background was more religiously conservative than other students. She had taken the Prep School 

year and was the only participant who was taking the ESP course for the second time. She had recently 

got married.  

Özlem was a female sophomore student identifying as ethnically Kurdish, aged 20 and from a small 

city in the east of Turkey. She had attended the Prep School.  She identified as ethnically Kurdish and was 

on a full scholarship at the university. She taught English and Maths, had presented abroad and planned 

to study abroad in the future.  

Serhat, a 22-year-old male, was in his junior year and from Istanbul. He had attended the Prep School 

but had subsequently been to the U.S. on two separate work and travel programmes for a total of eighteen 

months. He had a highly specific plan to study Cognitive Psychology at UCLA.  
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Sinem was a female student from Istanbul, 22 years old and in her 3rd year at the university having 

studied on an Erasmus exchange during the previous year’s spring semester. She had attended the Prep 

School and had entered an inter-collegiate public speaking competition in the previous semester. She was 

arranging an internship in London and planned to study for a Master’s degree abroad.   

4.3 Ontological perspective 

Ontology is a term referring to theories of the nature and character of existence (Hammersley, 2012). 

Because assumptions about what counts as knowledge and the methods used to gather, analyse and 

represent this knowledge flow from the researcher’s ontological viewpoint, the importance of first 

clarifying that viewpoint is widely understood.  In this thesis, I am departing from the basic assumption 

that reality is emergent and that this reality leads to the twin abstractions of objectivism (the world exists 

independently of our knowledge of it) and subjectivism (the world’s existence is dependent on the one 

who thinks of it). Social reality is thus ultimately neither only subjective, i.e., made from the actions, minds 

or relations of individuals, nor does it consist at base of objective facts, normative structures or societies 

that lie outside individual minds (Schatzki, 2003).  

The processual view of reality is particularly compatible with theories of socio-materiality and social 

practice. Socio-materialist approaches such as Actor-Network Theory and agential realism (e.g., Latour, 

2005; Barad, 2003) derive from the field of Science and Technology Studies. They contend that non-human 

actors (Latour) or matter (Barad) are equal to human agents in terms of their roles in constructing and 

constituting (respectively) an emergent reality. This analytical move decentres the contribution of human 

actions to producing reality and representing it through language. In the same tradition, Pickering 

distinguishes material from human agency in terms of the latter’s intentionality, a useful distinction 

(Pickering, 1993). Nonetheless, the socio-material critique is too radical to be fully applied to language 

teaching settings, where human understandings and language are the focus of most research interests.  

However, a humanistic understanding of process is retained by Schatzki (2001), who defines practices 

as “embodied, materially mediated arrays of human activity centrally organized around shared practical 

understanding” (Schatzki, 2001, p11). In this approach, the doings, sayings and relatings of any practice 

directly express participants’ awareness of what is going on and how things are going with people –i.e., 

actions are not caused by underlying psychological states or large-scale social structures but may express 

features of these (Schatzki, 1996; Nicolini, 2012; Kemmis et al, 2013). The practice is also defined by rules 

or instructions, reflexive understandings, and its “teleoaffective structure”, which refers both to the way 

practice is oriented towards an end, and the emotional states it enjoins (Schatzki, 1996, 2010). 
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Although Schatzki acknowledges the independent existence of a material substrate that is interwoven 

with practice and is thus a realist in this sense, his focus is on performativity, not efficient causality: the 

iteration of human activity constructs identifiable practices, and it is by embodied histories of 

participation in these that individuals come to understand themselves, each other and their social world 

(Schatzki, 1996, 2010; Bishop, 2007). In this thesis I am conceptualising social reality in nonindividualist 

terms as constructed in embodied practices, sets of materially-mediated processes by which human lives 

hang together and identities are formed. As an ontology, practice theory is more comprehensive than 

those which explain society by recourse to the symbolic representations of minds, texts or 

intersubjectivity: it encompasses these but incorporates bodily actions with objects in material settings as 

part of the way that shared understandings are expressed (Reckwitz, 2002).  

4.4 Epistemological perspective 

Epistemology is concerned with the nature of knowledge, how knowledge of the social world can be 

obtained and on what basis can we claim to know reality (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003). The constructivist or 

process ontology sketched above suggests the use of an interpretivist epistemology as the most 

appropriate overarching approach to gaining valid knowledge of practices. At its broadest, interpretivism 

entails “the recognition that subjective meanings play a crucial role in social actions” (Walliman, 2006, 

p15), reflecting the fact that, unlike matter, humans are self- and other-interpreting beings who possess 

intentional agency (Pickering, 1993; Bishop, 2007).  

This entails that research must focus on the practices through which these interpretations are 

manifested and which they are dependent on for meaning. Indeed, the key epistemological concern that 

follows from a process ontology is that of showing how the practices/processes themselves are 

constructed, thereby foregrounding the unfolding of material and semiotic actions through which 

participants’ meanings are made and identities are claimed and/or ascribed (Norris, 2011). Finally, a major 

implication of interpretivism is that the researcher’s own background and theoretical assumptions about 

the practice are central aspects of knowledge about it.  

Interpretive epistemology combines empirical, expert and self-knowledge (Alvesson & Skoldberg, 

2009). First of all, any claim to scientific knowledge must rest on empirical foundations. Yet because of 

the complexity by which meanings are locally configured, their instability over time and their cultural 

specificity, it is not possible to generalise truth claims about social reality based on observation (Bishop, 

2007). Another issue that classical empiricism raises for interpretive research is that observers are not 

detached from practice. On the contrary, researchers are both integral parts of each specific site they 
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observe, and their theories are implicated in terms of the ‘double hermeneutic’ view that social theories 

of practice are likely to be incorporated into the practices themselves (Giddens, 1984). There is thus no 

positivistic, bird’s-eye view of social practice available through observation. Finally, far from being the 

tabula rasae of Lockean empiricist myth, observers bring their own theories and experiences to sites of 

practice, which implies the need for reflexivity in the research process.  

Empirical study is thus a necessary but insufficient source of interpretive knowledge about practices 

and needs to be combined with expert knowledge and self-knowledge. For all persons, actions gain 

meaning via their interpretation against background of involvement in other practices (Titchen, 2005). 

But beyond this, expert knowledge of practices is a crucial means of making observational data more 

meaningful, and comes in two forms (Bullough Jr, 2012). The first of these is derived from relevant social, 

educational and linguistic theories which are used to establish the site of practice and analyse the data it 

produces. The second and equally vital form, which may not be articulable due to its tacit quality is the 

‘inside knowledge’ of the practitioners themselves, and the ethnographic methods used to elicit this 

knowledge are detailed in the following section. 

The final source of knowledge is that of the researcher, who must position themselves within the 

research through reflexivity, described by Bolton as “finding strategies to question our own attitudes, 

thought processes, values, assumptions, prejudices and habitual actions” (Bolton 2009). Reflexivity can 

be framed as an attempt to neutralise researcher bias; not in terms of underwriting the positivist ideal of 

value-free focus on the object of research, but of ensuring that research participants are fairly treated and 

represented (Guba & Lincoln, in Denzin & Lincoln, 2008). Furthermore, reflexive commentary on the 

research process provides a crucial warrant for the researcher’s claims to truth when these are evaluated 

by audiences with little connection to the practice under investigation.  

The modified constructivist-interpretivist approach presented above is congruent with a qualitative 

research paradigm. The qualitative focus on situated understandings, the construction of reality through 

linguistic and non-linguistic actions, and the thick description of context (Creswell, 2009; Sumner, in Jupp, 

2006) were most appropriate to working with the assumptions that social reality consists of emergent 

activity whose meaning for individuals is dependent on embodied, materially-mediated practice, and 

which can only be understood and represented from a subjective, local perspective. While my ontological 

and epistemological assumptions demanded a focus on performance, it was also important to establish 

the local manifestation of the presentation as an entity, i.e., as an array of repeated patterns of doings, 

sayings and relatings within which speakers’ performances became meaningful (Schatzki, 2001; Shove, 
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2012, Kemmis et al, 2013). This required some basic quantitative work whose significance is limited to the 

local context, as detailed in Section 4.5.1 below.  

4.5 Approaches to research 

In this section, I present and discuss the approaches used to gather and analyse data for this thesis. 

My meaning of the term ‘approach’ is adopted from Cresswell (2013), and Kamberelis & Dimitriadis 

(2005), who describe approaches as 

“systematic yet dynamic (i.e., changeable and changing) social scientific formations that provide loosely defined 

structures for conceiving, designing, and carrying out research projects.” 

Kamberelis & Dimitriadis (2005) 

These three authors use the term strategically to denote qualitative traditions such as ethnography 

and narrative/life history research, and emphasise their status as open-ended, heuristic sets of practices, 

which nonetheless contain some prototypical features. In doing so, they acknowledge the ongoing cross-

fertilization and diversification of the approaches into numerous sub-types associated with the post-

modern processes of methodological bricolage (Denzin & Lincoln, 2017) or reflexive methodology 

(Alvesson & Skoldberg, 2009). 

While differing in emphasis, what bricolage and reflexive methodology have in common is their 

acknowledgement of the increasing permeability of boundaries between traditions, and their pragmatic 

belief that combining diverse approaches and methods may result in better answers to research 

questions. Denzin & Lincoln’s classic metaphor of the ‘bricoleur’, emphasises the possibilities of choice 

within, rather than between, paradigms, the range of different theoretical tools and interpretive 

standpoints, and montage-like representations of findings (Denzin & Lincoln, 2017). The ‘quadri-

hermeneutic’ approach of Alvesson & Skoldberg (2009) is more trans-paradigmatic and highlights the 

potential for diversity in configuring the empirical, interpretative, critical and representative aspects of 

research, linked by a broad, metatheoretical conception of reflexivity that foregrounds the relationships 

between these levels and the researcher’s reflections on them.  

My foundational assumptions and substantive topic indicated the need for methodological and 

theoretical bricolage and reflexivity within the interpretive paradigm to produce data about the 

presentation both as an entity and a performance, the meanings that participants attributed to the 

practice and the student identity elements that emerged as performances unfolded. The two approaches 

that fitted these aims best were discourse analysis and ethnography, but particularly within the first of 
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these, it was necessary to deploy more than one analytical framework to adequately account for the 

production of student identities. The following sections detail my understandings of each approach, 

discuss the ways that they are combined in the literature, and explain how I applied them to my own 

research project.  

4.5.1 Discourse analysis 

Discourse analysis is a generic term denoting a huge range of methodological and theoretical 

perspectives on communication, to the extent that Tannen (2007) argues it is practically synonymous with 

‘linguistics’. Despite this heterogeneity, discourse analysis shares a rejection of the common-sense 

‘conduit’ view of language as a neutral medium for facts about the world or mind, instead emphasising its 

importance in the processes of constructing reality and accomplishing social action (Woofitt, 2007). The 

meaning of the term ‘discourse’ is used in different senses by different discourse analysts: to refer to 

verbal language only (e.g., Potter & Wetherell, 1987; Ivaniç, 1998; Hyland, 2010), and to verbal and other 

semiotic processes by identity theorists working with spoken narrative, interaction or multimodality (e.g., 

Davies & Harré, 1990; Dubois, 2007; Norris, 2011).  

Gee (2005) helpfully distinguishes “little d” discourse meaning “everyday language in use” from an all-

encompassing “big D” Discourse, referring to Wittgensteinian forms of life, i.e., social practices, through 

cognitive models of which people understand themselves and others “as meaning and meaningful in 

certain ways” (Gee, 2005, p7). This approach has been critiqued by Pennycook (2010), who draws on 

Schatzki’s theory of practice and another Wittgensteinian notion –that of language games- to propose the 

redefinition of discourse as discursive practice. Discursive practices are the “types of social practices 

involved in the linguistic construction of knowledge” (Pennycook, 2010, p71), a formulation which bundles 

verbal discourse together with the activities that accompany it.  

In this light, the presentation discourse I investigated can be seen as a localized set of materially-

mediated social practices involved in the linguistic production of knowledge and identity. To investigate 

these thoroughly, I applied a theoretical and methodological ‘bricolage’ based around the integrative 

approaches to identity summarized in Section 2.4.6. From a theoretical perspective, Bucholtz & Hall’s 

claim that identity is indexed in “labels, implicatures, stances, styles, or linguistic structures and systems” 

and “relationally constructed through several, often overlapping, aspects of the relationship between self 

and other” (Bulcholtz & Hall, 2005, p585) points to the value of a hybrid approach to analysing the 

discourse of presentations.  
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The analytic tools I used were accordingly diverse and indicated by the theoretical approaches to 

genre, presentations and identity indicated in Chapter 2. I first applied the ESP move/step analysis 

developed and exemplified by Swales for research articles (1990, p141) to establish the basic generic 

organization of the students’ presentations (see 3.4). The process of identifying moves within the 

Introduction and Closing Remarks in particular involved ‘top-down’, contextual information derived from 

the practitioners (students and teacher) and ‘bottom-up’ observation and analysis of the spoken language 

used in the presentations (Lieungnapar & Todd, 2011). Discussing the purposes and contents of the 

different sections during the interviews helped to determine the eventual ‘map’ of the genre presented 

in Chapter 6.   

The second key discourse framework was that of Multimodal Interaction Analysis (Norris, 2004; 2011), 

from which I drew on the concepts of a) multiple embodied and non-embodied modes of action, b) 

identity elements and c) modal density and the related notion of a foreground-background continuum of 

awareness. However, to adequately classify and describe actions in the modes of gesture and image, I 

needed to supplement the MMIA framework. For gesture, I primarily used McNeill’s (2005) classification 

while drawing on other vocabularies summarised in 2.3.4. Bertin’s (1983) distinction between graphical 

and figurative images was used for broad classifications of slide images, while Kress & Van Leeuwen’s 

(2006) framework informed my detailed descriptions of particular images (see 2.3.5). Spoken and written 

language was approached from two main perspectives which helped identify patterns of use in different 

sections of the genre. The first perspective was to consider linguistic complexity, accuracy and fluency 

(CAF) as three key aspects of language production (Michel, 2017), while the second was that of Appraisal 

Theory (Martin & White, 2005).  

The CAF framework (see 2.9.1) is a long-established approach to analyzing L2 language production and 

has a particularly close relationship to the development of task-based instruction (Michel, 2017). The 

dimensions of complexity, fluency and accuracy (lexis being included as part of complexity) were 

measured using simple ratios as summarized in 4.8.3 in order to support claims about the variation of 

language at particular sections of the presentations and the ‘expertise’ dimension of language identity 

(see Chapters 6 and 7). CAF invariably entails a degree of counting linguistic data which is fundamentally 

qualitative in nature, a process termed ‘quantitizing’ data (Nzabonimpa, 2018). Although this process of 

converting linguistic to numerical data is more commonly associated with mixed methods research, it can 

be readily applied to qualitative research when “done to facilitate pattern recognition or otherwise to 

extract meaning from qualitative data” (Sandelowski et al, 2009, p3). In this study, the limited quantitizing 

of data displayed in Table 1, Chapter 6 is predominantly based on interpretive categories, including those 
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derived from CAF, Appraisal Theory and the multimodal analysis frameworks detailed in 2.6. No claims to 

statistical generalizability of the resulting figures are made. The purpose of this aspect of the research was 

simply to better understand how patterns of speech and other actions varied between sections of the 

presentation and among presenters, which helps to explain why this study remains framed in qualitative 

rather than mixed-methods terms.  

The third major discourse-analytical framework which informed my analysis of both the presentation 

and interview data was Positioning Theory (Davies & Harré, 1990; Harré & Langenhove, 1999; 

Deppermann, 2015; Kayi-Aydar, 2019 –see Sections 1.2.4 and 2.8.3). As discussed in Section 2.8.5, the 

concept of vertical identity production in MMIA was difficult to apply to the study of a single identity 

element, because unlike Norris, I did not theorise the student element as a ‘horizontally’ unitary 

phenomenon simultaneously informed by the same set of discourses. Instead, student identity was 

approached in terms of multiple overlapping aspects brought to relevance through multimodal 

(inter)action. I reasoned that research into the “flexibility and multiplicity” (Gordon, 2015, p340) that 

characterises performances of a single role should focus on the interplay among such aspects in 

interaction and discourse. Thus, the MMIA concept of horizontal identity production was used to ground 

claims about the relative salience of different aspects of a single, role-related identity in the multimodal 

data -rather than several different roles in their entirety- in combination with the concept of (primarily) 

1st-order positioning within action and discourse. 

Another reason for supplementing MMIA with Positioning was the latter’s utility as a tool for 

interpreting interview data. Whereas MMIA treats interviews as sources of multimodal data, the 

interviews conducted in this study were used to generate ethnographic knowledge of the local moral 

order practised at the setting, as well as relevant discourses and the individual storylines of participants. 

Only the spoken language of interviews was analysed for these purposes. The thematic analysis of 

interviews thus focussed on participants’ 1ST and 3rd order positionings: the former in terms of 

understanding how they produced their identities as students relationally and reflexively in self-

positionings, and the latter in terms of their interpretations of the video playback sections. The co-

construction of storylines and positionings, i.e., the 2nd order positioning that occurred during the 

interviews, was assumed to occur throughout the interviews and was generally not explored in detail. This 

move also underpinned the approach to transcription that was taken, as detailed in 4.8.2. 

Finally, Appraisal (Martin & White, 2005) was used to guide interpretations of how the speakers 

positioned themselves as knowers of their topics, and how they related to their audiences. As discussed 

in 1.2, Appraisal offers a systemic description of the linguistic resources available for positioning the 
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originators and addressees of texts in terms of three related subsystems, those of Attitude, Graduation 

and Engagement. Attitude refers to how texts construct emotion (affect), behaviour (judgement) and 

other phenomena (appreciation). Graduation refers to the ways that texts raise or lower the force, i.e., 

the quantity or intensity of meanings, and their focus, the degree to which meanings are sharpened or 

blurred. The third subsystem is Engagement, which denotes the positions taken regarding propositions in 

the text. While some propositions are constructed factually, the majority are heteroglossic, and either 

shut down (contract) or open up (expand) the discursive space available to alternative interpretations 

(Martin & White, 2005; White, 2015). 

While Appraisal was a useful means of grounding claims about identity positionings achieved in talk 

and text during the presentations, it is only one aspect of discourse semantics relevant to identity 

alongside Negotiation, realized in speech functions such as questioning, responding, asserting, etc. and 

Involvement, by which degrees of interpersonal solidarity are expressed through the technicality and 

abstraction of language used, among other resources (Martin & White, 2005, p35). Abstraction and 

technicality (Gardner, 2011) were also useful sensitizing concepts to apply to analyzing the register of the 

presentations, as were Maton’s Knowledge Codes configured from semantic gravity 

(concreteness/abstraction of meaning) and semantic density (simplicity/complexity of meaning) 

respectively (Maton, 2014).  

4.5.2 Ethnographic approach 

Alongside discourse analysis, I took an ethnographic approach to this research. Ethnography, due to 

its complex interdisciplinary influences, is a term that evades simple definition (Hammersley & Atkinson, 

2007; Harrison, in Leavy 2014). From its anthropological roots in the sustained, immersive study of remote 

cultures, its essential components now include the collection of a range of descriptive data about the 

situated practices of an established group of people, an inductive approach to analysis, focus on a limited 

number of cases and a representation of this data which combines the emic viewpoints of members on 

their practices with the etic perspective of the ethnographer (Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007; Creswell, 

2009; Goldbart & Hustler, 2005; Bryman, 2001; Harrison, 2014). Definitive among the methods associated 

with ethnography is that of observation, in which the observer frequently positions themselves as a 

participant in the site of activity (Harrison, 2014); indeed, Bryman (2001) regards participant observation 

as the sine qua non of ethnographic methods. Nevertheless, interviews which focus on the meanings 

attached to the culture or group’s practices, fieldnotes and other cultural artefacts are also important 

constituents of ethnographic data collection (Nora, 2009).  
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Ethnography is the common methodological thread connecting major research frameworks into genre, 

(e.g., Johns, 1997; Swales, 1998) social practices (e.g., Bourdieu, 1977; Lave & Wenger, 1990; Wenger, 

1998) and linguistics (e.g., Hymes, 1964; Gumperz & Hymes, 1972), as the following discussion indicates. 

Ethnography is also indispensable to the study of identity. Norris claims that “only ethnographic study 

allows us to collect the breadth and depth of data necessary to analyze identity production in (inter)action 

of social actors” (2011, p55). Here, I briefly discuss several major ethnographic studies of identity to 

ground the methodological approach taken in this thesis in the literature. 

Landmark ethnographic studies of identity include Wenger’s (1998) research into communities of 

practice within the claims department of a health insurance company, Rampton’s research into the 

linguistic crossing practices of an ethnically diverse group of schoolchildren (1995), Eckert’s study of high 

school ‘jocks’ and ‘burnouts’, whose linguistic practices embodied their middle and working-class 

backgrounds respectively (2000), and Norton’s (2000) ethnographic approach to studying immigrant 

women in Canada, from which derived the critical notion that successful language learning depended on 

investment in (rather than individual motivation to learn) the target language. Norris herself (2011) 

gathered the empirical data which led the development of MMIA from the ethnographic study of two 

German women. 

Norris fully immersed herself in the lives of her two participants for one year each, using multiple 

methods of data collection ranging from videotaped interactions and interviews to field notes and creative 

writing (Norris, 2011). On the other hand, Rampton, Eckert, Norton and Wenger studied a larger group of 

informants but over a more limited range of settings. Wenger does not specify the methods he used, 

beyond labelling them “ethnographic fieldwork” (1998, p 19). Both Eckert and Rampton’s research 

involved observation and informal ethnographic interviews which were then subjected to quantitative 

analysis of the frequency of key phonetic markers as well as qualitative coding of audio-recorded data, 

whereas Norton’s work was entirely qualitative and featured interview and diary-based methods (Eckert, 

2000; Rampton, 1995; Norton, 2000).  

In their Language Socialisation research into L2 learners’ presentations in HE contexts, interviews and 

observations were also used by Morita (2000) and Zappa-Holman (2007). Morita gathered data on TESL 

students over 8 months, using ethnographic methods such as classroom observations, video recordings 

of presentations, informal and formal interviews and course documents (Morita, 2000). Zappa-Holman’s 

research was framed as a multiple case study, lasted a single 4-month semester and involving observation 

of presentations through audio-recordings and the use of semi-structured and playback interviews 

alongside documentary evidence (Zappa-Holman, 2007). Both studies resemble Knoblauch’s ‘focussed 
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ethnography’, which lasts less than one year, presupposes intimate knowledge of the setting and 

background knowledge of the field of study, and involves intense data generation (Knoblauch, 2005). 

Focussed ethnographies are congruent with the second of Green & Bloome’s three-way division of the 

tradition (1997); namely, adopting an ethnographic perspective in “a more focused approach...to study 

particular aspects of everyday life and cultural practices...us[ing] theories of culture and inquiry practices 

derived from anthropology or sociology” (1997, p183, in Rampton, Maybin & Roberts, p18). 

The above discussion clarifies that the definitions and practices of ethnography vary quite 

considerably. When I began to collect data, I had already been teaching and living for six years at Yeşil 

University. As a result, I had acquired substantial knowledge of the setting, its academic practices and the 

cultural frameworks of its students. This substantial, pre-existing knowledge suggested that a more 

focussed approach designed around my primary interest in the discourse of presentations would be 

appropriate.  Nonetheless, overfamiliarity with the setting could also be an issue. As Bourdieu (1992) 

emphasises, the essential social-scientific endeavour of ‘making the familiar strange’ is a necessary step 

in achieving the epistemological break from common sense, background representations of everyday 

knowledge (see also, Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007). One way of breaking with common sense 

interpretation was by applying the discourse analytic theories summarised in 4.5.1, and the other was to 

ensure that I positioned myself reflexively within the research.  

4.6 Methods of data collection 

The following methods were used in this study. Each method is briefly defined with reference to the 

literature, followed by a description of their application.   

4.6.1 Observation 

The principal method used to collect data was observation. As an ethnographic method, observation 

is frequently combined with participation. Participation is key to attaining the insider or emic perspective 

on the practices of the group being investigated, while the external view afforded by observation enables 

practices to be captured as they unfold with minimal reactivity from participants (Nora, 2009; Hammersley 

& Atkinson, 2007). The classic fourfold division of the researcher’s role into complete participant, 

complete observer, participant-as-observer and observer-as-participant (Gold, 1958) need not be viewed 

as a series of mutually exclusive positions but as points on a continuum of ethnographic research 

practices. Observation is particularly useful for the investigation of social processes involving nonverbal 
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language (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003), which, alongside the verbal language used in presentations, was my 

main research focus. 

For several reasons, my participation in the presentation class positioned me within the ‘observer-as-

participant’ approach. Already knowledgeable about the institutional and wider cultural context, my 

primary aim was to gather data about the presentations and the class. Furthermore, having been invited 

into classes with the express aim of observing presentations, I felt it would be unethical to overstep this 

boundary.  Nüket Hanım, the teacher of the group, had taken an encouraging attitude to my research, 

and many students had been keen to take part; however, experience of conventionally ‘low-profile’ 

classroom observations as a teacher and observer directed my participation towards nonverbal 

monitoring of students’ work. My research strategy was to gain insider perspectives through interviews 

as a means of compensating for the lack of direct involvement during classes. 

I recorded my observations using fieldnotes and video. While fieldnotes are a less reliable method of 

objectively recording practices than audio and video technologies, they remain a useful and relatively 

unobtrusive means of both describing and reflexively interpreting actions and can be used to triangulate 

data from other sources (Given, 2008). Fieldnotes can be used to construct a substantial data set for 

subsequent analysis or to develop and document understandings of the research settings and participants 

(Mason, 2002). Overall, my use corresponded with the second of Mason’s suggestions: although I 

described and reflected on the class in the early stages of the semester (Appendix 3) and continued to 

record basic details about the presentations and interviews when they began, it became clear that my 

analytic focus would be on the discursive practices carried by students when they presented.  

The importance I attached to the video data in comparison to the fieldnotes is typical of an approach 

emphasising discourse analysis more than ethnography (Hammersley, 2005). Scollon (1998) regards video 

and audio data as ‘objective’ and neutral in comparison to the subjective data derived from, for instance, 

interviews with participants (in Norris, 2011). Video recording is so widespread in multimodal research 

since it offers an indispensable means of capturing the minutiae of meaning-making in multiple modes of 

action (Flewitt, 2005; Lyons, 2015) and can be repeatedly viewed to deepen the analysis of data 

(Brinkmann, Jacobsen & Kristiansen, 2014). As Norris (2011) remarks, the act of video recording itself 

diverts the interpretive focus away from language and foregrounds how important other modes are to 

communication. Overall, the video data was essential to evidentially grounding my claims for the bottom-

up construction of student identity during the presentations.  

Strictly speaking, of course, video data is far from objective; recordings are made for a purpose and 

from a particular perspective, and the presence of recording equipment may distort the practices being 
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observed (Harrison, 2014). These issues were addressed by Fei (2011), who installed eight CCTV cameras 

and two microphones to unobtrusively capture multimodal activity in high school classrooms. Lacking 

access to such resources, with my primary focus on presenters, and more committed to an interpretivist 

framework, I operated a single video camera mounted on a tripod situated at the left of the classroom. 

The tripod was intrusive but ensured that the footage was steady while allowing me to follow and zoom 

in on or out from speakers as they moved around the dais, and to capture verbal interaction with other 

participants when this occurred.  

The use of video recording technology can, in fact, be viewed less as a distortion than as an element 

incorporated into the site of practice to varying degrees by different participants. The presence of the 

camera was never mentioned during presentations, and on aggregate, there was a very low proportion of 

gaze time directed towards the camera/observer (see Table 2, Section 6.3). On the other hand, several 

students (Müge and Sinem in particular) incorporated the observation more overtly into their 

performances of the genre by checking that I was ready to begin recording before they started to present. 

The interviews also revealed that the video equipment contributed to the location and posture of Serhat, 

who aimed to optimise his audibility and visibility to the camera. My use of video recording raised 

additional ethical issues, discussed in Section 4.10. 

4.6.2 Interviews 

Interviews provide data that complement those derived from observational methods (Hammersley & 

Atkinson, 2007). Whereas observation captures the here-and-now aspects of a practice, interviews can 

produce knowledge that can deepen understanding of what these aspects mean (Lamont & Swidler, 

2014). Knowledge from interviews can thus include the individual’s history of involvement in practices 

which is otherwise inaccessible to the researcher (Hammersely, 2005; Handley, 2007; Faircloth, 2011), 

i.e., “the personal context within which the research phenomena are located” (Lewis, 2003, p58). 

Alternatively, they can be used to generate reflections on focal moments of previously observed practices 

(Tannen, 2005; Norris, 2011) or provide information about the discursive strategies used by participants 

to construct and position themselves within narrative storylines (Potter & Wetherell, 1987; Davies & 

Harré, 1990; Baynham, 2011) Other functions of interviews include building rapport with participants, 

checking interpretations and to screen participants for their likely contribution to research aims 

(Hammersley & Atkinson, 2007).  

Beyond the fact that unstructured or semi-structured interviews presuppose a commitment to the 

complexity, nuance and depth that characterises qualitative research (Mason, 2002), one complex and 
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contested issue is the extent to which knowledge is regarded as pre-existing or is constructed within the 

interview (Legard, Keegan & Ward, 2003). On the one hand, the discursive practices of interviews must 

unfold based on a shared, if unarticulated, understanding that language refers, albeit broadly, 

problematically and unstably, to experiences of the world that lie outside the immediate setting. At the 

same time, however, participants construct this reality through verbally positioning one another and 

themselves in distinct and variable displays, and the joint accomplishment of this process is also a 

legitimate form of knowledge. The first view is more characteristic of ethnographic approaches to 

interviews, and the second to discourse analysis (Hammersley, 2005).   

This tension might be resolved pragmatically by considering the purposes of the interview. I first 

wanted to establish how the participants positioned themselves in relation to the areas that I had 

identified as potentially constitutive of student identity. Second, I hoped the interviews would enable me 

to understand specific moments of the observed presentations from the participants’ perspectives. Both 

of these aims cohered with constructivist/interpretivist assumptions. My main interest in the video 

observations was the process of identity production in the presentations. On the other hand, I was more 

interested in how the discursive products of the interviews might connect with and uncover aspects of 

identity production in the presentations which were unavailable to observational methods. Accordingly, 

my emphasis was less on the interview as a distinctive site of practice, and more on its value in building 

additional knowledge of the students’ identity positionings, both generally and during presentations.  

Qualitative Interviews are often approached flexibly so participant understandings of topics can 

emerge freely during interviews (Hammersley, 2013; Mason, 2002). Yet it is also important to ensure that 

questions are clear, comprehensive and do not simply lead respondents to desired answers (King & 

Horrocks, 2010). These two considerations can be addressed by preparing guides consisting of a series of 

topics and prompts, but the fact remains that effective questioning is a deceptively difficult skill to master 

(King & Horrocks, 2010; Legard, Keegan & Ward, 2003). Power, status and emotion are bound up with 

interviewing and reflexivity is therefore crucial (Barbour & Schotak, in Somehk 2005). Venues should be 

chosen with a view to the security, comfort and privacy of respondents, for the obvious reason that 

meeting people’s needs in these respects is more likely to result in higher-quality data (King & Horrocks, 

2010).  

I planned to conduct three interviews with each participant, one in-depth structured around the 

relational identity categories before their presentations, then two playback interviews (Tannen, 2005) to 

discuss interesting moments from the observations. I also interviewed the class teacher and informally 

discussed the performances of students with her (the informal discussions were not recorded and are not 
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used to interpret students’ production of identity). While including these discussions of students’ 

performances with the teacher may have contributed to the study’s validity, my focus on analysing the 

minutiae of multimodal actions in the presentations generated a sufficient quantity of empirical data on 

which to base the claims that are made. As scheduling issues arose and themes emerged from the initial 

interviews, the in-depth and playback questions to students were combined. The interviews, lasting 

between 25 and 80 minutes, were audio-recorded and held in my office; this formal setting may have 

inhibited responses but I felt it more important to use somewhere I knew to be quiet and comfortable 

than to search out the less certain benefits of “neutral” ground. The responses of some students 

suggested they were not much constrained by my institutional role and the setting in any case. 

Although I used an interview guide consisting of topics and prompts and shared this with students prior 

to the first interviews (see Appendix 4), interviewing L2 speakers presented additional issues to those 

discussed at length by, for example, Legard, Keegan & Ward (2003). As a reasonably fluent Turkish 

speaker, I let students know at the beginning that they could speak Turkish at any point in the interview. 

However, all except one student preferred to use Turkish only for isolated words or phrases. I felt that the 

use of English impacted the quality of data in some cases more than others, but this needed to be balanced 

against the institutionally-mediated desire of these students to communicate in their language of study. 

This frequently required questions to be reformulated several times and demanded listening carefully to 

ensure that students had understood what was being asked. The methods I used to process the data from 

the sampled interviews are detailed in Section 4.8 below.  

4.6.3 Documents  

Documents are the third significant source of data that contributes to an ethnographic approach to 

research. Whereas Mason (2002) and Hammersley (2013) refer both to documents that are constructed 

through research and those excavated in the process of research, other authors’ definitions of 

documentary evidence take only the second of these meanings (Ritchie, 2003). Documents are a central 

feature of the genre chains used by discourse communities to achieve their purposes (e.g., Swales, 1997, 

2004), are a constitutive element of practices (Wenger, 1998; Schatzki, 2003) and contribute to the 

production of identity (Norris, 2011). As discursive resources, documents can be resemioticised (Candlin, 

Crichton & Moore, 2017), as when guidelines written by teachers are enacted in the speech of student 

presenters. Documentary evidence can also be used to triangulate data from other sources to increase 

the reliability of findings (Mason, 2002).  
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The use of documents in this thesis is confined to ‘publicly available’ course guidelines and materials. 

The English for Psychology course documents were uploaded to Yeşil’s online learning platform. 

Particularly significant for my purposes were the documents relating to the presentations, consisting of 

guidelines and marking criteria for each presentation, together with a general ‘presentation tips’ 

document and several exemplars (see Appendix 2). The guidelines and criteria were particularly useful for 

interpreting the students’ presentations in terms of their stages, moves and steps. I also read the 

documents as a resource for enacting the institutional positionings of student identity; comparing the 

language and organisation of performances with these normative guidelines was one way of grounding 

claims about students’ alignment with institutional practices during their presentations.  

4.7 Sampling strategy 

Sampling in qualitative research is motivated by the achievement of depth rather than breadth of 

understanding: “rich and varied insights into the phenomenon under investigation” are more significant 

than the transferability of findings across larger populations (Dorneyi, 2007, p12; Beuving & DeVries, 

2015).  Thus, samples are not pre-identified and statistically manipulated to claim representativeness, but 

are purposefully chosen for the ways they can illuminate particular phenomena and convince audiences 

of the research (Ritchie, Lewis and El Am, 2003; Emmel, 2013). Purposive/purposeful, or theoretical 

sampling involves first identifying situated instances of a topic of interest, then proceeding to select 

among these for the most information-rich cases, and finally sampling within these cases to develop and 

refine the theory that emerges (Patton, 2002; Dorneyi, 2007; Beuving & DeVries, 2015). Purposeful 

sampling is an umbrella term encompassing numerous strategies which differ quite considerably in their 

emphasis on variation or homogeneity (Palinkas et al, 2015): several of these pertain to my own approach 

and are thus briefly explained below.  

The class was purposefully selected because it was a particularly rich source of information about ”the 

issues of central importance to the purposes of the study” (Patton, 2003 p230); namely, student classroom 

presentations. Initially, I had intended to study a public speaking class but was unable to secure the full 

approval of its teacher to do so. Failure to secure access to one’s preferred research site is an obstacle 

commonly encountered in qualitative research settings, (Rose & McKinley, 2017), and I had planned for 

this accordingly. My second choice, the English for Psychology class, was also information-rich. It featured 

a syllabus including three separate presentations and contained relatively large numbers of students from 

a research-oriented department, which would probably encourage higher participation rates. So even as 

a second choice, this class was well-aligned to my research objectives. 
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Finally, the locality of the research site was a factor in my decision to follow the English for Psychology 

class, aligning it with a convenience sampling approach. Convenience sampling is often disparaged in the 

literature, dismissed as “neither purposeful nor strategic” by Palinkas et al (p. 19), for instance. On the 

other hand, it is a frequently-used and practical solution for researchers who operate under constraints 

of various sorts, and because convenience generally equates with a context familiar to the researcher, it 

can make access easier to secure and maintain, enabling greater depth of understanding due to the 

researcher’s prior contextual knowledge (Duff, 2007; Dorneyi, 2007). The relatively remote location of 

Yeşil University, where I also live, meant that convenience was an important consideration, and in fact 

this may have positively affected the quality of my research, for the reasons noted above.  

Thus, although convenience was initially important, the more fundamental sampling logic was that of 

seeking information-rich cases. My basic criterion for selecting among the initial sample of 15 students 

was that they should complete 3 presentations and at least 2 interviews, but while this entered into my 

decision-making, it had to be modified as my theoretical perspective developed. For instance, Sinem only 

completed two presentations but these contrasted so starkly and fascinatingly that they had to be 

included in the analysis; on the other hand, Sevi and Emel, whose interviews were transcribed and who 

had completed all the presentations were excluded because the codes I had developed to understand 

identity production were already ‘saturated’. The starting sample of individuals was thus reduced to 4 

female and 4 male students. As Mason (2002) points out, while people are common-sense sampling 

categories, it is also quite common to sample within individuals, along less obvious dimensions such as 

topics, experiences, actions, etc.  

To view the classroom presentations as a genre, I needed to first analyse my sample in terms of the 

rhetorical moves made by all participants across all presentations (see 6.2). I sorted and amalgamated 

these moves based on my audio transcripts (also referring to the teacher’s normative guidelines provided 

for each task) into four different sections consisting of the Introduction, Explanation, Closing Remarks and 

Q&A stages. To reduce the multimodal data into transcribable portions, I then resampled and transcribed 

the discourse for each student, a total of 51 separate segments. These samples varied between 18 and 

142 seconds in length and were particularly relevant to my theoretical interests, i.e., they demonstrated 

how identity positions were differently configured in the presentations.   

When new insights stopped emerging from the transcription and analysis of discourse and with an eye 

on how my results would be presented, I refocussed attention on the genre and participants. To represent 

each stage of the genre and to aid comparison between stages and presenters, I sampled one or two 

information-rich segments per student from each genre stage, enabling comparisons and further analysis 
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across the dimensions of presenters, presentations and genre stages to be drawn. To test the applicability 

of my theory across the range of participants and further develop it, I used maximum variation sampling 

(Patton, 2015) at this and the subsequent stage, looking for diversity in the ways that identities were 

configured. The final round of sampling is illustrative, referring to the excerpts which are used in the 

Results chapters, where I first compare the discursive practices at each stage of the genre, and then the 

range of ways that identity positionings were produced, in isolation and in combination.  

4.8 Procedures of Transcription and analysis 

4.8.1 Grounded Theory and thematic analysis 

The most influential approach to thematic analysis is undoubtedly that of Grounded Theory (Alvesson 

& Skoldberg, 2009). Developed by Glazer & Strauss as an alternative to simply applying and testing grand 

social theories, the original approach emphasised that by avoiding preconceptions, then discovering, 

labelling, comparing and connecting emergent patterns in empirical data along several pre-specified 

dimensions, any researcher could build their own substantive and formal theory (Bryant, 2014; Beuving 

& DeVries, 2015). Grounded theories should demonstrate ‘grab’, i.e., their pragmatic utility to other 

contexts, as well as close ‘fit’ to the substantive context (Bryant, 2014). The categories that are developed 

consist of a number of properties, and through the process of ‘axial coding’, these categories and their 

properties are connected, with the final stage being selective coding, which develops a core category and 

propositional content of the theory (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016).   

While the original Grounded Theory has been critiqued for its positivist, empiricist, and 

representationalist assumptions, these have been addressed by the work of Charmaz (e.g., Charmaz, 

2006), who approaches the theory from a critical, reflexive and interpretivist perspective, emphasising 

that social reality is always already interpreted, that researchers come to data with various theoretical 

perspectives, and that data is co-constructed rather than excavated by researchers (Charmaz, Thornberg 

& Keane, 2017; Alvesson & Skoldberg, 2009). If constructivist Grounded Theory is viewed in heuristic 

terms as a set of guidelines, as Charmaz recommends, rather than a prescriptive method of data analysis, 

its principles of forming theories through the interpretation of patterns in data are compatible with both 

an ethnographic approach and the development of categories for discourse analysis, as described below. 

A more flexible alternative to Grounded Theory which explicitly acknowledges the fact that researchers 

approach data with well-formed theoretical conceptions of the phenomenon under investigation as well 

as proceed inductively is the thematic analysis described by Braun & Clarke (2006) and summarised in 

Terry et al (2017). These researchers validate an approach to thematic analysis which, in contrast to 
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Grounded Theory, is more top-down, requires engagement with the literature from the outset, and is 

directly driven by the analyst’s research interests. Their six-step method proceeds by first reading and 

transcribing the data, generating initial codes (corresponding to open coding in Grounded theory) 

searching for, reviewing and defining themes based around these codes (equivalent to the generation of 

Grounded Theory categories through axial coding) and finally selecting reportable extracts directly related 

to the research questions (Braun & Clarke, 2006). They point out that in a more top-down approach, it is 

quite acceptable to initially code data around specific theoretical interests, but that the precise definition 

of the resulting themes should be derived only from the data. An important difference between this form 

of thematic analysis and Grounded Theory is that themes are not then required to converge on a single 

core category through the process of selective coding, with the reporting stage instead reflecting the 

potential diversity of themes within the data.   

4.8.2 Analysis and transcription of interview data 

My initial approach to the empirical data, then, was more similar to Braun & Clarke’s top-down, theory-

driven approach than on Grounded Theory’s greater insistence on inductivity from the outset and 

convergence on a single, overarching category via selective coding. The interviews (see Appendix 5) were 

transcribed using conventional punctuation, for two reasons: first, my main interest in the interview data 

was in participants’ 1st order positionings rather than the interpersonal construction of these. The 

emphasis here was was on clearly representing the content of the interviews rather than their interactive 

accomplishment. Second, and notwithstanding recent work on interactive positioning which has used 

CA/Jeffersonian conventions (e.g., Pinnow & Chaval, 2015), the precedents set by Harré & colleagues, 

including those working on applied linguistics research, were followed in using conventional orthographic 

transcription (Harré et al, 2008; Kayı-Aydar, 2019).  

Drawing on Norris (2011), and Positioning Theory (Davies & Harré, 1990), I began my analysis of the 

transcribed interviews with the sensitising concept of student identity as constructed in a relational field 

of positionings within and beyond the role. I anticipated that these positionings would be taken in relation 

to a wide range of categories as well as in other broader categories which Norris refers to as ‘personal’ 

and ‘general’ elements. These preconceptions were embedded in the interview schedule, so it was 

unsurprising to locate patterns relating to them in the data themselves. However, the anticipated patterns 

did not overdetermine my analytic approach to the empirical content and these broad, cross-sectional 

categories were redefined and their contents developed through close reading and coding of the interview 

transcripts After experimenting with colour-coding, I denoted each code with initials following the 
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relevant segments, which were divided within the transcripts and paraphrased to make them 

subsequently easier to retrieve 

 

R: Right it’s working. That’s good, so let’s talk about 
your English learning history. Did you learn much 
English in Hakkari? 
Ö: Erm not so much. LA IM 

She didn’t learn much English in her home town. 

R: No 
Ö: A little bit in high school and in primary school. I 
was very good in primary school in English but then I 
didn’t interesting in high school, and then when I 
choose the university department I made the 
decision in studying in English, and I’m starting to 
learn in prep school. Also, when I come (to) the first 
exam I made 8 question and 5 of them was wrong. LA 
DJ IM 
 

In primary school she was very good but wasn’t 
interested in secondary school. She chose her degree 
subject first and then decided to study in English. She 
started to learn in prep school.  
 
 
She answered 8 questions on her initial/diagnostic 
assessment at the prep school and 5 answers were 
wrong. 

R:  Oh well well never... and how did you find hazırlık?  
Ö: Er it’s very very good for me but not sufficient 
100% because we don’t… we didn’t have (any) 
speaking course. We just talking in class with some 
instructor(s) and it is not enough I think, but except 
speaking it is enough I think. LB IA  
 

Prep school was very very good but not completely 
adequate because there was no dedicated speaking 
class. They only did some speaking in other classes. 
Speaking skills development aside, the prep school was 
sufficient. 

Figure 4.1 Sample of coded interview transcript 

 

During this process, a total of 150 initial/open codes were developed and 9 relational identity aspects 

were developed (see sample in Table 4.1 and Appendix 6). As I continued through the transcripts, I 

developed several new themes/categories, those of ‘apprentice’, ‘designer’ and ‘performer’ of the 

presentations, later subsuming these into other categories to produce the final set of themes presented 

in Chapter 4.  

 

Table 4.1 Sample of initial/open codes from interview data 

Language aspect 

A Biographical   

B Development of language skills 

C English use outside own formal education        

D Comparison between English and Turkish                   

E Appraisal of own language skills                          

F Reasons for studying in English                             

Institutional aspect  

A Institution: approaches to teaching and 

assessment          

B Organisation of curriculum                 

C Student profile                         

D  Suggested Improvements              

E Cost of education                              
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G Additional languages beyond English /Turkish           

H Effect of language learning on self       

I Connection between English and discipline         

J Difficulties with language       

F Comments on the class & tasks                          

G Location                

H General appraisal                                                 

I Restricting presentations                                 

J Enabling presentations                    

 

The next step of analysing the interview data was to review the initial codes and identify the key 

connections within and between the themes that had emerged from the initial process. Because I wanted 

to maintain a sense of how each individual positioned themselves around the themes, I first wrote a cross-

sectional summary of each area of identity for each student, focussing on the main themes that had 

emerged from the coding process (see Figure 4.2 and Appendix 7).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2  Sample of cross-sectional summary of interview themes for Özlem 

 

Writing these cross-sectional summaries had three functions: first, they enabled me to conceptualise 

the presentations as enacting student identities; second, they helped identify the key student identity 

positionings (language, epistemic, peer and institutional positionings) to focus on in the discourse analysis 

of the presentations; and finally, they indicated how these positionings might be achieved in the 

Language aspect 

Didn’t learn much in home town and resisted learning at secondary school because she disagreed with the focus 

on grammar memorisation at the expense of speaking. SS passed by cheating. Chose degree subject first then 

decided to study in English. Prep school very very good / sufficient but no dedicated speaking class. Began in 

lowest set. Began improving her English speaking in last semester after Prep School. She will improve but for now 

is satisfied. She’s improved a lot this semester. Writing and presentations and my feedback have improved her 

English level a lot.  

Epistemic aspect  

She was intrigued by behaviour and wanted to understand it.  She could have chosen law or psychology. Had a 

good enough grade to study at Yeşil on full scholarship. Still looking for the right area. Will go to Cardiff Met in 

UK. Wants be a researcher in the future. Social, clinical, or political psychology are the options. Images of 

schizophrenia emphasise the sadness and suffering, confusion, but this is wrong. Chose E for P2 as other choice 

too complex for B. For P3, couldn’t decide on a topic- chose between parenting style to neuropsychology which 

was too complex. Unlike most of audience, she knew about Big Five from a previous course from third year. She 

was confident about knowing the material & topic as studied them all semester. Courses easy this year. 

Department#1.  
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presentations. On this basis, I prepared a table which summarised the information about each student 

according to each identity aspect to aid later comparison if required. This was later used to inform the 

accounts of individual identity provided in 5.6 and  7.6 (see Table 4.2 below and Appendix 7).  

Table 4.2 Summary table for content of interview data themes (Özlem & Serhat) 

Identity aspect Özlem Serhat 

Epistemic  
 

Pragmatic reasons: use abroad. Unsure 
about future.  
Psychology is appliable knowledge –
professions & presentations.  
Explains without sources.  
 

Pragmatic/ Vocational.  
Advised due to money and interest. Do 
MA in CP at UCLA.  
Return to T to work as clinical psych & 
therapist in T.  
Self: more adult, aware of behaviour.  
Reads a book/day on psychology 
Loves psychology.  

Institutional 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Choice due to scholarship. 
Dept #1 
6 courses for deeper learning. 
Location & room criticisms 
Teachers don’t act on evaluations 
Psych Dep good 
Shallow memorization. 
Criticises curriculum & timetabling.  
Criticises PS for speaking –but sufficient.  
Mid-terms unneeded 
University Good. 

Experience of failure before learning 
English –own fault.  
1.5-4.0 GPA last sem.  
8 courses hard but manageable. 
GPA focus motivates study.  
Success caused complacency but now 
improved.  
Location initial problem not now. Online 
system includes everything ss need.  

 

Finally, I identified the key links between participants’ accounts related to each theme and wrote a 

summary of this information, including some interpretive notes in italics, which formed the basis of the 

themes reported in Chapter 5 (See sample below in Figure 4.3 and Appendix 7).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Epistemic –how do students position themselves in relation to the discipline of psychology? 

REASONS FOR CHOOSING TO STUDY PSYCHOLOGY 

Diverse set of reasons for studying it:  

1. Pragmatic reasons related to scholarship, finances, transferability of discipline, multidisciplinarity. Link to 

material facts and economic issues within Turkey and globalisation–the need to be adaptable in a fast 

changing world. Educational discourses of training vs education. Two competing discourses within the 

Turkish context.  

2. Idealistic reasons connected to interest, relationship management & problem-solving. Personal intersects 

with the epistemic. ‘Family first’ discourse.   

PLANS FOR FUTURE  

Future plans demonstrate overall firm commitment to the discipline:  

1. Academic commitment to further study of the discipline in the future: do an MA, become an academic.  

2. Professional commitment to further study of the discipline in the future: work in various areas. 

3. Not committed to the discipline: only 1 student considers studying something completely different. 

Instrumentality, vocationality, specialisation of degrees.  

LEVEL OF KNOWLEDGE 

Students are generally confident in their level of disciplinary knowledge –but this is inconsistent. En 

comments that topic rather than language defines the difficulty of presentations. 

EFFECT ON SELF 
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Figure 4.3 Sample from cross-participant summary of reviewed themes  

4.8.3 Analysis of the presentation data 

The first step in analysing the presentation data was to view and transcribe it. To do this, I replayed 

the video, focussing on the audio channel and noting any prominent actions in other modes. An audio 

transcript of each presentation, which ranged between six and nineteen minutes, was then prepared from 

the initial sample of thirty presentations and annotated with my initial impressions (see Appendix 4). Next, 

the transcripts were read through, and codes relating to their rhetorical purposes were developed to tag 

segments of text, corresponding to the linguistic portion of the genre analysis presented in Chapter 6 (see 

sample in Figure 4.4). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Sample of audio presentation transcript with codes 

Owing to the small number of words (approximately 22,000), this process was carried out without the 

assistance of computer software. The validity of the tags was increased by referring to students’ slides, 

the task instructions for each presentation and relevant genre and presentations literature (e.g., Swales, 

1990; Tardy, 2005; Hood & Forey, 2005).  

The next stage involved producing video transcripts using the ELAN multimodal transcription 

programme (ELAN Version 5.2, 2018). ELAN was used to code and transcribe 51 separate excerpts of 

between 18 and 142 seconds in length, covering a sample of each of the four sections, i.e., the 

Introduction, Methods, Closing Remarks and Q&A presented by each student (see Appendix 8 and sample 

in Figure 4.5).  

Özlem: Presentation 3 

Date and time: 12.04.17 11 a.m. 

12 students in class. Used Burak to change slides. 15 minutes long.  

Introduction  

Ö: Shall I start? Er hello everybody (I1a) I’m Özlem (I1b) welcome to my presentation today the relationship 

between job satisfaction and the personality traits will be what I want to present (I2a) and I will start to with the 

outline presentation.  

0.22 Er mm-hm (clears throat) as you see from the here er I will start for the motivation for the choosing this 

topic then I will continue with the definition of key words er a brief explanation of the literature review will 

follow er and lastly I will explain and compare the findings of article in context of the research. (I2b) 
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Figure 4.5 Sample of annotated multimodal transcript 

This process entailed paying exhaustive attention to minute shifts across a range of modes in order to 

precisely code the video material. Six embodied modes of action were transcribed: speech, gesture, gaze, 

posture (bodily position), location and movement (of the feet [see Fei, 2009]), plus the text and images 

on each presenter’s slides. Speech was initially coded for examples of Appraisal (Martin & White, 2005; 

White, 2015); the coding for gesture was based on McNeill’s (2005) division of gesture into iconic, deictic, 

metaphoric and beat types together with emblems (Martinec, 2004). Non-gestural actions with the hands 

were described as open and closed resting positions or ‘other hand movements’ such as object-directed 

movements and self-touch. The modes of gaze, posture, location and (leg) movement were coded 

according to their direction or position in relation to parts of the room or audience (see Forey & Feng, 

2016, for a similar classificatory scheme of gaze and posture). Each of the embodied modes of speech, 

gesture, gaze, posture, movement and location along with text and image in the slides were segmented 

and transcribed in turn. The physical process of coding was facilitated by ELAN’s ‘controlled vocabulary’ 

feature, which stores the researcher’s tags for each mode so these do not have to be inputted for every 

segment.  

Having coded the basic video transcripts for all segments, I then rewatched and wrote detailed 

commentaries for approximately 50 of them, considering the main student identity positionings which I 
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had derived from my analysis of the interview data (see Chapter 5). An example of these commentaries is 

provided in Appendix 9 and Figure 4.6, below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6 Sample of presentation commentary 

My aim in writing the commentaries or in Grounded Theory terms, memos, was to try and understand 

how different identity positionings were taken in relation to aspects of the student role: disciplinary 

knowledge, language, peers and the institution were all considered in detail, along with salient instances 

of the students’ wider social identities. The process of writing these commentaries enabled the 

interpretive patterns forming the basis of the theory to come to the fore (Charmaz, 2006).  

When the commentaries were completed, they were re-read, summarised and compiled into four 

thematically-organised matrices, one for each stage of the presentation (see Table 4.3, below and 

Appendix 10). Each column summarised the multimodal actions of one student at that stage. The rows 

labelled the main themes that emerged from the commentaries. They gave specific examples of how 

different aspects of identity were enacted by speech, noted elements of the multimodal styles of each 

presenter, and then described how the identity positionings of speech were modulated by the presenters’ 

use of other modes of action. This approach meant I could compare between discursive practices at 

different stages of the genre and among different participants, which facilitated my reporting and 

sampling of data for the results chapter.  

Table 4.3 Sample of thematic matrix for multimodal transcripts (Özlem, Q&A) 

Notes on stage: Initiated by S. Questions from two students and T. Longest Q&A stage. 

POSITIONINGS: 

Özlem’s language identity is maintained in terms of expertise via fluency, accuracy and range. It is noticeable that 

despite the greater demands on language production imposed by the spontaneous speech required by the Q&A 

stage, the differences between her language use during this stage and during the monologic stages are negligible. 

There is a slight reduction in fluency, once again around the changes of slide, e.g., 14.35-44, but otherwise there 

is a similar frequency in vocalized and silent pauses, with no obvious self-repair. Her accuracy remains extremely 

high, with only very minor errors in use of articles, e.g. at 14.32 and 14.49 and with the superfluous pronoun in 

the relative clause at 15.07. There is perhaps a slight reduction in range, with a co-ordinate clause structure 

predominant, mostly in the form of addition (clauses linked with ‘and’) as would be expected from spontaneous 

speech, but the complexity of vocabulary exists in a number of low-frequency collocations, e.g., those linked at 

14.44-48, 15.04-07, 15.37-8. Once again, language heritage is not salient, with no use of Turkish despite the 

demands of the Q&A session, and very little obvious translation of Turkish expressions, and there is no evidence 

of language allegiance.  
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Epistemic 
positioning 

Credibility achieved by shuttling between abstract statistical evidence in her answer and 
more grounded examples. Acknowledges commonsense interpretation and takes account 
of sampling, methodological differences. Multi-voiced knowledge. Also uses graduation 
resources to achieve convincing id eg 14.56-7; 15.03-7 

Institutional 
(Apprentice / 
Task / Setting) 
positioning 

Both defers to and resists T at several points. No clear evidence of adherence to or 
departure from task brief at this stage.  

Language 
positioning 

Differences in AFR between her q and a and pre-prepared stage are negligible. Reduction 
around slide changes. Very minor errors with articles at 14.32, 39. Co-ordinate clause 
structure prevails. Uses several low-frequency collocations e.g., 14.44-8, 14.04-7, 15.37-
8. No obvious egs of heritage. 

Peer positioning Orients to peer in the evidence-based and long response given. Uses inclusive pronouns 
at 15.55 to reduce difference between her and audience further. 

STYLE:  

Gesture:  Higher concentration of deictics a distinctive feature. 

Gaze: Alternates between screen and teacher 

Posture: Centre-right, also right as addresses the screen. 

Movement: Moves to and from the screen, stands still. 

Location: Only excerpt where she goes in front of or on right of screen. 

 See previous section notes. Important: unlike most of the other ss she uses the slide to 
continue to construct epistemically credible element. 

 

Analysis of spoken and written language aimed to capture a broad range of features to explore 

changing patterns in speech and writing across the genre, as well as the different elements of participants’ 

production of student identity. Sentence and word-level error analysis and type-token calculations of the 

speech and writing were carried out to establish basic accuracy rates and lexical density respectively in 

each excerpt (Ellis & Barkhuizen, 2005). A basic measure of spoken fluency was made by calculating the 

number of words spoken per minute by presenters in each excerpt. These measures were used specifically 

to support claims about the participants’ expertise in English during their presentations and are sampled 

below (full set of tables in Appendix 11). Motivated by the study’s interest in epistemic identity, instances 

of Appraisal and its subsystem of Engagement in speech and writing were measured per number of total 

words in the excerpts.  

Table 4.4 Sample CAF analysis of the presentations (Introduction) 

Student Length Clauses Words TTR T-score 
Speech 
rate 

Error 
rate 

Bilal  55 6 76 61 14 83 25 

Burak 31 8 100 58 11 169 20 

Engin  31 5 75 75 15 145 19 

Hazal 84 12 167 52 14 119 57 

Müge  22 3 39 67 18 106 20 

Özlem 49 7 102 59 15 125 26 
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Sergen 18 7 53 72 8 181 27 

Sinem 19 5 48 76 10 150 10 

Average 39 7 83 65 13 135 26 

 

To support claims on epistemic and institutional positionings at different sections of the genre, the 

lexis in each sample was classified according to different levels of technicality, an approach which drew 

on Gardner (2012) and was similar to that used in Zareva’s research on classroom presentations (Zareva, 

2020). Lexis which appeared in task rubrics was also noted to ground claims about institutional 

positionings (see Appendix 12 and Table 4.5 below).  

Table 4.5 Technical words used in the Introductions 

SPEAKER/NO.OF 
WORDS SAMPLED 

Psychology-
specific 

Psychology-
general  

AWL  Latinate Other 
technical  

BİLAL 45  
 

 Homosexuality 
attitudes  

Topic attitudes 
norms negative 

Society 
different 
question 
government 
powers 
pressure 
people Turkey 

 

BURAK 59 
 

Schizophrenia 
psychology 
mental  

Disease 
symptom 
treatment 
misconception 

Misconception 
preliminary  

Popular idea 
Turkey people 
clear cause 
presentation  

 

ENGIN 51 
 

altruism 
sociability 
collectivism 
individualism  

 Administration 
Construction  

Presenting  
mention 
important 
information 
base article 
member 
performance 
test discussion 
article  

outline     

 

Analysis of image types was based on the classification given in Jolivet (2002 –see 1.4.2). Finally, the 

actions coded in the remaining embodied modes of gesture, gaze, location, movement and posture were 

analysed using the ELAN Annotation Statistics feature (ELAN 5.2, 2018) which enables the duration of each 

code in an excerpt to be calculated as a percentage of the total time for the corresponding mode. These 

figures were averaged across all the excerpts at each section of the presentations. The results were then 

tabulated and are presented in Section 6.3 below. 
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4.8.4 Transcription of multimodal activity 

The final stage was to produce finished transcripts of the illustrative excerpts which are presented in 

Chapter 6. The transcripts made for the commentaries consisted of screenshots from the ELAN data, 

together with stills from the videos (see 7.6). However, these did not contain enough information about 

the prosodic features of speech to support my results, so I combined the images with the transcription 

conventions used for speech in Interactional Sociolinguistics ([IS] (Gumperz & Berenz, 1993). Although 

now less widely used than other notation systems such as CA and SBS (Jenks, 2012), IS transcription 

focusses on informational phrases or intonation units rather than turns (as in CA), an approach more 

attuned to the primarily monologic spoken discourse of academic presentations (see Appendix 16 for 

notation key).  

While turn-taking was, aside from the Q&A stage, not a major feature of the presentations, participants 

continuously indexed contextual features through their words and actions, a key tenet of IS; IS also has a 

particularly strong association with research into multilingual settings (e.g. Gumperz, 1982; Roberts, 2014) 

which made it particularly appropriate to represent my L2-speaking participants. Gumperz & Berenz 

include several monologic texts to exemplify IS notation, and the authors comment that “In monologue, 

it is well-suited for revealing the use of prosodic and paralinguistic signs to establish and maintain 

coherence” (Gumperz & Berenz, 1993).  I also considered Norris’s approach to representing prosody 

within a multimodal transcript (e.g., Norris, 2011 a,b), but found this harder to format and read, and also 

less equipped to deal with some features such as pauses and overlapping speech than the approach 

suggested by Gumperz & Berenz. The transcripts included in the Results thus consist of IS representations 

of speech superimposed onto time-marked, horizontally-displayed video stills which display particular 

moments of practice at different stages of the genre. 

4.9 Research quality  

Research of all kinds should be rigorous and trustworthy. Judgement of the quality of qualitative 

research can, broadly speaking, take three positions (King & Horrocks, 2010). The first of these is to use 

the natural science criteria of validity (does a study measure or explain what it claims to) and reliability 

(can a study be repeated with the same results). The second position is to assume that, due to the 

irreconcilable differences between the natural and social sciences, alternative criteria more compatible 

with the aims and assumptions of qualitative research should be deployed. The third position states that 

the multiplicity of realities represented by qualitative research makes the application of general criteria 

logically impossible, so judgement should only rest with the individual reader (King & Horrocks, 2010; 
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Seale, 1999). While recognising the 3rd issue, I feel that relativism pursued to this extent undermines the 

purpose of doing any research in the first place, so my discussion focusses on the first two positions. 

Validity and reliability are traditionally associated with realist foundations which assume the world is 

stable and aspects of it can be isolated and their effects measured by independent observers (Mason, 

2002). However, the assumption that reality is processual, i.e., in constant flux, and constructed by 

individuals within practices (Sections 4.2 & 4.3) has several consequences for judgements of research 

quality. First, it entails that my research cannot claim to accurately represent an independent reality 

(internal validity), and nor can it claim to be generalizable (external validity) to other contexts whose 

emergent reality is also always already interpreted. Replicating my results would be impossible because 

they would depend on the interpretations of other researchers, also discrediting the results on the 

grounds of reliability.  

Fortunately, issues like these motivated Guba & Lincoln (Guba, 1981; Guba & Lincoln, 1982; 1985) to 

propose alternative criteria for judging qualitative research. In place of internal validity, Guba suggests 

credibility as a criterion to establish how far qualitative researchers have managed to account for –rather 

than control- “the bewildering array of factor patterns that confront them” (Guba, 1981, p84). Instead of 

external validity, the authors propose transferability, which can be used to assess the sufficiency of 

contextual information, or, in Ryle’s and, later, Geertz’s words, “thick description” of the research setting 

(in Merriam & Tisdell, 2016, p256; Guba & Lincoln, 1982). Replacing reliability is the criterion of 

dependability, which can be met by providing a detailed, longitudinal record of research methods (Guba, 

1981). Finally, because rationalist objectivity is unachievable from the interpretivist perspective, 

confirmability is proposed as a way of judging that the results are not fictional. It can be assured by 

reflexivity, triangulating data, methods or researchers and providing enough evidence to link conclusions 

to methods and assumptions (Guba, 1981; Guba & Lincoln, 1982; Tracy, 2013).  

The influence of Guba & Lincoln is apparent in Tracy’s ‘Big tent’ theorisation of quality in qualitative 

ethnographic research. Tracy identifies eight different markers to ensure that research is authentic and 

secure: research should be worthy in various senses of that word, rigorous in its collection and analysis of 

data, sincere (implying the need for reflexivity and transparency), and credible, i.e., plausible and 

trustworthy. It should also be resonant with its audience, who feel that it relates to their own world, and 

it should make a significant contribution in some way. Finally, it should be ethical and meaningfully 

coherent in terms of how it is written (Tracy, 2013). Tracy’s approach –particularly the items of resonance 

and meaningful coherence- usefully extends Guba & Lincoln’s approach more deeply into issues of the 

representation of settings and participants in research reports.  
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Merriam & Tisdell (2016), writing from an interpretivist-constructivist perspective, acknowledge that 

reliability and validity are highly contested terms, but insist their meanings can be adapted so they remain 

relevant for qualitative research. They claim that internal validity is a distinct strength of qualitative 

inquiry, because people’s understandings of reality can be observed without the mediation of any form 

of observational apparatus. Nevertheless, their discussion draws on Guba & Lincoln’s terminology and the 

methods they suggest to promote valid and reliable research strongly resemble those listed in Guba’s 

1981 paper (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Finally, Hammersley’s more sceptical and pragmatic view of quality 

criteria is worth mentioning; while recognising their importance, he argues that criteria should be 

formulated according to the practices of sub-disciplines, so those applied to ethnography should differ 

from those applied to narrative research, for instance, thus offering a mid-point between relativism and 

the realist assumptions that underpin constructivist research criteria (Hammersley, 2008).   

Guba’s (1981) framework for interpretive research thus informs this discussion, though I also refer to 

Tracy (2013) to describe some aspects of the process. In terms of the research’s credibility, my claim to 

have grasped at least some of the major ‘factor patterns’ constituting the research setting and the 

presentations in particular are supported in several ways. First, by my extensive pre-existing knowledge 

of the setting, which meant less time was needed to gather ethnographic data. Second, by methodological 

and theoretical ‘triangulation’, I collected different sources of data about the presentations (i.e., from 

multiple interviews, documents and videoed observations, all of which are included as samples in the 

Appendices). I also used a range of compatible theoretical approaches to the presentations, framing them 

as a genre, as a set of multimodal practices and as a site for the microgenesis of identity, which allowed 

for a richer interpretation. Triangulating methods and theories in this way increased the likelihood that 

the complex, interpreted reality of the presentations could be captured.  

Third, as explained in Section 5.6, I sought variation in my sampling by including learners across the 

range of ability in my analysis, thus improving my understanding by enabling me to test whether the 

emerging theory would be applicable across all participants, or whether it needed to be adapted in the 

light of new facts.  Finally, the interpretive validity of the research was increased by discussing moments 

of the presentations with participants during the playback sections of the 2nd and 3rd interviews (Appendix 

5), by their validations of the findings, and via discussions with the class teacher. Although Mason (2002) 

cautions that member checks do not guarantee veracity within an interpretivist framework, they support 

the multi-vocality which Tracy identifies as critical to establishing the credibility of qualitative research 

(Tracy, 2013).    
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To secure findings that may be transferable to other settings, a description of the research setting and 

its wider context is provided in the previous chapter. To address the issue of dependability, I have written 

a detailed account of how different aspects of the research were carried out, which is supported with an 

evidential ‘audit trail’ in which the progress from ‘raw’ data to the findings presented in Chapter 5-7 is, I 

hope, apparent in the Appendices. The issue of producing results that can be delimited from the 

researcher’s subjectivity, i.e., its confirmability, is addressed by taking a reflexive stance in writing, which 

also supports, in Tracy’s terms, the sincerity with which the research was conducted (Tracy, 2013). I have 

thus tried to provide adequate information about my preconceptions, frame of reference and role in 

constructing the data.  In terms of the resonance to readers and meaningful coherence of my 

representation of the research in this report, I have tried to make my account of the research as 

communicative as possible by via multiple drafting, organising and editing the writing and supporting this 

with attention to images and layout.     

4.10 Research ethics 

Although ethics, i.e., appropriate standards for conduct in research, are examined separately here, 

they begin with the formulation of an inquiry and reverberate through every stage of the process 

(Walliman, 2006; Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Ethics derive from a combination of personal experience, 

political standpoint, professional culture, codes of ethical practice and legal frameworks. (Mason, 2002). 

In terms of the latter two sources, Turkey’s Personal Data Protection Law of 2016 and the British 

Educational Research Association (BERA) guidelines were important reference points for this study. The 

BERA framework identifies four areas of responsibility: to participants, sponsors, the community of 

researchers and the wider network of professionals, policymakers and the general public (BERA, 2011). 

Due to the competing needs of stakeholders, ethical decision-making can be highly complex. While issues 

linked to research quality primarily apply to the last three of the groups identified by BERA, the following 

discussion focusses on the ethical treatment of participants. 

The principles of respect for individual autonomy, the avoidance of harm to other people, and the 

requirement to treat others fairly are key to ethical research (King & Horrocks, 2010). While applying these 

principles is important, there is widespread agreement in the research literature that they should not 

simply be observed, but practiced in an ongoing, situated way (Piper & Simon, 2005; Mason, 2002; 

Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). A further issue raised in the critical-transformative paradigm is that an ethics 

rooted in the notion of individual autonomy may not adequately address the researcher’s responsibilities 

to improving participants’ communities (Eckert, 2013). While positive social transformation is a valuable 
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and important aim, I share the view of Trianou who, criticising the growth of ‘moralism’ in research, claims 

that ethical concerns should not overshadow the epistemic values which lie at the heart of qualitative 

inquiry (Trianou, 2014).  

The three principles referred to above underpin the notion of informed consent (Trianou, 2014; Ritchie 

& Lewis, 2003). Turkey’s 2016 law requires explicit consent to be given by the subject before sensitive 

data can be obtained and processed (Karaduman, 2019). Informed consent to participate in research 

should be voluntary and obtained before the research begins (BERA, 2011). Participants need to know the 

research aims and entailments, and their right to drop out at any point, for any reason or none. However, 

informed consent is a notion freighted with issues such as the exercise of power in attaining consent, the 

difficulty of ensuring that participants genuinely understand what they are agreeing to, and most 

fundamentally, the unpredictable course that qualitative research often takes. Probably the most 

effective means of addressing these issues is to frame informed consent as a process rather than an initial, 

one-off step (Barbour & Schostak, 2005). This requires the ongoing negotiation of consent with 

participants throughout the project.  

The low probability of causing physical harm during qualitative research should not disguise the fact 

that material, emotional or professional harm to participants must also be avoided (Trianou, 2014). This 

not only involves practical awareness of the situated demands made of participants but also careful 

consideration of the longer-term consequences of their involvement. Protecting participants from the 

negative consequences of disclosing sensitive information or actions can be achieved to some extent by 

making data non-attributable (Walliman, 2006). However, complete anonymity is likely to be 

unachievable and may be considered both undesirable and unnecessary by participants as well as the 

researcher (Delandshere, 2009; Trianou, 2014; Cresswell, 2009).   

In the first case, providing thick linguistic description may provide sufficient contextual information for 

the setting to be identified. As a result, participants’ identities can also be uncovered more easily, at the 

very least by others involved in the research (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016; Delandshere, 2009). When video 

data are used as an integral part of the evidence, anonymization becomes even more problematic. 

Although numerous apps exist to obscure faces, participants can still be identified through other bodily 

features: furthermore, the requirement to show gaze direction or facial expression as part of a multimodal 

analysis makes the use of this technology undesirable (Blommaert, 2010). This leads to an additional point, 

that participants themselves may want to be identified as having contributed to the research and/or given 

voice to their communities, not to have their role backgrounded by researchers (Eckert, 2013; Cresswell, 

2009). Finally, the practices that allow participants to be identified may be public and mundane and highly 
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unlikely to result in harm. These issues indicate the broader imperative to continue to consult participants, 

negotiate informed consent and exercise careful judgement throughout the research project. 

Minimising harm is a necessary but insufficient condition of ethical research practice because 

participants should also benefit in some way from the research (King & Horrocks, 2010). However, as 

Eckert comments, “what actually constitutes a contribution to the community is a complicated issue, and 

certainly not one that the researcher can resolve on his or her own” (Eckert, 2012, p22-3). Although 

financial reward is often proposed as an appropriate contribution, it may be perceived as an inducement 

that impacts the notion of voluntary participation, or even viewed as insulting by participants (King & 

Horrocks, 2010). In fact, ‘giving back’ to participants can take a range of different forms; some of the ways 

I consider my research to have benefitted my student participants are detailed below.  

Finally, there is an imperative to treat data belonging to individuals with the utmost care, to protect 

their right to privacy (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016). Data should therefore be encrypted and stored on 

password-protected hardware which is itself properly secured. Under Turkey’s 2016 Data Protection Law, 

once there is no longer any reason to retain data, it must be either destroyed, deleted or anonymised 

automatically (Karaduman, 2016). However, the longer-term retention of data which has been processed 

as part of research, e.g., in the form of transcripts, is acceptable, and the issue of retaining data can be 

managed in the process of informed consent by specifying the period in which it is to be kept (King & 

Horrocks, 2010). 

As previously mentioned, the participants were recruited from the English for Psychology class with 

initial encouragement from Nüket, who provided me with a list of names of participants. As the interview 

data described in Section 5.2.2 suggested, Nüket’s character is such that the students were unlikely to feel 

coerced; furthermore, the Psychology department emphasises the importance of research, and I sensed 

no reluctance from those students who volunteered to take part. I produced a Statement of Informed 

Consent, which drew on the models provided in King & Horrocks, 2010. This provided information about 

the research and the participants’ rights (see Appendix 13). I had checked with Nüket whether my 

Statement should be translated to ensure the students understood it, but she was certain this wouldn’t 

be required.  

The following steps were taken to ensure that students understood what their role as participants 

would entail. First, before distributing copies of the Statement, I spent five minutes explaining it, noting 

the keenness of some students and that a roughly equal proportion declined to participate. Nüket and I 

remained in the class to answer questions while those interested read the form. Upon return of each 

form, I asked if there was anything further that needed to be explained, and it was underlined, as per the 
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information on the form itself under the “Your rights as participants” heading (Appendix 12), that students 

would be able to pull out for any reason or none at any point during the research by using the three forms 

of contact information provided. As explained below, I continually reconfirmed participants’ consent at 

the start of each interview and observation.  

Among the statement’s flaws, which I only came to realise in retrospect with their consequences, was 

its lack of a request for a contact phone number, wording that limited the use of the research to the thesis 

itself, and the lack of a time limitation on the use of data. This made it difficult to contact students to 

rearrange interviews; it also necessitated resecuring informed consent to use the data in the future. 

However, because my wording did not specify more precisely how the video and interview data would be 

used, I was later concerned the students may have believed they would not be identifiable. It was 

nonetheless important to my research objectives that their faces would be fully visible in the videos. I 

therefore resought their consent to be identifiable from video images, and asked them to review the 

interview and video transcripts in order to exclude any sensitive information they wanted to remain 

confidential (see Appendix 14). This retrospective securing of informed consent raises the issue that the 

students may have felt so personally invested in the research at this point that they felt unable to 

withdraw their agreement to participate. However, the subsequent request was made long after the data-

gathering phase, with little communication between us, the greater issue may have been students’ wish 

simply to avoid obstructing the research process at a relatively late stage. Nevertheless, gaining consent 

in this way raises the importance of ensuring that information about the research is as specific as possible 

from the outset.  

Most interviews were focussed on the student identities of participants and conventionally sensitive 

topics rarely came up. Similarly, I videoed public performances of disciplinary knowledge in which 

sensitive personal identity was less likely to emerge. However, there were some points during the data-

gathering phase where I needed to make on-the-spot decisions with ethical implications. These occurred 

during several interviews, when Özlem and Burak both disclosed personal health information. I checked 

with them following their initial disclosures whether they wanted to continue, and they did so. When I 

returned to the topic later with Burak, he was prepared to share his experience of this condition. On the 

other hand, there were other instances when asking additional questions to some students may have 

resulted in the disclosure of personal experiences, particularly concerning family life. As this area was not 

the focus of my study, I tended to drop my directive line of questioning and switched to a different topic. 

For the observations, I was aware that students might feel more nervous with the camera trained on 

them, so I reconfirmed before each presentation that they were happy to be videoed. One more 
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significant issue occurred with Sinem’s 2nd observation, when she was obviously not keen to present due 

to homework stress and insomnia. However, because this was an obligatory presentation and not 

completing it at that point would result in an institutional grading penalty, she continued. I felt at the time 

that simply presenting was a bigger issue than being videoed; the fact that this had already been 

negotiated between her and Nüket meant that asking for Sinem’s consent to film the presentation would 

be acceptable, when in retrospect it may have been fairer not to start the camera. My decision increased 

the theoretical sampling range of the study, but the student was more vulnerable than usual at that point, 

and I feel this remains a grey ethical area.   

It is important to add that  

Although I was encouraged during confirmation to make a monetary payment to ‘give back’ to the 

students, there were two issues with this. First, I had limited resources with which to reward students 

after self-financing the doctorate and did not want to offer them the somewhat derisory sum I could 

actually afford. Second, I wanted students to participate voluntarily, not because they were being paid to 

do so. Instead, I encouraged and continue to encourage the participants to ask me for any kind of help I 

could provide. Several students did so: for instance, I donated books to Burak who was teaching English 

to children abroad and in Turkey; I provided editing help to Özlem and Engin, and turned my initial findings 

from the research into a book to subsequently train psychology students for academic presentations.  

4.11 Summary of Chapter 4 

This chapter of the thesis has detailed the assumptions which informed this research, from its inception 

until the writing-up stage. It has also described and accounted for the methodological framework used in 

the context of these assumptions and my research approach. The fundamental ontological assumption 

was that reality is emergent before its division into subject and object. I then argued for an interpretivist 

epistemology that first attends to the practices and categories in which this emergent reality can be 

known, and also recognises the observer’s subjectivity as a fundamental part of knowledge about it. 

Following this, I discussed discourse analysis and ethnographic approaches as appropriate means of 

producing interpreted knowledge of the social processes involved in presentations, and different data 

collection & analytical methods of doing so were presented with reference to my specific research 

interests. Finally, the application of the principles of research quality and ethics to this study was 

discussed. The following three chapters present the results of the application of this methodological 

framework in detail.  
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Chapter 5: Data analysis of the interviews 

5.1 Introduction to Chapter 5 

In this chapter, the results derived from analysis of the interview data are presented. The central theme 

of the interviews was student identity, and the properties of the major themes relating to this are explored 

in turn. As Figure 5.1 indicates, the themes overlap and are organised in terms of the different positionings 

that participants took as they defined and oriented to the central aspects of their roles as students, which 

consisted of the language of instruction, the institution of study, their peers at the university and the 

discipline being studied. The shifting, storied sets of connections between these aspects formed a densely-

connected nexus at the core of particpants’ identities as students. This core was connected, at varying 

levels of density, to other non-definitive or ‘peripheral’ aspects of the participants’ student selves.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

      Figure 5.1 A framework for student identity 

The interdependence of each central aspect of this framework is depicted by the four overlapping 

circles at the centre of Figure 5.1. The dotted lines indicate that positions taken in relation to each of the 

core aspects of the student role produced during interviews and presentations were strongly linked to the 
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other core areas as well as to the transportable (Zimmerman, 1998), or what I have termed peripheral 

aspects of student identity, labelled in the outermost circle of the diagram: this dynamic process of 

connecting, reconnecting and aligning different aspects of the role-related self is what is referred to as 

student identity in the study. The analytically peripheral aspects, which might include those of 

‘daughter/son’, ‘gamer’, ‘woman’, ‘ethnic Turk’, ‘young person’, ‘wearer of glasses’, ‘person with a cold’, 

etc., are diverse and differ in their significance to situated enactments of the student role. Their key shared 

feature, however, is that their manifestation was not limited to the abstracted core role aspects which 

were produced through various institutionalised genre practices.  

For instance, a student might enact the identity of ‘Netflix subscriber’ by participating in a range of 

situated practices such as watching episodes, discussing programmes face-to-face, contributing to online 

forums, etc. Some of these practices might well overlap with and influence how her identity as a student 

is enacted. However, the core, shared aspects –constantly reproduced in practice- of studying a subject 

via an institution alongside others and in a particular language would continue to define the student role 

irrespective of the contribution of the ‘Netflix subscriber’ identity. That said, the influence of non-

definitive aspects on the enactment and meaning of the core facets for individuals could be considerable. 

Nevertheless, analysing student actions through the lens of Norris’s foreground-background continuum 

of awareness (ibid -see Section 2.8.5) strongly indicated that such aspects produced via (inter)action in 

the presentation genre were usually backgrounded by participants, and were therefore peripheral to how 

the role of student is put into practice in this sense as well.  

Section 5.2 describes how general student identities were configured by clusters of positionings taken 

around the core role aspects as they emerged in interview storylines (see Figure 5.2, Appendix 5 for 

symbols used in transcription). The key findings from this section were as follows: first, participants’ claims 

of credibility as disciplinary members were closely linked to their expertise in English. On the other hand, 

their overt affiliation with English was -almost exclusively- mediated by their commitment to the discipline 

(see Section 5.2.2), rather than by other aspects of their identities. Within language learning storylines, 

there was a strong indication that participants’ earlier educational experiences had, in most cases, notably 

failed to contribute to the development of their English expertise: learners aligned with the institution 

through their almost exclusively positive appraisals of the Yeşil University English programme, which also 

positioned them as committed language learners (Section 5.3.3). 

The epistemic aspects of identity articulated as participants recounted their experiences of psychology 

often foregrounded their commitment to the subject via their accounts of plans for work and/or study in 

the field. Disciplinary identification was also achieved through providing moral justifications for choosing 
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to study psychology, while epistemic credibility –as well as a non-compliant institutional identity- was 

claimed by several students through their critique of approaches to teaching the subject at the university. 

On the other hand, a more instrumental and pragmatic approach to studies, which bespoke a position of 

reduced identification with the discipline, often accompanied higher levels of compliance with 

institutional requirements (see 5.3.6). Although participants were usually keen to project positive 

relations with their peers, there were numerous instances of negative comparison along the axes of 

epistemic status and language expertise when involvement and solidarity with peers were much less 

consistent (5.3.7).  

Section 5.3 looks at the non-definitive or peripheral aspects of student identity, i.e., those which are 

analytically independent of the core aspects but which were intertwined with them in the interview 

accounts (see Section 5.6). The clusters of personal identity positions included those taken around the 

micro-categories of bodily conditions, emotional states, family relations, and affinities, whereas general 

identity positionings referenced the traditional macro-categories of gender, ethnicity and nationality, as 

well as that of global identity (following Norris, 2011). Descriptions of permanent bodily conditions carried 

substantial effects on student identity which were highly individualised and are discussed with reference 

to particular cases in Section 5.6, while the temporary ones, such as colds, hangovers or insomnia were 

constructed as impacting students’ presentations, and are summarised in 5.5.  

The emphasis that students placed on their family memberships during the interviews varied, but all 

interviewees positioned themselves in relation to the core aspects via reference to their rights, duties and 

obligations to families. The family relations discussed by two participants suggested a considerable impact 

on other aspects of their identities as students (see Section 5.6), as the research presented in 3.2.1 would 

predict. Many students mentioned how some of their language learning took place in the context of close 

family relationships (Section 5.3.1). On the other hand, participants’ remarks on the influence of parents 

over their choice of studying at Yeşil sometimes produced resistant institutional positionings, with several 

students pointing out that they were not studying there by choice (Section 5.4.3).  

In terms of general identity, perhaps the most interesting finding was the ambiguity expressed by 

nearly all participants in relation to their national identities. Between the ‘push’ factor of widespread 

disdain for Ottoman Islamist Turkey and the ‘pull’ of global opportunities for work and study lay some 

ambiguous national identity positionings, with several students expressing these in powerful emotional 

language (see 5.3.2). Finally, the cases of two students who differed from the majority Turkish and secular 

ethnicities expressed by other participants are discussed individually in Section 5.6.  
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In 5.5, the focus shifts to how participants positioned themselves as students when talking about the 

preparation and performance of presentations. Perhaps the most important finding here is discussed in 

Section 5.5.4, where accounts of the lack of solidarity between presenters and their peer audiences during 

presentations are detailed. Also illuminating is the finding that, while students often produced critical 

institutional positionings in a general sense during the interviews, they foregrounded their compliance 

with the teacher’s expectations when planning and performing their talks (Section 5.5.3). Finally, the 

students’ comments on their choice of presentation topic were split between positions of epistemic 

credibility which approached presentations as an opportunity to build and display knowledge, and those 

with a more pragmatic focus, where topics were chosen for their grade-making utility, with personal 

identity also playing an important role in topic choice (see Section 5.5.2).  

Lastly, in Section 5.6, I consider how four individual participants produced their identities as students 

through the interviews and the impact that their wider identities had on how they enacted the core areas. 

Although the analysis includes some reflection on my role as a researcher in co-constructing storylines, 

thereby positioning the students in particular ways, it primarily focuses on intra-individual, role-oriented 

identity as a product of position-taking in the interviews. While each participant’s narrative enactment of 

their student identities differed quite considerably from one another, this section points to the 

importance of their wider social identities, and their agency, in enabling successful realisations of each 

core aspect.  
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5.2 Core (definitive) aspects of student identity           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

Figure 5.2 Core student identity positionings from interviews  

5.2.1 Language & epistemic identity  

The discussion here focusses on English language identities as most relevant to the EMI setting and is 
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identities as Turkish and (in one case) Kurdish speakers. During the interviews, the language identities of 

participants were relationally constructed in terms of the rights and duties involved in knowing their 

disciplines and developing academically-valued knowledge. In relating language to their disciplines, 

students such as Engin, Hazal and Müge ascribed value to English in terms of being able to access the 

disciplinary knowledge contained in psychology articles. Other students mentioned the importance of 

English to further study, either abroad or in Turkey, while Serhat mentioned the greater cognitive 

flexibility of English psychology learners in comparison to TMI psychology students. In making these basic 
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ascriptions, often glossed as instrumental language learning motivation (Gardner & Lambert, 1972 in 

Ushioda, 2013), the participants also positioned themselves as more or less expert and affiliated language 

users aligned with the duty to learn their discipline.  

However, there were two interesting exceptions to these instrumental ascriptions of language. The 

first was that of Burak, who made a forceful claim for the priority of language learning above disciplinary 

knowledge.  

“In my opinion, knowing a language is much more important than the university education (…) because in my 

opinion (it) give(s) you another vision, and in my opinion, when you learn another language, you have a 

personality too...” 

(Burak, I1, p29) 

This constructed a strong affiliative alignment with English (see 5.6.4), and self-positioned Burak within 

a discourse of personal independence. 

The second example was Sinem’s comment, which provided another, contrasting exception to the 

instrumental positioning of language learning in relation to students’ epistemic identity aspects: 

“SPSS (is) really hard for me (…) and (even if it’s in) English, it doesn’t matter if it’s… (it) could be in Turkish. It’s 

really hard for me anyway.” (laughs) 

(Sinem, I2, p2) 

In referring to her difficulty learning the SPSS software package on her statistics courses, Sinem’s 

statement demonstrated the important point that expertise in English, while a necessary part of claiming 

credible disciplinary knowledge in an EMI setting, may not be sufficient to do so in all circumstances.   

5.2.2 Language & institutional identity  

The language-institutional positionings taken up during interviews were those in which participants’ 

evaluations of the University also entailed acts of positioning in terms of English along the dimensions of 

expertise or affiliation. Participants’ evaluations of their earlier schools contributed to these positions in 

the language learning-institutional storylines, and are also summarised here. There was widespread 

judgement among participants that primary and, to a lesser extent, secondary schooling had not 

developed their English resources, particularly in the area of speaking. Whereas Sinem reported arriving 

at university knowing no English, Müge said she had not learned the language before Prep School despite 

having had classes during her secondary education. More critical still were Engin, who began learning at 

Prep School because he “did not get a good education” (Engin, I1, p1) and particularly Bilal, who framed 
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his low expertise in English as resulting from a systemic, national issue: “In government primary schools 

(...) English is not sufficient” (Bilal, I1, p1). The inadequacy of primary and secondary schooling in English 

can also be inferred from Burak being “pushed” by his parents to attend language schools, which were 

also ineffective: “I didn’t get anything about them” (Burak I1, p1).    

Of two significant contrasting cases, the first was that of Özlem, who constructed her lack of learning 

English during high school not in terms of the institution failing to meet its duties but in terms of her own 

lack of interest in the language at that point. The second was Hazal’s account, which ascribed her entire 

development as an English learner to a single teacher who was “obsessed with teaching us” at her primary 

school; she did not believe her English had improved since learning with this teacher: 

H: Since I was an elementary student, my English is the same I think.  

R: Oh really. 

H: Yeah. 

R: So did you? 

H: No developing. 

(Hazal, I1, p1, italics added for emphasis) 

Turning to the interface between the students’ self-images as language learners and their experience 

of English classes at Yeşil University, the picture is again complex. The Prep School was generally evaluated 

in positive ways; the few negative appraisals tended to centre on its inattention to speaking skills, with 

ascriptions ranging from “good but not 100% sufficient because we don’t have enough speaking course” 

(Özlem, I1, p1) to “OK for writing but speaking is a little bit difficult” (Müge, I1, p1). It is conceivable that, 

as an institutional English teaching insider, I may have constrained students’ responses in this area. Burak 

was the single participant who overtly positioned the university as deficient regarding its preparatory 

English provision. Burak chose to attend Prep School despite passing the Faculty entrance exams, on the 

basis that it would prepare him better for disciplinary study.  His judgement of the prep year was decidedly 

negative and closely aligned with the findings of the large-scale research into English language preparatory 

years across Turkish universities reported in Section 3.4. 

“In one year you can learn a lot of things and we didn’t learn anything (…). OK -I can understand English, but 

academic English is much more different and much more hard, and we didn’t learn anything about this in the 

Prep School.” 

(Burak, I1, p2) 

Burak addressed his difficulty with EMI instruction by working and studying abroad for three months, 

an approach also taken by Serhat and Engin, who both ascribed their gains in English expertise (and in 
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Serhat’s case a broader affiliation with the language) to this action, rather than the contribution of the 

Prep School.  

All students positioned themselves as highly allegiant to the class teacher, Nüket; indeed, several 

participants expressed their love for her.  As expected, their loyalty to her as a member of the institution 

was produced in terms of her contribution to their English expertise. For instance, Özlem positioned 

herself as committed to English learning through her positive appraisal of the teacher’s approach:  

“She is not focus(sing) on (…) our grades. She just wanted to be, erm, flexible and cool (…). She just wanted you 

to (…) learn.”  

 (Özlem, I1, p5) 

This attribution of a flexible approach contributing to learning contrasts with Engin’s identification of 

specific areas such as psychology-related lexis which Nüket helped to improve, positioning him as 

focussed on the ‘nuts and bolts’ of language learning. On the other hand, Hazal constructed herself as an 

expert and committed English learner through her heavily-hedged, critical positioning that “sometimes er 

some exercises make me kind of bored” (Hazal I1, p7). Sinem foregrounded her difficulties in the area of 

pronunciation, attributing patience to Nüket as she helped her struggle to pronounce the word 

‘schizophrenia’. Overall, the students’ comments converged with my observations of the classes and 

presentations, where the students I observed were obviously comfortable with their instructor and 

focussed on learning.  

5.2.3 Language & peer identity  

Through their judgements of peers, learners also positioned themselves as more or less committed 

and competent learners of English. One of the most prominent of these peer-language positionings was 

that of Özlem, whose hedged critique of students unable to manage classes in English succinctly invoked 

the linguistic compartmentalism of the EMI discourse discussed in 3.3, while also highlighting her own 

commitment and ability to learn her discipline through English: 

“They have to speak in Turkish. Sometimes it’s not good because we come to study in English and if we don’t 

understand English, please switch to (the) Turkish department.”  

(Özlem, I1, p4) 

Conversely, Hazal’s account of her switch from Turkish medium instruction to the EMI psychology 

programme positioned her as an inexpert English speaker, just like her peers.  

“I noticed that in our school English students were not speaking really good English too, but I think that I could. I 

thought that I could do it too. This is why I passed to English psychology.” 
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(Hazal, I1, p6) 

Both of these students’ constructions of their language abilities in relation to peers resonated with my 

own observations of them as highly motivated and expert speakers in the class context. In the interviews, 

however, these comments contributed to producing a more distanced aspect to the peer-related side of 

their identities, with Özlem also orienting towards institutional alignment in her comment.   

5.2.4 Epistemic & institutional identity 

Here I recount comments that link the disciplinary with the institutional aspects of student identity. 

The participants often displayed their credibility and commitment to psychology as an academic discipline 

via their judgements of the University. More often than not, these judgements were critical, but two 

students in particular derived credibility as knowers of their subjects from official institutional recognition. 

The first of these was Özlem, who was officially recognised as the department’s highest-achieving student, 

and was rewarded for this with a trip overseas. The second was Serhat, whose claims to disciplinary 

knowledge were underwritten by frequent reference to his GPA scores, which had improved considerably 

as a result of spending time abroad. Serhat’s allegiance to the university and commitment to Psychology 

were thus closely connected in positions such as this: 

“My dream is doing my Master in the UCLA (…) -the clinical psychology. That’s why I (am) working on my GPA 

right now to graduate. I (am) planning to have over 3.70, or something.” 

(Serhat, I1, p9) 

Serhat’s identification with the discipline of psychology and his institutional allegiance contrasted with 

Özlem’s comments foregrounding her awareness of her rights as a student and the institution’s duties to 

develop her subject knowledge. Although she positively evaluated the university in general, she criticised 

its focus on the quantity of courses rather than their depth, which made her programme of study 

insufficiently challenging:  

“Six course(s are,) I think, too much and not necessary (…). The courses are not difficult: you just write paper(s) 

and make presentation(s), so when you go the class you don’t need to work. Also (this is true) for the final exams 

or the mid-terms.”  

(Özlem, I3, p21) 

Another student whose critique of the institution also constructed her knowledgeability of and 

aptitude for psychology was Hazal, who was highly critical of the overall approach to learning at Yeşil, for 

similar reasons to Özlem. Like Özlem, she identified lecturers at the institution who did encourage a 

greater depth of learning. Nonetheless, Hazal’s foregrounding of the superficiality of psychology learning 
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at Yeşil both distanced her from the institution and implicitly positioned her as someone committed to 

knowing her subject in greater depth:  

“You see some slides, then there’s just information - not thinking. You know, just information: brief information, 

brief definitions, definition, definition, definition after definition; then you summarise it. You keep it in your mind, 

then after the exam you forget it.” 

(Hazal, I1, p4) 

Thus, Hazal and Özlem’s limited overall alignment with institutional practices positioned them as 

frustrated, but credible knowers of their subject. Nevertheless, their critique of the superficiality of 

psychology learning approaches at Yeşil resonates with the interpretation that students who took the 

option to enrol on 8 or 9 courses emphasised a more instrumental view of their studies. Marketizing HE 

likely has, among its other consequences, incentivised students to complete their degrees as quickly as 

possible; in my interviews, participants who took more courses (Engin, Müge, Serhat and Bilal) tended to 

emphasise the need to maintain their GPA scores and get through their degrees, rather than focus on the 

quality or depth of their learning. This issue is systemic, but was an example of how institutional rules 

embedded in wider discourses of marketisation impacted some participants’ claims to identification with 

and knowledge of their academic subjects. Engin, Serhat and Müge all mentioned the difficulty of 

maintaining their grades on such a demanding schedule. 

Two final examples indicated how students could identify with their discipline while distancing 

themselves from the university. The first was Sinem’s criticism of Yeşil’s laboratory facilities as inadequate, 

which indicated her understanding of her rights and expectations of Yeşil as a student committed to 

learning her subject. The second is given below: 

M: Yeşil University, because of their environment… being in nature is good, but it is far away from Istanbul and 

not this year but other years I want(ed) to attend or go somewhere (where) they (are) talking. 

R: A conference. 

M: Conference. But I couldn’t… Because I want(ed) to go.  

(Müge, I3, p16) 

 

In this statement, Müge claimed that the university’s remote location prevented her from attending 

conferences, a positioning which simultaneously constructed her commitment to learning psychology. 
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5.2.5 Epistemic & peer identity 

A cluster of epistemic-peer positionings was produced during the interviews when participants’ stories 

combined their identification with or capacity to learn psychology with their descriptions of other 

students. These descriptions also positioned the respondents as more or less involved with, powerful than 

or supportive of their peers. The majority of participants were keen to state their good relationships with 

peers in general while also emphasising their own comparatively greater knowledge and/or diligence. At 

least half of the participants implicitly contrasted deficient peer approaches with their own commitment 

to or aptitude for studying psychology in this way. For example, Hazal’s forcefully negative judgement 

clearly opposed her own knowledgeability with that of her peers: 

“When I will graduate there will be many students which (never) read anything in our school. Like, no Freud, no 

Adler, no er Jung, no anything.” 

(Hazal, I1., p4) 

A similar distancing was sometimes achieved by Burak, who in this statement implicitly positioned 

himself as committed to the pursuit of knowledge: 

“They don’t know what’s university exactly. They just came here… they just came here for the get a course, try 

to get a higher, you know, notes (grades) and graduate with the much more better GPA.” 

 (Burak, I1, p7) 

At other points in the interviews, participants implied their capacity concerning the discipline, while 

constructing a more involved relationship with classmates. For instance, Serhat confidently positioned 

himself as supported by other students who encouraged him to maintain his high GPA score:   

‘The students, like, I’m telling them I didn’t study yet and they’re like, “You can do it. You can do it.””  

(Serhat, I3, p16).  

There were fewer examples of students positioning themselves as less knowledgeable in some aspect 

of their discipline via their accounts of interactions with friends. Among them was Sinem, one of whose 

classmates had helped her to find an internship programme in London. Another case was that of Bilal: 

 B: My friend help me helped me and I scored better than she. Then this semester (…) in Statistics 2, I want(ed)..(I 

said) that “I want your help”. She said “No”.  

R: Oh really? [laughs] 

B: Yeah. I think that if I scored lower, (…) she would help me. 

(Bilal, I1, p15) 
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Bilal’s claim here positioned him as closely involved with, less knowledgeable than, but nonetheless 

better able to succeed in exams than his friend. It demonstrates the potential complexity of peer identity 

positions and their interdependence with other aspects of student identity. 

 

5.2.6 Institutional & peer identity 

As the focus on the individual storylines of students in Section 5.4 indicates, positionings in the 

interviews were multiple, simultaneous and frequently contradictory. I found it particularly difficult to 

identify institutional-peer positionings, since the participants tended to speak about other students either 

in terms of their knowledge or language, or in personal or general senses with no reference to Yeşil’s 

‘official’ practices or authorities. However, it was possible to make several inferences about how some 

students constructed relations between the institution and peers.  

For some students, friendships produced a sort of ‘halo effect’ on the institution, a point perfectly 

expressed by Burak when discussing Nüket’s class:  “I have got some friends. They are my really close 

friends. That’s why I like my class, too.” (Burak, I1, p7). Bilal contrasted the quality of his “maybe (one) 

hundred per cent healthy relationship(s)” formed in the Prep School with the reduced opportunity of 

making friends on the degree programme when students were separated into different classes (Bilal, I1, 

p5). Both of these comments implied positive judgements of the university and produced the speakers as 

closely involved with their friends. Conversely, Müge positioned the Prep School as an unpleasant 

experience involving close and constant proximity to other students and considered most of her 

friendships to have been formed with students from her department. 

Engin’s reference to visiting friends in another university “a few times” provided a warrant for his 

comparison between Yeşil and the state university, positioned him as someone enacting the moral duties 

of friendship and constructed a compliant institutional positioning consistent with his previous 

educational experience (see 5.3.2):  

“I know my friends who study in another university -at the state university, actually. I went a few times and it’s 

so crowded, actually. Actually, it’s not effective as much as we do here, and also… and the attendance is not 

necessary at the other university, and most of the student don’t go to class.” 

(Engin, I1, p2) 
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These examples of peer-institutional positionings were relatively uncommon in the interviews, but 

demonstrate the importance of institutional practices for providing the conditions in which peer 

relationships could flourish.  

5.3 Peripheral (non-definitive) identity aspects 

 

Figure 5.3 Peripheral aspects of student identity from interviews 

Non-definitive aspects of the student role each intersected in multiple ways with one another and with 

the key positionings of language, subject knowledge, institution and peers. They were backgrounded in 

the presentation discourse of most participants, but provided a crucial layer of meaning to the interviews 

in particular and are included in the analysis for this reason. When coding the interviews, I focussed on 

the occasions that participants produced these identities overtly, rather than reading through the data to 

detect their presence. The non-definitive aspects are divided into general and personal identity. General 

identity refers to large-scale, macro-sociological categories such as gender, class, ethnicity and age, 

whereas personal identity incorporates micro-sociological categories derived from community and affinity 

group membership, as well as embodied states –for instance, daughter, part-time tutor, hangover 

sufferer, etc. These analytical categories derived from the storylines manifested during this specific set of 

interviews, and I would anticipate their expansion into additional aspects in any future studies.  
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5.3.1 Personal identity  

Based on analysis of the interview data, I subdivided personal identity into the categories of emotional 

states, bodily conditions, family relations (including partners), and affinities (Figure 5.3). In this section, 

the meanings of these categories are outlined, and their multiple intersections with the core aspects and 

with general identity are detailed in this section and 5.4 below. These intersections were present 

throughout the interviews and highly individualised in their effects, so I therefore deal with them in my 

accounts of individual student identities in Section 5.6.  

In interviews, participants often mentioned emotional states and bodily conditions, which were 

classed as either temporary, impacting their production of identity in presentations, or permanent. The 

permanent states/conditions included health issues such as anxiety or ADHD, and physical impairments 

such as myopia, and were deeply embedded in the stories that the participants told about themselves 

(see 5.6). The temporary conditions were ailments identified by students as affecting their performances 

in presentations, including stress, colds, hangovers and insomnia; the temporary emotional states, such 

as confidence or boredom, were tied in with these factors and with other core aspects of the student role 

at particular times. Because the body is the locus of discursive practice, both the permanent and 

temporary health issues invariably factored into participants’ meaning-making practices during the 

presentations as well, although the influence of the former in particular was rarely overt. 

The second subcategory of personal identity includes family/partner relations. These interacted with 

the primary role positionings in a range of different ways and to varying extents, and are discussed in 5.6 

with reference to individual students. During the interviews, only Özlem and Müge identified family 

relations as directly affecting their presentations. However, all participants incorporated their families 

and/or partners into their interview responses at different points and at different levels of salience (see 

examples in 5.4.1, and 5.4.3). The final category of personal identity which emerged from the interviews, 

that of participants’ affinities, is related to interests and hobbies practised beyond the classroom, which 

included teaching children, theatre and public speaking, football and reading. As the data presented in 

Chapter 7 indicate, these interests and hobbies were very rarely oriented to in participants’ presentations 

and were moderately significant to students’ accounts of themselves during the interviews (e.g., Sections 

5.4.2, 5.4.3). 

5.3.2 General identity  

General identity (Figure 5.3) refers to identity positionings taken up around broader, macro-categorical 

formations such as national, global, ethnic, and gender categories. These categories were usually not 
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foregrounded by participants, either in the observations or the interviews, and intersected overtly with 

other identity positionings only occasionally during the interviews. Therefore, a description of the basic 

contents of this category is provided here. The first round of interviews was conducted just before the 

Constitutional Referendum of 2017, and students were asked about how they saw the future of Turkey at 

this point, in order to understand their national identities better. In their responses, the participants 

positioned themselves as extremely concerned, politically engaged, almost entirely opposed to the 

Ottoman Islamist view of the country, and in the majority of cases, keen to leave Turkey either temporarily 

or permanently. But for some individuals, this desire was accompanied by intense displays of divided 

loyalty for their homeland. For instance, Sinem commented: 

“I want to work in Turkey and I want to live in Türkiye because it’s my country. I live in here; I born in here, but 

after 10 years, I don’t think so. I don’t think I can find the job in here and I don’t want (…) for example my child 

(to) grown up in Turkey, like this chaos.” 

(Sinem, I1, p12) 

While globalisation has meant that travelling overseas is now viewed normatively as an expectation 

and even a right for many students, the students’ considerable experience of overseas work and study, as 

well as their future ambitions, appeared driven as much by the ‘push’ away from dominant nationalist 

discourses as much as the ‘pull’ of the global. Although global and national identities were both enacted 

in the presentations and interviews, national framings of English, knowledge, institutions and peers 

usually invoked negative judgements. Conversely, students’ accounts of their experiences abroad aligned 

them with liberal humanist and neoliberal discourses which frame globalisation as offering the 

opportunity to learn, make money, meet people, be free, and so on, as the accounts of Burak and Serhat 

(5.6.4-5) exemplify.  

All except one student were ethnically Turkish, and ethnicity was therefore not foregrounded in most 

of the interviews. However, for Özlem in particular and also Müge, ethnicity had a significant issue on 

their identities as students in at least two respects, and details about this are provided in Section 5.6 

below. Gender was, unsurprisingly, a more prominent concern for female than male participants, with 

Hazal and Sinem’s self-identification as feminists informing their choice of topic (domestic violence and 

gender discrimination, respectively).  
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5.4 Core and peripheral identity  

This section considers some of the ways that students’ personal/general identities intersected with the 

core aspects of their identities as students to position them in particular ways in the interviews, 

summarised below in Figure 5.4.  

 

Figure 5.4 Peripheral-core student identity positions from interviews 

5.4.1 Language and peripheral identity  

While the majority of language identity positionings were taken up in relation to different institutions, 

peers or the academic subject, there were several points at which participants discussed learning 

processes or attitudes beyond these areas, and in doing so, positioned themselves as more or less expert, 

affiliated with and committed to learning the language. One way this cluster of positionings was achieved 
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was through referring to learning beyond the classroom. Such descriptions tended to identify the speakers 

in morally desirable terms as motivated learners of English. Özlem’s agentive and highly successful 

approach to her learning was exemplified by her description of how she watched and imitated presenters 

on YouTube; in another example, Sinem stated she watched many TV series to improve her pronunciation. 

Thus, the participants’ affinities for TV or social media, a non-essential aspect of their identities as 

students, intersected with their core student identity to position them as highly committed language 

learners.  

Another nexus of positioning connected participants’ families and/or partners to their English learning. 

This simultaneously enabled learners to construct themselves discursively as good language learners and 

as individuals located within moral discourses of the rights, duties and experiences entailed by close 

interpersonal involvement. For instance, Burak remarked that he and his girlfriend “are talking together 

in English all the time” (Burak, I3, p21). Müge’s remark about her husband’s help with performing her 

second presentation enabled her to claim that her English speech had improved: “Because I studied in my 

home with my husband, er, I was more good to... to talking” (Müge, I2, p10). Finally, several participants 

mentioned they had taught English to local and Syrian migrant children in their free time, which both 

positioned them as expert speakers and pointed to their sense of social responsibility.  

The interviews rarely produced connections between students’ language identities and their 1st order 

positionings within larger social categories. Of these, the intersection between national and language 

identity was most prevalent. Burak’s discussion of his experience as a volunteer English teacher to 

disadvantaged students both foregrounded his expertise in the language and simultaneously contributed 

to the critical national identification which he produced during the interviews. Referring to English 

language education, he commented: 

“I think in my country people need this kind of education more than other countries -not (...) for everybody but 

mostly more than European ones. That’s why I want to be part of that kind of things.” 

(Burak, I3, p29) 

In another example, Müge’s affiliation with English also positioned her as a ‘global citizen’, happy to be 

able to communicate with speakers from around the world, as she recounted her experience of meeting 

an English speaker.   

“One day I meet somebody which name is Robin from the Australia.  (…) I feel so happy because he try to know 

me and ask about my life, and I also do it for him. (It showed) I can (talk to) somebody not only (from) my country, 

also other countries. It has benefits for me (in) all aspects of my life.” 
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       (Müge, I2, p15) 

The wide-ranging affiliation with English indicated by Müge’s final sentence was relatively rare overall, 

with the majority of speakers primarily viewing the language as an instrument to realise their subject-

related goals. 

5.4.2 Epistemic and peripheral identity  

The students’ accounts of their reasons and plans for studying or practising psychology were generally 

unrelated to language, the institution of study or their peers. Instead, these accounts constructed the 

relations between speakers’ personal identities and their identifications with psychology. Thus, in 

accounting for their choice to study the subject, students simultaneously positioned themselves as 

variably committed to their subject and as moral actors in some sense more broadly. This was confirmed 

by Nüket’s observation that her students often mentioned their professional and academic plans, which 

she attributed to a particularly positive departmental culture:  

“They have already set their goals for the future - from the second year, they talk of their master’s programmes 

and which field of psychology they’re focusssing on or trying to be involved in the future.” 

 (Nüket, Interview, p10)  

In our interviews, many students displayed strong identification with the discipline by emphasising that 

psychology was a ‘personal calling’. Sinem chose psychology due to her interest in helping people; Engin 

remarked that “I want to know the people’s problem and I want to solve them” (Engin, I1, p3). Meanwhile, 

Müge framed her decision to study the subject as a means to resolve family issues and to gain greater 

self-understanding.  

On the other hand, others combined idealistically-framed purposes with more pragmatic relations to 

the discipline. For example, Serhat attributed his choice to the careers advisor who recommended he 

study psychology on the basis of earnings potential and his intrinsic interest. Similarly, Özlem 

foregrounded her strategic choice between psychology and law which was settled by her wish to study in 

Istanbul and by her awareness that psychology was more transferable to other countries, giving her the 

option of living abroad in the future; she also wanted to understand the causes of people’s behaviour and 

to try and help them. Finally, Burak, whose comments during the interviews indicated less commitment 

to studying psychology specifically, nonetheless highlighted its potential for interdisciplinarity and 

transferability:  
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“I need to be learn a science which is er… can count in the whole of the world so that’s why I choose the 

psychology (…). I didn’t have any exact interest in psychology, but I’ve got interest in the multidisciplinary things 

and er science: that’s why (I chose) psychology.” 

(Burak, I1, p5) 

Thus, students’ accounts of their choices to study the subject both constructed their commitment to 

psychology and established subjectivities within wider discourses of moral choice and self-development 

in a globalised society. This interface between the epistemic and global aspects of identity was particularly 

evident in participants’ descriptions of their future plans in relation to studying psychology. The majority 

of students wished to pursue courses of study abroad (see individual accounts in 5.6), implicitly self-

positioning as global citizens via expressions of their commitment to studying their subjects, although 

more overt expressions of students aligning themselves in this way (and explicitly resisting their national 

identities) were rare, with only Burak achieving this in one comment about the lack of multidisciplinary 

study in Turkey.  

5.4.3 Institutional & peripheral identity 

Although the nexus of participants’ institutional positionings during interviews was commonly linked 

to language, psychology, their classmates and their presentations, it was also connected to aspects of 

their personal identity. For Engin and Hazal, Yeşil University was selected partly for reasons of 

convenience, as they were living locally. However, the influence of families on the decision to study at 

Yeşil was apparent on other students. During her interviews, Müge frequently positioned herself within 

the powerful ‘family first’ discourses discussed in 3.2.1, which also shaped her student identity; her 

account of her decision to choose the university both typified her lack of allegiance (it was “the last one” 

she chose), and emphasised the importance she attached to familial duty and support:  

“Er, it’s about my er score. I put the Yeşil University the last one (...). I have not enough point after the high school 

for the government university, so (my) father is support to me: “If you want it, I can help you about that.” And 

they (my parents) are good for my psychology.” 

(Müge, I2, p14) 

Burak’s account of his decision to study at Yeşil achieved the same effect, both distancing him from 

the institution and presenting himself as a dutiful son within a family that valued fairness: 

“It doesn’t my choice to come here, (…) but my family was like, “OK, you can go to Galatasaray, but…” er you 

know, “But the… you don’t want to study sociology or philosophy, so you want to study psychology, so you can 

go to Yeşil -it’s also a good one.” And I just listened (to) them, and I came here.” 
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(Burak, I1, p3) 

Students also constructed their institutional allegiance variably by linking the location of Yeşil 

University to other aspects of their personal lives. In mentioning the University’s remoteness from 

Istanbul and the natural environment of its campus, students discursively categorized themselves in 

morally desirable terms as nature-lovers, friends, partners, theatre-goers, etc. Sinem’s enjoyment of 

peace and quiet aligned her with the institution in terms of its location, while Müge and Özlem’s personal 

circumstances were constructed in opposition to the remote Yeşil campus. In other words, the location of 

the campus 70 km outside the city centre was used by these students as a point of institutional resistance 

which simultaneously foregrounded their broader social identities as partners, friends and family 

members, since these relationships had been impacted by the long distances required to travel to and 

from the university.  Müge remarked that, while she liked the environment of the campus, its location 

was not an aspect that she enjoyed: 

R: It’s so far away isn’t it 

M: Aşırı derece (really really far) hate yani (it’s like) enough [laughs] I am kurtuluyorum nihayet (I’m free at last)  

(Müge, I3, p17) 

 

Once again, comments which linked institutional to general identity were unusual. Sinem’s interview 

produced several examples, more clearly in this comment about the insufficient numbers of international 

students at the university in 2017:  

“Erasmus students (…) have different identity different cultures so I can make friendship with them, and they 

increase my er academic motivation. But not in here erm yes because in here not too many Erasmus students so 

I can’t meet them.” 

(Sinem, I3, p20) 

Unlike other students, who framed the opportunity to interact with international students at Yeşil in 

the instrumental terms of developing their English expertise, Sinem’s comment displayed her interest in 

the identity and culture of other countries’ citizens, also connecting this to her ‘academic motivation’. This 

was combined with a critical institutional positioning. The comment thus interwove an affiliative global 

identity with the core aspects of her identity as a student.  

5.4.4 Peer and peripheral identity 

Positionings which linked peer and personal/general identity aspects of students’ identities were 

relatively uncommon in the interviews, and usually mediated by institutional practices. In terms of 
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personal identity, mention of out-of-class hobbies such as football (Engin), theatre (Bilal) and teaching 

local schoolchildren (Özlem) implied involvement with peers engaged in the same clubs and societies 

while constructing the speaker in connotatively positive terms as respectively athletic, creative, socially 

responsible, etc. Conversely, participants’ personal health conditions (Burak and Müge) and ethnicity 

(Özlem) could contribute to more distant peer positionings, as explained in the detailed individual 

accounts in Section 5.6. General identity positionings which positioned peers overtly in terms of self-

/other ascriptions of nationality, gender, class, etc. were vanishingly rare in the interviews of most 

participants, with Burak and Özlem the only students to do so in terms of nationality and ethnicity 

respectively (see Section 5.6).  

5.5 Student identity in academic presentations: interview data 

This section provides an overview of the core aspects of student identity as realised in the participants’ 

talk about presentations. The themes are explored below in the accounts of individual students (5.6), and 

student comments made during playback interviews in relation to transcribed excerpts of presentations 

are discussed in section 7.6. Figure 5.5 provides a summary of the findings, and a more detailed account 

follows in sections 5.4.1-5. While each aspect overlapped with others in the context of presentations as 

in that of student identity in general (5.3), my particular focus here is on how each aspect contributed to 

the production of the student role as participants described their experiences of presentations in the 

interviews. 
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Figure 5.5 Aspects of student identity in academic presentations, from interview data 

5.5.1 Language identity in talk about presentations 

When discussing their approach to presenting in interviews, participants positioned themselves as 

variably committed to the duty of learning English. One cluster of positions, drawing on commonsense 

discourses of improvement through practice, linked classroom presentations to the development of 

participants’ English expertise. For instance, Sinem constructed her commitment to learning English by 

describing how presentations had helped to improve her pronunciation. Burak’s experience presenting at 

high school had helped him to learn new vocabulary, emphasising how much of his development as an 

English learner had occurred before starting at Yeşil. Some students reflected on the relation between 
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English medium presentations and their ability to convey the epistemic content. For example, Bilal’s 

pragmatism was apparent in his comment that the use of English made the students’ presentations 

simpler in content:  

“Nüket Hoca is Turkish and (the) class is Turkish (so) people don’t expect more details (from) English 

presentations: presentations are more basic.”  

(Bilal, I2, P21).  

Relatedly, Engin noted that the task of explaining was made more difficult if the concepts being 

explained were unfamiliar: this was not framed as an English issue, thereby claiming implied expertise for 

the speaker, but rather one that derived solely from the discipline: 

“If I know the concept very well, I can give good presentation -but if I’m not familiar with the concept, it’s hard 

to explain. It’s hard to talk in psychology.” 

(Engin, I1, p1) 

Both remarks are indicative of the EMI framing of English as an instrument for the delivery of content, 

rather than an integral aspect of disciplinary study (see 3.3.4 and discussion of this issue in 8.5.2). 

5.5.2 Epistemic identity in talk about presentations 

Several presenters’ accounts positioned them as committed to their discipline by highlighting the 

importance of topic choice & knowledge to the success of presentations. For instance, Hazal stated that 

she prepared for her presentations by reading relevant articles, rather than rehearsing her performances. 

Both she and several other students emphasised that interest in or the importance of the topic was the 

most important factor determining their choice. Referring to her decision to focus on the psychological 

effects of violence for her first and third presentations, Hazal said: 

“Actually it’s normal (...) in Turkey I think everyone sees violence and I exposured violence too in a way so I 

wonder how it affects the childs and their future.”  

(Hazal, I1, p14 ) 

Hazal’s comment positioned her as a moral actor engaged in understanding a wider social and national 

issue and pointed to the personal and general aspects of her identity. I would like to add that her comment 

about her own exposure to violence was ambiguous, and I now question my decision not to ask further 

questions on this topic. However, the position and hedging of the remark about personal experience 

within the utterance, my own discomfort as a novice researcher in dealing with sensitive issues and the 

aims of the interview were all factors in my decision to leave this response as it stood.  
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Other accounts of topic choice had similar effects, positioning students in broader moral terms while 

also emphasising their credibility and commitment to their discipline. For instance, Sinem’s choice for her 

3rd presentation was based on feminist principles: “I am strong feminist so (laughs) all my topics include 

feminism” (Sinem, I1, p2). On the other hand, Özlem, Burak and Engin’s choice for their second 

presentation was based on the unfamiliarity of the topic for one member of the group. Bilal’s more 

pragmatic approach put his right to choose the topic before the duty to expand his disciplinary knowledge. 

Bilal accounted for two of his three topic choices in terms of their ease, rather than their interest to him, 

for example:   

R: So why did you choose Freudian theory? 

B: Because firstly I think…I think about…I think that how…which one is easy to tell and present.  

(Bilal, I3, p26) 

For Bilal and other students, the performance stress involved in presentations produced a cluster of 

pragmatic epistemic positionings. Yet other participants often linked the process of preparing for and 

performing in the presentations to their knowledge in positive terms. A strong indication of this is 

contained in Özlem’s comment, which links her confidence to her knowledgeability:    

“I knew the whole of the content of the presentation and I was quite confident because for the whole semester 

I worked on this. I was very happy.” 

(Özlem, I3, p30)  

Relatedly, Müge was able to underline her commitment to learning her subject by emphasising the 

learning that took place as she prepared for her presentations. Referring to the second presentation, she 

remarked: 

“I try to study more and I try to understand what is mainly topic saying and er... it was a quite slower, but I 

understand my topic. It was OK.” 

(Müge, I2, p9) 

The differences in these accounts highlight the varying extent to which Özlem and Müge could claim 

knowledge of their respective presentation topics. More fundamentally, however, the participants’ 

comments demonstrated how the presentations were an important site for epistemic development, 

enabling learners to position themselves as more or less knowledgeable, committed and credible 

members of their discipline.  
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5.5.3 Institutional identity in talk about presentations 

Participants’ understandings of their formal classroom talks often positioned them within a ‘willing 

apprentice’ discourse, a distinctive facet of the wider culture’s reverence for formal education discussed 

in Engin, Rankin & Gökşen (2019), in which they were concerned to conform to the teacher’s expectations. 

This duty was given a pragmatic twist by some students. For instance, both Bilal and Müge aligned closely 

with the teacher’s authority to judge their performances when explaining why the attention they 

expressed in bodily modes such as gaze and posture was directed towards her during their presentations. 

Bilal, in particular, positioned himself as a pragmatic presenter, who designed his performances around 

appealing to his teachers’ need for evidence of preparation in the form of planned humour and note-

cards, with the aim of scoring a higher grade (see 7.6.2).  

However, some participants positioned themselves explicitly as apprentice teachers, observing their 

lecturers and applying ways of moving and speaking during presentations with a view to their future aims. 

Both Hazal and Sinem explained their actions in their first presentations in these terms. Sinem took the 

action of writing on the board to explain the concept of the ‘infinity cycle’ because she wanted to feel like 

a teacher during the presentation, a point which expressed her general interest in public speaking. For 

Hazal, the action of pacing backward and forward on the dais contributed to her self-construction as 

developing the knowledge and skills to become an academic of the future:   

R: One of the things I noticed was you walked up and down quite a lot. Why did you do that? 

H: Er I want to be, you know, teachers, (...)  they are not depending on the computer right? But when I walk away 

from the computer I feel uncomfortable so I went back to the computer. 

(Hazal, I2, p15) 

Interestingly, such institutional/apprentice alignments contrasted with the alignment to peers that 

Engin expressed when talking about broadly the same ‘pacing’ movement as Hazal. This is discussed 

alongside similar expressions of peer involvement in Section 5.4.4 below.   

There was evidence of conformity to the rules provided for presenting throughout the interviews. 

These institutionally-aligned positions were assumed when students mentioned their use of exemplars 

provided by the teacher for designing their own presentation and expressed their normative 

understandings of the expectations for presenting, rules, and grading criteria (see Appendix 2). For 

instance, Hazal’s description of the generic organisation of classroom presentations was highly specific 

(see 6.2.1), and other participants’ descriptions of the Introductions and Conclusions also indicated their 

adherence to institutional rules for presentations, as well as general understandings of the genre. 
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Students’ accounts of their responses to rules for presentations produced different forms of 

institutional positioning. For example, Engin’s diplomatic description of the experience of being warned 

about exceeding the time limit during his 3rd presentation expressed his overall allegiance to the 

institution and teacher, which he maintained throughout the interviews.  

“I know it’s around this time because many times I practise and (the) teacher said it’s around 10 minutes 11 

minutes, and (the) teacher said “Don’t pass 15 minutes!”, so when she said this I try to finish.” 

(Engin, I3, p20) 

In contrast, Müge experienced some teachers’ rules as coercive and explained how they impacted her 

emotional states during the presentations:  

“If there are some serious rules or clear rules…not clear but er katı (strict) difficult rules, I have more stress.” 

(Müge, I3, p14) 

Müge’s comment also exemplifies the way she consistently foregrounded personal and particularly 

family identity during the interviews (see 5.6.3 for an extended discussion of Müge’s student identity 

during the interviews). Finally, several students commented on how the material arrangements of the 

classrooms impacted their presenting styles, often assuming a critical positioning in relation to their 

institution of study. One example of this was Özlem’s comment that her movement around the room was 

constrained by her concern that she might fall off the raised platform while presenting:  

“When we (are) in front of the board, there is a step in front of us and it’s very bad for me because I want to 

move.” 

(Özlem, I3, p26) 

Burak also commented on how the room design restricted his bodily movements during presentations, 

mentioning the narrowness of the dais, the risk of the screen being obscured by pacing presenters and 

the absence of remote slide-changing technology, which resulted in him easily losing concentration. These 

were one among the nexus of positions he took up as a ‘critical outsider’, also shared by others such as 

Hazal, concerning Yeşil University during the interviews. On the other hand, Bilal contrasted the design of 

the classroom with the university’s lecture theatres, which facilitated audience involvement through eye 

contact much more effectively, a more balanced institutional positioning.  

Meanwhile, in response to my questioning whether the material environment of the classroom 

affected their presentations, other students positioned themselves as more focussed on audience 

behaviour (Sinem) or the content/performance of their presentations (Hazal). These students’ lack of 

concern with the physical setting thus foregrounded other aspects of their identities as students.  
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R: Does that have an effect on you, the room that you’re in? 

H: No -I don’t look the class. I just focus on my presentation. 

(Hazal, I3, p29) 

 

For instance, Hazal’s comment was consistent with her general focus on knowledge and relative lack 

of involvement with her peers, as discussed in Section 5.2.5. 

 

5.5.4 Peer identity in talk about presentations  

A lot of the normative data relating to the design and performance of presentations was given in terms 

of appealing to audiences in general, rather than to peers in particular. However, one major issue that I 

quickly picked up on during the observations and sought to understand through the interviews was the 

relative lack of involvement shown between audiences and presenters, expressed in Özlem’s comment, 

which resonated with my observations: “It’s a truth that my friends didn’t listen (to) me mostly and we 

don’t listen (to) them” (Özlem, I2, p18) 

Accounts of this undesirable behaviour generated a diverse cluster of peer positionings. Some students 

emphasised the responsibility of audiences. Burak positioned himself as peer-oriented and therefore 

disappointed or even depressed by the audience’s neglect of him as a presenter:  

“I need to see their eyes. When I see someone playing with their phone, it can make me be…you know, decrease 

my mood.”  

(Burak, I1, p10). 

Conversely, Sinem’s account constructed greater social distance between her and her peers by framing 

the audience’s failure to listen both as contravening social norms and personally insulting:   

“When I am (in a) social environment… everybody wants (others) to listen to them, and of course (the) same 

things (apply) to me. I present (to) them, and they didn’t take me serious(ly) and it feels like, really bad.”  

(Sinem, I1, p9).  

An additional issue was the failure of audiences to respond to their questions at the end of 

presentations. Özlem’s critical view of this was particularly trenchant and produced a detached and critical 

peer positioning:  

“After I finish the presentation, I will say that I say that “I’m ready for your question”, but everybody looks (at) 

me like that.” [Makes face]  

(Özlem, I1, p10) 
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On the other hand, for several participants, the lack of involvement with peers in presentations was 

framed as the responsibility of presenters, rather than peer audiences. For instance, Burak’s judgement 

retained some solidarity with “my friends” who simply read slides verbatim, despite the consequences of 

this approach:  

“I can see my friends which is just put a words (or) whole paragraphs on one slide. It is boring: no-one will read 

it; everyone just don’t listen.” 

(Burak, I1, p7). 

 Meanwhile, Hazal framed reading slides as an issue with the presentation, rather than the ability or 

knowledge of presenters, while also positioning herself as non-judgemental (“it’s their choice”) and a 

detached evaluator of her peers. “It makes the presentation kind of childish (…) it’s their choice, but I 

don’t give a vote to them, actually” (Hazal, I2, p16). This language exemplifies the distant peer identity 

positioning that Hazal frequently produced during the interviews, and discursively positioned the speaker 

as upholding a liberal and democratic worldview.   

Yet alongside such criticisms, which identified speakers as more or less involved with and judgemental 

of peers, were more positive accounts. Hazal’s description of another presentation was unique in the data 

set, combining a negative judgement with her appreciation of the presenter’s use of an interesting video. 

It overtly positioned Hazal, uniquely, as a student who had learnt something from watching another 

presentation:  

“He didn’t make a good presentation actually, but in the end he show(ed) an interesting video, and then 

he catch our interest...our attention, and so it’s always taking attention if you find an interesting topic’d 

video.” 

(Hazal, I1, p10) 

Five of the participants had experience of presenting in groups, and their descriptions of these 

relationships produced a particular subset of peer positioning, that of friendship. Özlem, Burak and Engin 

prepared and presented their first two presentations as a group, and their friendship was obvious from 

the observations (see 7.5; 7.6.1) as well in the statements they made about each other. While Engin’s 

repetition of ‘we’ enacted solidarity with his friends, there was little use of affective language in this or 

other statements constructing his relationship with them, although I had observed that they were close:  

“With Özlem and Burak, we’re talking about how can we do it just this, and we kind of evaluate each other: “If 

we do this, it could be better.””  

(Engin, I2, p13).  
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On the other hand, Özlem’s positioning below combined this solidarity with a sense of emotional 

attachment to her two co-presenters:  

“We are (a) very good team, so when we select the topic it’s not difficult for us, because we are easy-going people 

and we are always smiling. That’s funny for me.”  

(Özlem, I3, p22) 

Several students mentioned how peers helped them deal with the stress of performing their 

presentations. Bilal, who worked with a female participant whose data was not sampled, remarked how 

he felt relaxed while presenting with her. Burak used bodily actions to provide and gain support from his 

peers, touching his friends to reassure them and making eye contact with one of his friends in the audience 

during his final presentation to give himself additional confidence. A contrasting example was that of 

Serhat: 

“Actually, my friends didn’t help me about the presentation. Mostly I’m helping them like to be more confident 

and “if you’re gonna get excited a lot just look at my eyes” -that kind of things”  

(Serhat, I3, p16) 

In this quote, Serhat explicitly positioned himself as more experienced and confident than his peers in his 

descriptions of how he helped them cope with stress.  

5.5.5 Personal and general identity in talk about presentations 

The intra-personal bundle of positionings which was most prominent in interview talk about 

presentations was that which reconstructed participants’ mental states. Only one student, Müge, 

consistently represented her emotions during presentations in negative terms (see 5.5.3), supporting 

Nüket’s assertion that most students were able to manage their affective issues (Nüket, Interview, p.10). 

Other presenters’ discursive representations of their mental states were mixed and varied according to 

various factors. One such factor was the stage of the presentation (for instance, Serhat described himself 

as nervous at the Introduction stage of his 3rd presentation, but as confident later on). Students also 

reconstructed their mental states as intricately connected to the physical conditions they reported on the 

day of a particular presentation: the clearest examples of this were Sinem, whose confidence for her first 

presentation contrasted with her nervousness arising from tiredness during her 3rd talk, Bilal, who was 

hungover, frustrated and bored during his 3rd effort, and Hazal, who felt her performance in her first 

presentation was affected by an injury she had earlier sustained to her leg.  
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Other aspects of personal identity as it pertained to presentations were much less prevalent in the 

interviews. For instance, only two students, Özlem and Müge, overtly mentioned their family relations 

with specific reference to the presentations during the interviews (see 5.6.2 and 5.6.3, below). While 

different aspects of general identity were enacted at various points during the presentations themselves 

(see examples in 7.7) there were few overt instances of this during talk about the topics for presentations 

in the interviews. Two students, Sinem and Hazal produced overtly gendered identity positions in relation 

to their presentations during the interviews, the former participant stating “I am strong feminist so all my 

topics include feminism, woman’s things, like this” (Sinem, I1, p2). 

5.6 Intersecting identities in student narratives 

The above discussion indicates the intra-individual, 1st and 3rd order identity positionings formed in 

relation to other aspects of the role of student as it was produced during the interviews. The students 

were also involved in more local, interactional positionings as they responded to the questions I asked 

them, although my focus on the product of the interviews precluded examining these interactional moves 

in any detail in this discussion. While the previous sections list typical positionings in pairs for the sake of 

analytical clarity, multiple, simultaneous types of positions occurred frequently as participants spoke. For 

example, a single utterance could simultaneously position the speaker as more or less close to peers, more 

or less allegiant to the university, more or less committed to the subject, etc. Secondly, the preceding 

analysis does not indicate how the repeated patterning of positionings in storylines contributed to the 

students’ individual identities.  In order to explore these two issues, and to represent my participants as 

more than simply carriers of discursive practices, I next consider how identity positionings interacted and 

clustered around particular themes in unique ways for individuals. 

5.6.1 Özlem  

Özlem was a highly successful student, recognised by her recent achievement of gaining a Fulbright 

Scholarship to study Psychology at Master’s level in the U.S.A. She displayed consistently strong agency 

throughout the interviews in recounting difficulties she faced as a student. As part of this storyline of 

struggle and success, she faced several such issues, but positioned herself as consistently and agentively 

able to manage them by marshalling a range of intrapersonal and interpersonal resources, and in so doing, 

was able to claim expertise and affiliation with English, commitment and credibility in her subject 

knowledge, and as involved in specific relations of solidarity with her peers.  
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To begin with, Özlem’s general identity as ethnically Kurdish differentiated her from all other 

participants, and its significance reverberated through the central student identity positionings she took 

up throughout the interviews. A Kurdish L1 speaker, Özlem was able to identify her three languages as 

aligned differently with different aspects of her relational self. Kurdish was associated with the positive 

emotional support of her family and her heritage. Turkish, which she began to learn at the age of 8 for 

school, was linked strongly at this point to her academic identity, and English had associations of 

challenge, flexibility and enjoyment. Her affiliations with these languages were therefore quite distinct 

and I noticed that, despite her comparatively high expertise in English, she frequently identified areas in 

which she could improve, which may have been connected to her already having studied and mastered 

another language and therefore better able to discern gaps in her knowledge of English.  

Özlem’s Kurdish ethnicity and background affected her approach to studying psychology, as well as her 

attitudes to many of her peers. In 2016 and 2017, Turkish government incursions aimed at suppressing 

unrest in several cities in the east of the country had affected Özlem’s family, separating her mother and 

father and preventing her siblings from attending school. Unable to influence this situation in any 

meaningful way, she committed to developing her subject knowledge:  

“And I wonder(ed) what can I do for this (unrest). I’m just didn’t (follow the) news and comments about (it). I just 

focus(ed) on the psychology and different areas.”  

(Özlem, I1, p11). 

In one of her many agentive positionings, Özlem recounted overcoming what appeared to be 

discriminatory behaviour from peers at the University for her political views. She presented this as being 

severe enough to make her consider leaving Yeşil entirely, at a point when her family was also vulnerable 

due to military actions in the east of Turkey. However, she foregrounded her agency and resoluteness in 

describing how she dealt with this situation, and quite clearly positioned herself quite strongly as more 

mature and less ignorant than her peers in this sense:  

“When I came to Istanbul for the first time to study, my friends look(ed) at me in a different way and are talking 

to me something not logical, and I thought that I should go and don’t study at Yeşil. But then I realised that they 

didn’t know anything about me and I can introduce me and I pursue my identity. It’s good for me because I learned 

(e)very thing earlier than my peer(s).” 

(Özlem, I1, p12)  
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Özlem maintained this general distance between her and unspecified peers throughout the interviews, 

in terms of their lack of willingness to speak English and their capacity to ask questions of presenters, their 

monotonous and fearful presenting styles, and so on.  

Yet both her interviews and the observations also positioned her as highly invested in a number of 

close friendships. These friendships had a direct role in her enactment of the epistemic 

commitment/credibility she claimed during the interviews and which I observed in her presentations: 

friends figured particularly strongly in her accounts of preparing for the presentations. I had already 

watched her, Burak and Engin rehearse for the 1st presentation, impressed with how they’d organised a 

venue and an audience for this purpose. The topic of her 3rd presentation emerged from conversations 

and help she’d previously given a friend on the topic of job satisfaction in the previous semester.  

An example of Özlem’s agency concerning preparation for presentations demonstrated how she used 

intra- and interpersonal resources to overcome the issues she faced. This story configured her identity in 

many different ways, as a dutiful sister, as an unprivileged student, as a savvy tech user, as responsible to 

her friends, and as committed to learning as much as to the institutional task; there is also a criticism 

implied of the institution for closing the library.  

“I don’t have any notebook because I gave it to my sister and when I prepare a presentation it was very hard to 

me if the library closed is closed. And after I prepared the presentation, I download to my smartphone and from 

there I made practice. It’s very important. And also, when the library is closed, I write down the slides and it’s also 

very helpful for me because I can er truly understand the presentation, the outline of the presentation, so I marked 

(it) on a wall and started to (do) ‘blank’ practice, and recorded a video and send (it to) Burak and (…) Engin.”  

(Özlem, I3, p26) 

As the above excerpt indicates, the ‘family first’ discourse featured more strongly in Özlem’s student 

identity positionings than in the accounts of most other interviewees. Despite living a considerable 

distance away, her family was framed as a crucial and readily available interpersonal resource for Özlem, 

both in terms of their general support, and even for her presentations.    

Ö: When my mum or my father call me before (the) presentation started, I can present it better. 

R. Oh 

Ö: Yeah -I said that now I have a presentation, and I think he or she said “You can do it.”  

R: Do you phone them …? 

Ö Yeah, always when we have a break.  

(Özlem, I3, p27) 
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Overall, Özlem’s interviews positioned her as a highly agentive individual who successfully developed 

her abilities and knowledge of English and psychology, to abide by –though not uncritically- institutional 

expectations, and to involve herself closely in relations of support for some other students. Specific 

aspects of her general identity (her ethnicity) and personal identity (the wish to transfer institutions to be 

closer to her boyfriend) were significant factors in complexifying her relations to her peers and the 

institution respectively, and the interpersonal resources of her friends and family were a distinctive 

constituent of her positioning around the core aspects of student identity.     

5.6.2 Müge 

Müge’s general identity differed from all the other participants on several dimensions: her age, her 

marital status and her more conservative Muslim ethnicity. These peripheral aspects of her identity as a 

student nonetheless influenced how she enacted the core parts of the role. First of all, Müge was the only 

other student aside from Özlem who positioned herself during the interviews as particularly closely 

involved with her family. As the research summarised in 3.2.1 indicates, such involvement is typical of the 

context of Turkish youth and emerging adults, even if it did not feature in most interviews. This dense 

nexus of personal identity positionings included those constructing her family as enabling and supportive, 

as well as restrictive and impacting her academic success.  

For example, her account of her decision to study psychology positioned her as dutifully attempting to 

understand and perhaps solve her family’s issues. This contrasted with other participants, who did not 

mention this aspect of personal life when framing the same decision.  

R: Why are you studying psychology? 

M: Erm, it is about my family problems, actually. In my children (childhood), there is a problem with my mum and 
father.  

R: Mm-hm  

M: So it’s er conflict every day, so it’s effect of us every day, and my brother also. 

(Müge, I1, p1) 

Müge’s headscarf distinguished her from the other participants, (as well as the majority of learners at 

Yeşil as a prototypical ‘Republican nationalist’ university) identifying her as belonging to a more religiously 

conservative background, and indeed, she was the only student who mentioned family support and 

religious belief in the same utterance: 

M: Yes my mother also always pray for me (laughs)  

R: OK 
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M: (As) I’m coming today (to) school, (I told her) “Today I have last presentation”, and she is learn to me some 

dualar öğretiyor (she’s teaching (me) some prayers) 

(Müge, I1, p14 ) 

Several years older than the other students, Müge was also the only married participant I interviewed. 

She mentioned that her husband helped her to prepare for the presentations on several occasions and 

provided moral support, saying “”you can do it”, “I believe you” and so on” (Müge, pers. comm., 06 June, 

p14). However, the practical support he could provide with her English performance of the presentation 

was more limited:  

R: How did you practise the presentation with your husband? What did you do? 

M: Er he tried to understand the English. He want(s) to learn.  

R: Right. 

M: And then, so we are generally... erm, he helped to me. He (was) listening and I tried to (be) more 

understandable talking to him. 

(Müge, I1, p10) 

Thus, like Özlem, the ‘family’ personal identity positioning was tightly interwoven with Müge’s 

descriptions of her experiences of being a student -but in Müge’s account, the threads joining both aspects 

were more diverse. Mentioning that she had dropped out of Nüket’s class, which she had taken for the 

first time the previous year, Müge explicitly linked recurrent family problems with her academic 

difficulties. She positioned herself as prioritising her family commitments at such points:  

“Each year there is a problem again with my family and I (am) always interested in my family. This (Nüket’s) 

lesson: I didn’t do it.”  

(Müge, I1, p2) 

Müge did not seem to have a great deal of support from peers. Her close friends were mostly studying 

at another university, 400 km away in the town of Kütahya. She had friends at Yeşil who had graduated 

the previous year, but these were “not the best” friends. This distance from peers impacted her English, 

her subject knowledge and presentation skills. For the first presentation, she would rehearse alone by 

practising in front of a mirror, while for her third, she enlisted the help of her husband; but as the previous 

quote indicates, he appeared to know less English than she did, and she did not mention his knowledge 

of psychology:   
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“I think in presentation there is no effect (of) other friends because I generally studying with my husband. he is 

helping (...) me.”  

(Müge, I3, p13) 

A late learner of English, Müge’s affiliative positioning with the language was clear in the storyline of 

meeting and talking with an Australian man near the University, which led her to conclude that English 

“has benefits for me (in) all aspects of my life” (Müge, I3, p15). Yet evidence from the observations and 

interviews suggested that her expertise in the language, already more limited than many other 

participants when she entered the Prep School, remained less developed than her peers. Unlike students 

whose ability with English had clearly benefitted from work and study abroad, she had not had this 

opportunity, and her interpersonal resources for learning English were also more limited. 

Alongside solving her family’s issues, Müge’s reasons for studying psychology mentioned her own need 

to regulate her behaviour. Throughout the interviews, and much more than other students, she framed 

anxiety as a major factor in her identity as a student: she had sought help to overcome the problem from 

one of the university’s counsellors, but this had not been successful, so she had decided to manage this 

issue on her own: “I will try myself to be good” (Müge, I1, p4). Anxiety was a particular issue for her 

presentations, which were primarily linked to forceful, negative affect in the interviews, as this short 

exchange exemplified: 

R: When you’re kind of standing up on the stage, how do you feel? 

M: Very stressed and maybe fear(ful) (as) to what thinking people about me.  

R: Right. 

M: Maybe I thinking, er speaking is difficult (in) English, maybe this is (a) reason about that.  

R: Right 

M: More stress and anxiety a little bit and er heyecanlı (excited).  

(Müge, I1, p4) 

While there is an obvious connection to speaking English publicly here, in other parts of the interview, 

Müge linked anxiety in presentations to the more general issues of self-esteem, knowledge of her topics 

and audience size. The data and my research framework meant that my focus was on meaning rather than 

whether anxiety “caused” Müge’s difficulty with English, or vice-versa, but it was clear both from the 

interviews that negative affect was a significant part of the meaning of presentations for her, and that this 

impacted her production of identity during the observations when her anxiety was often visible.  

Overall, Müge’s interviews positioned her morally, both in storylines of mutual responsibility to her 

family and of self-help, as someone agentively managing her emotional issues. Nonetheless, these clusters 
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of personal identity positions were deeply implicated in the limited English expertise and epistemic 

credibility she was able to produce in the presentations. As a slightly older, married and religiously 

conservative woman in a Republican nationalist institution, Müge’s commitment to her family also co-

occurred in the small stories of disconnectedness which emerged in multiple positionings of non-

allegiance to Yeşil University and relative isolation from peers.   

5.6.3 Serhat 

Serhat produced his student identity as an expert English speaker, committed subject specialist and 

allegiant member of the university within a storyline of personal and academic redemption. He connected 

his struggle with social phobia during his first year in the Prep School to his difficulty with learning English, 

which then impacted his GPA scores on the faculty. But rather than struggle with the educational impact 

of his social phobia, he had been to live and work in the US twice on long-term stays, to work and learn 

English. Serhat had thus been able to position himself as agentively shaping his own learning and personal 

development on arrival in the U.S:  

“I was by myself and I couldn’t understand like what people speak and I had to do something I had to make like 

communication and then that’s why I like improved my English skills.”   

(Serhat, I1, pp1-2)  

Required to communicate with his customers as an ice-cream salesman and tattooist in the States, 

Serhat’s time learning English in the U.S. was combined with his personal struggle to overcome social 

phobia. The storyline of agency and redemption in which Serhat’s language learning was positioned was 

enmeshed with the self he projected during interviews, as the following quote indicates: 

“At the beginning of the university, I was thinking: “It’s not the words coming out of my mouth. I’m just saying 

the words. I’m not telling something.” But now I feel like even (when) I speak in English, I’m telling the story as 

my own words.” 

(Serhat, I1, p9) 

The affiliation with and expertise in English that Serhat developed as a result of learning English 

through the work and travel programme flowed through into other aspects of his identity as a student. 

First, English was framed in his interviews as key to learning the subject of psychology: “When you learn 

the English very well you, learn the content in English” (Serhat, I1, p4). It was also linked in general terms 

to more effective forms of cognition: he associated English with more flexible, logical and open-minded 

thinking. It was also the case that his narrative of self-improvement in overcoming social phobia and 

achieving mastery of English was institutionally-validated. More than other students, Serhat referred to 
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his GPA scores several times, contrasting those he had attained before going to the US with his much 

higher post-stay marks. The importance he attached to this validation was one among the cluster of the 

allegiant institutional positionings which his comments regularly conveyed (see 7.6.3).  

Serhat’s comments suggested that his expertise in English was an important mediator of the social 

phobia he had previously suffered since it increased his confidence to communicate effectively. For 

example, in this comment, he positioned himself both as a resourceful speaker, and primarily concerned 

with the understanding of his peers during his presentations: 

“I always try to speak simply, like the street language, because if the audience can’t understand me the 

presentation is not gonna seem good to them. I think that’s the most important thing that I’m doing.”  

(Serhat, I3, p27) 

The confidence that Serhat derived from being an effective English speaker and so able to understand 

the content of his courses featured strongly in the nexus of peer positionings taken up during the 

interviews. Perhaps acknowledging his earlier academic and social struggles, he was neither particularly 

critical of his peers nor very close to most of them, seldom mentioning detailed involvement with his 

classmates in terms of preparing for the presentations. For instance, rather than practising with 

classmates, Serhat rehearsed for his presentations in front of a mirror, a technique also advocated by the 

class teacher (Nüket, Interview, p.7). When he did mention peers, he tended to position himself as 

providing help and support for their academic work, and as influencing his choice of presentation topics, 

which addressed what he identified as a widespread issue: 

“I’m planning to do social anxiety problem(s): phobia, social phobia. Because I had experienced it, I want to 

present (to) my friends that how they can overcome (it), how they can become successful about dealing with it.” 

(Serhat, I1, p5) 

Overall, one aspect of Serhat’s personal identity, that of ‘sufferer of social anxiety’, suffused his identity 

as a student. It was fundamental to the redemption storyline that he constructed as he described his 

experience of becoming a successful student in the interviews in terms of his expertise and affiliation with 

English, his credibility as a subject specialist, his allegiance to the university and his interaction with peers. 

Serhat’s recovery from social anxiety, on his account, paralleled the improvement of English he had 

achieved while working abroad on immersion programmes, which in turn required the support of his 

family. He foregrounded institutional validation of his knowledge and positioned himself as loyal to his 

institution of study during the interviews. English was key to extending his knowledge of psychology, and 
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the confidence that derived from his learning enabled him to make friends and assist his peers when they 

presented.  

5.6.4 Burak 

One significant reason for focussing on Burak was that his personal identity of ADHD sufferer had –

counterintuitively- led to greater affiliation with his second language, English, than his first. Beyond the 

dense nexus of English-affiliated positionings which characterised Burak’s interviews, ADHD also 

influenced how he related to other core aspects of the student role. Having initially encountered 

difficulties understanding EMI psychology classes, Burak had undertaken voluntary work in Europe to 

improve his English. As a result, he reported feeling much more calm and able to communicate when 

speaking the language, which he ascribed to differences in the grammatical structure of the two languages 

(unlike English, Turkish uses SOV word order and has an agglutinative structure): 

“I feel, like, much more comfortable when I speak English, even (if) it is not my native language. I am not speaking 

that good. Still I feel like (it is) much more better than Turkish.” 

 (Burak, I3, p30) 

In fact, as the presentation and interview data attests, Burak’s expertise in English was produced 

consistently through his displays of fluency, complexity and generally accurate speech. He framed the 3 

months’ voluntary work he had done in Greece in terms of improving his English, and the emergent 

bilingualism this fostered was expressed in his mention of code-switching:  

“When I return here…I was sometimes you know putting some English words when I speak some Turkish too. It 

really helped me.”  

(Burak, I1, p2) 

Burak’s interviews generated a diverse nexus of peer positionings as he narrated different forms of 

involvement with his classmates. When speaking in general terms of peers, Burak was highly critical of 

their approach to learning. However, his account generated a second dense bundle of peer-related 

positions of concern for and involvement with his classmates. First, his description of how he designed his 

presentations foregrounded a distinctive concern for the tenor of communication. Unlike most other 

participants, his descriptions of normativity in presentation practices focussed on their interpersonal 

purposes, mentioning the importance of capturing the audience’s interest in introductions and creating a 

relaxed atmosphere which could be achieved through questioning and humour. Thus Burak did not frame 

the presentation as an institutional task requiring the display of knowledge, but as an opportunity to help 

his peers learn something, positioning himself as both a learner and a trainer in the process:  
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“It is a time to get some information. It is really interesting –that’s why we have to… we have to put this kind of 

things to their mind.”  

(Burak, I1, p13) 

Secondly, Burak’s interview responses foregrounded close involvement with some peers in his studies. 

As the comment below indicates, he overtly connected ADHD to his preference for working collaboratively 

with other students: 

“Mostly -I know myself- I can’t listen (to) a class at all. I have (a) concentration problem. That’s why I, like, feel so 

bad in the class, but when my friends try to teach me I can easily understand.” 

(Burak, I1, p17) 

Burak sometimes constructed a position of dependence on his co-presenters, which contrasted with 

his earlier, more confident appraisals of his own knowledgeability in comparison to peers in general:  

“I can’t do it just myself. I don’t trust myself at all, mostly about the courses and without my friends I feel like 

“OK, I can’t pass””  

(Burak, I3, p27),  

And: 

“I was with Engin. He was help me. He just came here for help me to study our exam. Also Özlem (is) like that 

too. I think they are very nice to do this kind of things for me”.  

(Burak, I3, p17). 

Although he had sought help for the concentration issue from the university’s counselling services, this 

had not been forthcoming, which cannot have helped Burak’s feeling “stuck” (I3, p27) with his learning. I 

wondered if this might have been a factor in the clear disillusionment he expressed about the university. 

Burak took a highly critical view of many aspects of Yeşil: his comments about the Prep School (5.2.6) were 

highly convergent with the recent nationwide academic study of EMI in Turkey summarised in 3.3; he also 

remarked that the university needed to push its students harder and to teach them study skills, to employ 

higher-profile academic staff and to become more internationalised. I found his comments both 

interesting and insightful. 

Burak thus positioned himself as someone who, easily bored by his classes, had high expectations of 

the university and was committed to learning. However, in a comment that maintained his critical position 

view of the Yeşil lecturers’ approach to learning, he said that he found much of what he was doing in 

classes to be, essentially, common sense:  
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“Maybe I’ve learned some things we are learning something we know in the classes. We are learning something 

we can easily guess without knowledge. That’s why it seems like “OK.””  

(Burak, I3, p21). 

Burak’s commitment to psychology rested on his framing of it as multidisciplinary and scientific. Thus 

unlike most other students, he did not assume a vocational epistemic positioning but foregrounded his 

interest in acquiring academic knowledge more generally. Indeed, despite his obvious competence and 

effort directed towards learning psychology, which positioned him as credible in terms of his enactments 

of knowledge during the presentations, Burak was the only participant who questioned his future 

commitment to the discipline during interviews. He did mention industrial psychology as one area he 

might consider further, but also emphasised that studying the subject had not resulted in a secure sense 

of disciplinary identification:  

“Maybe I can do something out of the psychology -really out of the psychology. I can I can find something but 

still I didn’t make… I am not make any certain plan”  

(Burak, I1, p10),  

And on a different interview date:   

”It’s not (had) much effect on my person- personality. It is, you know, just (a) subject for me. It’s not had any 

effect on my personality”  

(Burak, I3, p21). 

Overall, Burak’s difficulty with maintaining concentration (ADHD) appeared to enable as much as it 

constrained aspects of his student identity. It was highlighted by him as the reason for his affiliation with 

English, as well as his expertise in the language. Moreover, it was an obvious factor in his close 

involvement with other peers, particularly Özlem and Engin, whose help was crucial to his success as a 

psychology learner and may have been relevant to his interpersonal awareness more generally in 

presentations. His lack of alignment with the university displayed his critical acumen and, while identifying 

less obviously with the discipline than other learners, his performances in the presentations highlighted 

his knowledge of psychology, relative to the norms of the research setting, as likely to be considered 

credible.  
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5.7 Summary of Chapter 5 

This chapter has considered how, during interviews, the participants’ identities as learners were 

relationally manifested in terms of various core and peripheral aspects of the student role as abstracted 

from the experiences they described. Participants’ comments pointed towards multiple, often 

simultaneous and contradictory conceptions of the rights, responsibilities and experiences involved in 

English, psychology, the institution of Yeşil University and their teachers, peers and friends, as well as the 

relation of these core role aspects to personal and general facets of their identities. In order to make this 

overlapping complexity more manageable and meaningful, I presented these aspects as sets of paired 

positionings in Sections 5.2 and 5.4. Notwithstanding the difficulty of generalising across the diverse factor 

patterns involved in this or any study of identity, several themes are worth recounting. 

Definitive or core aspects of student identity refer to how the individual constructs their role in terms 

of the language(s) used, the subject(s) and institution of study, and their student peers. First of all, and 

almost without exception, a credible epistemic identity was experienced as closely linked to L2 expertise 

by participants. Affiliation with English was clearly mediated by students’ commitment to continuing to 

study psychology, with most students enacting global and, plausibly, class identities through their 

determination to move abroad to take higher degrees and, possibly, work. Secondary and (particularly) 

primary schools had contributed little to the development of participants’ expertise in English. In contrast, 

Yeşil’s English language programmes were, generally speaking, a source of participants’ positive alignment 

to the institution, and simultaneously positioned them as committed language learners.   

All participants displayed their identification with the discipline of psychology through their 

commitment to further study, while their accounts of choosing the subject were split between moral, 

altruistic reasons and pragmatic ones. This split was maintained when students discussed their 

experiences of the courses. Some students positioned themselves as credible disciplinary knowers via 

their often trenchant judgements psychology teaching within the institution. Others took a more 

instrumental approach to their studies and were more concerned with meeting the institutional 

requirements for their GPA scores than projecting their epistemic credibility. Many participants 

demonstrated (usually) lower levels of allegiance to Yeşil via their discussion of aspects of their personal 

identities.  

On the other hand, Yeşil University was aligned to as the site in which strong relationships and 

friendships with fellow students were formed. However, while participants usually positioned themselves 

as maintaining good peer relationships in general, when comparing their approaches to language and 
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subject knowledge with those of the mass of other students, the involvement and solidarity they projected 

was uneven at best, with several students distancing themselves considerably from peers in these areas. 

The interview data analysis enabled the peripheral, or non-definitive, aspects of student identity to be 

categorised into personal and general aspects. The first category, personal identity, consisted of micro-

categories such as bodily conditions, mental states, family relations and affinities. The second was that of 

general identity, which comprised ethnic, gender, global and national aspects of participants’ identities. 

Positions around these aspects interacted with each other and with various core, or definitive aspects of 

the participants’ roles students to produce their identities in a range of individuated ways, as described in 

section 5.6.   

Some participants represented their developing expertise in and affiliation to English by discussing 

how they strove to improve their competence in different areas of the language when presenting. 

Attaining mastery of English was seen by several students as a crucial part of gaining disciplinary 

credibility. Once again, there was a split in terms of the students ’ accounts of their topic choices for their 

talks, with some students emphasising their general (gendered) identities, others their epistemic 

credibility, and others their pragmatic approach to securing higher grades by choosing simple topics.   

In terms of the teacher and tasks, some students positioned themselves vocationally as apprentices, 

who sought to emulate professional teachers’ ways of speaking and moving; others took a more pragmatic 

approach to areas such as topic selection, slide design and attentiveness to the teacher in order to secure 

higher grades from their talks. In either case, most students were attuned to their teacher’s expectations 

for the presentation tasks they were required to perform in terms of the phases that should be included 

and the order of these. However, several students were critical of the institutional facilities and room 

design, which impacted the actions they took while presenting.  

Participants’ descriptions of presentations indicated an overwhelming lack of involvement between 

presenters and student audiences. Only one student directly stated that they had learned from another 

peer presenter, for example, and students usually distanced themselves from their peers when accounting 

for this mutual lack of interest in one another’s talks, as explained in section 5.5.4. On the other hand, 

students framed their relationships with co-presenters very positively, almost without exception. The 

closest peer involvements, i.e., friendships, mentioned during the interviews were with co-presenters; 

many participants remarked on the enjoyable experiences, as well as the emotional and academic support 

they gained from this approach to presenting.  

Finally, the most prominent aspects of personal identity to feature in participants’ accounts of their 

presentations were their accounts of emotional states, which varied in accordance with a range of factors 
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for most students, including their physical health at the time they presented. The only general aspect of 

identity overtly linked to the presentations during interviews was that of gender, although national 

identities were overtly enacted several times during the presentations.  

The most significant finding which underlies the four cases in section 5.6 was the effect of non-

definitive aspects of the student role on participants’ enactments of its core aspects. Put another way, 

the accounts of Özlem, Müge, Serhat and Burak repeatedly demonstrated that facets of their personal 

and general identities, such as ‘ADHD/social anxiety sufferer’, ‘ethnic Kurd’, ‘daughter’ and so on had a 

range of powerful effects on how, as students, they related to the language of study, their subject, the 

institution (including teachers) and their peers. It is difficult to draw general conclusions from the diversity 

of these aspects and their highly individuated effects, but the discussion in Section 5.6 makes it apparent 

that there were major differences in students’ ability to exert agency or access different forms of capital 

(Bourdieu, 1977), which were ultimately a factor in the variability of the presentations I observed.   
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Chapter 6: Data Analysis of the classroom 

presentation genre 

 

6.1 Introduction to Chapter 6 

To answer the principal research question about identity production within the classroom presentation 

genre, I first needed to embed the notions of student identity and genre practices in the empirical data, 

before integrating both into a single analysis of classroom presentations. To that end, the previous chapter 

presented a framework for understanding student identity in terms of the relational positionings around 

its core and peripheral aspects which students enacted during interviews. The focus of this chapter now 

shifts to describing the generic structure and contents of the classroom presentation genre itself, to 

provide a basis for the subsequent integrative analysis of student identity in its performances.  

My analysis of the genre takes a modified ESP approach, interpreting the classroom presentations from 

the perspectives of context, spoken language data and multimodality. Referring to this data, I present and 

discuss findings on the presentation’s sections, rhetorical moves and steps, which are classified as 

obligatory or optional -terms borrowed from Hasan, (1989) which also appear in Swales (1990)- together 

with examples of their realisations in spoken language, in Section 6.2. Several points of contrast between 

a genre analysis that rests on speech and the additional benefits of applying multimodal analysis are also 

made in this section. In 6.3, the results of my analysis of how the modes of speech, image, writing, gaze, 

gesture, posture, movement and positioning were used in each section are presented. Finally, in Section 

6.4, I consider how configurations of actions in these modes contributed to speech in enacting particular 

steps in the genre, providing examples from individual presenters’ data to illustrate my points. The main 

argument here is that actions in other modes enhance or reduce the effectiveness of spoken language in 

meeting steps in the genre and that they may, in some configurations, compensate for occasions when a 

step is omitted entirely in talk.   

The analysis enabled four sections of the genre to be identified, labelled as the Introduction, 

Explanation, Closing Remarks and Question & Answer (Q&A) Sections. Among the broad similarities in the 

use of modes across all these sections, there was an obvious contrast between the written and spoken 

language, with far fewer words and a greater level of lexical density and grammatical accuracy in the slide 
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text than in presenters’ speech. A surprisingly low proportion of gaze time was directed to peers and 

figurative images were the dominant type at all sections of the presentations (see Section 6.3.1, Table 

6.2).  

Despite these similarities, each stage of the presentations varied in terms of the multimodal actions 

which configured it. The Introduction stage was characterised by a strong interpersonal focus achieved in 

audience-centred speech and posture, although this focus was undercut by the use of gesture, positioning 

and gaze. Key to the Explanation was a sharp rise in the foregrounding of slides through deictic gesture, 

gaze and images to support the more technical meanings given in speech. However, at the Closing 

Remarks stage, the relative absence of gesture and slide images co-occurred with a marked drop in the 

fluency and accuracy of speech. More dialogical communication at the Q&A stage was achieved through 

dialogical speech and an increase in audience-centred gaze and posture, with metaphorical gesture 

compensating for the lower reliance on slides. 

Finally, the focus shifts to the effects of other modes on speech. Four different processes are identified 

and exemplified using video stills from the data: other modes were found both to enhance and reduce 

the effectiveness of speech, to compensate for ineffective speech, and to substitute for spoken language 

when it was not used to carry out particular steps in the genre. 

6.2 Sections, moves and steps in the presentations 

Both ‘bottom-up’ textual analysis and ‘top-down’ practitioner data from interviews and task 

instructions helped to specify sections, moves and steps in the genre. These are represented in Table 1, 

which shows the contents of each section based on speech in the presentations and examples of the 

language used. 4 sections were identified: the Introduction, Explanation, Closing Remarks and Question 

& Answer (Q&A) sections, the last of which was optional. Each of these consisted of two rhetorical moves 

apart from the Q&A, which contained three moves. Among all the spoken steps identified, only 4 (1 in 

each section) were obligatory: Stating the topic, Adding detail about the topic, Thanking the audience, and 

in the Q&A, Making a comment or asking a question, which could be taken by any participant. Because 

Changing a slide occurred at different points in all presentations where presenters did not carry out this 

action themselves, it was included as a ‘floating step’ which added recursivity to the Explanation in 

particular.  
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Table 6.1: Sections, moves and steps in the presentation samples 

1. INTRODUCTION:  
MOVE 1: Initiating a connection to the audience 
(optional)  
MOVE 2: Orienting to the presentation topic. 

3. CLOSING REMARKS:  
MOVE 1: Summarising the Explanation (optional). 
MOVE 2: Concluding the monologue. 
 

STEP EXAMPLE LANGUAGE STEP EXAMPLE LANGUAGE 

1a. Greeting the audience 
(optional) 

OK morning everyone 
Hi everyone 

1a. Referring back to the 
Explanation (optional) 

As we present…  
As you can see… 
Like I said… 

1b. Stating the name(s) of 
speaker(s) (optional)  

I’m... 
My name’s… 

1b. Making an overall 
evaluation (optional) 

I thought he was right 
It’s an important part of 
learning process 

2a.  Stating the topic 
(obligatory) 
 

I’m going to talk about… 
Today I wanna talk to you 
about… 

1c. Making a 
recommendation 
(optional)  

Researchers should 
consider the effects of… 
Try a little step by step 

2b. Defining key topic 
term(s) (optional) 

I want to check just these 
key words 
X is a (disorder) that... 

2a. Thanking the audience 
(obligatory) 

Thank you for your 
attention 
Thanks for listening 

2c. Previewing the 
presentation (optional) 

My outline is firstly I will 
talk about… and then… 
and finally… 

2d. Asking a question 
(optional) 

Have you ever felt like 
someone’s watching you 
all the time? 

2b. Inviting questions or 
comments (optional) 

If you guys any 
questions…I can answer it 
Do you have any 
question? 

2e. Justifying the topic  
(optional) 

My motivation is … 
I want to address this 
topic because… 

2c. Indicating references 
(optional) 

That’s my references 
These are my references 

 

2. EXPLANATION:  
MOVE 1: Displaying descriptive knowledge of the 
research topic. 
MOVE 2: Managing the transition between speakers 
(optional) 
 

4. QUESTION AND ANSWER (optional): 
MOVE 1: Acknowledging the presenter’s work  
MOVE 2: Discussing aspects of the research topic  
MOVE 3: Concluding the Q&A 

STEP  EXAMPLE LANGUAGE STEP EXAMPLE LANGUAGE 

1a. Defining key topic 
term(s)  
 

You can see… 
I am going to explain… 

1a. Thanking the 
presenter (Teacher) 

Thank you. 

1b Adding expert or 
factual detail about the 
topic (obligatory) 

Let me clarify this subject 
more. 
According to … 
I will give some infos 
about these. 

1b. Appraising the 
monologic  phase 
(Teacher/ peers) 

That’s a very 
comprehensive study that 
you ran. 
Very nice job. 
 

2a. Handing over to the 
next speaker  
 

Now it’s …’s turn…  
Now …. will come and 
explain the last one. 

2a Inviting questions or 
comments (Teacher, 
presenter) 

Do you have a comment to 
make?  
Any questions? 
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2b Taking over from the 
previous speaker  

Thank you … 
Thanks 

2b. Asking and responding 
to a question or comment 
about the topic. 
 
(Presenter / teacher / 
peers -obligatory) 

Which articles did you 
use? 
Can you think of some 
advice? 
I think that… 
Yeah I notice this 

REPEATED STEP:  
 

EXAMPLE LANGUAGE: 3a. Acknowledging the 
presenter’s work 
(teacher) 

OK Thank you very much 
Thank you for this 
beautiful presentation 

Changing a slide 
 
(all sections, order varies, 
Optional in speech)  

OK you can pass 
Next slide 
Geçebelirmiyim (Can I 
pass?) 
 

 

6.2.1 Contextual data on the classroom presentation genre 

The interviews, instructions and grading rubric for the three presentation (P) tasks helped to 

establish users’ understandings of the genre’s overall organization, contributing to the labelling and 

ordering of the steps shown in Table 6.1. The P1 and P2 topics were a psychological disorder and a 

personality theory respectively, while P3 required learners to present the findings from their literature 

review projects (See Appendix 2). Despite their differences in content, the task and grading rubrics for 

each presentation were indicative of the following sections and moves: an Introduction, in which the 

students should greet the class and introduce themselves (P2), define their topic (P1, P2), give background 

information (P2), and state their general findings (P3); an Explanation of the topic including further 

definition and treatment of a disorder (P1), definition of keywords and concepts related to the theory (P2) 

or an overview of literature on the topic (P3); a Conclusion to include the references used (P1), the 

theory’s implications (P2) or a summary of key findings (P3); and finally a section in which students should 

be able to answer questions about their topic (P2, P3).  

The interview with Nüket Hanım, the class teacher, provided further clarification, and a little ambiguity. 

She linked the overall purpose of the presentations to that of the course, which was to improve students’ 

language skills and content knowledge. She described P1 in terms of a two-part, problem-solution 

structure, indicating that the treatments for the disorder should be considered an aspect of the 

Explanation rather than a recommendation, a step which was assigned to Move 1c of the Closing Remarks. 

The 2nd presentation, which centred on a personality theory, was less structured for students: “it’s up to 

them to organize the presentation” (Nüket, Interview p3), although she also stated that she advised 

students to 
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“start with the key words or key concepts of the theory…talk a little about it…and conclude with a personal 

synthesis.” 

(Nüket, Interview, p3) 

Knowledge about the genre was also constructed during the interviews with students. One particularly 

clear explanation of its macro-structure came from Hazal, whose description drew on the classic IMRAD 

format:  

“Maybe (start) with asking something to an audience…after that…it must be go like this: outline and then 

definitions, correlations, results, implications.” 

(Hazal, Interview 1, p17) 

Students’ normative accounts of how presentations should begin and end was another valuable source 

of data on the genre. Most students identified the main purpose of the Introduction as engaging the 

audience: in this respect, the two features most mentioned were those of introducing oneself and any co-

presenters, and asking questions. Introducing the topic was another important purpose in the same 

section, with the use of keywords and background information also listed by several students. 

Interestingly, students did not highlight the need to provide an outline in the Introduction despite its 

inclusion in over half of their talks. The participants’ comments positioned them as less knowledgeable 

and confident about closing or concluding the presentations. The two processes most mentioned about 

the Closing Remarks were thanking the audience and recapping the topic, with only Serhat including the 

step of inviting questions in his account, although again, this step appeared in most of the sampled 

presentations.  

Overall, the ‘top-down’ data from informants cohered with the linguistic data in most respects, making 

the labelling of section boundaries straightforward. The major exception to this was Move 1a in the 

Explanation, Defining the key topic term(s), which the class teacher and several students identified as 

belonging to the Introduction. However, in the students’ performances, this process overlapped with but 

went beyond the Introduction’s 2nd key purpose of orienting audiences to the topic, and often had more 

in common with the knowledge-building that characterised the Explanation. While a few students defined 

their key terms in detail before other, more definitively introductory steps, such as the Outline or 

Justification for their choice of topic, others placed their definition of key terms after these steps in the 

‘grey area’ between the two sections, and still others provided a simple initial definition which they later 

expanded on a different slide with reference to other terms in the theory. The most effective way to 
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acknowledge this diversity was to include Defining the key term(s) in both sections, a solution which 

acknowledges its overlap with both topic orientation and the display of topic knowledge.  

Observation suggested that the generic organization of the talks depended on several factors. First, 

the distinction between group and individual talks determined whether Move 2 in the Explanation 

appeared. In Özlem, Burak and Engin’s first presentation, the first and second sections proceeded 

recursively as the subsequent presenters returned to Move 1 and 2a in the Introduction before 

proceeding to their explanations and then thanking the audience. Another important distinction was 

between presentations in which a dedicated ‘slide-changer’ was employed, and those in which the 

speaker changed their own slides. Timing appeared to be a key factor in determining the appearance of 

the only optional Section, the Q&A, which featured in most of the 1ST and 3rd, but only one of the 2nd 

presentations, as the latter were conducted during the students’ busy and stressful mid-term weeks.    

Situational aspects such as the audience size, time available and the expertise and affective state of the 

presenters influenced whether particular steps were taken by individual speakers. For example, Engin’s 

overrunning the allotted time for his 3rd presentation may have caused him to skip Moves 1c and 2c of his 

Closing Remarks. Similarly, Hazal’s 1st presentation was delivered to only the teacher and me, making 

Move 2a in the Q&A less likely to occur.  

6.2.2 Linguistic and multimodal data on the classroom presentation genre 

Turning to the spoken language in more detail, one important distinction between the sections was 

their emphasis on spoken interpersonal functions. The Introduction, Closing Remarks and particularly the 

Q&A, where speech was overtly dialogic in contrast to the preceding 3 sections, all indicated explicitly 

interpersonal steps (e.g., thanking the presenter in the Q&A, 1a) alongside those where the topic was 

more prominent, such as Step 2b in the Introduction. In contrast, and except for the dyadic interactions 

in two group presentations, the primary function of the Explanation was was on building and displaying 

knowledge of the academic field, which was only rarely carried out via direct verbal interaction between 

presenter and audience and was frequently monoglossic, disengaged from other discursive voices (see 

7.3.1). Although the order of moves was shared across all the presentations, there were some differences 

in the order of steps. The most frequent order of these is displayed in Table 6.1. Furthermore, some steps 

were more optional than others: Move 1b in the Introduction was only skipped by one student (Müge) in 

all three presentations, whereas only a single student (Özlem) included Move 2b in the Explanation, which, 

alongside Move 2a, was interpreted as a prototypical feature of the genre when performed by groups and 

therefore included in the overall scheme.   
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A range of language was used to perform steps in the genre and is briefly described here, with a full 

list of the language used provided in Appendix 14. One fragment of the conversationalisation of 

institutional genres noted by Fairclough (2003) and Rampton (2006) was clearly evident in the informality 

of presenters’ greetings and self-introductions which predominated when making Move 1 and Move 2a 

of the Introduction. At this point the typical language used would be “Hi everyone, I’m... and today I’ll talk 

about…” Among novice presenters, the use of language directly marking the boundaries of sections and/or 

moves (e.g., ‘outline’, ‘definition’ ‘conclusion’) was intermittent. Thus other evidence from the speech, as 

well as the task instructions and multimodal features (see below), was required to identify the functions 

of some steps. For instance, Move 1c of the Closing Remarks, Making a recommendation, was specified 

in the task instructions for the 3rd presentation, and was also identifiable through the use of personal 

pronouns and modal forms, (particularly ‘should’). Finally, there was great diversity in the language used 

to perform the two most extensive and commonly repeated moves, 1c in the Explanation and 1b in the 

Q&A, which positioned presenters in terms of their student identities, as explored in the next chapter.   

Important as the spoken language was, the multimodal perspective taken on the classroom 

presentations contributed to a more accurate description of the genre. First, looking at the use of other 

modes enabled section boundaries to be drawn more definitively. For example, Move 2b of the Closing 

Remarks, Inviting questions, appears to have more in common with the Q&A, but was more appropriately 

situated in the monologic phase because it usually occurred before multimodal boundary markers such 

as movement back to the computer, change to the references slide or audience applause, all of which 

more clearly signified the end of the Closing Remarks section. Second, a multimodal perspective clarified 

the ways that other communicative modes mediated the spoken language (see 6.4). There were six steps 

identified which were taken in the absence of spoken language by some presenters (see Table 6.3). These 

were Stating the name of speaker(s) and Stating the topic in the Introduction; Handing over to the next 

speaker and Taking over from the previous speaker in the Explanation; Indicating References in the Closing 

Remarks, and the ‘floating step’ of Changing a slide.  

This list indicates that several prototypical features of the classroom presentation genre only become 

apparent if a multimodal view is taken. The first and most significant of these is Changing a slide, which 

was enacted less frequently in speech (even when presenters had employed peers to change their slides) 

than in other actions, but which obviously recurred during the classroom presentations and is a 

prototypical feature of the genre ‘family’ to which they belong. Another definitive feature of group 

presentations is the 2nd move of the Explanation, Transitioning to/from co-presenters, a fact that might 

escape a speech-only analysis as this move was made, at least by Bilal and his partner, entirely 
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nonverbally. Finally, a speech-only analysis indicated that the move of concluding the Q&A only consisted 

of the single step, taken by the teacher, of thanking and sometimes praising the presenter. However, 

attention to other modes indicates that co-occurrent nonverbal actions such as students leaving the dais, 

unplugging their computers and in one case, performing a curtsey, were at least as important as speech 

in bringing the Q&A to a close. Overall, these findings suggest that an analysis which overlooks the use of 

additional modes is likely to provide an incomplete picture of the organization of this and other spoken 

academic genres.  

6.3 Communicative modes in the presentation genre  

6.3.1 Shared features of multimodal communication in presentation sections  

Table 6.2 below provides a ‘quantitized’ (see 4.5.1) overview of multimodal communication across the 

four sections of the students’ presentations, based on the sampled excerpts. Prominent among the 

similarities between sections, the written component of slides was much more lexically dense (an average 

of 0.86 versus 0.58 for speech) and slightly more accurate than speech across all sections. Resources for 

Engagement were more frequently deployed in speech than in writing, and by more presenters. An 

average of 71% of images were figurative, by far the most common type used by presenters during all 

sections. The largest proportion of gaze time in each section was directed to the teacher (31% of the time) 

or the screen (28%), and a surprisingly small proportion to peers (8% on average). The least frequent 

gesture types were iconics and emblems, which were not observed at all in the Introduction and 

Explanation, and the centre & centre-left/right postures were the longest in duration at 38%, 25% and 

17% respectively. 

 Several inferences can be drawn from the patterns of modal actions shared across different sections. 

First, the slides provided a streamlined, factual and accurate context to the more expansive, dialogic talk 

of presenters, aiding the understanding of peers. Support for this interpretation can be found in Nüket 

Hanım’s comment that the slides served to anchor audience comprehension and were a form of “back-

up” for presenters:  

“If they (students) missed what the word is pronounced like they can see it on the screen and maybe a full 

sentence”  

(Nüket, Interview, p2).  

Second, noting the importance of figurative images to establishing an inclusive tenor to presentations 

through their multiple interpretability, it may be that the widespread use of such images partly offset the 
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lack of involvement with other students signalled by the very low proportion of gaze to peers. The 

overwhelming use of this image type may also have resulted from students presenting less technical 

subfields of psychology, as required by at least two out of three of the tasks, which positioned them as 

disciplinary novices. On the other hand, the minimal use of iconics and emblems in the presentation may 

also represent its abstract field and formal tenor in comparison with other speech genres. 

 

Table 6.2 Multimodal communication in undergraduate classroom presentations 

SECTION INTRODUCTION EXPLANATION CLOSING REMARKS Q&A 
                                                                                         SPEECH 

Speech rate (wpm) 135 119 115 140 

Error rate/words 1:26 1:21 1:15 1:17 

Lexical density 0.65 0.51 0.61 0.55 

Appraisal/words 1:29 1:12 1:14 1:16 

Engagement/words 1:64 1:69 1:30 1:39 

Technical lexis  28% 23% 22% 22% 

                                                                                         WRITING 

Error rate/words 1:10 1:21 1:21 -- 

Lexical density 0.91 0.9 0.86 0.75 

Appraisal/words 1:24 1:14 1:30 1:68 

Engagement/words 1:19 1:52 1:107 1:60 

Technical lexis  55% 56% 36% 53% 

                                                                                         IMAGE 

Slides with images 40% 93% 44% 40% 

Figurative images 86% 88% 63% 50% 

                      GAZE (% of total time) 

Screen  27 36 38 10 

Teacher 23 22 28 49 

Peers 10 5 6 11 

Computer 13 4 7 7 

Notes -- 16 1 -- 

Elsewhere 27 17 20 23 

                             GESTURE (% of total time) 

Beat 19 23 18 13 

Deictic 16 21 11 12 

Metaphoric 6 18 18 27 

Iconic/emblem -- -- 5 2 

Closed rest 40 20 24 28 

Open rest 14 5 4 6 

Other/offscreen 5 13 20 12 

                             POSTURE (%of total time) 

Centre 41 31 24 57 

Centre-left 28 22 25 23 

Centre-right 10 20 22 14 

Left 17 8 11 1 

Right 4 19 6 4 
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6.3.2 Variation in multimodal communication between presentation sections  

 

6.3.2.1 The Introduction 

The configuration of modes within the Introduction differed from the other sections in several ways. 

Speech contained the highest lexical density (0.65) and the lowest error rate (1:26), which can be 

explained by its concentration of familiar steps realisable in relatively simple language, such as fixed 

expressions for greetings and basic conjunctive adjuncts for the preview. The relatively low frequency of 

field-related Appraisal in comparison with other sections reflected the broader rhetorical purposes of 

steps in the Introduction; namely, to state monologic, ungraded ‘facts’ about the presenter, topic and the 

organization of the presentation rather than the detailed position-taking that might occur when explaining 

and summarizing the topic or responding to questions. Overall, while speech and writing were complex 

and (in the former case) accurate, establishing a moderate level of audience involvement, other modes 

such as image, positioning and gesture were much less effectively deployed in this respect. Only 40% of 

slides in the sample included images such as photographs and cartoons to draw in audiences. Distance 

from the audience was signified by the students locating themselves behind the desk for a notably higher 

proportion of the time (26%) with their hands clasped protectively in front of them (40%) than the other 

monologic sections. The interview data indicated that these features indicated the negative affect 

associated with presentations (identified as an issue by the class teacher and in the literature) and are 

discussed below.  

6.3.2.2 The Explanation 

Evidence of the distinctive demands made as the presentations moved into the Explanation exists first 

in the fairly sharp reductions of 22% in average lexical density and 11% in speech rate at this section. The 

difficulty for novice L2 presenters of meeting this section’s overarching purpose of displaying adequate 

field/topic knowledge may have contributed to the drop in spoken performance on these measures. At 

                               LOCATION (% of total time) 

Behind desk 26 4 12 32 

Btwn desk and screen 52 43 43 38 

Right of screen 8 15 14 6 

Left of screen -- 4 2 4 

In front of screen 1 9 12 9 

Btwn screen & left wall 13 16 16 10 

                                   MOVEMENT (% of total time) 

No foot movement 54 50 54 80 

Foot movement 46 50 46 20 
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the same time, there were over twice as many images on slides in this section than the previous one; 

perhaps transferring the semiotic load away from speech, images were enlisted to communicate the 

presentational field on nearly every slide. These interpretable, figurative images partially compensated 

for the frequently monologic, ‘factual’ descriptions and lack of audience involvement during the section. 

While there appear to be many more instances of Appraisal than in other sections, these were mostly the 

result of students’ descriptions of taxonomic psychological trait theories forming sets of adjectives and/or 

nouns for judging human behaviour, linked to examples. For example, Figure 6.1 contains adjectives such 

as sensitive, aggressive and peaceful, to describe the celebrities in the photographs, words used to 

exemplify the subsystem of Judgement in Martin & White (2005). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Serhat, presentation 2, slide 5 

Figure 6.1: Example of an Explanation slide instantiating Attitude (Judgement)                               

The uses of gaze and gesture also shifted in line with the rhetorical purposes of moves and steps in the 

Explanation. In foregrounding their field knowledge, presenters shifted their gaze away from the audience 

and towards the streamlined information on the screen for longer durations. In combination with gaze, 

gestural deixis increased, shifting communication from the talk onto the slide text. There was a clear 

distinction between precise deictic gestures that enabled presenters to read the text verbatim, and more 

global gestures which indicated larger sections of the whiteboard for the audience, usually accompanying 

paraphrase of the side text. The visibility of these gestures to the audience, combined with shifts in gaze, 

movement and posture, also offset the monologic quality of much of the oral and written descriptions. 

Below, Hazal’s precise deictic accompanied the full overlap of speech and writing, while Özlem’s global 

deictic co-occurred with her oral elaboration of the slide text (see Rowley-Jolivet, 2012). 
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.  

      

           

a. Hazal, Explanation, 0.44.8    b. Özlem, Explanation, 0.32.2 

Figure 6.2 Examples of global and precise deictic gestures 

6.3.2.3 The Closing Remarks 

In the samples from the Closing Remarks, fluency (115 words per minute) and spoken error rates (1:15) 

reached their lowest and highest levels respectively. Difficulty managing the complex rhetorical shifts 

from description to evaluation of the topic and then to concluding the monologic phase may account for 

this drop in spoken performance. Another explanation is that speakers’ attention to their spoken 

performance dropped as they moved from the more demanding, content-focussed Explanation to the 

final section of the monologue. Certainly, the interview data indicated that even highly successful students 

found closing the monologue problematic. The purposes of this section were enacted by the increased 

frequency of Engagement, as discursive space for other textual and co-present voices was opened up in 

the course of the presenters’ analyses, recommendations, summaries and direct involvement with the 

audience, as the examples in Figure 6.3 indicate.   

Table 6.3 Examples of Engagement in the Closing Remarks 

 Engagement with audience Engagement with topic 

Closing 

remarks 

Can we minimize the bias towards 

homosexuality? (Bilal, 3) 

How can we overcome the social phobia? 

(Serhat, 1) 

Do you have any questions? (Engin, 3) 

I said I wasn’t in the same point with Kohlberg 

(Burak, 3) 

I claim that based on this study (Engin, 3) 

Erickson has 8 developmental stages (Özlem, 2) 

 

Despite the more complex and hybrid rhetorical purposes of the Closing Remarks, actions within the 

nonverbal embodied modes were similarly patterned in most respects to the Explanation.  However, there 
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was a reduction in the total duration of deictic gestures and a sudden decrease (on the previous section) 

in the percentage of slides containing images, to 44%, only 63% of which were figurative. These findings 

indicate that, in contrast to the previous section, semiosis was more dependent on speech than resources 

on the slides. However, in combination with the greater rhetorical complexity of this section, the reduced 

occurrence of images, and gestural deixis accompanied a drop in the quality of speech, which may indicate 

difficulty meeting its purposes.   

6.3.2.4 The Q&A  

The Q&A section of the presentations was characterized by a major shift in tenor from monologic to 

dialogic interaction, necessitating a shift –particularly challenging for L2 learners- from pre-planned to 

spontaneous speech. Yet this shift did not impact overall spoken performance, and indeed, fluency (140 

wpm) reached its highest rate. One reason was the marked reduction in field technicality co-produced by 

the audience’s questions, which were open-ended and invited more prosaic reflections on –rather than 

critique of- the materials presented (see examples in Table 6.4 below). The second major feature of this 

section was that, for every speaker except Özlem, attention to the slides dropped to its lowest level: the 

screen received only 10% of gaze duration as presenters directly faced the audience for 57% of the time, 

easily the highest proportion in all four sections. Attending fully to the interlocutors’ questions and their 

spoken responses rather than the technicalities of their slides, the presenters’ spoken performances –and 

their fluency in particular- improved.  

Table 6.4 Examples of audience questions in the Q&A stage 

Question Interaction 
What kind of danger adolescents have in moral development stage?  (SBurak) 

What did you gain all through from this study?  (TEngin) 

That chart…they are in the same category?  (T  Hazal) 

So all these article support your initial idea that play has an important role in child development? (TMüge) 

Which one in Big Five theory has a higher correlation?  (SÖzlem) 

Do you agree with the conclusion?  (SSerhat) 
 

The slides themselves were backgrounded during the Q&A simply because, mostly consisting of lists of 

references, their relevance to the talk was at its most minimal. Their function of contextualizing the 

presenters’ speech seemed instead to be taken up by an overall dramatic rise in the use of metaphoric 

gestures, which occupied a third more gesture time (27%) than in the previous three sections. While 

audience-directed gaze rose in the Q&A, 80% of this was towards the teacher rather than to peers, a figure 
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disproportionate to the number of questions asked by the teacher. The final distinctive feature of the 

Q&A was in the duration of movement, which was 26-30% less in this section than others as presenters 

remained still while being addressed by the audience, and interacted minimally with their slides.  

6.4 Contribution of multiple modes to realizing rhetorical moves in the 

presentations 

This section looks at how multiple modes of action contributed to realizing steps in performances of 

the genre. Using illustrative examples, it shows how other communicative modes modified the spoken 

steps and could also perform steps in the absence of speech. Four main uses of communicative action in 

other modes were noted in relation to speech; namely, to enhance, reduce and compensate for varying 

degrees of the effectiveness of spoken language in performing steps in the genre, and to substitute for 

speech when it was absent. While what constitutes effectiveness is obviously a matter for interpretation, 

this can be judged according to the contextual information given in Chapter 3, with the commentaries 

provided referring to the performative effects of other modes on the interpersonal and experiential 

content of utterances (Morell, 2015, also discusses effectiveness in the context of conference 

presentations).  

6.4.1 Reinforcing effective speech 

The examples in Figure 5 below demonstrate how presenters’ uses of other modes could enhance the 

effectiveness by which steps in the genre were met in speech. In Bilal’s Introduction to his 3rd presentation, 

at the point he began to question the audience (Step 2d) on his topic (“You think how are the attitudes 

towards homosexuality in Turkey?”) his centred posture and gaze signified his clear focus on his 

addressees. His gesture with hands and fingers outstretched towards the audience further amplified the 

spoken interrogative function. Similarly, in the second example, Serhat enhanced the interpersonal 

effectiveness of his doubly-modified spoken recommendation to socially anxious presenters, made during 

his 1st presentation’s Closing Remarks (“I’m saying try a little just step by step”) through his centred 

posture, prominent location between the screen and desk, and gaze scanning the audience. Meanwhile, 

the metaphoric ‘stepping’ gesture made with both hands emphasised the message content, i.e., its field, 

and its expansiveness was easily visible to the recipients.  
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Bilal, Introduction, Step 2d                Serhat, Closing Remarks, Step 1c  

Figure 6.3 Actions enhancing the effectiveness of speech 

                

6.4.2 Reducing the effectiveness of speech 

Figure 6.4 illustrates how speech which successfully met steps in the genre could nevertheless be 

impacted by presenters’ use of other modes. In the example from Müge’s 2nd presentation Introduction, 

her statement of her topic “Today I will present Gustav Jung” enacted the corresponding step in the genre 

effectively. However, her location behind the classroom desk, gaze elsewhere and absence of gesture 

severed her speech from the title slide displaying the topic and positioned her as a shy or reluctant 

presenter. In the 2nd example, Hazal used a reformulating strategy to clarify the teacher’s initial question 

about her topic of the long-term effects of child abuse “You saying there was a contact and also a high 

level of gaining university?” While this question contributed to meeting the purpose of Step 2b,  Hazal’s 

overall use of bodily modes clearly indicate that her attention was split between attention to the teacher 

(centred posture, intermittent gaze, back-channelling speech) and the computer (positioning, gaze, hand 

movement). It was only after Hazal’s actions in all modes augmented the clarificatory function of her 

speech that Step 2b in the Q&A can be said to have been fully accomplished (“Ha!”), a process which 

required 50 seconds to complete. 
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Müge, Introduction, Step 2a               Hazal, Q&A, Step 2b            Hazal, Q&A, Step 2b 

Figure 6.4: Actions reducing the effectiveness of speech 

 

6.4.3 Compensating for ineffective speech 

Actions in additional modes played a vital role in ensuring steps from the genre were performed 

effectively when the efficacy of speech decreased. Two examples clarify this process. Hazal performed the 

Explanation by using a specific strategy, that of reading verbatim and then paraphrasing the slide text. 

The slide 4 text “Regulation through choice is characterised by flexibility and the absence of pressure”, 

was paraphrased as “So they doing their actions without a ::er without a pressure”. While this speech 

contained grammatical inaccuracy, limited range, repetition and hesitation impacting the effective 

achievement of Step 1b, Hazal’s movement, proximity, postural orientation and gaze all foregrounded the 

original explanatory text, which compensated for the deficits in speech and enabled her to overcome the 

long hesitation by reading the required word from the slide. This use of the slide might also be interpreted 

as an example of distributed cognition (Hutchings, 1995), in which the screen content represented the 

speaker’s knowledge, and interacting with it enabled the speaker to perform the genre step successfully. 

The example from Engin’s preview is similar; despite the truncation, repetition and mispronunciation of 

“administration”, he oriented to the accuracy and clarity of the written preview in all of the modes also 

used by Hazal, together with a global deictic gesture towards the slide.  
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Hazal, Q&A, Step 1b                Engin, Introduction, Step 2c 

Figure 6.5 Actions compensating for ineffective speech 

 

6.3.4 Substituting for missing speech 

      Table 6.5. Spoken moves compared to multimodal (speech-independent) moves  

  

Section / Move Example in speech Example in other modes 
Introduction: 1b. Stating name(s) of 
speaker(s)  

I’m .. 
My name’s… 

Writing: names on screen 
Orienting to screen in gaze, gesture, 
posture  
E.g., Burak, Presentation 1 

Introduction: 2a. Stating the topic 
(obligatory) 

 

I’m going to talk about… 
Today I wanna talk to you about… 

Writing: Large font size, colour & 
contrast on screen.  
E.g., Sinem, Presentation 1 

Explanation: 2a. Handing over to  
next speaker  

Now it’s …’s turn…  
Now …. will come and explain the 
last one. 

Orienting to computer or previous 
speaker in gaze, movement, 
location, gesture, posture 
E.g., Bilal, Presentation 1 

Explanation: 2b Taking over from 
previous speaker 

Thank you … 
Thanks 

Orienting to computer or previous 
speaker in gaze, movement, 
location, gesture  
E.g., Bilal, Presentation 2 

Closing Remarks: 2c. Indicating 
references  

That’s my references 
These are my references 

Use of a GIF on references slide E.g., 
Bilal, Presentation 2) 

Repeated step: Changing a slide 
(all sections, order varies, 
Optional in speech) 

OK you can pass 
Next slide 
Can you please change? 

Orienting to slide-changer in gaze, 
gesture, posture 
E.g., Serhat, Presentation 2 
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Finally, other modes of communicative action could also achieve steps in the classroom presentation 

genre independently of speech, as summarized in Table 6.5 above. In this regard, the substitution of 

speech could be seen in the first example, from Burak’s Introduction to the first of two presentations he 

completed with Özlem and Engin. While he omitted his or his co-presenters’ names in talk, these were 

included on the title slide, which he clearly oriented to via a leftward shift in posture and gaze to the 

board, thus enabling Step 1b to be met through the modes of writing, gaze and posture (Figure 6.6a). 

Conversely, Sinem did not verbally mention her topic or orient to the board, thus leaving Step 2a unmet 

in talk or the embodied modes, but her use of the writing & image design features of contrast, 

capitalisation and font size made the heading sufficiently prominent to achieve the step in text (Figure 

6.6B). In general, the substitution of speech by other modes could achieve steps in the Introduction or 

Closing Remarks in a way that was not possible for the longer steps in the Explanation and Q&A, indicating 

the communicative limits of other modes in the context of the genre.  

 

a. Burak, Introduction, Step 1b         b. Sinem, Introduction, Step 2a 

Figure 6: Actions substituting for missing speech 

6.5 Summary of Chapter 6 

This chapter has used contextual, linguistic and multimodal data to analyse the classroom presentation 

genre as enacted by psychology undergraduates at Yeşil University. It has also considered some of the 

similarities and differences in the uses of communicative modes at samples of different sections of the 

presentations. Finally, the contribution of other communicative actions to speech was considered.  
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The results indicated that actions in some modes were configured very similarly across all four sections 

of the presentations. These included the complex phrasal description of slide text as opposed to the more 

evaluative, clausal organization of speech, the use of figurative images, the commonality of audience-

facing posture and positioning between the desk and screen, and the predominance of gaze to the screen 

and teacher -with a correspondingly low proportion of gaze to peers in the audience. Some of these 

findings are in line with normative expectations of presentations; others, particularly those relating to 

image and gaze, much less so, and are discussed in Chapter 8.  

However, each section of the presentation was patterned differently from the others by shifts in the 

overall uses of multimodal actions. The Introduction was characterized by highly accurate, ‘factual’ speech 

containing little informational redundancy, with speakers focusing on the audience more than the topic. 

Speech was used effectively to set the tenor of presentations; in this it was supported by the widespread 

use of centred posture but compromised by actions in the modes of gesture, positioning and gaze. The 

purposes of the Explanation stage corresponded with a rise in technical, descriptive speech and writing, 

but a decline in the effectiveness of speech in terms of fluency and accuracy. A sharp increase in the use 

of figurative images, screen-directed gaze and deictic gesture suggested these modes supported meaning-

making in speech. They also compensated in interpersonal terms for the monologic distancing of the 

descriptive speech.  

The Closing Remarks section required students to sum up and complete the monologic phase of their 

presentation. The complexity and hybridity of its purposes relative to the previous section, and an 

increased dependency on the spoken mode for semiosis, affected oral production. Speech rate & accuracy 

and written accuracy all reached their lowest levels as semiotic support from slide images (indicated by a 

sudden, massive drop in images and slide-directed gesture) disappeared from most performances. Finally, 

the Q&A section was naturally characterised by dialogical speech, reduced attention to slides and 

correspondingly more bodily focus on the audience in terms of gaze and posture, with a substantially 

higher proportion of metaphorical gestures, less technical spoken language, and finally, more or 

approximately equal fluency and accuracy in speech than the other sections.  

Finally, four processes which help to explain the effects of actions carried out in other modes on the 

capacity of speech to perform steps in the genre were identified: these were enhancing, reducing and 

compensating for the effectiveness of speech, and substituting for speech when it is not used. The next 

chapter considers the presentation genre as a resource for producing student identity, through 

description and analysis of the practices which were used during the performances.  
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Chapter 7: Data Analysis of student identity in 

classroom presentations 

 

7.1 Introduction to Chapter 7 

 

The purpose of this chapter is to show how the aspects of student identity outlined in Chapter 5 were 

performed via the multimodal actions in the student presentation genre described in Chapter 6. To this 

end, Sections 7.2-5 isolate the contribution of different modes of action in order to explore how they 

performed each core aspect of the student role in turn. For each core aspect of identity, the independent 

contribution to identity production of recurrent lower-level actions in the modes of speech, writing and 

image is described and exemplified, along with the interdependent contributions of gaze, gesture, 

movement, posture & location. The purpose of this is to show how positionings in relation to language, 

discipline, institution and peers were realised in specific modes at particular steps of performances of the 

genre.  

My research indicated that positions around these four aspects were taken more or less continuously 

during the presentation. However, Sections 7.2-5 only focus on a single aspect at a time, bracketing off 

the overlapping aspects for the sake of analytical clarity. For each of these core aspects, a table is provided 

which summarises the contribution of the different modes to its realisation (Tables 7.1-4). The findings 

are then discussed with examples from the presentations.  

The key finding from these sections was that, while spoken actions made the most significant overall 

contribution to all aspects of identity during the presentations, recurrent actions in writing, nonverbal 

embodied modes and images also positioned presenters. The effects of other modes which were 

discussed in the previous chapter concerning the performance of moves in the genre (reinforcing, 

reducing, compensating and substituting for speech), also apply to identity positioning in the 

presentations. For example, actions in nonverbal modes increased the salience of a particular aspect 

produced in speech, such as when a presenter’s claim to credible disciplinary membership via the verbal 

unpacking of technical slide text was accompanied by gaze, gesture and postural shift towards the slide. 

Similarly, slide text contributed to the production of speakers’ identities both independently and 

interdependently through the affordances of writing (e.g., via font size, colour and other formatting 
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features), and images were able to configure the tenor or field of communication. Equally, however, other 

modes could reduce the salience and efficacy of identity positions achieved in speech in the same way 

they could detract from the effectiveness of moves made in the genre, as described in 6.4.2. 

Section 7.6 then considers short excerpts from individual students’ presentations in-depth, applying 

the insights provided by the concepts of modal density (Norris, 2004, 2011) and positioning (Davies & 

Harré, 1990; Deppermann, 2015) to consider how multiple aspects of student identity, both core and 

peripheral aspects, were multimodally produced by participants during interaction. The aim here was to 

answer my 4th research question: How are student identities produced via participation in the academic 

presentation genre? The commentaries from this section are contextualised with interview data to 

substantiate analytical claims about the student identities that were produced. 

The main finding from Section 7.6 is that in taking up practices characteristic of the genre, the 

participants achieved various forms of alignment of the core aspects of their identities as students via 

their use of communicative modes. By orchestrating modes at different steps in the genre in order to 

foreground positive identifications with different aspects of their role (usually in unreflexive displays of 

epistemic credibility, English expertise and affliation, institutional allegiance and peer involvement), the 

students produced what I term a fully aligned student identity. When one or more of these forms of 

identification was not salient in the genre step, and/or was not achieved effectively according to local, 

interpretive norms, the corresponding student identity is described as partially aligned. Finally, there were 

rare occasions when all core aspects of student identity were negatively aligned because they were not 

produced effectively and/or were backgrounded during the interaction. These judgements of alignment 

are fundamentally interpretive ones, so I have provided detailed commentaries, video transcripts and 

diagrammatic summaries of the excerpts to evidence my claims. As discussed in Section 4.8.3, 

transcription of speech in the presentations follows the IS conventions which are summarised in Appendix 

16. 

7.2 Language identity  

Table 7.1 summarises the multimodal actions which contributed to the production of language identity 

during the presentations. The commentary provides a mode-by-mode explanation of how each mode 

contributed to this aspect.  

Table 7.1 Language identity practices in classroom presentations 

MODE/KEY TERMS EXPERTISE                            HERITAGE                        AFFILIATION      

SPEECH Expertise: Complexity/Accuracy/Fluency of spoken language (CAF) 

Heritage: Pronunciation of cognates, digraphs, diphthongs. 
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Heritage: Transfer of L1 grammar features (in Turkish: optional ‘be’, plurals, accusatives) 

Affiliation: Use of ‘in-group’ markers (e.g., ‘like’, ‘you know’, ‘gonna’, etc.)  

TEXT Expertise: Lexico-grammatical accuracy/range 

Heritage: L1 words 

Heritage: Grammar transfer, spellings, use of Turkish words, characters, punctuation 

conventions. 

Foregrounded via font size/type/colour, bullets, positioning, etc. 

IMAGE Accuracy/range in labelling of images. 

GAZE Gaze direction during speech (in relation to text/notes).  

GESTURE Expertise: Restarting or maintaining speech. (Beats). 

Short interval between gesture & speech onset. Control and complexity of gesture. Non-

use of gesture with expert speech. Gesture substituting for missing speech (Metaphoric 

gestures).  

Heritage: Gestural style: ‘expansive’. Emblems. 

POSTURE, LOCATION, 

MOVEMENT 

Orientation to written sources + speech. Meaning interdependent with speech.  

 

7.2.1 In speech 

As discussed in Section 2.7.7, language identity as theorised by Rampton (1990) was taken to consist 

of expertise, heritage and affiliation. Whereas the first and (to a lesser extent) the second of these were 

expressed directly in presenters’ actions, affiliation with English during the presentations could only be 

inferred from a few ‘in-group’ features found in the speech of some presenters, such as the youth hedging 

marker ‘like’ (McWhorter, 2016), which also projected solidarity with peers. However, the co-occurrence 

of fluency, accuracy and range enabled speakers to project a saliently high level of English expertise, 

particularly when sustained over longer durations. As noted above, the Introduction stage contained the 

second-highest rate of speech, as well as the most accurate and technically-dense language, and therefore 

featured many instances of expert language usage. One such was that of Serhat’s Introduction to his first 

talk (0.08-0.17), where an exceptionally high speech rate, minimal inaccuracy, the use of embedded 

clauses and Latinate lexis coincided, positioning him as an expert speaker of English in this context: 

S: Have you ever felt like someone’s watching you all the *time, <0.1> 

    If you had experienced that/  

    you’re *already interested with the topic that I’m going to talk about, 

Serhat, Introduction, Move 2d (0.08-17)   

Language heritage was signalled most directly through uses of the students’ mother tongue, which was 

Turkish for all but one participant. Few examples existed in the sample, which indicates a high level of 

conformity with institutional expectations of the sole use of English for presentations. The salience of the 
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two examples below in enacting heritage within the genre differed as a result of each speaker’s use of the 

resources of speech: whereas Bilal’s procedural use of Turkish (a) was less salient as a result of the very 

brief preceding pause and its low volume compared to the English speech that surrounded it, Burak’s 

Turkish (b) was preceded by a much longer pause of 15 seconds, was delivered at a higher volume and 

contained a marked stress on ‘hiç’. 

 

 

On the other hand, indirect indications of Turkish language heritage existed in numerous syntactic and 

phonetic features of the presenters’ English speech at all sections in the genre. The prominence of such 

indirect features is culturally mediated, (i.e., the observer’s frame of reference determines how apparent 

they are in the interaction). In isolation, these features were not salient; however, combined with each 

other and with other heritage-indexing actions (e.g., culturally-specific gestural emblems) in other modes 

over extended stretches of discourse, the features pointed to speakers’ language heritage quite 

definitively.  

The most prominent heritage markers were cognates whose pronunciation was identical to standard 

Turkish; for instance, the words status (Turkish statu, /ˈstætu/) in Hazal’s Explanation, tolerant (Turkish 

toleran /ˈtɒlƏræn/) and symptom (Turkish semptom /ˈsemtɒm/) in Burak and Sinem’s Introductions. 

Another phonological feature which signalled the presenters’ Turkish heritage was the nonstandard 

pronunciation of vowel digraphs, very rare in the Turkish writing system, e.g., guilt as /gwilt/ in Engin’s 

Explanation and ‘theory’ as /ˈθeɒ:i/ in Müge’s Introduction. The examples below show two other types of 

heritage marker in context: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Examples a & b show how the high tone that marks the focus of information units in Turkish 

declaratives was often used to mark on-focus words in the presentations when a falling tone would be 

expected. Syntactic markers of Turkish language heritage were observed most clearly in the presenters’ 

a. Bi: <0.4> {[p]geçebilirim} (I can move on)    (Bilal, Explanation, Slide change)                                                                                                                                                                              

b.     Bu: <15.0>      *Hiç mi yok? (None at all)                          (Burak, Closing Remarks, Move 2b) 

 

a. Müge: it’s also..*crucial to ::er children {[hi] *development}                     (Explanation, Move 1b. 0.02.59-0.08.83)  

b.Özlem: he is the first psychologist to bring life to the..cultural *facts {[hi] effect}                                                                   

(Closing Remarks, Move 1b. 0.26.20-0.32.23) 

c. Bilal: in Turkey ::er…attitudes towards er homosexual homosexual people ::er…negative                    

(Introduction, Move 2e. 0.44.16-0.52.80) 

d. *Turkish culture similar,.. ::er in *too many culture  (Q&A,Move 2b. 0.18.34-0.22.76) 
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use of words and morphemes which are often optional in Turkish but obligatory in standard English (c,d). 

These include the 3rd person forms of ‘be’ (Turkish: dir/dır) and the plural morpheme ‘s’ (Turkish: ler/lar).  

7.2.2 In writing 

Language expertise could be judged from the accuracy and complexity of slide text, with heritage 

obvious in uses of written Turkish and recoverable from lexico-grammatical choices in English. As 

anticipated, expertise -and to some extent, heritage orientations- varied according to the genre stage. As 

described in Chapter 6.2, participants’ slides produced expert language in terms of clausal & lexical 

complexity and accuracy in the Explanation section, while their Turkish heritage was most visible in the 

Q&A due to the inclusion of Turkish language sources in the reference lists on closing slides. 

 An example of written text enacting expert language identity and Turkish heritage is Hazal’s 

Explanation slide used to enact Move 1a Defining key topic term(s) (7.1a). The lexical density of this slide 

is moderately high, with a high proportion of Latinate words such as initiators, rigidity and intention. 

Grammatically, it contained several genitive noun phrases, passives and non-finite clauses. It is highly 

accurate, with punctuation the only major area of inaccuracy. Language heritage is signified by the image 

citation at the foot of the slide, which primarily consists of Turkish words. The font contrasts with the 

white background but is relatively small, reducing the salience of the expertise and heritage enacted by 

the language.  

As with speech, the text of slides contained some indirect features transferred from Turkish, which 

pointed to language heritage and impacted accuracy. However, there were notably fewer such features 

than in the spoken language. Because such indirect markers are likely to be shared with other languages, 

they should be seen as indicative rather than definitive of Turkish language heritage. Just as with spoken 

language, the most common linguistic markers were in the usage of the 3rd person morphemes and plural 

forms, such as with Hazal’s Introduction slide meeting Move 2c (7.1b). Mapping the accusative case in 

Turkish onto the definite article in English accounts for the unconventional usage in Serhat’s 3rd 

presentation (7.1c).  

Another feature was the Turkish accusative case syntax used by several presenters for genitive noun 

phrases (7.1b,c,d). For example, the third slide of Sinem’s final presentation, enacting Move 2c of her 

Introduction, contained the phrase Military sexism area (askeri cinsiyetcilik alanı), rather than the 

unmarked English form (the) area of military sexism. Finally, although Turkish uses similar conventions to 

English in its alphabet and punctuation, some differences signified the speakers’ language heritage. Most 

obviously, in the speakers’ names on slides, the absence of accents such as in the letter ‘ı’, and their use 
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in the letters ‘ç’, ‘ğ’, ‘ö’, and ‘ü’ also marked heritage. An example of another heritage feature affecting 

accuracy can be seen in the marked use of the semi-colon (used to introduce lists in Turkish) and the 

capital ‘İ’ in the Explanation section of Müge’s first presentation on insomnia (7.1e). The varying 

combinations of font colour & background, size and layout modulated the prominence of these features, 

as illustrated below.  

 

 

A: Hazal, Explanation, Move 1b  B: Hazal, Explanation, Move 1b        C: Serhat, Explanation, Move 1b                         

D: Sinem, Introduction, Move 2c        E: Müge, Explanation, Move 1b  

Figure 7.1 Examples of direct and indirect language identity in slide text 

7.2.3 In nonverbal embodied modes 

Actions in the embodied modes of gaze, posture and location contributed interdependently to 

positioning speakers in terms of their expertise, in four main ways. First, shifts in gaze (and other 

embodied modes) frequently preceded the resolution of dysfluencies such as vocalised and unvocalised 
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pauses. Switching gaze either elsewhere or to available text on slides or notes facilitated the resumption 

of speech on numerous occasions, at all stages. Second, when the content of presenters’ speech mirrored 

the text on slides, actions in these modes conveyed a high level of dependence on the text, as well as 

indirect resistance to the teacher’s explicit instruction not to read from slides (see Nüket, Interview p5). 

For example, in Figure 7.2a below, Sinem’s gaze and location in the room while defining her key term of 

addiction (Move 1a of the Explanation) impacted the expertise she expressed in speech.   

Conversely, when combined with speech that differed from the slides, the direction and duration of 

gaze, posture and positioning towards the screen could foreground the speaker’s ability to paraphrase 

text and thus project greater expertise, such as in Serhat’s expansion of the slide text at Move 1c of the 

Closing Remarks (7.2b). Finally, when oriented away from written sources, and synchronised with fluent, 

accurate and complex speech, participants’ actions in these modes helped to position them as expert 

English users, as Hazal’s Explanation indicates (7.2c).  

                 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

a. Sinem, Explanation, Move 1a 

 It takes com*mitment to go *forward                       

rather than to back a*way/ 

If you’re ::er {[ac] doing this presentation for example}..  

**{[hi] pleasure} and learning more,                                                     

then you are an autonomous person...                                           

{[lo] we can say} 

{[ac] com*pulsive use and needs for a habit-forming *substance,} 

0.56.52 
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b. Serhat, Closing Remarks, Move 1c. 0.10.20-0.13.66     c. Hazal, Explanation, Move 1b. 01.24.72-01.34.26. 

Figure 7.2 Effects of nonverbal embodied modes of action on language expertise  

Gesture was particularly important in producing the heritage and expertise components of language 

identity. Because emblematic gestures are more direct markers of language heritage, they are of 

particular interest, although, as explained in Section 6.3, these were uncommon during the presentations. 

While several universal emblems such as fingers denoting numbers, the ‘plea’ and the vertical palm-out 

‘Stop’ sign were used, there were very few specifically Turkish variants in the data. One less ambiguous, 

albeit fleeting, example was produced by Serhat when effecting a slide change during the Explanation 

stage of his second presentation. This emblem, the outward hand flick with fingers uncurled from the 

palm, meaning “go”, is highly typical of Turkish gestural language (Fig. 7.3). 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Serhat, Explanation, Move 1b. 0.59.73-59.91 

Figure 7.3 An emblematic gesture contributing to language heritage 

0.59.73 0.59.73 

0.59.73 0.59.85 0.59.91 

0.12.55 01.26.62 
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Due to its close interdependence with speech, gesture mediated the production of language identity, 

and particularly its ‘expertise’ component, in many ways. Most fundamentally, gesture (particularly beat 

gestures) helped to sustain speech at all sections of the genre. This sustaining function was most evident 

during longer pauses when speakers sometimes ‘kick-started’ the vocal channel with a beat. In fluent 

speech, gesture stroke co-occurs with or marginally precedes the word (McNeill, 2005), but for 

dysfluencies, the gap between gesture and word becomes more noticeable. The combination of a lower 

speech rate and higher percentage of beats in the Explanation indicated that the sustaining effect of 

gesture was most widespread at this stage. One example occurred during Engin’s Explanation, Move 1b, 

as he detailed one of Erickson’s stages; the gesture foregrounding the dysfluency can be seen in the 

central image (7.4).   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Engin, Explanation, Move 1b 

Figure 7.4: Example of beat gesture foregrounding spoken dysfluency  

Shifts in gestural style also foregrounded changes in the expertise conveyed in speech. For instance, 

Bilal’s use of notes during Move 1a & b of his Explanation enabled him to maintain moderately high levels 

of fluency, accuracy and complexity in his speech; his gestures were similarly controlled. However, his 

spontaneous response to a student’s comment later in 1b was characterised by markedly reduced control 

of speech combined with several rapid and extended ‘flapping’ metaphoric gestures, making the 

temporary drop in language expertise more salient (7.5a). In contrast, following a stretch of more hesitant 

discourse, Burak projected significant expertise in his Q&A via the fluency, accuracy and metaphoricised 

complexity of the utterance (in 7.5b). This moment of spoken expertise was amplified by the clarity and 

distinctiveness of the gestures in terms of their direction, height and hand shapes. 
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7.7a. Bilal, Explanation, Move 1b 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.5b: Burak, Q&A, Move 2b  

Figure 7.5 Examples of gesture foregrounding level of spoken language expertise  

Finally, two further features of gesture were noteworthy in respect of language expertise. First, the 

absence or minimal use of gesture during talk often co-occurred with and foregrounded the expert use of 

spoken English. This was particularly true of the Introduction, when the ‘closed rest’ was used most often, 

at the same time that the overall expertise of speakers in terms of CAF was at its highest. For example, 

demonstrating how modal complexity (as well as density) could foreground an aspect of identity, Serhat 

only left his ‘home position’ (Rendle-Short, 2006) to gesture once during the seventeen seconds of his 

expert speech in the Introduction. Second, metaphorical gesture could also clarify or even replace spoken 

meanings. This function was particularly relevant at the Q&A stage when other sources 

(slides/computer/notes) that could compensate for difficulties with spoken meaning-making were used 

much less by presenters, with a concurrent increase in metaphoric gesture.  
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7.3 Epistemic Identity  

In Table 7.2, presenters’ actions in multiple modes which produced their epistemic identities are listed 

and explained in the sections that follow.   

Table 7.2 Epistemic identity practices in classroom presentations 

MODE/KEY TERMS: CREDIBILITY: TECHNICALITY (Gardner, 2012; Coxhead, 2000), DIALOGICITY & 

APPRECIATION (Martin & White, 2005) 

SPEECH TECHNICALITY:  Use of psychology-specific lexis. Latinate language. (Prosodic focus; 

word pronunciation) 

DIALOGICITY: Reference to other sources. Subjectivity, modal verbs and expressions.  

(Prosodic focus; word pronunciation) 

APPRECIATION: Critique of sources (Prosodic focus; word pronunciation) 

CREDIBILITY: Use of technical-dialogical and Appreciation resources over the 

presentation, unpacked through everyday language & contextualisation. 

Intonation & pitch range (certainty of knowledge) 

Pronunciation of technical words & sources. 

TEXT TECHNICALITY: Psychology-related and Latinate lexis. 

DIALOGICITY: Citations & references.  

Foregrounding via Font size/type/ colour, bullets, positioning, etc. 

IMAGE TECHNICALITY: Graphical images. 

DIALOGICITY: Citations. 

Foregrounding via positioning, size, colour, contrast.  

GAZE CREDIBILITY: Gaze to screen / elsewhere + technical-dialogic speech.  

GESTURE TECHNICALITY / DIALOGICITY: Deictics to board + technical/dialogic language. 

TECHNICALITY: Metaphoric gesture. 

POSTURE, LOCATION, 

MOVEMENT 

TECHNICALITY / DIALOGICITY: Orientation to board and other sources during utterances 

containing technical-dialogic language  

 

7.3.1 In Speech 

Single utterances analysed in terms of their technicality, Engagement and Attitude positioned the 

speaker as a particular type of knower as they took steps in the presentation genre. Epistemic credibility 

unfolded via the accumulation of such positions during the presentation. Within academic settings, 

technical and appraised positionings conferred higher epistemic status; credibility, however, was 

contingent on how such positions were formed or unpacked by presenters using language enacting more 

everyday meanings and contexts. For example, enacting Move 2c of the Introduction, Previewing the 

presentation, enabled Hazal to begin to stake her claim to epistemic status by listing a succession of 

decontextualized and technical collocations, such as adolescents, violence exposure, and socioeconomic 

status in adulthood (Hazal, Introduction, 12.8-33.2). But following generic convention, the meaning 
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potential of these and other semantically dense terms was not explained in detail during the Introduction. 

To establish credibility would require such technical terms to be contextualised in later sections.  

Different configurations of meanings at different stages of the presentation suggested that genre 

knowledge was an important resource mediating epistemic positionings (Table 6.3). Technical lexis as a 

proportion of total unique spoken words declined continuously from the Introduction to the Q&A (from 

28% to 22%). On this ‘vertical scale’ of technicality of spoken language, the least-frequent and most 

technical language enacted specific disciplinary knowledge by naming theorists, researchers, theories and 

conditions: Erikson, Covey et al., postconventional, traits, for instance. The second, less-technical category 

of words consisted of terms shared by psychological and non-specialist discourses, consisting of mental 

processes, states, developmental stages and emotions: regulation, resilience, adolescence, shy, for 

example. Another category of general academic vocabulary was based on the Academic Word List: 

process, correlation, commitment, bias. Projecting less technical knowledge were general Latinate words 

which were neither academic nor obviously disciplinary, such as, continue, material, society, and present. 

Finally, high-frequency language, of Anglo-Saxon origin, enacted more everyday knowledge positionings: 

must, right, someone, talk (see Appendix 11 for the full list of technical/AWL and Latinate lexis used in 

slides and speech). 

The ‘horizontal’ continuum of engagement with actual and theoretical contributors to the presentation 

also constructed speakers’ identities as knowers of their subject. Positioning along this continuum varied 

according to the genre section, with greater use of Engagement in the last two sections as presenters 

evaluated the topics introduced and explained during the first two stages. At the most monologic point of 

this continuum were utterances giving only the bare facts: (I am Bilal; overcoming social phobia takes 

patience; I will continue; the next stage is initiative versus guilt). Moving along this continuum, 

heteroglossic utterances were categorised according to how overtly they alluded to other disciplinary 

voices/positionings. Less overtly heteroglossic were those propositions grounded in the subjectivity of 

presenters (I believed that that affected my academic performance; for me addiction is dependency), and 

utterances which entertained alternatives through modal words and expressions: (it mostly about the 

rewards and punishment; another example can be openness to experience trait). More overt but rarer 

examples of heteroglossia were spoken attributions to other voices from the discipline: (according to 

Goodman and Mustang; according to this theory; in the study which is conducted in China).  

Combining the two axes of Technical-Everyday and Monoglossic-Heteroglossic language enabled 

particular utterances to be categorised according to their meanings, as indicated in the examples provided 

in Table 7.3, below.  
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Table 7.3 Examples of epistemic positioning in speech 

Speaker Example Epistemic positioning Genre move/time 

a. Bilal He said...woman are my 
properties...::er everything is mine 

(Everyday/heteroglossic + 
Judgement) 

Explanation, Move 1b. 
[0.26.67-0.32.41]                                                                                                                                                                                  

b. Engin The aim is to bring the productive 
solution to..competition/ 

(Technical/monoglossic) Explanation, Move 1b. 
[0.45.42-0.49.19]                                                                                                                                                                                  

c. Burak I come from ::er...kind of *dangerous 
area from *Bağcılar, 

(Everyday/monoglossic + 
Affect)    

Q&A, Move 2b. [01.58.21-
02.02.76]                                                                                                                                                                                       

d. Özlem In the meta-analytic review er which 
was conducted in US*A? 

(Technical/heteroglossic) Q&A, Move 2b. [0.30.87-
0.34.28]                                                                                                                                                                                  

e. Bilal In *Turkey..::er *attitudes towards 
*homosexual homosexual *people, ::er 
<1.6> **negative 

(Technical/heteroglossic + 
Judgement) 

Introduction, Move 2e. 
[0.44.15-0.52.25]                                                                                                                                    

f. Burak After look looking for this studies, I 
thought he was *right/ 

(Technical/heteroglossic + 
Judgement) 

Closing Remarks, Move 
1b.[0.06.62-0.10.19] 

 

By enacting these meanings, the learners positioned themselves as particular types of knowers. The 

configuration of these positionings over the entire presentation contributed to the speaker’s epistemic 

credibility. In combination with this, the system of Attitude was a powerful way of conveying the speaker’s 

evaluation of theories and empirical studies constituting their topics to produce a ‘critical thinker’ 

epistemic positioning. However, it emerged that there were very few instances of this in the sample of 

Attitude (e.g., sentence (e) below). Rather than evaluating theories or research findings, students tended 

to judge theorists, as demonstrated in example (f). Nonetheless, the co-occurrence of 

Judgement/Appreciation with technical, heteroglossic meaning-making positioned speakers as critical 

thinkers, perhaps the most-valued epistemic positioning in the context of classroom presentations.  

Besides word choice, the specific affordances of speech contributed greatly to the impression of 

epistemic credibility ultimately achieved by each speaker. While the meanings realised in lexical choices 

might enable speakers to project the sense of deep, broad and critical knowledge at any given utterance, 

this was modulated by their articulation in speech. For example, the hesitancies in (7.8a) and (e), and the 

marked rising tone in (d) were likely to make speakers sound less convincing than speaker (b), with the 

proviso that among Turkish speakers of English, such marked rising tones may simply indicate information 

focus rather than the uncertainty they convey to L1 speakers. Alongside these features, greater pitch 

variation in utterances enacting technical knowledge enabled students to convey epistemic authority 

more convincingly. Finally, the conventional articulation of technical vocabulary was also crucial to 

conveying an impression of expertise. Because technical vocabulary is usually polysyllabic and lower-

frequency, it frequently posed difficulties for students; mispronunciation, hesitation and repetition of 

such words, as exemplified in sentence (7.8e), impacted epistemic credibility on several occasions. 
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7.3.2 In text 

The level of technicality and amount of position-taking in slides varied according to the genre section. 

More significantly, the analysis demonstrated that slides contained a much higher density of technical and 

‘factual’ language than found in presenters’ speech and that far fewer speakers overall used slides to 

engage with their topics in each section of the genre than did so in speech. The overall average percentage 

of technical language (i.e., psychology-related, AWL and Latinate vocabulary) on slides was 50%, more 

than twice as high as speech (24%), with fewer users and uses of Appraisal resources at every section of 

the presentation (see Table 6.3). In terms of its contribution to epistemic identity, this meant the technical 

and monoglossic slide text was potentially able to counterbalance the everyday and/or ‘opinionated’ 

positionings which were more likely to be achieved in speech. The extent to which it did so depended on 

how far into prominence it was brought by each presenter’s actions in other modes, as well as on the 

particular affordances (e.g., font size, colour, bullet points, etc.) of writing.  

 

 

a) Engin, Closing Remarks, Slide 6                              b) Sinem, Explanation, Slide 2.                                                                                 
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c) Hazal, Explanation, Slide 4.     d) Burak, Explanation, Slide 4. 

 Figure 7.6 Affordances of written text foregrounding epistemic status 

Word choice in slide headings often foregrounded participants’ claims to epistemic credibility. Two 

groups were identified: first, headings that included at least one psychology-related word; and second, 

headings consisting of general Latinate vocabulary, often labelling a part of the presentation such as 

introduction, conclusion or discussion. Only four of the slide headings contained both word types. The 

participants’ authority as knowers could be foregrounded in headings by the manipulation of stylistic 

features of font such as case, type and colour, and particularly size, to foreground the technical language 

they contained (examples 7.6a & b below).  

In the body text, the communicative affordances of writing as a mode also increased the salience of 

technical or heteroglossic meaning-making in several ways. First, using a range of bullet styles to list their 

points, as many presenters did, ensured that technical/hetereoglossic vocabulary in thematic position in 

clauses was more prominent than it was in slides without this feature (Examples 7.6a & b). Some 

presenters used contrasting font types to bring these high-status epistemic meanings to the forefront of 

awareness. For instance, during her Explanation, Hazal used italics to differentiate her use of an expert 

quote on her topic of Autonomy from the largely monologic body of her slide text, thereby projecting 

herself -as the author of the slide- as fully engaged with her topic (7.6c). One of Burak’s slides emphasised 

the technical terms he was explaining by excluding other language from the slide, increasing the font size 

and using a yellow colour which contrasted with the dark background (7.6d).   

7.3.3 In image  

Images on slides were categorised as either scriptural, figurative or graphical, with the latter most likely 

to produce a high-status epistemic identity. 73% of all images were figurative: these images produced 

more everyday meanings, served a largely interpersonal purpose, and are examined in more depth in 

Section 7.5.2 below. An example is provided in Figure 7.7a. Much rarer were scriptural images, 

predominantly ‘word clouds’ imported from the web and containing dense arrays of psychology-related 

vocabulary clustered around a technical theme. Because they were never referred to by presenters in 

speech and were not explicitly connected to the speaker-authored text, these word clouds did not seem 

to make a significant contribution to epistemic credibility (b).  
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Figure 7.7: Examples of epistemic identity realised in slide images 

Finally, there was only a single example of a graphical image in the sample, used by Özlem in her Q&A 

section. This table, authored by the presenter from data in the articles she had read, conferred high 

epistemic status via its display of technical knowledge drawn from a range of sources (C). The table was 

made more salient through its size and vivid colour scheme; although misspellings of two psychology-

specific key headings marginally reduced the credibility it conveyed, Özlem exploited its meaning-making 

potential with great skill during the Q&A section, as detailed in Section 7.7.5 below.  

7.3.4 In nonverbal embodied modes 

Actions in the embodied modes of gesture, gaze, positioning, posture and movement produced 

epistemic identity interdependently with speech, text and image across all sections and steps of the 

presentation. Broadly speaking, by increasing modal density, nonverbal actions co-produced epistemic 

positions in the same ways they co-produced language expertise, as described in Section 7.2. However, it 

is necessary to qualify this observation. High-status knowledge in this context was realised in a particular 
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subset of meanings, i.e., technical/ heteroglossic/attitudinised positionings. Nonverbal actions at these 

points in particular shaped the presenters’ ability to project themselves as knowledgeable about their 

topic.  

For example, Burak’s utterance below from his Closing Remarks included two technical expressions, 

moral development and mindset. Both were articulated accurately (7.8b,e). The first collocation was 

preceded by only a short pause, with a gaze shift upwards, single beat gesture and forward step (a). These 

were typical features of Burak’s presentational style (see Table 7.4 below) and therefore did not 

foreground the technical knowledge given in speech. The second word, however, was preceded by a more 

marked set of gestures: a longer pause, rapid double beat and more pronounced shifts in posture and 

gaze, which projected the greater difficulty in retrieving the second technical meaning, mindset, more 

saliently (d). As a result of the nonverbal actions, Burak’s self-positioning within academic psychological 

discourse was therefore made marginally and momentarily less convincing at this point. While 

unimportant in a single instance, over longer durations, the aggregation of similarly configured actions 

would be likely to impact the speaker’s epistemic credibility. 

 

Burak, Closing Remarks, Move 1b     

Figure 7.8 Gesture increasing salience of epistemic positioning in speech 

At this point, it important to consider how style and identity differ with reference to this excerpt from 

Burak’s presentation. For Fairclough (2003), style is a “way of being”, or in other words, the means by 

which social identities are produced through language practices. Auer (2007) underlines that the 

difference is primarily disciplinary: style is a term drawn from sociolinguistics and refers to recurrent 

clusters of language and other communicative patterns which index arrays of particular (often highly 

0.13.22

0 

0.14.14 0.14.95 0.15.98 0.16.70 
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localised) identities, whereas identity is a sociological construct used to refer to group or role affiliations 

claimed or given off via such communicative practices. The difference between style and identity on this 

account pivots on whether the study is conceived in sociolinguistic or sociological terms, respectively.  

Because this study has sought to explore how the student role is constituted by the communicative 

practices of the classroom presentation genre, it is framed as a study of identity, rather than style. The 

latter is approached as recurrent, observable patterns of use of different modes which are then 

interpreted as producing different aspects of the individual’s identity as a student.   

For Burak’s Q&A, then, as for all other students at each section of the presentations that was sampled, 

I summarised these recurrent features as a first level of analysis of the presenter’s style (see Table 7.4), 

based on my annotations of the video transcipts and CAF analysis.  

 

Table 7.4 Summary of Burak’s style at the closing remarks section 

Mode Style 

Speech Particularly fluent, with slightly below-average complexity and relatively frequent 
inaccuracies. Several false starts. Engagement proclaims positions on subject matter.  

Gesture Mostly beats and metaphorics. Very few deictics. Ends with only closed rest. Direction of 
gesture frequently extended to audience. 

Gaze Gaze predominantly at the teacher. Also elsewhere, less frequently and for shorter durations 
at audience and screen. Use of metaphoric separating gesture to refer to self and Kohlberg. 

Posture Centre-left and centre. 

Movement Frequent leg movements accentuate semantic and intonational peaks in the utterance. 
Example at “but” 7.37 frames and draws attention to critical thinker identity and marks next 
move. 

Location Only between desk and screen. 

Slide Slide 10. Font serif –TNR black on white background. Font unknown. A single (red) bullet 

point, centre. Two sentences, no images.  

 

Burak’s presentational style contained recurrent features, with the most distinctive features across all 

samples his spoken fluency and almost constant leg movement, which he ascribed to nervousness and 

which appeared to function in relation to speech similar to the gestural beats made by other students to 

maintain fluency and mark discoursal shifts. However, such idiosyncratic stylistic features only gained 

meaning in terms of the individual identity produced by interpreting them with reference to other 

elements of the presentation, i.e., the audience (peers and teacher), subject matter, institutional setting 

and task and in the context provided by the interview data (see 7.6.1). The presentational style of all 

participants including Burak also varied at each section of the genre, as described in the previous chapter. 

For instance, Burak’s gestural style was marked by a higher frequency of deictics during the Introduction 

and Explanation sections than the Closing Remarks and Q&A, which contained more metaphoric gestures. 
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Thus, Burak’s presentational style consisted of features which were more durable and distinctive, as well 

as those which were much more unstable and dependent on the genre and other elements of the activitiy. 

It would be interesting to explore whether and how styles would shift in accordance with the language 

used (English or Turkish, for example).  

While disciplinary identity was mostly realised in English talk and text, it could be also be enacted via 

other languages, and observing metaphoric gestures in particular had an important role in establishing 

that learners knew a concept, even when they were unable to retrieve the English word. One clear 

example of this was in Engin’s Q&A. During a spoken dysfluency which occurred as he tried to retrieve the 

word global, Engin first produced a circling gesture representing the concept, maintaining this gesture as 

he spoke the Turkish word küresel to elicit the missing English word from the teacher (Fig. 7.9). The 

complexity of identity production in the presentations can be recognised by the fact that within this <1-

second fragment of discourse, Engin oriented to the teacher’s authority, demonstrated his knowledge and 

produced his language heritage. Even less salient instances, such as metaphoric and/or iconic gestures in 

more fluent English-only speech suggested that topic knowledge and English language expertise were 

non-coterminous, although a detailed investigation into this phenomenon lay outside the scope of the 

research. 

 

Engin, Q&A, Move 2b 

Figure 7.9 Knowledge of concept produced via metaphoric gesture  

Finally, the interview data and analysis of on-screen writing suggested that the slide text could be 

viewed as a stable and reliable resource for enacting disciplinary knowledge. As a consequence, shifts in 

movement, gesture, gaze and posture towards the screen tended to increase the overall salience of 

higher-status epistemic identity production. The results suggested that the genre stage mediated the use 

of nonverbal modes to enact epistemic identity, with much higher proportions of gaze time directed to 
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the screen during the Explanation (36%) and Closing remarks (38%) than during the other two sections 

(Table 6.3). Deictic gesture was utilized most during the Explanation, with 21% of gesture time at this 

section consisting of deictics to the slide. These gesture types were particularly important because they 

brought the speaker’s concern with technical and/or heteroglossic meanings into the attentional 

foreground through increased modal density.  

7.4 Institutional identity  

The types of action by which students’ institutional identities were produced are summarised in Table 

7.5 below.  

Table 7.6 Institutional identity practices in classroom presentations 

KEY TERMS: ALLEGIANCE                  COMPLIANCE/ACCOMMODATION                          RESISTANCE 

SPEECH Naming institution  (Foregrounded via prosodic focus) 

Naming task / task sections. (Foregrounded via prosodic focus) 

Direct interaction with T (Eliciting help from T.  Echoic & affirmative speech. Floor-

taking/holding during interaction with T. [latching, overlaps, volume, etc.]) 

TEXT Inclusion of institution name on title slide.  

Student surname & number  

Task lexis as headings / in overview (Font size/type/colour, bullets, positioning, etc.) 

IMAGE Institutional logo Positioning, size, colour, contrast. 

GAZE Gaze to teacher. 

Gaze to screen + institutional speech. 

GESTURE Gesture to T during direct interaction: (acknowledgements, pleas, barriers, nods, etc.) 

POSTURE,    

LOCATION, 

MOVEMENT 

Positioning in classroom. 

Orientation to T (through, e.g., positioning opposite T, centred posture, movement 

towards or away from T). 

 

7.4.1 In speech 

The participants did not overtly enact or question their allegiance to Yeşil University in their 

presentations, with one exception. Serhat, who identified consistently with the institution in interviews, 

positioned himself allegiantly as from “Yeşil University Department of Psychology,” in the Introduction to 

his 3rd presentation. Similarly, during his 3rd presentation Q&A, Serhat’s response to a student question 

mentioned the need to comply with the writing task on which the presentation was based. The use of 

spoken resources such as the marked use of higher pitch range and increased volume on literature review 

foregrounded this alignment with normative institutional practices: 
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While other students did not demonstrate this level of compliance as saliently as Serhat, they often 

accommodated institutional requirements by referring to the task instructions during their presentations. 

This form of institutional compliance was achieved primarily by the use of words such as treatment, 

questions, overview and literature review, which echoed the guidelines for the presentation tasks (see 

Appendix 2). These words shaped the global organisation of the presentations and the content of different 

stages, indicating the close links between the genre and students’ displays of institutional identity. The 

use of such task lexis was mediated by genre, with most instances occurring at the Introduction and 

Closing Remarks, and none at all in the Explanation.  

The institutional positioning was most commonly observed when participants used spoken language 

to orient to the teacher’s institutional authority and language expertise. Despite the primarily monologic 

character of academic presentations, this ‘apprentice’ orientation was produced at all sections. However, 

determining the intended recipient of non-reciprocal speech is difficult without also considering other 

modes such as gaze and posture, so the focus in this section is on relatively unambiguous verbal exchanges 

between presenter and teacher. Such interactions occasionally happened as students sought permission 

to begin presentations or when the teacher intervened during monologic phases of talk, but the majority 

occurred during the Q&A section. As well as displaying the teacher’s English expertise, unsolicited teacher 

interventions were a helpful assertion of institutional power, which most students complied with in 

speech, as Müge’s echo of the teacher’s correction of her original pronunciation of anger /ˈendȝƏ/ during 

her Closing Remarks demonstrated in example (a) below. However, the teacher’s intervention could also 

be elicited, as indicated by Hazal’s question (b), which, despite the brief overlap (ended by Hazal), 

produced a more aligned, i.e., allegiant-compliant, institutional identity position.  

 

S:::er but the {[Hi]*literature} review, 

 should *write that,… 

you **can agree maybe/ 

or you *can’t agree/ 

Serhat, Q&A, Move 2b. 0.14.29-0.18.79 
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a. Müge, Closing Remarks, Move 1b (0.25.79-0.34.79).          b. Hazal, Closing Remarks, Move 1b (0.26.97-0.35.61). 

      

C. Burak, Q&A, Move 2b (01.01.81-01.12.95).         D. Özlem, Q&A, Move 2b (01.43.85-01.53.67) 

 

The dialogical nature of the Q&A produced a variety of institutional (apprentice) positionings. 

Resources of speech such as stress, tone and loudness were used alongside choices from the lexico-

grammar to publicly configure the speaker’s relation to their teacher. In example (c), Burak elicited, 

immediately accepted and eventually used the word supplied by Nüket. However, by also indirectly 

eliciting the required word via a statement rather than a question, briefly interjecting, and not initially 

adopting her suggestion, he produced an institutional positioning which was less consistently compliant 

than that of Hazal in example (b). In the final example (d), which occurred as the teacher questioned 

Özlem about the variation of results from her literature review, a less compliant institutional identity 

position was produced via the overlapping speech as floor rights were briefly contested, and the repetition 

of the tonically prominent but. Ultimately, Özlem deferred to Nüket’s right to speak and acknowledged 

her point, but this exchange can also be viewed as an act of micro-resistance to the teacher’s institutional 

authority (see 7.6.5).      

H: so it’s a *circle of *problems actually <1.2> 

     **cycle?  

     or *circle/..=those= 

T:  =vicious= *cycle/ 

H:  *cycle?  

      OK/ 

 

M: *and er it’s also learn,  

::er..{[ac]*child to regulate *their} er some/ 

::er *emotion like (their) *anger/ 

      …or== 

T: ==*anger 

M: ..*anger     

 

B: but I couldn’t get remember that *verb/ 

T: their uh *s̴ocial set=ting?= 

B: =ah= yeah {[f]*territory} maybe/  

T: hm 

B: they can easily get influence from the.. 

     their social *setting  

 

T: hm...                      

Ö: yeah er  =*but,=  

T: =so=                          

Ö: =::erm=   

T: =that’s= {[f]why} you have the difference you think== 

Ö: =={[p]yeah} *but as a limitation of literature review,  

     ::er I can explain it, 
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7.4.2 In text and image 

Similar to speech, words used in slides that were enjoined by the task instructions or rubric enacted a 

compliant institutional identity. As headings, these words aligned the presentation with the areas of 

content specified by the task. They were broadly the same as those used in speech: references, overview, 

outline, conclusion (see Appendix 11). Like the spoken words, this task-identical vocabulary occurred most 

frequently in the Introduction and less so during other stages. Various affordances of writing and layout 

were used to increase the prominence of such words: placed at the top and centre of slides, they used 

larger fonts than the body text, and occasionally, contrasting colours and/or uppercase. Bullet points of 

various designs were used to foreground the words in the text body, as exemplified by Müge’s ‘outline’ 

slide, which contributed to meeting the Move 2c in the Introduction (7.10a).  

 

Although their membership of the university was not a prominent feature of the presentations, some 

presenters used textual resources to identify themselves as institutional members, nearly always on the 

title slide. The use of uppercase for surnames and the inclusion of the student’s identification number 

were acts that complied with institutionally-derived norms. Positioning was generally lower-right, and 

smaller or less distinctive fonts than any surrounding text were used for names, as Sinem’s title slide 

demonstrates (7.10b). Finally, several students included the name and/or the logo of the university on 

their slides, a strong marker of institutional identification.  
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7.4.3 In nonverbal embodied modes 

Nonverbal modes produced a range of institutional identities, both independently and independently. 

At a background level, the physical space of the classroom shaped the use of all such modes.  The 

affordances of the room layout meant that presenters spent much more time (an average of 75%) on the 

right side of the room, particularly between the desk and screen. This physical location in turn affected 

the direction of the students’ gaze, posture, movement and gesture. However, not all students conformed 

to the location enjoined by the room’s layout. For example, Özlem stood between the screen and left wall 

for over 90% of the sample. Engin produced an uncompliant institutional identity by moving continuously 

across the dais to the left of the room and back again during his Explanation and Closing Remarks. These 

non-conforming practices were not motivated by or likely to have been perceived as overt resistance to 

institutional norms of practice, but nevertheless contributed to each speaker’s production of the 

institutional aspect of their role when presenting.   

There were two other ways that actions in the nonverbal embodied modes produced institutional 

aspects of identity during the presentations. First, via increased modal density, nonverbal actions could 

foreground the task-aligned language contained in the slide text by orienting to the screen. This was 

similar to their effect on epistemic identity production; however, the task language was much less 

common than text that construed subject knowledge. Its importance to projecting institutional 

compliance was therefore most relevant to Move 2c of the Introduction, Previewing the Presentation. An 

example of this can be seen in Hazal’s Introduction, when from her positioning close to the screen, she 

shifted gaze and posture to the text on results (7.11b) and gestured towards the screen just before 

implications (c), highlighting that her talk was organised in close accordance with the task instructions. 
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Hazal, Introduction, Move 2c 

Figure 7.11 Institutional compliance in slides foregrounded by modal density  

Second, nonverbal actions that aligned to the teacher produced a compliant institutional/apprentice 

positioning, both independently and interdependently with actions in other modes. Students whose gaze, 

posture, location and gesture were directed towards the teacher produced this identity aspect 

independently of speech. Gaze was a particularly important means of signifying the presenter’s 

interpersonal focus. In this respect, teacher-directed gaze was predominant at all sections, rising 

dramatically at the Q&A to an average of approximately half of the total duration of the stage. Gaze 

direction as a form of institutional compliance during this section was thus another aspect of the 

mediating effect of genre on the production of student identity.  

The influence of gaze and other nonverbal modes on institutional identity during a single tone group 

can be seen by reconsidering the examples from section 7.4.1 above. For instance, a compliant 

institutional positioning was produced in the monologic phase of Müge’s talk, not by the semantic content 

of the speech itself but by her close orientation to the teacher via her gaze, posture and the step forward 

she took while speaking (7.12a). Having re-oriented to the board (b) Müge produced an even stronger 

institutional/apprentice identity positioning through increased modal density, her echoic speech adding 

to her immediate nonverbal response to Nüket Hanım (c).  
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A. Müge, Closing Remarks, Move 1b  

 

                                

B. Burak, Q&A, Move 2b   

Figure 7.12 Nonverbal modes producing compliant institutional identity positioning 
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In the second example (Figure 7.12A), Burak oriented less closely to the teacher in the mode of speech 

through his choice of a statement rather than a question when eliciting the hard-to-retrieve word. 

However, he aligned closely to the teacher via gaze, posture and movement towards her to compensate 

for this (7.13a). His immediate compliance with her authority was signified in speech, and the salience of 

this position was increased by his double-handed gesture and continued orientation to her in other 

nonverbal modes (b). Burak’s subsequent non-compliance enacted by not taking up the teacher’s 

suggestion was marked by deference in the force-lowering use of maybe. This deferential positioning was 

amplified by his one-handed, palm-up gesture (c) and backward movement (d) which communciated that 

he was not intending to challenge the teacher’s authority with his own suggestion. 

7.5 Peer identity  

Table 7.6 provides a summary of the actions across a range of modes which produced the peer aspect of 

presenter’s identities. These are expanded on in the subsequent sections.  

Table 7.6 Peer identity practices in classroom presentations 

KEY TERMS: INVOLVEMENT & SOLIDARITY (e.g., Martin & White, 2005)                                        

DIVERGENCE/CONVERGENCE (Giles & Ogay, 2007) 

SPEECH Direct questions to peers  

Everyday / simpler language. Speech rate, use of pauses. 

Direct interaction with peers (audience & co-presenters). Via: Pauses after Qs. 

Directness. Echoic & affirmative speech. Laughter. Floor-taking / holding during 

interaction. (e.g., through latching, overlaps, volume of speech, etc.) 

Reference to shared experience (as students, as generational members, and through 

other macro-categories) 

Use of everyday/simpler language. Slower speech rates. 

TEXT Direct questions + features foregrounding everyday meanings (font size/type/ 

colour, bullets, etc.) 

Convergence: Everyday / simpler language + Font size/type/ colour, bullets, 

positioning, etc. 

IMAGE Figurative images indexing shared experience (as generational/cultural members, as 

disciplinary members). Features of images positioning viewer. (framing, point of 

view, direction of participant gaze). 

GAZE Gaze to peers. 

Gaze to board + elements indexing peer identity. 

GESTURE Gesture to peer questioner/respondee during direct interaction 

(acknowledgements, pleas, barriers, nods, etc.) 

Visible deictics, beats, metaphoric gestures aiding comprehension.  

POSTURE, LOCATION, 

MOVEMENT 

Orientation to peers through, e.g., fully visible positioning, posture to questioner, 

movement forward. 
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7.5.1 Peer identity in speech 

The peer-related aspect of their identities was produced by speakers in multiple ways during the 

presentations. First and most saliently, presenters oriented to peers by asking or responding to direct 

questions. By generic convention, such question-response sequences occurred principally in the 

Introduction and the Q&A. The subsequent exchanges also produced different degrees of involvement 

with peers. A second, less prominent way to relate to peers was to refer directly to the audience in 

statements. In this respect, uses of ‘we/our/us’ were a particularly effective way to initiate solidarity, with 

‘you/your’ statements also generating varying degrees of alignment with peers. Students could combine 

these pronouns with speech indexing shared experience in the epistemic, institutional, linguistic, or 

national dimensions of culture. Examples of these orientations to peers are provided below.  

Utterances unambiguously directed towards peers were less frequent than general ‘audience talk’. 

Among these, a ‘friend’ positioning consisting of close involvement and solidarity was regularly produced 

by Burak, Engin and Özlem during their presentations. In example (a) below from Burak’s Q&A, Özlem’s 

use of the familiar term brother and Burak’s very direct response like *what? as well as their shared 

laughter, indexed the closeness of their relationship. Elsewhere, most unambiguous peer positionings 

relied on presenters directly indexing their shared identities as students and/or generational members, 

exemplified by Hazal’s Explanation in (b), which produced lower peer solidarity due to her choice of the 

2nd person as opposed to the 1st person plural pronoun. 

  

a. Burak, Q&A, Step 2b (00.08.43-24.15).       b. Hazal, Explanation, Step 1a (01.14.18-01.24.30) 

Ö: er I have a question…*brother [laugh] 

B: [laugh] 

Ö: ::er what kind of../ 

     ::er dangerous situation..do you see ::in,  

     in context of moral development on..adolescen(ts)/ 

B: like *what? 

 

However, as mentioned above, most speech was not overtly directed to peers, but to the audience as 

a whole. As the examples in Table 7.7 indicate, such speech could be categorised in two main ways: first, 

utterances containing ‘procedural’ pronouns, which represented audiences as the passive recipient of the 

presentation and second, utterances which positioned the audience more actively, either as members of 

H: you don’t want to… 

     maybe mm study *hard for your *classes? 

     But just be..you just do for your *parents? 

     It’s a con*trolled behaviour person// 
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a wider culture, such as Özlem’s identification of listeners as (potentially) members of a wider research 

community (b), or Sinem’s identification of them as subjects within a discourse of self-help (c). 

 In such cases, where some ambiguity existed as to the addressee of presenter speech, I interpreted 

utterances which construed a lower power differential and/or familiarity between presenter and audience 

via the resources of linguistic contraction and affiliation as more typical of student-to-student than 

student-to-teacher relations. For instance, Engin’s contraction of ‘going to’ in his Introduction (a), and 

Sinem’s use of the phrasal verb figure out, the filler like and the vague language that ended the utterance 

(the other things) construed a more equal relationship between speaker and addressee (e).  

In addition, peer identities could be produced via cultural indexicality: Serhat’s reference to the U.S. 

pop stars Chris Brown and Rihanna constructed an audience closer to his generation (while also enacting 

greater social distance to the audience as a whole through the hedged assumption of the familiarity of his 

example maybe you heard him (d). Normative expectations of the relations obtaining between students 

and teachers also positioned the speech of presenters in terms of peer identity production. In example 

(e), the intimate question asked by Sinem about behavioural addictions (less likely to be addressed to a 

teacher in the hierarchical Turkish classroom) immediately reduced social distance and was in fact 

answered by a student, producing a closely-involved peer positioning via the shared laughter and Sinem’s 

affirmation of the comment. In this example, Sinem negotiated her interpersonal distance carefully: the 

personal identity (addiction to co-dependency) was heavily modified in terms of degree and type, and was 

positioned to accord with culturally-shared values (“for my *family of course”) in order to normalise her 

public confession.  

Table 7.7 Examples of implied peer identity positionings in speech 

Student Example of peer orientations in speech Genre move/time 

a. Engin So, first of all, I’m gonna give you important *information                

what is the individualism and collectivism 

Introduction, Step 2c 
(00.08.70-00.14.53) 

b. Özlem We can…conduct a cross-*̴cultural studies,  

*to… {[ac]make more clear the differences between}.. 

individualistic and collectivistic *culture  

Q&A, Step 2b (02.07.56-
02.16.42) 

 

c. Sinem You have to figure out and..                                                                                             

like self-*defence mechanisms or…                                                                      

the *other things, 

Introduction, Step 2e 
(01.40.14-01.46.77) 

 

d. Serhat My example’s Chris *Brown maybe you heard him,     

the..fight and everything with *Rihanna, 

Explanation, Step 1b 
(01.18.28-01.23.56) 
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e.  Sinem S: there are types of behaviour addictions,.. 

     {[dc] ::er is there anybody er…find..this..like…} anything?  

S1: Maybe love  

Aud: [laughs] 

S: [laughs] yes (I think) [laughs] 

    I found too.. :: er little bit co-dependency, 

    for my *family of course 

Explanation, Step 1b 
(01.49.50-02.08.35) 

 

f. Serhat Have you ever felt like someone’s watching you all the *time, <0.1> 

If you had experienced that/  

you’re *already interested with the topic that I’m going to talk 

about, 

Introduction, Step 2d 
(00.32.85-00.41.60) 

 

g. Bilal B: you *think ::er …*how are ::er the *attitudes  
     ::er towards homosexuality in *Turkey/ <6.3> 
     Do you want talk/ 
S1:  *Not very pleasant 
B:  {[p]Yes} 

Introduction, Step 2d 
(00.23.13-00.39.76) 

 

The multiple affordances of speech contributed to peer identity positionings in various ways, of which 

three are discussed here. The first of these was speech rate. The rapid speech that Burak and Serhat 

sustained throughout their presentations (151 and 164 words per minute respectively across the sample 

of their presentations) distanced them from less-expert peers attempting to process their speech for 

meaning. A related second feature was the speakers’ use of pauses, either within monologic speech or 

after questions, which produced a range of orientations to peers. In monologic phases, a slower speech 

rate punctuated by pauses oriented more closely to the range of students’ language expertise as listeners. 

In dialogical exchanges, both speech rate and pauses had a crucial role in reducing distance to peers. 

For instance, whereas Serhat’s question, delivered at a high rate and with minimal pauses, provided no 

opportunity for the audience to respond to the question he asked in his Introduction (Table 7.6f), Sinem’s 

similarly intimate interrogative was delivered more slowly, indicating a higher level of involvement with 

her classmates (e). The long silence and elicitation following Bilal’s initial question in his Introduction also 

successfully prompted a peer response (g).  

The third aspect closely related to speech which contributed significantly to peer identity was laughter. 

Laughter shared by two or more participants was a clear indicator of reduced social distance to and 

solidarity with co-participants. There were many examples of this, such as the class-wide laughter that 

occurred during Sinem’s questioning of her audience (e), and the more intimate laughter shared by Özlem, 

Burak and Engin at slide changes or spoken exchanges, which contributed to positioning them as friends.  
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7.5.2 Peer identity in text and image 

The use of everyday words organised into simple clauses, bullet points and scriptural features to 

increase readability such as font, size, type and colour were all important ways that presenters 

accommodated the lower English expertise of students in the audience. The configuration of these 

features in text which engaged with the audience (such as on-screen questions) thus achieved varying 

degrees of alignment to peers. In terms of image, figurative images that indexed the shared generational 

identity of presenters and students in the audience produced a closer peer identity. Furthermore, the 

compositional configuration of these images also contributed to positioning the peer audience. Features 

such as how participants in the image addressed the viewer, the frame (close up, distant, etc.) and the 

viewer’s perspective on participants interacted to modulate the social distance to audiences. The 

selection of particular images for their slides implicated the identities of the presenters themselves, 

positioning them in relation to their audiences.  

 

a. Serhat, Introduction, Move 2d                                       b. Serhat, Explanation, Move 1b 

Figure 7.13 Peer and audience involvement in slides 

The complex, often contradictory quality of image-based identity positionings are exemplified in two 

of Serhat’s slides. On both slides, the images of young people were more prominent than the text and can 

be interpreted as evoking shared generational membership. Image (a) was a cartoon of a young female 

student which elicited empathy from viewers by depicting an equal-status positioning, by including 

contextual information about her fear, and by showing her facial expression. Culturally unspecific and 

open to a wide range of discursive interpretation, the increased involvement this image produced was 
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however limited by its unreality as a cartoon, the central figure’s averted gaze, and its medium-distance 

framing.  

Image (b) of a young male pop star named Chris Brown positioned peers as participants in a voyeuristic 

and internationalised ‘celebrity lives’ discourse, in particular. Among its contradictory elements were the 

central figure’s gaze direction and relatively higher position, which increased social distance to viewers, 

and the middle to close-up photographic framing, which may have made the image more immediately 

involving. In terms of text, while the font sizes, colours and contrasts were similar in both images, the 

everyday language and interrogative speech function in example (a) construed a more direct relationship 

with peers, whereas the listed Latinate lexis in (b) compounded the distancing aspects of the image. 

Overall, then, slide (a) can be considered as producing a more involved relationship to peers in the 

audience. 

7.5.3 Peer identity in nonverbal embodied modes  

The modes of gaze, gesture, posture, movement and positioning were all particularly important means 

of producing peer identity positions, both separately and together with speech. Audience-oriented actions 

in these modes (centred posture and positioning, movement, gaze and gesture towards the audience) 

were important means of aligning with peers. How these modes were configured during utterances had 

a crucial effect on the saliency of peer-oriented speech, as explained below. Among them, the mode that 

differentiated most clearly the peer and institutional/apprentice aspects was that of gaze. However, 

during all presentations and at all sections, the average proportion of gaze time directed at peers was very 

low, varying between 5 and 11% of the total duration, with the lowest percentages occurring during the 

Explanation and Closing Remarks sections of the genre, despite the class teacher instructing presenters 

to scan their audience when speaking (see Nüket, Interview, p5). 

Revisiting the examples of peer-oriented speech provided in 7.5.1 above demonstrates the vital 

contribution of nonverbal semiosis to the production of peer orientations in talk. Shifting modal density 

at different moments of the presentation meant that the peer identity aspect (along with others) was in 

almost constant flux, with other modes enhancing or reducing its saliency in the ongoing discourse. For 

instance, in the first example provided in 7.14 below, the initial ‘friend’ positioning produced in talk was 

foregrounded and maintained by the sequential development of modal density: at the start, by postural 

orientation and exchange of gaze between Burak and Özlem (a), then the rightward step that brought 

Burak closer to the questioner as she spoke (b), and the intermittently held gaze during her question (c). 

However, all embodied modes were not continuously reproducing this ‘friend’ positioning (e.g., Burak’s 
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closed resting gesture projected self-protectiveness; gaze was not exchanged during the question; his 

postural orientation to Özlem was always partial). Finally, while the directness of Burak’s final utterance 

indicated low social distance between close friends, the saliency of this position was again reduced by his 

co-occurring gaze/postural shifts and step forward away from the questioner (d).  

  

Burak, Q&A, Move 2b 

Figure 7.14 Nonverbal embodied modes and peer identity: Burak & Özlem 

In Figure 7.15 (discussed in terms of talk and image in Sections 7.5.1 and 2), the video evidence clarified 

that Bilal also used nonverbal modes to build on his alignment to peers. To begin with, his positioning in 

the centre of the dais directly facing the audience with a direct ‘call’ gesture followed by the lower resting 

position of his hands reduced the distance to peers, independently of speech (7.15, a and b). Key to the 

Ö: er I have a question…*brother  

 

Ö: ::er what kind of../ 

     ::er dangerous situation..do you see ::in,  

      in context of moral development     

      on..adolescen(ts)/ 

 

 

B: like *what? 

 

0.10.11 0.12.34 

0.15.68 0.24.19 

Ö: [laughs] 
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opening of interactive space achieved by the question was Bilal’s use of gaze, which scanned the audience 

during the long pause which followed (d). His affirmative head movement and brief gesture of 

acknowledgement also emphasised the affirmation given in talk (f). Overall, Bilal’s nonverbal actions at 

this step produced a stable and involved peer identity independently, as well as amplifying the peer focus 

enacted by his question and subsequent responses.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.15 Nonverbal embodied modes and peer identity: Bilal 

 

Bilal, Introduction, Move 2d 
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Sinem, Introduction, Move 2d 

Figure 7.16 Nonverbal embodied modes and peer identity  

In contrast, the effect of nonverbal actions on the close peer positioning achieved in Sinem’s talk 

(Figure 7.16) was much less consistent. At the start of her question, Sinem’s posture and gaze were 

directed to peers in the audience for 0.7 seconds (a) before both shifted towards the whiteboard for 2.3 

seconds. Foregrounding the screen content through extended gaze, posture and deictic gesture while 

talking to the audience reduced the salience of the peer identity achieved in speech (b). When Sinem’s 

gaze shifted, it was directed at the observer and teacher first (c), shifting back in response to the student’s 

question. Her posture and gaze were only very briefly aligned to the responding peer (d), with posture 

first and gaze subsequently switching back to the board. The frozen deictic to the board maintained during 

most of this interaction also directed audience attention towards the screen and away from the speaker 

herself (e.g., image e). Thus the use of nonverbal modes in presentations could both orient to peers 

independently, and subtract from peer involvement achieved in talk.   

7.6 Simultaneous production of student identity in different modes 

Sections 7.2-7.5 indicated how student identity was realised in positionings related to the individual 

student’s language, discipline, institution and peers during the presentations. For analytical purposes, 

each set of positionings was isolated from the others in the above discussion. However, my observations 

indicated that student identity was continually reconfigured by dynamic and complex positions in relation 

to all of the four definitive aspects simultaneously, as individual presenters moved through the genre by 

taking actions in a range of different modes. To understand how student identity was constantly 
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reconstructed through these positionings in the presentations, it is necessary to look in detail at specific 

episodes. The illustrative samples in this chapter examine instances of what is referred to as full, partial, 

and negative alignment of identity positionings achieved in multimodal action during the genre. The 

meaning of these terms is explored in the focussed commentaries below.  

7.6.1 Commentary 1: Burak 

Focussed analysis helps to explain how Burak used multiple modes in combination with speech to 

produce and align aspects of his student identity as he performed Move 2b in the Introduction section, 

‘Stating an aim or motivation’. To perform this Step, Burak first contrasted his audience’s knowledge of 

psychology with that of Turkish people in general, while arguing that the presentation would also help 

clarify the audience’s understanding of schizophrenia. Yet beyond the obvious involvement with peers 

enacted in talk, Burak was also producing and aligning additional aspects of his identity via speech and 

other modes.  

In Figure 7.17a & b, the phrase in Turkey was preceded by a short vocalised pause and emphasised 

with a noticeable rise in pitch and volume, further increasing the prominence of the national identity 

positioning being produced in speech. At the same time, Burak’s gaze was directed towards the teacher, 

producing the institutional aspect of his identity. In (b) the national aspect was amplified by the rightward 

head movement and gaze shift out of the window, then a half-step right, all of which highlighted the 

relevance of the world beyond the classroom. Nonetheless, Burak’s posture and positioning remained 

oriented to peers in the audience, aligning the national identity position with this aspect of his student 

identity. 
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Figure 7.17 Burak, Introduction Move 2e plus slide 1, presentation 1  
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Burak co-ordinated nonverbal signals with expertise in the spoken channel very effectively. In fluent 

and accurate talk, he then combined a rise in force via the repetition of a lot of with the Latinate process 

noun misconception (c, d) Whereas the quantifier underlined the scale of the issue, the use of 

‘misconception’ conferred an impression of technical objectivity. The minimal pause and small beat 

gesture possibly signalled the increased cognitive cost involved in retrieving the noun, but these were not 

salient enough to affect the language expertise it projected (c, d). The talk thus produced a critical national 

position which also highlighted the speaker’s epistemic credibility as one able to identify Turkish people’s 

misconceptions about the topic: both of these were aligned with linguistic expertise. At the same time, 

Burak’s posture and positioning signified his continued involvement with his audience, and he, therefore, 

achieved a positively aligned student identity during this phase in the discourse.  

The shift in emphasis from the national to the epistemic positioning in talk was foregrounded by 

Burak’s slight postural shift from right to left, i.e., away from the world beyond and back to the classroom. 

He simultaneously used gaze to scan and engage his peers and the teacher before timing the spoken and 

gestural deictic to the slide on this disease, holding a centre-left posture as he did so (e). Changes in modal 

density thus resulted in the backgrounding of national identity, while the epistemic (topic focus) and peer 

aspects moved to the foreground of awareness.  

This tone group overtly claimed collective epistemic credibility for the presenters, which Burak aligned 

with English expertise achieved by rapid, unhesitant and accurate spoken language production, as well as 

concern for the audience. The peer identity produced in talk was complex: the imbalance in relative 

epistemic status between presenters and audience was emphasised, while Burak also obviously wished 

to motivate his peers to listen. The choice of our (rather than ‘this’ or ‘the’) maintained the high level of 

interpersonality (f), while the clear intonational emphasis on you also stressed that the audience (and its 

learning) was a key concern (h). Overall, Burak’s talk during this phase projected confidence in his 

knowledge while also achieving an involved peer positioning.  

His use of nonverbal modes was again coordinated tightly with speech, amplifying the identity position 

it produced. For example, alongside our presentation (f), he stepped towards the co-presenters, shifted 

posture more centrally and gestured towards them; he then rapidly shifted back in all nonverbal modes 

towards the board and audience (g). However, towards the end of this utterance, there was an observable 

uncoupling of modes. Although his posture and movement indicated continued engagement with the 

audience, at (h), Burak’s rightward shift in gaze and head movement was directed towards the computer 

rather than his co-presenters. These modes together with a change in hand position towards the 

computer reduce the salience of the peer involvement accentuated by the tonically salient you. Instead, 
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they highlighted the speaker’s concern to move to the next slide, a lower-level action which contributed 

to fulfilling the institutional task at hand. This slide transition, an action producing an ‘on-task’, compliant 

institutional identity was enacted primarily through nonverbal and suprasegmental cues taken up by 

Burak’s co-presenter, Engin.  

In summary, Burak’s performance of this step in the classroom presentation genre positively aligned 

the core aspects of his identity as a student. With the partial exception of his institutional identity, which 

remained towards the background of awareness due to the low modal density used to enact it, Burak’s 

skillful orchestration of other modes ensured that all other aspects were both salient and effective in 

terms of the linguistic expertise, epistemic credibility and involvement with peers they projected. He also 

produced a fragment of critical national identity. 

Figure 7.18 provides a summary of how these aspects were achieved effectively -and often 

simultaneously- using different modes across the first two tone groups in this step of the genre. The four 

core aspects of student identity are represented by the pink circles, while the only salient peripheral 

aspect (national identity) is blue. The relative sizes of the circles indicate their salience during this step in 

the genre, with aspects achieved at higher levels of modal density occupying larger circles. Within each 

circle, the contribution of each mode to each identity positioning is summarised, with the letter in brackets 

referring to an image or images in Figure 7.17.  
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Figure 7.18 Alignment of student identities, Introduction, Move 2e 

7.6.1.1 Interview links: criticism and solidarity 

In this fragment of the presentation, Burak attributed a form of ignorance as a national characteristic, 

in contrast to the speaker and his audience’s knowledge. There are counterparts to this othering in the 

interview data, which conveyed Burak’s strong sense of frustration with Turkey’s politicians and with the 

apathy of its young people. An oppositional national identity was produced in the interview as much as in 

the presentation. However, the solidarity with peers that he conveyed in the Introduction as described 

above is also apparent in this view of their political apathy from the interview: 

“It’s up to us. We have to do something but nobody be to do something as well. What’s the point? I don’t know 

why we are just waiting.”  

(Burak, interview 1, p9) 

Epistemic

Speech: technical noun, 
objectivity via pronoun. 
Critical Judgement (d,e). 

Positive judgement of 
knowledge (f,g).                                         

Text: name of disease (i) 
Gaze: left to slide (d)                 

Gesture: deictic to slide (e)       
Posture: left to slide (d)

Peer

Speech: Stated motivation, 
pronouns of solidarity with 

co-presenters / involvement 
with audience (tonally 
prominent 'you', f-h)                

Posture: centre-left to peers 
(a-c, g-h), centre to co-

presenters (f)                   
Image: figurative image (i)                

Movement: step right to co-
presenters (f), left to 

audience (g)

National

Speech: naming 
country, critical 

reference to national 
context (b-e)               

Movement: step right 
to window (b)                                

Gaze: to right (b)

Language

Speech: English 
expertise via 

fluency, accuracy, 
range of lexis (c-h)                                     
Gaze: away from 

screen/notes (a-c, 
e-h)

Institutional

Gaze: to T (a)                   
Text: surnames on 

Slide 1 (i)
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Here Burak identified himself as both belonging to and critical of the young generation of Turkish 

people, whose inaction in the face of political mismanagement he both identifies with and criticises. He 

produced an identity at the intersection of nationality, class and age/maturation in the interview, whereas 

a national and disciplinary self-positioning was produced the introduction to the presentation.  

A second peer identity position from the fragment above was the claim to higher epistemic status than 

his peers. While this was a tacit assumption of the student academic presentation, few participants 

actually assumed the role of teacher as overtly as Burak did here. However, Burak had work experience 

as a teacher on ISAC projects abroad and in Turkey itself, which enabled him to position himself as 

qualified to speak about this area.  

“I think in my country people need this kind of education more than other countries not that for everybody but 

mostly more than European ones that’s why I want to be part of that kind of things.”  

(Burak, Int. 3, p14) 

Moreover, during the first interview, Burak was highly critical of the university’s approach to the 

teaching and learning of English and psychology, identifying a range of shortcomings of the organisation 

and delivery of both programmes. These discursive positionings and his active involvement in voluntary 

education thus indicate a deep level of engagement which was quite consistent with the teacherly self-

positioning he assumed in the introduction stage.  

7.6.2 Commentary 2: Bilal 
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Figure 7.19  
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In this segment of his 2nd presentation, Bilal enacted Move 1b from the Explanation. He added detail 

about two aspects of Freudian theory, the id and the superego. For speech, the first tone group’s complex 

noun phrase, containing three latinate words, (situation, id, and dominance) projected language expertise 

via complexity and prosodic approximation of expert speaker norms (a, b), though this expertise is 

diminished by the omitted article and positionings (a, c). The technical collocation id dominance, given 

marked prominence via stress and high relative pitch, also comprised an initial assertion of epistemic 

credibility (b). These two positions were maintained over the next two tone groups by contradictory 

features of hesitancy, lexical choice and highly accurate pronunciation until the humorous dénoument 

like ..............(g). This shared cultural reference also produces a national position towards the background 

of awareness (the assumption that all participants in the presentation recognise the individual mentioned 

is tacit, in comparison to the example in 7.6.1) aligned with the reduction of social distance signified by 

the audience’s laughter.  

However, throughout the segment, Bilal relies on notes. Notes may be interpreted as a form of 

distributed cognition – i.e., a representation of the speaker’s knowledge in a different medium – and Bilal 

successfully coordinated his speech with the written mode to transmit the desired message in this excerpt. 

However, while notes commonly enable communication in classroom and other academic presentations, 

they impact identity production by diverting the communicative potential of nonverbal modes. In this 

fragment, the notes consumed the majority of Bilal’s gaze time, a duration of use that reduced the 

speaker’s ability to display language expertise. They furthermore impacted his use of gaze, gesture and 

posture in producing other aspects of identity independent of talk. This was particularly significant during 

the Explanation, when presenters’ speech emphasised disciplinary knowledge, meaning nonverbal modes 

were crucial for positioning audience members as co-participants. 

 In this fragment, Bilal’s gaze briefly shifted to the teacher once, at 0.17.6 (d) and then again for 1.6 

seconds, from 22.4 just after the “...................” punchline (g). There were two extremely brief glances of 

<0.1 seconds to peers at 20.6 and 21.2 (e). Maintaining his post-punchline gaze to the teacher for 

approximately 1.5 seconds, Bilal produced an aligned institutional position by giving the impression that 

the joke was primarily for the teacher’s benefit. On the other hand, the brevity of his gaze shifts to fellow 

students in comparison with the portion of gaze time allocated to notes and teacher reduced the solidarity 

with peers he achieved in speech. Similarly, apart from the very brief and truncated deictic to the board 

timed with ‘id dominance’ (b), Bilal’s gestural range was obviously limited by his attention to notes in this 

fragment. His posture shifted between a central orientation signifying involvement with peers (e.g., on 
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‘violent’ at 0.18.60), or more frequently assuming a centre-right position which aligned to the teacher 

(e.g., a, f, h), except for his leftward shift to the slide at (g). 

The accompanying slide photograph of the property magnate (i), gained much of its intended meaning 

via shared cultural knowledge and actions in other modes. As a figurative image, its meaning was 

inherently ambiguous. Minimally, the high vertical angle of view and half-naked state of the figure 

positioned the audience as more powerful than the object of their gaze. Yet this humorously subversive 

effect depended on both the audience’s shared cultural knowledge and the speaker’s use of other modes 

to bring it into relevance. Thus, the intensifying prosody of Bilal’s speech initially positioned him as a 

competent knower of his subject, able to pinpoint features of the psychotic psyche. The exaggerated 

culmination of this judgement of this individual as an enemy of humanity, while impacting the speaker’s 

epistemic credibility, also reduced the distance to the audience via humour. The salience of the 

interpersonal (peer & teacher) orientation achieved in speech then increased as the image was 

foregrounded, first briefly and vaguely through the beat gesture towards the board (b), and then 

completely through the speaker’s synchronised shifts in gesture, gaze and posture (g).  

A summary of Bilal’s production of core and peripheral identity positions during this fragment is 

provided in Figure 7.19 below. From the perspective of the genre step, Bilal’s speech successfully aligned 

credibility as a knower of his subject with audience involvement. However, his dependence on notes 

undoubtedly impacted his nonverbal production of identity. While he utilised spoken lexical range and 

accurate pronunciation to claim a contextually convincing epistemic and expert English identity, the 

strength of this claim was limited by his use of other modes. Due to Bilal’s continual attention to holding 

and looking at the notes until near the end of the fragment, he demonstrated minimal audience 

involvement nonverbally, aside from the less semantically delicate modes of posture and location. In 

particular, his use of gaze and posture, while intermittently inclusive of the teacher, was under-utilised in 

establishing peer involvement. Solidarity with the audience –attested to by the shared laughter at the 

punchline of the joke- was achieved, but was primarily dependent on speech and image-based humour, 

rooted in a particular shared national culture.  
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Figure 7.20 Alignment of student identities: Bilal, Explanation, Move 1b 

 

7.6.2.1 Interview links: humour and pragmatism 

In performing Moves 1a and 1b of the Explanation, Bilal’s use of speech and his choice of image aligned 

his disciplinary knowledge with the shared national-cultural background of all participants in the 

presentation, projecting a close and equal relationship with his peers. On the other hand, his use of notes 

limited the vital contribution of nonverbal actions to aligning these aspects of identity. In the interview, 

however, when accounting for elements of the presentation such as the choice of topic, images, use of 

humour and note-cards Bilal positioned himself as highly pragmatic. He did not choose the topic for its 

interest to him, but for its simplicity and potential for entertaining the audience: 

“First of all I think...which one is easy to tell and present because if I tell Freudian theories...I could make humour. 

I could tell more effective(ly).” 

(Bilal, Interview 3, p16) 
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This comment emphasises that Bilal’s demonstration of credible knowledge during his presentations 

was performative, and did not signify obvious identification with the discipline. Indeed, as the lower 

frequency and length of peer-directed gaze and postural shift in comparison with the use of those modes 

to orient to Nüket Hanım attested, his principal aim was to comply with the teacher’s expectations of a 

good presentation. Humour was a major consideration because Bilal believed it enabled him to get better 

marks from the teacher. Meanwhile, the note cards, alongside the benefits to topic knowledge accruing 

from the process of writing them, were a way of ensuring the humour was not disrupted by inexpertise in 

English:  “If I forgot my words humour...would be could be a waste I think (Bilal, Interview 3, p17). The 

cards would also foreground his level of preparation, because “teachers like cards (they think) ‘yeah yeah 

this guy prepared this guy good prepared’” (Bilal, interview 3, p13).  

These comments indicate that Bilal was less committed to expanding his disciplinary knowledge than 

to strategic conformity with institutional aims and expectations for the presentation. His notes enabled 

him to compensate for his incomplete control of language while highlighting this inexpertise during the 

presentation. In speech, the institutional aspect of Bilal’s identity was produced via a complex interaction 

of nonverbal modes, including gaze, text on the cards, postural orientation and the humorous image, 

some of which were strategically intended to position him as a compliant apprentice during his 

presentation. In brief, Bilal’s use of notes in this fragment entailed sacrificing the identity-aligning effects 

of nonverbal actions to the command of a single mode. 

The higher-level act of presenting positions audiences just as the aspects of speakers’ identities are 

configured and reconfigured in the chains of lower-level actions that reproduce the genre. In this 

fragment, the audience were positioned as co-participants in the meta-discourse of satire, a historically 

powerful subversive means of inverting and challenging conventional power relationships. Bilal’s tacit 

assumption in choosing the property magnate to exemplify the ‘id-dominant psyche’ positioned the 

audience as opposed to this man and his values. The property developer is considered “government-

friendly” (HDN, 2015) having grown his business exponentially during Turkey’s construction-led economic 

expansion under the ruling AKP. He is also notorious for his misogynist views and displays of extreme 

wealth. By choosing the example of this man, Bilal therefore invited his audience into feminist, anti-

government and class-conscious subjectivities. The audience’s shared laughter and later verbal 

contributions suggested these positionings were taken up.   

7.6.3 Commentary 3: Serhat  
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This section presents the Q&A, Move 2b section of Serhat’s 3rd presentation, entitled ‘The relationship 

between social phobia and academic performance’. The sample contains his response to a student’s 

question: “Do you agree with the conclusion of the lit review or do you have any example from your own 

life?” This two-part interrogative first invites Serhat into a critical disciplinary subjectivity, then positions 

him as someone who may have experienced social phobia (see Figure 7.20). The first key feature of speech 

is a brief phase of overlapping talk as Serhat asserts his right to the floor, an action underwritten by his 

current institutional role as presenter. The forward step taken during the overlap is interpretable as a 

claim on the physical territory of the stage, which emphasises the spoken assertion (a). 
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Figure 7.21 Serhat, Q&A, Move 2b   

After starting with the dysfluency of a prolonged syllable on ‘I’, the next tone group projects an expert 

language identity via high speech rate, accuracy and a postmodifying relative clause (a-c). More towards 

the forefront of awareness is the aspect of personal identity which Serhat produces in defining himself as 

a student “who had a social phobia in my earlier life”, in which prominence is given to earlier (0.7.5) via 

marked upward pitch movement and increased volume (b-c). This personal positioning is nonverbally 

foregrounded first by Serhat’s gaze, which shifts up and to the left (b) –an unusual action for him across 

all his presentations- and then by his leftward head and hand movements timed with in my earlier life (c). 

The combination of these nonverbal actions designated an area of space to represent the past. These 

were synchronised with Serhat’s speech, to emphasise that he spoke as a former, not current, sufferer of 

this condition.  

Serhat’s speech in the next two tone groups I believed that / that affected my academic performance 

further aligned this personal identity positioning with the epistemic aspect initiated by the first part of the 

student’s question (d-f). High levels of fluency, accuracy and range enacted language expertise. The 

speaker’s language heritage was signified by his pronunciation of performance (a common loan word in 

Turkish) as ˈpeƏfɒ:mæns (f). The personal and epistemic aspects were given a temporal dimension, via the 

leftward shift in posture and gesture, away from the speaker’s current position, underlining that this 

knowledge claim and poor academic performance belonged to the past (e). The peer aspect was present 

in speech at the background of awareness as Serhat continued to answer his classmate’s original question 

but moved to the mid-ground through his gaze duration, centre-left posture and gestural direction 

towards the questioner (e-f). 

In accounting for the position taken on the student’s question, Serhat next invoked the force of 

institutional norms: ::er but the *literature review, should write ::that /…you *can’t agree maybe / or you 

*can agree (g-j). In naming the task and the behaviours it prescribed, he produced a strongly conformist 

institutional identity. This was pushed to the foreground of awareness during the first two tone groups 

through shifts to the left in posture and in gaze and deictic gesture towards the board containing the 

References slide (g). This slide accorded with the task instructions for the literature review in terms of the 

number of references it contained, while the accurate use of conventional APA formatting and the 

inclusion of (mostly) academic research articles simultaneously generated epistemic credibility (q).  

Less salient, but still identifiable in speech, is the continued orientation to peers achieved by referring 

to the task in common, and in the repetition of the second person pronoun (i-j). This aspect was brought 

to the mid-ground of awareness through the use of the modes of movement towards the audience 
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overlapping with the first you (i) through the size and direction of the metaphoric gesture accompanying 

the third tone group (i,j) and via the gaze to the questioner on the 4th and final group (m-p). Two other 

significant features are, first, that Serhat’s gaze shift to the instructor during the third tone group overlaps 

with the force-lowering maybe (i), indicating uncertainty at the truth of his assertion and the wish for 

confirmation from the teacher, producing an institutionally conformist positioning. Second, the control 

and visibility of the forwards-backwards gesture as a metaphor for the prominent contrast of can and 

can’t across the final two tone groups emphasises the speaker’s control of form –and his reaching for 

meaning in the mode of speech (i-j; m-p). 

Serhat’s speech in the final tone groups was less consistent, in terms of its fluency, accuracy and range, 

than previous utterances: the *thing,..that I'm agree but I will../like *support it that I'm *not agree with 

this//… His language identity is consequently less stable, comprising salient affiliative and heritage 

features such as the filler like and US English pronunciation of support (sƏˈpɒ:rd) (o) alongside dysfluencies 

and the inaccurate negative verb (p). More problematic was the content of the talk (later clarified during 

the 3rd interview –see below). The salience of Serhat’s attempt to clarify his spoken meaning was increased 

by the elaborated sequence of his metaphorical gestures, (m-p). These gestures were a marked semiotic 

feature contrasting with his usual gestural style, which was characterised by extended resting phases and 

deictics at other sections of the presentations. Here, the thumb-forefinger pinch signifying the thing 

(referring to the literature review) was frozen in the upheld left hand (n,o) while the identically-posed 

right hand was moved backwards, and then underwent two clockwise circular movements representing 

the processes of support and agreement/disagreement (m-p).  

These gestures were highly controlled and expressive of the spoken meanings, compensating for the 

difficulty Serhat had in making his meaning coherent in speech. Alongside this aspect, the visibility of the 

hand movements, the direction and duration of Serhat’s gaze (which remained almost constantly fixed on 

the questioner during the chain of gestures), and his sustained postural orientation to the centre-left all 

indicated his concern to make meaning clear to his peer. The density of these nonverbal modes therefore 

produced aspects of both language and peer identity at the forefront of awareness as Serhat performed 

this obligatory move.  
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Overall, as Figure 7.21 summarises, Serhat acted in a range of modes to fully align different aspects of 

his student identity in this part of his response to his peer’s question at the Q&A stage. All four aspects 

were realized effectively and saliently through a variety of multimodal actions during the sample of this 

step in the genre. In fact, Serhat sometimes produced two or three aspects at the mid-foreground of 

awareness simultaneously. For instance, he sustained an expert English speaker identity during the 

paratone ending with ‘performance’ (f), which was aligned with a credible epistemic positioning, 

involvement with his peer questioner and a personal positioning via various affordances of speech and/or 

other bodily actions.  

Figure 7.22 Alignment of student identities: Serhat, Q&A, Move 2b 

 

7.6.2.1 Interview links: social anxiety and institutional allegiance 

In this segment, Serhat produced a personal identity as a sufferer of Social Anxiety Disorder. While not 

definitive of the core role-related aspects of student identity, it was connected to them in numerous ways. 
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For instance, it was the topic of his first presentation, which he was motivated to choose by the possibility 

of imparting his experience to the benefit of peers: 

“I want to present my friends that how they can overcome how they can become successful about dealing with 

it.” 

 (Serhat, Interview 1, p5) 

Serhat’s exploration of the link between academic success and the disorder was motivated by his initial 

observation that his GPA scores improved after he had overcome his anxiety: “I have experience of it 

because I had 1.5 before it and then now I had 4.0” (Serhat, Interview 1). However, two months later, he 

had re-evaluated this initial claim after completing his literature review task, illuminating the meaning of 

his response to the student’s question in the Q&A section:  

“I was thinking that I would prove that there is a link between them and then I started to read the articles I 

couldn’t find anything and then I started to make arguments to prove the opposite side.”  

(Serhat, Interview 3, p25) 

This shows how Serhat’s knowledge developed first via the formulation of a commonsense theory 

based on personal experience, which was then falsified by testing it against findings in the literature. 

Serhat’s comments in the interviews (and later responses in the Q&A section) thus positioned him within 

a discourse of learning as individual transformation. However, this positioning was still incomplete: Serhat 

never mentioned explicitly during the interviews that his initial beliefs on this topic had changed; his 

difficulty in making coherent meaning during the extract may be viewed as enacting this ongoing 

transformation. More broadly, it indicates how personal, peripheral aspects (in this case, the speaker’s 

social anxiety) interact with and influence the core nexus of student identity. 

Also salient throughout the excerpt was Serhat’s language identity. In the first interview, Serhat 

accounted for his improved grades in terms of overcoming social anxiety and developing his English. 

However, in contrast to the incomplete transformation of disciplinary knowledge noted above, he seemed 

to have integrated the language into his sense of self: 

“At the beginning of the university I was thinking it’s not the words coming out of my mouth I’m just saying the 

words I’m not telling something but now I feel like even I speak in English I’m telling the story as my own words.” 

(Serhat, Interview 1, p9) 

Alongside the consistent expertise in Serhat’s spoken performances during the presentations, he 

attributed in interviews several positive qualities to peers on EMI psychology courses, such as their global 

mindsets and more flexible thinking skills. These comments imply some affiliation with English, but despite 
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this, and his expertise relative to peers, Serhat also reconstituted the native/non-native dichotomy as a 

matter of common sense: 

“I think that presenting in Turkish a little bit easier actually not a little bit it’s much more easier for me because 

I’m a native speaker of Turkish.” 

 (Serhat, Interview 1, p8) 

Serhat frequently produced a compliant institutional identity in presentations and interviews. His 

choice to foreground the task when responding to the student’s question was discussed above in terms 

of aligning with institutional expectations. In the same presentation, the presence of an external assessor 

increased his anxiety, but he positioned himself as duty-bound to the university: “I thought about my 

school and tried to do my best” (Serdar, Interview 3, p26). He was asked by Nüket to attend the external 

assessor’s focus group after the class because he would defend the university’s reputation: 

“She listened to me. There was like students who were talking about the bad things about the school. I was like: 

“No no it’s not true, really not true.”   

Serhat, I3, p26 

Serhat was also the only participant to name the institution in speech and text when meeting the first 

step of the introduction section of his last presentation: 

“When I start that I know that I influence the people like er really good, because the Yeşil University Department 

of Psychology (is), I think, good.”  

(Serhat, Interview 3, p26) 

Serhat’s positioning concerning the university thus went further than simply conforming to or 

complying with its norms. It was a form of allegiance, linked to the institution’s validation of his academic 

achievement in the narrative of self-transformation constructed during the interviews. In an EMI setting, 

his efforts to improve his English had been rewarded with better grades, and this may have motivated his 

displays of loyalty to and pride in the university. 

7.6.4 Commentary 4a: Özlem  

In this presentation, Özlem detailed her investigation of the relationship between the ‘Big Five’ 

personality traits and job satisfaction. The excerpt contains her response to a student’s question about 

how strongly these traits correlate with job satisfaction in ‘individualistic’ versus ‘collectivistic’ cultures. 
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Figure 7.23 Özlem, Q&A, Move 2b  
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Figure 7.24 Alignment of student identity, Q&A, Move 2b 

The student’s question enabled Özlem to project epistemic credibility. At 0.40, she signalled her 

continuation of Move 2b accurately and fluently, “And also another example” (14.28-9), signifying her 

self-confidence in her knowledge (see below), despite the slight deceleration on the final word (a). Özlem 

then foregrounded the salience of the epistemic aspect via her posture, gaze and proximity to the screen. 

The slide itself contained a table of statistical correlations of the ‘Big Five’ personality traits with job 

satisfaction (o). It enacted minimal yet highly technical subject knowledge projecting epistemic credibility, 

and its colours increased its prominence to the watching audience.  Because Özlem was scanning the 

board for the best example at this point, rather than reading from it verbatim, the nonverbal actions did 

not reduce the language expertise she projected. Özlem’s right hand retained a frozen and reduced deictic 

from the previous point, while her left hand was engaged in a whiplike beckoning gesture in the direction 
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of the questioner (a). Here, gesture therefore also boosted the salience of the peer involvement which 

was more indirectly produced via talk and the slide.  

Özlem’s next utterance: “can be,..can be,…openness to *experience trait” (42.5-46.5) foregrounded a 

temporary drop in her projected language expertise via dysfluencies and the marked form of the noun 

phrase. This overlaying of the Turkish accusative form is also an example of language heritage. Özlem’s 

epistemic credibility, momentarily reduced by the uncertainty enacted in speech also increased in 

salience. All nonverbal modes, including positioning, gaze, movement towards the board and a highly 

visible deictic gesture increased the focus on the speaker’s knowledge of her topic in particular (b). 

Although these actions were visible to the audience, peer identity was only being produced at the 

background of awareness until the shifts in gaze and postural orientation to the student questioner at (c). 

Over the next few seconds, Özlem’s talk contained several false starts, silent pauses and verbalized 

hesitations as she managed two concurrent actions: responding to the student’s question and changing 

slides. The abrupt changes in spoken field and tenor indicate the dual purpose of her speech. Her initial 

spoken hesitancy, accompanied by a self-touching gesture indicative of negative affect (d) signified the 

complexity of managing these actions, foregrounded by successive shifts in lower-level, nonverbal actions 

as she enacts the slide change with “can you..go back” (e).  

Because Özlem’s epistemic credibility was at stake at this point, it is unsurprising that she used four 

modes (the request in speech alongside a postural change, rapid gaze shift and quick deictic jab towards 

the slide changer, Burak) simultaneously to ensure the required slide change occurred. The use of a 

request rather than a demand at this point indicates that the peer relationship was clearly mediated by 

the formality expected of the institutional context. Moreover, her request here did not position Burak as 

a friend, or even a peer, but simply as a ‘slide-changer’, a wholly institutionalized role. I would therefore 

argue that during the interaction at Slide (e), an institutional identity aspect was produced most saliently 

via speech, gaze, gesture and posture. From 49.5, her use of a frozen deictic gesture reasserted the 

renewed epistemic certainty expressed in the accelerated speech rate of “as I know in Pakistan”, which 

pre-empted the confirmatory slide change.  

Her knowledge validated (“yes…”, [f]), Özlem then oriented to Burak as a peer via the more direct, 

minimal order instructing him to return to the first slide, and her subsequent laughter: “and again” 

[laughs]. The pragmatic success of this lexicalized order owed a lot to Özlem’s shift in posture rightwards 

from the screen and in gaze towards the slide-changer, which simultaneously enhanced the peer/friend 

identity which was produced (g). Yet, her simultaneous backward step literally moved her away from the 

slide and distanced her from Burak (h). The next verbal action produced an expert language positioning in 
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terms of fluency, grammatical accuracy and complexity: “it was found that openness to experience 

correlated with job satisfaction” (i-k). The passive projecting clause and technical lexis aligned this 

expertise with the projection of convincing topical knowledge foregrounded by the orchestration of all 

nonverbal embodied modes, as they brought the technical slide contents into relevance (i). The indirect 

peer orientation these actions produced through their visibility were briefly made more apparent via the 

gaze shift to the questioner and its co-occurrence with the gestural metaphor for correlation (k). 

The inherent instability of identity production during (inter)action is indicated by Özlem’s next 

utterance, marked by several long hesitations and the marked phrasing of the decimal: “::er as ::a…zero 

point..forty-six” (l,m). These features momentarily reconfigured her language identity in terms of lower 

expertise and Turkish speaker heritage. Özlem’s diversion of nonverbal resources to identifying the 

relevant figure impacted the sense of topic knowledge she projected; however, at 1.01, her step left away 

from the screen shows consideration for the audience’s need for an unobstructed view of the screen. 

Alongside this movement, her gaze and very brief & slight postural shifts back to the interlocutor 

compensated for the lack of any overt peer involvement in speech, while the beats coinciding with the 

spoken number both sustained the talk and enabled the audience to follow its meaning more easily. A 

strong sense of Özlem’s involvement with the audience was thus foregrounded at the conclusion of this 

excerpt.  

7.6.5 Commentary 4b: Özlem  

The final commentary begins slightly later in the Q&A stage of Özlem’s third presentation, and features 

interaction between Özlem and Nüket Hanım (see Figures 7.23 and 7.24, below). As Nüket made her initial 

clarificatory remark (a), Özlem aligned very closely to her through the modes of gaze and a more centred 

posture, and nodded her head (a). She thereby co-enacted Move 2b and produced a conformist 

institutional/apprentice identity, maintained by the pause that confirmed the end of the teacher’s turn. 

However, when Özlem took the floor “but ::er… these ::erm”, her divergence from the teacher’s 

proposition, foregrounded by the conjunction, was made based on her knowledge of the area (b). This 

assertion of her epistemic status at the expense of institutional conformity was amplified by her postural 

and gaze shift back to the board timed with the verbal deictic “these”; however, it was a hesitant assertion 

(co-produced by the open-ended question), which impacted the impression of epistemic credibility and 

language expertise she was able to convey. 
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Nüket’s retaking of the floor to clarify her question: “are they all individualistic?” (1.31.5-1.33.3) 

overlapped with Özlem’s verbalized pause (c). Özlem’s nonverbal alignment to the teacher was achieved 

through gaze rather than posture, which remained oriented to the centre-right. By its directness, (a simple 

“No”) her next verbal action was much less concerned with projecting respect for the teacher-student 

relationship than with re-establishing her status as topic expert (d). This epistemic status was further 

foregrounded as she listed (accurately and with minimal variation) the locations of each study in turn. 

Nonverbally, attention to the speaker’s knowledge was foregrounded by her rightward posture, proximity 

to the board and clearly demarcated deictic gestures (e-f), indicating her concern for the audience’s 

understanding. Apart from the second listed item, the name of each country was timed with a shift in gaze 

to the teacher (for example, image ‘g’), helping to foreground and align her accommodation to 

institutional norms with the strong epistemic positionings produced in talk and other modes (continues 

below).  
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Figure 7.25 Özlem, Q&A, Move 2b (continued) 

At (i), Özlem had already begun her next phase of talk with the negative conjunction but, gaze direction 

and posture orienting away from the teacher’s intervention (i-j). However, perhaps responding to the 

hesitancy in speech, the teacher’s next question (k) set up an affirmative response and, by extension, 

conformity to her institutionally-conferred authority. Yet Özlem’s facial expression and delay in re-

orientating her posture and gaze to Nüket, Özlem projected resistance to this intervention (k-l). Her next 

utterance: “but ::er as a limitation of literature review ::er / I can explain it,” accounted for this minor act 

of nonconformity by aligning closely to the institutional task, the literature review. The first phrase 

foregrounds –in a fluently-spoken and technical noun phrase entertaining other possibilities-, her 

epistemic credibility and linguistic expertise. The initial upward gaze direction was disconnected from the 

questioner and Özlem to refocus on her point following the rapid alternation of turns. The following clause 

projected confidence in her knowledge; its metadiscursive meaning and rising tone enabled Özlem to 

continue her turn: she went on to identify other reasons beyond the simple collectivist/individualist binary 

for the results in the studies she reviewed. Nonverbally, the salience of Özlem’s epistemic credibility was 

increased by her shift in gaze and posture to the board.  
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Figure 7.26: Alignment of student identity (2): Özlem, Q&A, Move 2b 

Overall, the data presented in Sections 7.6.4 and 5 indicate how Özlem achieved epistemic credibility 

more effectively and saliently than other aspects of her student identity in this fragment. While both the 

student and teacher’s questions initially positioned her as able to claim expertise in her topic, she was 

only able to do so via a complex orchestration of speech, text, image and nonverbal embodied modes. 

Other aspects of Özlem’s identity were less prominent and varied according to the questioner, with much 

more prominent peer involvement achieved in the first excerpt as she registered involvement with the 

student questioner using several different modes simultaneously. However, institutional alignment only 

occurred at the background of awareness during this excerpt, and her orientation to the teacher’s 

authority and task requirements during the second excerpt, while more prominent, was inconsistent. 

Finally, the limited planning time available for spoken action in comparison to other sections of the 

presentation genre, the directness of her interaction with participants, as well as the need to complete 

the concurrent actions of changing slides while responding to the peer question in the first excerpt 

reduced the fluency and accuracy of Özlem’s speech at some points. To sum up, while Özlem marshalled 
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many communicative modes to position herself as highly proficient in terms of her topic knowledge during 

this excerpt, this was only partially aligned with the other aspects of her identity at Moves 2a and b of the 

Q&A.  

7.6.5.1 Interview links: epistemic credibility, friendship and distance 

The highly credible epistemic identity which Özlem produced consistently during these excerpts had 

an obvious corollary in the interviews, where she regularly positioned herself as committed to learning 

her subject. As mentioned in 5.5.1, and elsewhere in Chapter 5, Özlem’s commitment to acquiring subject 

knowledge was expressed in relation to other core aspects of her student identity, such as the institutional 

and English language aspects.  The emphasis on displaying epistemic credibility at the expense of 

institutional affinity, particularly obvious in the second excerpt, had a clear counterpart in the variability 

of Özlem’s alignments to the university during the interviews.  

For instance, while Özlem accounted for her positive appreciation of the university library in terms of 

how it contributed to her learning, saying “I love the library of Yeşil because the books I looking for are 

available for me” (Özlem, I3, p22), her negative appraisal of the university enrolment policy also 

positioned her as committed to in-depth subject knowledge: 

“I think 6 (courses) not a good number for us we have so many homework so we cannot understand the value 

of the homework what they want to make we just write and give and take a point.”  

(Özlem, Interview 2) 

Özlem observed that students tended to take as many courses as the university allowed in order to 

save money, but this approach impacted their learning, also positioning her within the debates over the 

marketization of higher education mentioned in Chapter 3.      

In terms of peer identity, her friendship with Burak was obvious from the first excerpt, in which the 

closeness of their relationship was manifested in his presence as slide-changer, their verbal and nonverbal 

orientations, etc., and was also apparent when these roles -accompanied by similar actions- were 

reversed (see discussion in 7.4.1). Such signs of institutionally-mediated involvement were substantiated 

by Özlem’s interview data, in which Özlem referred to her work with Burak (and Engin) on several 

occasions. However, it was noticeable that during the monologic sections of her presentations, and in the 

excerpt presented in 7.6.5, she seldom projected involvement with peers in the audience, for instance, 

only orienting to them indirectly via posture in the second excerpt.  

This distant peer positioning was reproduced frequently in the interviews. Particularly prominent were 

her remarks on other students’ responses to her political views on arriving at the university, and their 
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attitude to language and their studies. Just as her salient concern in the presentation excerpts was 

frequently to project her epistemic credibility rather than orient to peers, it was often the importance she 

attached to learning and knowledge which informed her negative judgement of peers elsewhere. For 

instance, she was exasperated by peers asking her for help with unchallenging homework assignments 

and their general unwillingness to adapt to the demands of an EMI degree course and did not expect that 

her classmates would have heard of or even be interested in the Big Five traits which she covered in her 

final presentation.   

Regarding the overlap between language-related and other core aspects of Özlem’s student identity, 

there are obvious points of congruence between the interview and observational data. Although no 

obvious indicators of English affiliation or heritage were detectable in the videos, Özlem discussed English 

during interviews in terms of interest, enjoyment and communicative flexibility, while mentioning the 

importance of understanding the subject content (Interview 1, p2). This affiliation with and subject-

mediated commitment to English intersected with her critical institutional identity; there were insufficient 

opportunities to speak English at the university, and too few international students enrolled to be able to 

practise outside classes. It furthermore emphasised her frustration with most of her peers, who frequently 

requested their teachers to explain lessons in Turkish (see 5.2.4).  

7.7 Summary of Chapter 7 

 

This chapter has outlined the major ways that core and some peripheral aspects of student identity 

were manifested through multimodal action during the students’ performances of the academic 

presentation genre. While presenters’ spoken actions had the most powerful and precise effects on 

positioning them in relation to the core aspects, actions in other modes contributed to these positionings, 

both independently from and interdependently with speech. These were listed and exemplified in 

sections 7.2-5. The effects of nonverbal embodied modes included that of modifying the salience and 

effectiveness of identity positionings in speech, and of compensating for speech that did not enact aspects 

of student identity effectively according to local cultural norms.  

Looking intensively at the interaction of multimodal action and identity production within short, 

transcribed excerpts of the presentations, I argued that aspects of identity could be said to align with each 

other, to different extents. Alignment is a positional, spatial metaphor implying that aspects of a social 

identity will vary in terms of their modal salience and effectiveness, interpreted locally, as the related role 

is produced, and the genre is enacted. If fully aligned during the genre step, all core aspects of the student 
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role are made obvious via modal complexity or intensity, and are interpreted as effective according to 

expectations grounded in local practices. An example of full alignment is provided in Serhat’s Q&A excerpt 

(7.6.3). With partial alignment, one or more aspects of the role are backgrounded and/or less effectively 

achieved by the presenter as they make a move/take a step in the genre. This is a more widespread 

phenomenon exemplified by the dominant epistemic aspect in Özlem’s excerpts (7.6.4), or Bilal’s less 

effective performance of English language identity in his Explanation (7.6.2). Finally, negative alignment 

of student identities theoretically occurs when all aspects are either hard to discern during the step or 

diverge significantly from local standards –but such configurations were fleeting and rare in the sample. 

It is clear from the sample commentaries provided in 7.6 that the presentation genre both limits and 

affords opportunities for the production of student identities. The Introduction stage, as Burak’s excerpt 

and examples given in 6.4.1 indicate, sets up the opportunity for speakers to establish relations of 

involvement with audiences, i.e., to set the tenor of their talk via well-established moves in the genre. The 

presenter’s actions across a range of modes may increase the salience of close peer involvement, as in 

Burak’s example, or foreground the institutional aspect of identity via formal speech, text and nonverbal 

orientation to instructors. Second, the following monolingual sections of the Explanation and Closing 

Remarks are likely to bring the presenter’s epistemic credibility to the forefront of awareness, as occurs 

in the excerpt from Bilal, where the speaker’s epistemic credibility aligned with the institutional and peer 

aspects. Finally, as Serhat and Özlem’s Q&A excerpts suggest, the final dialogic stage of the presentation 

affords much greater variation in identity production, as questioners, via their own roles and the specific 

questions they ask, may position speakers in a range of ways, including in terms of aspects peripheral to 

their core role-producing identities.  

While shared expectations of presentations structure the aspects of identity produced in its 

performance, the evidence presented here shows that the presentation genre did not determine which 

aspects of social roles were foregrounded. Individual speakers retain the potential to emphasise or play 

down expected aspects of their role and alter the practices the genre seems to dictate. For instance, the 

excerpt from Bilal’s Explanation (a section characterised in this study by the non-dialogic display of topic 

knowledge) shows how he aligned his status as a knower of his topic with audience involvement via 

humour, orchestrated across a range of modes. Attending to the aspects of identity highlighted by this 

research while acknowledging the expectations of genre provides students with an effective framework 

for reflection and may help them to present more effectively during their academic careers, as discussed 

in the next chapter.   
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Chapter 8: Discussion of research findings 

 

8.1 Introduction to Chapter 8 

 

In this chapter, the main findings of the thesis are first summarized, then discussed in the light of 

relevant literature.  While this study shares broadly post-structuralist assumptions about the self as plural 

and constituted via participation in social practices, its focus on production of the core aspects of student 

identities rather than the learners’ wider social selves differentiates it from other research into the area 

(see 8.3.1). This difference may arise from the particular setting and single genre of activity which was 

observed. Nevertheless, analysis of the interviews enabled many non-definitive aspects of students’ 

identities to be understood as shaping how students positioned themselves around the core aspects (see 

8.3.2).   

In Section 8.3.3, the scope of the thesis in terms of the range of modes studied and the inclusion of all 

sections in the genre is claimed to make a distinctive contribution to the field. In common with other 

academic presentations literature, it is suggested that speech, the primary communicative mode of action 

in presentations, was modulated by other modes when steps in the genre were performed, a point 

reiterated in 8.3.4. Furthermore, it is contended that the notion of communicative redundancy is ill-suited 

to multimodal studies of identity in which every mode of action is viewed as working to position speakers 

in terms of a social role. This subsection concludes with a discussion of the metaphor of identity alignment 

by considering related uses of the term in Goffman (1981) and Davies & Harré (1990), and support for the 

peripherality of students’ wider social identities in presentations is drawn from Zareva’s 2013 study.  

In 8.4, I argue for a modified view of learning as entailing a process of accommodation to established 

role-producing genre practices, which themselves also undergo more limited adjustment to newcomers.  

The emphasis is on students accommodating to such practices rather than presuming that the practices 

themselves require transformation. Although the emphasis differs because it foregrounds practice rather 

than community (Kemmis et al, 2012), this approach converges with Lea & Street’s (2006) academic 

socialization model of learning. Support is drawn from the study data and the research of others for the 

view that students themselves are more inclined towards socialization than transformation. Section 8.4.2 

considers possible reasons for the disengagement of students from one another’s talks, setting this issue 

within the wider context of EMI instruction in Turkey. Approaches to instruction which aim to improve 
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peer interaction and awareness of the importance of multiple modes to communicating in presentations 

are presented in Section 8.4.3, while an indicative model for teaching multimodal practices and facilitating 

identity work within a genre-based pedagogy is presented in 8.4.4. 

The final two subsections (8.4 and 8.5) indicate limitations on the scope of this research and directions 

for future research: recommendations include longitudinal research design to achieve an ontogenetic 

perspective on student identity change, comparison between the identities produced via participation in 

different academic genres and/or institutional settings, and an approach to observations which records 

the contributions of audiences to identity positioning during presentations.  

8.2 Summary of results  

8.2.1 RQ 1: What are the constituents of student identity? 

My interpretive analysis of the interview and presentation data indicated that the identities of research 

participants could be framed in terms of a core nexus of positionings enacting the role of student in EMI 

settings. These dynamic, shifting sets of positionings were comprised of their language identity, conceived 

after Rampton (1990) as comprising their relative expertise, affiliation and heritage regarding English in 

particular, Turkish (and Kurdish for one student); their epistemic identity, which denoted their 

commitment and credibility as knowers of the discipline of psychology; their institutional identity, 

consisting primarily of their alignments with the organisational and academic practices of Yeşil University, 

including those of their class teacher; and finally, their peer identity, composed of the involvement and 

solidarity (Martin & Rose, 2005) they displayed concerning their fellow students. Finally, interlinked with 

this core nexus of student identity (and with each other) were numerous personal and general elements 

(Norris, 2011) termed peripheral or non-definitive aspects in relation to the role of student.  

8.2.2 RQ 2. How do learners combine different aspects of their identities to produce the role of 

student in interviews?     

During the interviews, it was common for participants to simultaneously position themselves around 

two or more aspects of their identities via a single utterance. These relational clusters or constellations of 

1st-order positions were produced when students discursively located themselves within one or more 

core or peripheral aspects of the student role, a finding discussed in 8.3.1 and 8.3.2 below. The individual 

cases discussed in 5.6 indicated that the students’ wider identities consistently functioned as enabling or 

constraining factors in the core student identity positionings they assumed during the interviews. They 
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also demonstrated how repeated positionings of a similar kind during the interview could lead to the 

appearance of greater stability in student identity formation, (Butler, 1990; Pennycook, 2010)  as 

discussed in 8.3.2. 

The significant findings here were as follows: First, language expertise and affiliation were strongly 

linked to credibility as a knower and/or commitment to the subject of psychology for most participants, 

as well as to allegiance with the institution via positive appraisals of its language programmes. Second, 

displays of identification with the discipline of psychology entailed a critical institutional orientation for 

some participants, whereas students who projected more superficial identification with their subject also 

emphasised pragmatic compliance with institutional norms. Third, while close peer involvement and 

solidarity were linked to an allegiant institutional aspect for some students, others distanced themselves 

from peers as they foregrounded their commitment to learning English and their subjects. Finally, 

participants’ broader identities interacted with the core aspects of their student selves in many ways, such 

as in their self-positioning as globalised subjects committed to studying psychology outside Turkey in the 

future, or as subjects whose displays of opposition to Yeşil as an institution also positioned them as dutiful 

family members or partners within powerful ‘family first’ discourses.  

8.2.3 RQ 3. How do discursive practices vary between different sections of the academic 

presentation genre? 

The genre was initially mapped on the basis of spoken transcripts since it was clear that the depth, 

breadth and situationally-responsive suppleness of meaning afforded by speech made it the pre-eminent 

mode of communication used in the presentations.  It was divided into four distinct sections of an 

Introduction, Explanation, Closing remarks and Q&A, each of which comprised several rhetorical moves 

and lower-level steps (see Section 6.2). Some discursive practices, such as limited use of gaze to peers and 

information-dense phrasal organisation of slide text, did not differ significantly between sections, but at 

the same time, there were significant patterns of variation between sections on some measures, which 

added to their distinctiveness. These patterns included accurate and audience-focussed speech with 

limited support of some modes in the Introduction; increased technicality and bodily focus on slides in 

the Explanation; slower and inaccurate speech, and less use of the board in the Closing Remarks; and 

dialogicity realised verbally and via the modes of gaze, posture and movement in the Q&A.   In 

performances of the genre, other modes modified, i.e., increased or lowered, and compensated for the 

effectiveness of speech in realising particular steps. These modes could even substitute for speech when 

meeting steps at the Introduction and Closing Remarks sections in particular. Indeed, the analysis also 
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showed that actions in modes made a more significant contribution than speech in realising a limited set 

of moves in the genre.  

8.2.4 RQ 4. How are student identities produced via participation in the academic presentation 

genre?  

Aspects of student identity were continuously produced via discursive, multimodal practices consisting 

of spoken language (most significantly) and writing, conjoined with a range of actions and representations 

in nonverbal modes. All modes contributed both independently and interdependently to positioning 

speakers in terms of the core and peripheral aspects of student identity as manifested in the 

presentations. Whereas textual, gestural and particularly spoken actions regularly produced positionings 

related to all aspects of identity independently, actions in other modes constructed some identity 

positionings independently but others only interdependently. For example, a presenter’s gaze could 

display involvement with the audience on its own but required another mode to position the actor 

epistemically or in terms of language identity.  

Just as other modes interacted with speech to perform steps in the genre, they also regulated the 

identity positions achieved through spoken language, either by modifying the salience and/or 

effectiveness of a position in speech, or by substituting for speech at moments when it was absent. To 

take just one example of this ubiquitous phenomenon, the projection of close peer involvement attained 

by a speaker thanking her audience using informal speech could be enhanced via gaze to her fellow 

students and a centred posture but reduced through stepping away from the audience and assuming a 

more distant location in the room. Conversely, in the absence of spoken action, peer involvement could 

be achieved by the use of nonverbal modes to foreground writing and/or an image on the slide which 

oriented to classmates.  

Due to the finite availability of such communicative resources for action, speakers needed to 

accommodate and balance the claims of different aspects of their roles as students during presentations. 

The metaphor of alignment was developed to explain this process of identity production. When 

performing a step in the genre, if the speaker’s orchestration of multiple modes made all the core aspects 

both interactionally salient and effective when judged against local expectations of practice, they 

achieved a fully aligned student identity. Analysis indicated that, unsurprisingly, the majority of identity 

performances were partially-aligned, with some variation in the salience and effectiveness of the different 

aspects during a particular step in the genre. Indeed, genre had a strong mediating influence on alignment, 

insofar as some sections foregrounded particular aspects of student identity more than others; for 
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instance, the Explanation section afforded more opportunity for students to claim epistemic credibility 

than the Introduction. 

8.3 Discussion of research findings 

 

8.3.1 RQ1: Discussion 

The first major contribution to knowledge made by this thesis was to develop an understanding of 

student identity which builds on but differs in several respects from earlier research in this area. Like the 

approaches surveyed in Section 2.9, the approach outlined in this thesis is broadly post-structuralist in its 

assumption that the social self is hybrid, conflictive, and produced at different levels of intentionality via 

participation in social practice (Block, 2007, Norton, 2009, Bulcholz & Hall, 2005). Focussing on the 

presentation as a highly recognisable activity/genre offered the options of, in the words of Rampton, 

Harris & Small (2005, p13), “looking ‘upwards’ into more macro-social structure and ‘downwards’ into 

more micro-social actions”. The setting, participants and relative orderliness of the activity-type I 

observed meant that the second of these perspectives dominated, with a consequent focus on the 

agentive production of versions of student identity in genre practices, as opposed to the broader 

discursive structuring of institutionalised subjectivities.  

The research described in, for example, Block (2007), Norton (2000), Eckert (2000), Preece, (2009) and 

English (2011) approaches student identity from the assumption that macro-categories such as gender, 

class or ethnicity carry significant effects on identity production, and is based on work conducted in urban, 

usually superdiverse, inner circle settings. Illuminating as these studies are, their settings had little in 

common with the relative uniformity of the small-town Turkish university class that I researched. More 

importantly, the critical, transformative perspective taken by these researchers overlooks the fact that 

such macro-categories permeate, but do not in and of themselves define the core meanings associated 

with the category of student. The aspects that were, repeatedly, observably relevant (Davies & Harré, 

1990) to all students in the presentations in particular, and which constituted their identities-in-practice 

as students, were their relations to institutional processes and participants, and the language and subject 

of study. Additional categories of meaning like those of nationality, gender or family membership were 

more salient in the interviews and permeated the core categories, but were seldom manifested by 

participants engaged in multimodal action during the presentations.  
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The view that student identity consists of shifting sets of core and peripheral aspects may appear an 

essentialising one which conflicts with the constructionist assumptions of most identity research. 

However, it is possible to acknowledge the analytic utility of such categories while at the same time 

recognising that their meaning is discursively constructed, as well as historically, culturally and locally 

contingent, and should be investigated rather than assumed (Joseph, 2004). Thus, definitions of credibility 

and identification as a subject specialist, or close involvement with other students, or language expertise, 

affiliation and heritage will vary between settings. Similarly, the rights, duties and obligations of a student 

concerning a Turkish republican nationalist institution such as Yeşil will differ in many important respects 

from those of other universities within the national context and beyond. When student identity-in-

practice is conceived as continuously-shifting configurations of positions realised around locally-enacted 

core and peripheral aspects of the role, the critique of essentialism, which might be levelled at this 

research, is disarmed.                                                                                                                                                                        

Approaching identity from this perspective displaces Communities of Practice (Wenger, 1998) as a key 

analytical framework for understanding identity. It is replaced by a role-centred account that ultimately 

rests on the detailed analysis of situated actions carried out by individual practitioners as they perform 

relevant genres. The assumption that practice is logically prior to community differentiates my research 

from many other recent approaches to educational identity which foreground ethnographic methods over 

discourse analysis. Recent precursors focus on one or two aspects of the framework developed here, such 

as work on peer relationships (Hughes, 2010; Eddy et al, 2015; Chang, Bai & Wang, 2014; Brown, 2019) 

medium of instruction and subject knowledge (Gu & Lee, 2018), the notion of “belonging” which bridges 

peer and institutional identity (Gummadan, Pittman & Ioffe, 2016; Johnson et al, 2019), explorations of 

student resistance to a university’s EMI practices (Huang, 2018), and finally to the teaching of a specific 

subject, linking epistemic and institutional identity in Seidel & Tanner (2013). These studies, as well as the 

earlier work summarised in 2.9, are discussed further below. They indicate that the aspects of student 

identity identified in this thesis are conceptually valid and support their integration into the single 

framework presented in Chapter Five and developed from the perspectives of genre and multimodality in 

Chapters Six and Seven. 

 

8.3.2 RQ 2: Discussion 

Student identities were constructed during the interviews from continuous, simultaneous and often 

contradictory clusters of positionings taken up in relation to core and peripheral aspects of the role, with 
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a notably greater emphasis on participants’ wider social identities during the interviews as opposed to the 

presentations. This finding is unsurprising since the specific activity type that actors engage in –including 

genres conceived in social practice terms- has a considerable influence on the identity positions available 

to them (Wenger, 1998; Norris, 2011; Schatzki, 2002; Zimmerman, 1998; Holland et al, 1998; Hyland, 

2015). Interviews and academic presentations are both highly regulated and orderly forms of interaction; 

however, the former is typically used across a range of social science fields to explore participants’ wider 

lifeworlds (Rampton, Harris & Small, 2005; Kleinman, Stenross & Macmahon, 2001), whereas the latter is 

specifically linked to educational settings. On this basis, it might be concluded that the picture of student 

identity derived from the observations was more valid than that obtained from the interviews. 

An alternative view, however, is that the broader social perspective on participants gained via 

interview complemented and extended the observational data, adding to the overall credibility of the 

research. Assumptions about the research topic were embedded in the interview questions (King & 

Horrocks, 2010) and co-constructed the participants in terms of broader social identities overlapping with 

their enactments of the student role. These questions were obviously informed by groundbreaking 

theoretical frameworks marking the ‘social turn’ in language acquisition studies, such as Language 

Socialisation (Schiefflin & Ochs, 2002; Duff, 2002), Linguistic ethnography (Rampton, 1995) and 

Investment (Norton, 2000) as well as more recent developments (e.g., Gutierrez, 2008; Carlone, 2017). All 

these emphasise the centrality of learners’ involvements in practices beyond the classroom as a powerful 

mediating force on learning within it.  

The data from my interviews corroborated the importance of such involvements in the way students 

positioned themselves around the central aspects of their roles, as detailed in Section 5.6. There is no 

doubt that the student’s broader social identity works to constrain or enable their access to the material 

and semiotic goods which are key to successful formal learning, as the work of critical identity theorists 

working in the fields of academic literacies and L2 education demonstrates (Norris, 2000; English, 2011; 

Turner, 2012). For instance, during her interviews, Müge consistently positioned herself as someone 

whose evident motivation to learn English and succeed in psychology was limited by the social and 

economic investments she was able to apply to this process, whereas the considerable economic capital 

which Sehat’s family was able to invest was clearly a vital factor in enabling him to overcome his social 

anxiety and initial struggles with learning English and psychology (see Section 5.6).  

Nevertheless, the most densely-connected clusters of positionings in interviews were those comprising 

the core aspects of students’ identities. The relationships between students’ language, epistemic and 

institutional identities were particularly strong and diverse, with each of these positionings linked to wider 
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social identities which inevitably varied in significance between individuals. There were multiple factors 

involved in this finding. As mentioned above, it can be viewed simply as a function of the interview 

questioning and its reflection of my pre-existing theoretical framework, but also reflected the cultural 

uniformity of participants. For instance, it was noteworthy that the influence of ethnicity on the core 

nexus was highest for the two students, Özlem and Müge, who differed most from the other participants 

in that respect. This observation converges with Rampton’s (1995) findings on the centrality of ethnicity 

to the identities of students. On the other hand, the significance of gender to students’ educational 

experiences reported in Preece (2009) and Norris (2000) was not an obvious theme of my participants’ 

interview data. In fact, in contrast to the first of these authors, I found resistant institutional positionings 

more common in interviews than class observations, and that male students positioned themselves as 

more compliant with institutional rules and practices overall.   

The connection between expertise and affiliation with English and the capacity to present oneself as a 

credible and committed knower of the discipline confirms earlier findings in the literature on students in 

Turkish EMI settings. In one study, difficulties understanding lectures were clearly linked to students’ 

disengagement from subject classes, whereas psychology students whose interview data indicated 

greater expertise in the language displayed considerably more commitment to developing their 

knowledge of the discipline, as well as projecting disciplinary credibility in the strategies they mentioned 

(Soruç & Griffiths, 2018). Similarly, what Kırkgöz describes as “positive-oriented perceptions” of English 

among participants in her 2014 study also constructed them as committed to learning their disciplines via 

their keenness to access more resources and stay updated (Kırkgöz, 2019) –although her participants also 

reported that EMI limited their subject knowledge, and by extension, their credibility as disciplinary 

members. This thesis confirmed Kırkgöz’s finding, since expertise in English was closely linked to students’ 

ability to present themselves as credibly knowledgeable of psychology, whereas affiliation with the 

language was largely mediated by commitment to the subject of study. The implications of this are 

discussed in relation to EMI in Turkey in section 8.5.2 below.  

In the epistemic-institutional cluster, it was shown that several (though not all) students claimed 

credible disciplinary membership through resistant institutional positionings, usually by critiquing the 

superficiality of learning at Yeşil. This result confirmed that of Yi-Ping Huang (2018), whose participants 

from a Taiwanese HE context judged EMI classes with high expectations and were similarly disparaging of 

their teachers’ tendency to oversimplify content. It is important to emphasise that the Yeşil students’ 

critique did not centre on the language skills of lecturers – unlike, for instance, that of the student subjects 

in Konakahara et al (2018)’s research –  but on their perceived failure to foster deeper learning of 
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psychology. Nevertheless, lecturers’ English proficiency was a factor in this issue, and one clear 

implication, confirmed repeatedly in numerous studies (e.g., West et al, 2015; Macaro, Akıncıoğlu & 

Dearden, 2016; Yıldız, Soruç & Griffiths, 2017; Li Jiang, Zhang & May, 2019) is that EMI teachers require 

training to improve their knowledge of both appropriate pedagogies and the language of instruction. Such 

training would reduce the institutionally-resistant positionings of students such as Burak and Hazal who 

identified with their disciplines but were critical of several aspects of the Yeşil approach to teaching it.  

The 3rd major finding linked to RQ2 was that positionings of general solidarity with peers were often 

discarded when participants claimed higher epistemic status and language expertise for themselves than 

other students. Similar peer-group positionings on these bases are widely reported in the literature. For 

example, Brown’s longitudinal study of peer networks around a science lecture highlights the numerous 

and shifting ways that undergraduate students positioned themselves and others in relation to their 

subjects, with perceived levels of peer knowledge or ability in the subject an important determinant of 

the quality and duration of an individual's network (Brown, 2019). The earlier work of Rampton (1995) 

and Eckert (2003) into adolescent language identities in diverse settings similarly demonstrated the 

importance of language identity in producing peer-related identities, although these were not overtly 

linked to claims or ascriptions of ethnicity, class, generation or other wider social categories by the 

participants in my research. In contrast to the participants in the studies of Gökçe (2013), Johnson et al 

(2007) and Mallman & Lee (2014), the overt ascription of such categories was not used in peer positioning 

in this study, due to the uniformity of the setting and research focus. Nevertheless, language proficiency 

and epistemic credibility are undeniably a source of the ‘othering’ of peers which impacts both individuals’ 

sense of institutional belonging and engagement with/achievement in their subjects, as multiple studies 

attest (Duff, 2002; Gummadan, Pittman & Ioffe, 2016; Brown, 2019), and should be linked to reflective 

discussions of peer relationships in classes.  

Another feature of the interviews was how the repetition of positions taken in relation to aspects of 

student selves, such as a participant’s discussion of their research, reading, grades, sharing of knowledge, 

plans for the future, etc. projected a more stable identity. Despite the relatively brief duration of the 

interviews, which took place within a 3-month period, the repetition or accretion of these 1st-order   

positionings offered a micro-perspective on what Pennycook, drawing on Butler (1990), describes as 

sedimentation, a term denoting “the ways in which people repeatedly draw on resources that gradually 

over time build up an appearance of fixed identities” (Pennycook, 2010, p88). An ‘emic’ apprehension of 

participants’ identity development may well require long-term field engagement (Norris, 2011), yet it was 

possible to gain a sense of the more permanent features of participants’ student identities by examining 
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the patterns of clustered positions taken up during the interviews, and examples of these were outlined 

in Sections 5.6 and 7.6 of the thesis. 

8.3.3 RQ 3: Discussion  

In section 3.4, I argued for framing genre in the ESP terminology of moves and steps because of the 

various precedents for analysing presentations in these terms (e.g., Hood & Forey, 2005; Ruiz-Madrid & 

Fortanet-Gomez, 2016), and also because of their congruence as metaphors with a view of presentations 

as comprised of multimodal action. While investigating classroom presentations (as opposed to 

conference talks or other oral academic genres) and the methodology and scope of the findings in 

response to the research question constitute a novel contribution to the literature, they also make direct 

comparison and contrast with previous research difficult to make. The differences in methodological 

approach between this thesis and those undertaken previously can be summarised as follows. First, rather 

than examining one particular stage or move in depth, which is what most articles on the subject have 

done, (e.g., Hood & Forey, 2005 on the set-up stage; Querol-Julian & Fortanet-Gomez, 2012 on discussion 

sections), the thesis format provided the time and space to look at communicative patterns at all four 

sections of the presentation in detail, initially from a genre perspective and later from one of social 

identity.  

Second, the analysis included a wider range of modes (seven in total) than most other studies, which 

have tended to focus on single modes such as slides (Tardy, 2005), spoken language (Zareva, 2009, 2013) 

or image (Rowley-Jolivet, 2002). Finally, the modes included in the analysis differentiated the study from 

other research; following the thoroughgoing and coherent approaches to mode in Forey & Feng, (2016) 

and Morell, (2015), ‘location’ was added to denote students’ shifting usage of particular zones in the room 

as part of their meaning-making during talks. Although there were limitations to the coverage, detailed in 

Section 8.5, the comprehensive scope of an analysis which covers the genre structure and multimodal 

register of the entire presentation constitutes the second major contribution to knowledge of 

undergraduate classroom presentations, which have not to my knowledge been analysed in their entirety 

as a multimodal genre before. Nevertheless, it is possible to discuss the findings with reference to previous 

research focussing on either on a different oral genre and/or the register of a particular move, or on a 

particular mode.   

One useful comparison can be made between the classroom presentation genre explored in this 

research and the “Three-Minute Thesis” (3MT) genre analysed by Hu & Liu (2018). Their analysis assumed 

that the IMRAD sections of academic presentations are sufficiently well-established to not require 
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analytical attention, with the Discussion/Q&A section excluded from the 3MT in any case. Beyond this, 

however, there were several other important differences in the organisation of the two genres. 

Interestingly, three of the first four 3MT moves (Orientation, Rationale, Framework and Purpose) were 

also identified in the Introduction sections of the classroom presentations, although the rationale and 

purpose were obligatory in the 3MT and optional in the classroom presentations, where they were 

incorporated into step 2e, “Justifying the topic”.  

Moves 5 and 6 (Methods and Results) were absent from the classroom presentations, reflecting the 

gulf between the tasks set to each group of speakers, although this would not apply to undergraduate 

classroom presentations of primary research. A final distinction was the relatively abrupt Termination of 

the 3MT genre consisting of a simple “goodbye” and a question, which contrasts with the more intricate 

summing-up and transition to the Q&A in the Closing Remarks of the classroom presentations. It is fair to 

assume that these differences reflect the overall purposes of each genre: to display knowledge of a topic 

in an L2 for the undergraduate classroom presentations and to efficiently contextualise and describe 

primary research for the 3MT genre.  Nevertheless, the comparison is valuable because it indicates a 

possible developmental path for L2 academic speakers moving from undergraduate to graduate studies 

and Hu & Liu’s study is potentially relevant to teachers tasked with assessing large numbers of 

presentations in limited class time.  

Rowley-Jolivet & Carter-Thomas’s analysis of conference presentation Introductions (2005) indicates 

that classroom and conference presentations differ at the Introduction section. The three-move structure 

of Setting up the Framework, Contextualizing the topic and Stating the research rationale differs from the 

two moves I identified on the basis of their interpersonal and topic-related purposes. The similar 

appearance of a Set-up stage in the presentations analysed by Hood & Forey (2005) supports this 

description of the first move, which may be a more appropriate label for the two moves I identified. 

Although five of these author’s steps corresponded with those formulated for the classroom 

presentations (Listener orientation, Announce topic, Outline structure, Motivation and Question-raising), 

the overarching purpose of communicating primary research in the conference presentation clearly differs 

from that of displaying topic knowledge in the undergraduate classroom presentations and accounts for 

the absence in the latter of steps such as Problems/gaps/counter-claims and Continuation of previous 

work.  

 Another difference between classroom and conference presentations is indicated by Querol-Julian’s 

description of the organization of the Q&A section (in Querol-Julian & Fortanet-Gomez, 2012), which is 

termed the Discussion and includes six separate moves organized around the question-response 
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sequence, such as (for the question) opening the turn, contextualizing the question, making a comment 

and formulating the question. This contrasts with the three moves I identified in this section. This may 

simply reflect the differences in conceptualizing the major moves arising from the analytical frameworks 

used (upon much consideration, I ultimately collapsed the question-response sequence into the single 

move of “discussing aspects of the research topic”, whereas the CA frame used by Querol-Julian required 

that an additional analytic “turn-taking” level be inserted between that of the section and the moves she 

identified). More importantly, though, it reflects the fact that the participants in her study were likely to 

have a higher level of linguistic expertise and more experience in the genre enabling them to frame the 

question before asking it, while my participants (except for the teacher) tended to ask questions more 

directly, skipping the contextualizing move entirely.  

The fact that the Q&A was characterised by its dialogicity (in contrast to the previous three sections 

which were marked almost entirely by monologic speech) qualifies it as an entirely separate genre 

according to Querol-Julian & Fortanet-Gomez, 2012; Polo, 2017). However, following Valeiras-Jurado & 

Ruiz-Madrid (2015), who include the Q&A within the genre of conference presentations, and Bernard-

Mecho (2017) who takes a similar view of lectures, I incorporated it as a separate, albeit highly distinctive, 

section within the same classroom genre in order to build a more comprehensive picture of the entire 

activity.  

The measurement of the complexity, accuracy and fluency of the speech sampled at each section of 

the genre was a novel approach to understanding variation in spoken language patterns within classroom 

presentations, but renders direct comparisons with previous studies difficult to make. This is because CAF 

analysis has traditionally been used within an experimental, psycholinguistic/SLA paradigm to measure 

individual speakers’ development or the response of aggregates to pedagogic, task-based interventions 

(Housen & Kuiken, 2009), rather than in genre, register or identity analysis as used here. Even meaningful 

comparison with the findings of Hincks (2010), who compared fluency in L1 VS L2 classroom presentations, 

is hampered by methodological differences such as in the measures used (syllables/minute and run length 

vs words/minute in my study) and attention to only the informational content of speech across the entire 

presentation rather than a comparison of samples of all speech-types from each section.  

Owing to the dearth of previous research into classroom presentations from a CAF perspective, it may 

be more fruitful to consider how my findings inform Skehan’s trade-off hypothesis (2009) that limited 

attentional resources result in speakers prioritizing one or two of complexity, accuracy or fluency at the 

expense of the other(s), although any such comparisons come attached to the range of methodological 

caveats indicated in the previous paragraph. Variation in CAF measures was discussed from the 
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perspective of the genre section in 6.3, and revisiting the figures in Table 6.2 indicates that overall spoken 

performance was highest during the Introduction, with only more fluent speech recorded in the Q&A. 

Following this, the most marked trade-offs appeared to be between a focus on accuracy and complexity 

at the expense of fluency (115 wpm) in the Closing Remarks and attention to fluency and accuracy (140 

wpm) in preference to complexity (0.55, the 2nd-lowest lexical density in the Q&A).  

The unevenness of these overall figures thus tentatively corroborates the trade-off hypothesis. This is 

in line with previous research carried out by, for instance, Tavakoli, Campbell & McCormack (2016), who 

found a correlation between increased pause frequency and higher language accuracy among the pre-

sessional L2 speakers they assessed. On the other hand, Leonard & Shea’s (2017) contention that the 

three dimensions develop together at similar rates for individuals was supported by the figures for 

individual participants, with an expert speaker such as Serhat performing well on all measures. It may be 

the case, as Sample & Michel (2014) suggest with reference to their developmental study of young 

learners, that the trade-off hypothesis is less applicable to proficient speakers. Finally, from a task 

perspective, the difference in fluency between the narrative, monologic section of the presentations 

(average = 123 wpm) compared with the interactive Q&A (140 wpm) confirms Tavakoli’s (2016) finding 

that fluency is favoured by more interactive tasks.  

The use of quantitative measures to establish how different modes were used at different sections of 

the classroom presentation genre, once again, does not have any direct precedents in the literature, which 

makes direct comparison on this basis somewhat difficult.  Nevertheless, it was clear that patterns in the 

use of all modes, not simply speech, differentiated it from other academic oral genres in several ways. 

First, lexical density was higher for both writing (85.5%) on slides and speech (56%) in the classroom 

presentations than for the conference presentations investigated by Rowley-Jolivet (2012), who reported 

figures of 75.6% and 48.6% in these modes, respectively. Second, the overwhelming (87-90%) use of 

figurative rather than non-figurative (graph and chart) images in the classroom presentations contrasts 

with Rowley-Jolivet’s earlier findings on conference presentations (2002), that the distribution of image 

types was much more balanced, with only a quarter of the total figurative images.  On the other hand, the 

minimal use of iconics and emblematic gestures (entirely absent from the first two sections of the 

classroom presentation) may also represent its relative abstractness and formality in comparison with 

other more conversational academic genres (Swales, 2004; Kibler et al, 2014) where such gestures 

representing concrete objects (Kendon, 2009) are more common.  

Beyond the quantitative data, the finding that other modes modulated spoken meanings confirms 

those of Hood & Forey (2005), Hood (2011), Fei (2019) and Querol-Julian & Fortanet-Gomez (2012), who 
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also identify the amplificatory, Force-raising functions of embodied modes such as gesture and 

movement. The results also corresponded with Morrell’s (2015) analysis of the relationship between 

speech and other modes, such as the reinforcement of spoken meaning through font, sizing, colour, etc. 

on slides, and that writing contains a higher proportion of technical words and fewer, shorter clauses than 

presenters’ speech (Fortanet-Gomez 2012). On the other hand, Fortanet-Gomez’s (2012) conclusion that 

the written and spoken channels are functionally specialised into ideational and interpersonal/textual 

meanings respectively was not supported by my results. I found that the metafunctions were distributed 

across both channels; headings (textual metafunction) and questions (interpersonal) on slides being only 

two manifestations of this.  

Unlike Morrell and Fortanet-Gomez, however, I did not approach the presentations as a Systemic 

Functional multimodal study of communication. Therefore, these authors’ observations of the 

communicative redundancy of modal actions, (e.g., when presenters signal involvement with their 

audience via speech, posture, gaze, and location simultaneously) diverge from my findings. When the 

focus is on the production of presenters’ identities and their relative salience, no mode can ever be said 

to be “redundant”, since, as Norris’s concept of modal density (2004) indicates, the use of multiple modes 

functions to foreground a particular identity as more significant to the actor at that particular moment, 

and it is therefore important to take each mode fully into account in the analysis. 

Finally, I hope that this research indicates the usefulness of continuing to analyse spoken academic 

discourse as genres, as several authors encourage (e.g., Feak, 2012; Heller & Moreck, 2015).  I believe that 

the notion of “genre practices” can connect the valuable concept of genre more clearly to the purpose-

driven, discursive actions which form and perform it, rather than as an abstract schema carried in people’s 

minds, or “frozen in time” representation of an amalgam of texts (Pennycook, 2010). Genres remain a 

useful construct for understanding and guiding social action within education and EAP in particular. The 

term “genre practices”, however, emphasises the fact that genres are “routinely multimodal” (Molle & 

Prior, 2008, p541), are uniquely altered with each iteration and are key to the development of role-related 

identities. The interrelationship between genre and identity which was observed in this research (see 7.7) 

is affirmed elsewhere in the literature (e.g. English, 2011; Bawarshi, 2000; Hyland, 2008), and focussing 

on the practices by which both are performed foregrounds this connection. 

8.3.4 RQ 4: Discussion 

A major contribution of this research was to analyse classroom talks (and spoken academic discourse 

more widely) from the combined perspectives of multimodality, identity and genre theory. Although, as 
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Chapter 2 shows, presentations have been considered from these perspectives separately, with the bulk 

of research directed towards the first and third areas, each perspective had not previously been included 

in a single study. Nevertheless, findings from the multimodal and genre-focussed presentations literature 

are also relevant to my discussion. One earlier finding this study builds on is that gestures made in 

presentations regularly amplify or complement spoken meanings (Hood & Forey, 2005, Ruiz-Madrid & 

Fortanet-Gomez, 2015; Morrell, 2015). In my research, this finding transferred to the field of identity to 

include the notion that the force of spoken semiosis could be reduced through speakers’ uses of other 

modes, which could also substitute for the identity-producing effects of speech during presentations.    

The basic precept of multimodality that language should be regarded as one mode among the many 

that contribute to semiosis (Jewitt, 2011) was applied to the analysis of individual actions during the 

presentations, but not to the interviews. Interviews “privilege orderly progression, explicitness, relatively 

detached meta-commentary, narrative, and speech apart from movement and action” (Rampton, Harris 

& Small, 2006, p13). On this basis, it seemed appropriate to analyse only participants’ speech in the 

interviews in order to understand their broader social and personal identity positioning and actions during 

the presentations.  It is difficult to dispute Halliday’s claim that language is, “the most important, the most 

comprehensive, the most all-embracing” (Halliday, 1989, p4) of all communicative modes, an 

understanding which supported basing the initial genre analysis on spoken language.  

However, in later developing the metaphor of alignment in order to represent the processes by which 

students balanced different aspects of their identities, each mode was treated as contributing equally to 

the modal density (Norris, 2004) which determined which aspects were foregrounded by participants. In 

fact, as Block claims, alignment in this sense is synonymous with ‘identity work’, which refers to 

“individuals seeking to align and make as consistent as possible what they ‘give’ and ‘give off’” (Block, 

2007, p17). In the field of identity studies, the term was initially used by Goffman in relation to footing, 

which denotes “the alignment we take up to ourselves and the others present as expressed in the way we 

manage the production or reception of an utterance” (Goffman, 1981, p128). For Goffman, footings are 

rooted in language and paralanguage and change constantly as an interaction unfolds.  

 My use of alignment refers to the emergent, dialogic process by which students strive to present 

themselves as saliently effective language speakers, institutional members, subject specialists, and 

classmates by balancing the often-competing claims of these aspects as they proceed through the steps 

of genre practices. Alignment in this sense also occurs in direct spoken interaction with audiences, such 

as that characterising the Q&A stage of classroom presentations (for instance, Serhat & Özlem, 7.6). 

Davies & Harré (1990) regard the notion of role as too static to account for the variation of identities 
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observed in interaction, replacing it with the more fluid one of discursive positioning. However, if roles 

themselves are conceived as emergent and diverse phenomena performed via multiple modes of 

communicative action, these authors’ approach to alignment as “actual relations produced in the very act 

of conversing” (ibid, p17) is compatible with my own use of the term, although with an obviously larger 

emphasis on dialogical interaction.   

From the observations, it was apparent that classroom presentations, particularly in the first three 

monologic stages, invert what are described as the “omnirelevant” (Drew & Heritage, 1992) or 

“omnipresent” (Richards, 2006) characteristics of category-bound institutionalised activity: the rights and 

duties of teachers are temporarily signed over to students, who are expected to display their awareness 

of these when they present. Goffman’s (1956) dramaturgical metaphor viewing social activity as 

‘frontstage’ performance, (and specifically his conceptualisation of identity/selfhood as both ‘given’ 

intentionally and ‘given off’ to interpreting others) may be a more productive way to understand identity 

in the genre. Less relevant to my purposes was Goffman’s classification of public speaking roles (1981, see 

2.10.1) -although there were instances in the presentation when the author and animator roles diverged 

when students either explicitly or “covertly” included advanced academic discourse in their speech or 

slides. In these cases, students’ expertise and credibility was given off through features of their speech 

and uses of nonverbal modes. 

The analysis also confirmed Zareva’s (2013) findings that broader personal and social identities were 

not a significant part of communication in the presentations, and hence relatively insignificant to the 

student identities that were produced during them. Zareva focusses primarily on what she refers to as 

‘genre’ and ‘speech event’ roles signified by different uses of the first person pronoun. These fall into the 

category of what Zimmerman (1998) calls discourse identities, which are defined in terms of the rhetorical 

purposes of the ongoing interaction. Conversely, my emphasis was on analysing how the different aspects 

to what the same author labels the ‘situational’ identity of student were multimodally constructed and 

negotiated by presenters in monologic and dialogic discourse. However, the fact that two pieces of 

research so different in their assumptions and design nonetheless found the third category of 

‘transportable’, i.e., broader social identities, of relatively minor significance within academic 

presentations lends credence to the view that it is correct to label these peripheral in relation to the 

student role.    

Macro-categorical aspects of identity were produced by some presenters in speech, image and text 

and foregrounded through the other modes in presentations, but the personal aspects could only be 

recovered via the discourse analysis of the interviews. For example, my awareness that the performances 
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of Bilal and Sinem in their 3rd presentations were impacted by temporary health issues relied on the 

interview data. Moreover, very few presentations contained the personal aspects of identity reported by 

Morita (2000), who found that the strategic use of anecdotes was relatively widespread among graduate 

student presenters: “students often made personal connections to what they were presenting (e.g., by telling 

a personal anecdote)” (Morita, 2000, p291). There were very few examples of this in my data set, where 

the explicit focus was on displaying knowledge of psychology.  

Building on Tardy’s 2005 research into disciplinary and personal identities in slides, this research found 

that participants’ slides did not exist merely to display and highlight their status as knowledgeable 

psychology students, but occasionally deployed figurative images and references to shared youth culture 

which oriented to their peers in the class. Slides also combined technical, condensed meanings in English 

with features that pointed towards their Turkish language heritage. However, the occurrence of stances, 

i.e., Appraisal resources, on the knowledge presented in slide text was markedly lower than Tardy 

identifies; the slide text tended to be monoglossic, condensed and highly factual, which may have arisen 

from differences in the disciplines and levels of the participants and the expectations around the course.  

I have mentioned one way that Morita’s (2000) results differed from this study’s findings in terms of 

its orientation to peers. However, my results corroborated the same author’s finding that students were 

highly concerned with identifying themselves as credible, legitimate -if novice- disciplinary members, 

which was apparent in the practices of presentations as much as the interviews I conducted. Epistemic 

credibility was very much at stake in the presentations, and students achieved this to varying extents 

through their uses of dialogic speech and text, subject-specific lexis, occasionally technical visuals, with 

nonverbal embodied modes helping to sustain this impression. The results also corresponded with those 

of Zappa-Holman (2007), who found that her research subjects sought to strategically mitigate difficulties 

with presenting in English by choosing familiar topics, something that Bilal, Özlem and Engin also referred 

to, and rehearsing their talks, which many participants mentioned in the interviews.  

Although the difference between epistemic and institutional identity is not maintained by some EAP 

theorists, who apply a binary contrast between academic identities with the wider social identities that 

participants bring into genres (e.g., Hyland, 2010; English, 2011), the evidence from the performed 

presentations indicated that the epistemic-institutional split remained a useful heuristic distinction. For 

instance, students such as Hazal and Özlem could enact a credible epistemic identity without 

demonstrating particularly close alignment to the teacher or the task instructions during their 

presentations, a division which was also observed in some interviews. 
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8.4 Contribution to the field of knowledge 

The discussion in 8.3 points to several key contributions to knowledge made by this research. Primarily, 

it contributes a novel methodological framework drawing on the existing theories of MMIA, Positioning 

and ESP genre to understand how a role-based identity (in this case, the role of student) is produced by 

participation in the practices of multimodal genres. In this framework, it was first important to establish 

the rhetorical structure of a particular genre, that of classroom presentations, via observation of multiple 

performances of a genre central to the role. These performances were recorded, transcribed and 

thematically analysed to determine the genre’s key rhetorical moves, first in the mode of speech, and 

then across other modes. Concurrently, participants were interviewed for three main purposes: gathering 

contextual information about their understandings of the genre, gathering biographical information about 

their lives beyond the genre and identifying the core aspects of the role-based identities they might enact 

within the genre. At the final stage, detailed multimodal analyses were carried out to understand how 

participants produced their role-based identities as they performed particular moves in the genre.  

This methodological approach for research has built on and integrated earlier findings summarised in 

8.3.1 and Chapter 2 to develop a novel framework for understanding student identity. The contributions 

made by other methodological frameworks have been discussed in Chapters two and four and are 

recapped here. Beginning with the view that social practices produce both genre and identity, I used ESP 

genre analysis (Swales, 1990, 2004), to determine how the classroom presentation genre was organised. 

This was in preference to SFL alternatives such as Martin’s (1994) theorisation due to its focus on linguistic 

action rather than representations of a culture-wide system of genre, which aligned it more closely with 

MMIA and its widespread use in previous research into academic talk. At the same time, by observing 

genre practices and interviewing practitioners, the purposes, sections and moves of the classroom 

presentation genre could be established without resorting to the construct of discourse community used 

in ESP research, as discussed in Section 2.4.3.     

Multimodal Interaction Analysis (Norris, 2004, 2011) – and particularly its notions of modal density and 

the foreground-background continuum of awareness – provided the basis for interpreting multimodal 

actions during the presentation as producing particular aspects of identity at the same time they produced 

the genre. Because it does not explain how social actors know how to combine single, simple “lower-level” 

actions into more complex socially-recognisable activities such as presentations, MMIA was integrated 

with ESP genre theory. The final major contribution was provided by positioning theory (Davies & Harré, 

1990), which enabled the particular “identity element” or role of interest to this study, i.e., that of student, 
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to be examined at a level of detail which Norris’s focus on multiple elements of the individual’s identity 

realised simultaneously across quotidian settings excludes. Combining these three frameworks allowed 

student identity to be understood as produced via the positions participants took – during interviews and 

multimodally when enacting the presentation genre – in relation to the rights, duties and expectations of 

different aspects of their situated roles.  

This framework developed in this thesis thus integrates aspects of these three approaches and is 

summarised in Figure 8.1 below. The central claim is that identity is defined for all students by a nexus of 

four, closely-connected core aspects, which learners engaged in genre practices (here, those of the 

classroom presentation) generate through their positioning actions in speech and other modes of 

communication. It also consists of ‘peripheral’ aspects, produced by students’ wider involvements in social 

practices which do not define the role but may contribute in numerous ways to its enactment: these 

aspects were also peripheral in the sense that they were often not observably relevant to students 

engaged in the key genres by which the role is produced.  

 

 

Figure 8.1 Genre practices, classroom presentations and student identity 
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Another contribution of the thesis has been to utilize ESP genre theory to analyse the entire classroom 

presentation genre in terms of the moves and steps taken by undergraduates in an EMI setting, as 

summarised and discussed in sections 8.2.3, 8.3.3 and Chapter 6. This contribution includes an account of 

variation in the use of different communicative modes across the whole presentation, evidence of the 

extra dimension of understanding provided by multimodal genre analysis, and a fourfold categorisation 

of the ways that speakers’ actions contribute to the effectiveness of their speech as they perform 

particular steps in the genre.  

The final way that this research contributes to knowledge is in its novel account of identity production 

within performances of the classroom presentation (see Chapter 7 & 8.2.4, above). My reading of the key 

identity literature such as Norris (2011) and Davies & Harré (1990) informed the analysis of students’ 

actions during the presentation and led to the development of alignment as a metaphor explaining how 

the core aspects of identity are integrated into performances of the genre. By making different aspects of 

their student identities both interactionally prominent and locally effective when performing steps in the 

genre via their multimodal actions, participants achieved fully-aligned student identities and presented 

more successfully. This points to the potential benefits of an approach which encourages students to 

identify with and strengthen the connections between the core areas of their role while remaining 

cognisant of the effects of their broader identities.  

8.5 Implications for pedagogy  

My research thus pointed to the core aspects of the role of student, i.e., the relations built to the 

institution of study, language learned, subject studied and their peers, as the developmental areas that 

education professionals are best-placed to support and nurture. It is also important to acknowledge, first, 

that this finding was shaped by the relatively homogenous setting of Yeşil University and the 

preconceptions which shaped the collection and interpretation of the data; and second, that personal and 

general identity undeniably had a major impact on participants’ enactments of all aspects of their primary 

role. The following discussion places these themes into a theoretical and pedagogical context.  

8.5.1 Pedagogical framings for classroom presentations 

An approach to pedagogy that guides learners into the genre practices which shape their core roles as 

students is compatible with the identity framework presented in this thesis.  This approach entails an 

asymmetrical process of accommodation, a term central to Language Socialisation (Duranti, Ochs & 

Schiefflin, 2011; Duff, 2010; Duff & Talmy, 2011 in Atkinson) and Communication Accommodation Theory 
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(Giles & Ogay, 2007). However, the emphasis here is less on accommodating to bounded learning 

communities or in-groups than to the people, discourses and materials that ‘hang together’ in genre 

practices (Schatzki, 2002; Kemmis et al, 2012). Students must be allowed to adjust in order to 

accommodate existing academic genre practices into their situational identities, and the practices 

themselves may adjust to accommodate the broader social identities of students. This approach bridges 

didactic and progressive pedagogies (Cope & Kalantzis, 2015) by acknowledging that learning proceeds 

both by observation/imitation of expert models as well as through learner-centred experimentation, both 

of which are materially/technologically mediated to a significant degree.  

As numerous studies have claimed, students’ broader social selves, real or imagined, exert a huge 

influence on their take-up of formal educational practices/identities. This holds true whether the focus is 

on language learning (Harvey, 2013, Rivers & Houghton, 2013), disciplinary learning (Flum & Kaplan, 2010, 

Gutierréz, 2008, Carlone, 2017, Van Horne & Bell, 2017) or negotiating their identities with fellow 

institutional members (Preece, 2009, Broadbent, 2008). Conceiving student identity in terms of 

interconnected core and peripheral aspects neither disregards students’ brought along identities or 

imagined futures in favour of an unchallengeable status quo nor seeks the continuous interrogation and 

transformation of existing orders of practice. Nonetheless, it recognises that the core of success in EMI 

settings is a social process ultimately dependent on working with peers towards the institutionalised 

acquisition and ratification of English-mediated subject knowledge. 

Thus, in place of an overtly-transformative pedagogy, this research indicates the need to retain 

awareness of the reproduction of external sources of inequity within educational settings while focussing 

on students’ adjustment to the core practices of these settings. Relatively homogenous in terms of class, 

ethnicity and age, the participants in my study were highly invested in their academic aims, positioning 

themselves in the interviews as identifiably agentive, resilient and resourceful, rather than naive, 

powerless or oppressed. Their criticisms of lecturers revolved around their subject knowledge-building 

practices, rather than their failure to discuss the social biases and power interests embedded in the 

knowledge itself. Obviously, a “hermeneutics of suspicion” (Alvesson  & Sköldberg, 2009) might interpret 

this absence of critical awareness as the workings of ‘false consciousness’ deriving from the broadly 

conservative Turkish context of culture (White, 2014). In a highly-politicised and unstable context, it 

certainly appears more ‘natural’ that academic staff should focus on their duty to transmit knowledge to 

their students as opposed to taking a more transformative approach.  

Yet there is also strong evidence from different settings suggesting that novice undergraduates favour 

accommodating to disciplinary and institutional practices above the approach advocated by critical 
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pedagogies such as Academic Literacies (Lea & Street, 1998, 2003; Haneda, 2014). For instance, Wingate’s 

longitudinal study indicated that undergraduates were far less concerned with developing an activist, 

critical stance that foregrounded their wider social identities than they were with accommodating to 

institutional norms and expectations that would lead to success on their degree programmes (Wingate, 

2012; Tribble & Wingate, 2013). Essentially the same point is made by various scholars working in the field 

of genre theory, who point out that students need to learn or ‘master’ powerful genres before they are 

in a position to critique and/or amend them (Christie, 2004; Russell, 1997; Martin & Rose, 2008). 

Moreover, in the face of rising degree costs and increasingly competitive labour markets (the latter a trend 

accentuated by the advent of Covid-19), the emphasis for many undergraduates is on ensuring they get 

value for money via the quality of education provided by their institution of study (Tomlinson, 2016).  

In fact, there already exist various genre pedagogies which, while focussing on written rather than 

spoken texts, have proven themselves robust and effective means of providing the resources that 

students require for success. These include SFL-derived approaches such as the Genre Teaching/Learning 

Cycle, which goes through phases of deconstructing model texts through joint activities, and facilitating 

learners’ independent construction in writing (e.g., Rothery, 1994 in Rose, 2015). This was later combined 

with a simplified version of SFL metalanguage in Humphrey et al’s 3x3 model (2010) and described with 

specific reference to HE by Dreyfus et al (2016). Genre approaches align with the LS metaphor of learning 

as accommodation and enable learners to access and use powerful communicative forms. Although these 

theorists focussed on written genres, there is in principle no reason why their approach cannot be applied 

to multimodal genres such as the academic presentation, as explained in 8.5.5.  

Cope & Kalantzis (2015) detail a multimodal and reflexive pedagogy in their ‘Learning by Design’ 

framework consisting of the Knowledge Processes of experiencing, applying, analysing and 

conceptualising knowledge. Because reflexivity is built into the model, there is less risk of over-

emphasising particular elements, (‘critical analysis’ in particular), in curriculum or lesson design (Cope & 

Kalantzis, 2015). ‘Learning by Design’ specifies the key multimodal knowledge-building processes left 

unspecified in Language Socialisation, but unlike the earlier genre model, does not specify the order or 

form of their realisation. However, combining genre pedagogy with an awareness of Knowledge Processes 

(particularly that of ‘experiencing’, which Cope & Kalantzis equate with the sort of authentic language and 

literacy work which would help induct individuals into the student role), may help to produce a more 

effective approach to teaching and learning academic presentations, as discussed in 8.5.4.  
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8.5.2 EMI, presentations and student identity 

The classroom presentation was an extremely challenging genre for many students to work in. While 

the students displayed their declarative knowledge of presentations to impressive effect during 

interviews, they also mentioned issues with emotional self-regulation, performing particular moves (e.g., 

closing the monologic stage), and using English (see Chapter 5 for details). I contend that these issues 

derived at least in part from insufficient exposure to presenting and speaking more generally. The majority 

of students felt that their previous educational experiences, including those gained in the Prep School, 

had not adequately prepared them for public speaking. As Nüket Hanım identified during her interviews 

(p.7), this issue extends to university-level ESP classes, where insufficient resources may result in excessive 

class sizes affecting the quality of teaching and learning. The insufficiency of preparatory English speaking 

instruction across Turkey’s EMI universities -and its consequences- is summed up by this quote from West 

et al’s recent, wide-ranging study: 

“Most teachers constantly miss opportunities to introduce student-student interaction in the classroom (...) this 

(...) reduces students’ progress in speaking skills (and) undermines their confidence and ability to participate in 

class discussion or debate on their academic undergraduate programmes”  

(West et al, 2015, p16) 

While the link between insufficient development of the speaking skill and performance issues with 

presentations cannot be demonstrated by my study, it is very likely to have been a factor. Even for expert 

English speaking-students, classroom presentations are linked to stress and fear (Murphy & Barry, 2016), 

an association likely to be stronger among second-language speakers. Both observation and practice of 

presentations are a crucial means of reducing negative emotional reactions to public speaking (Kobayashi, 

2016), but as the above quote from West indicates, the majority of Turkish HE students’ experience of 

spoken interaction is insufficiently developed. Therefore, a strong recommendation from this research is 

to increase the opportunities available for students to speak in dyadic and small group discussions, as well 

as role-plays and presentations in class and this applies to earlier levels of education and within faculty 

courses as much as ESP or Prep School classes.   

Another particularly noticeable feature of the presentations was the very low level of involvement 

between peers (see Table 6.2). First, very little eye contact was made with peers throughout nearly all 

presentations, with a maximum of 11% of the total available ‘gaze time’ directed to classmates during any 

stage. Second, there were very few questions indicating direct involvement with peers during the 
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presentations. My observations of the class and interview data suggested that students tended to project 

and maintain good relations with classmates –so why was peer involvement so limited? 

The proximal cause appeared to be the attitude of their classmates in the audience. As the interview 

data and my observations repeatedly suggested, classmates paid very little attention to one another’s 

talks. In Goffman’s (1983) terms, audience involvement as registered in gaze was more suggestive of 

‘bystanders’ than ‘ratified participants’ in the presentations. Such ‘disattendance’ is identified by a 

number of researchers of other settings, such as Harman (2010), who notes that the academic staff she 

interviewed highlighted “entrenched student disengagement” (p4) as the major problem with 

presentations that are seen as “at best as a waste of time and at worst as an excruciatingly boring 

experience for staff and students alike” (Dawson, 1998, in Harman, 2010, p1). Many presenters in my 

study were simply unable to make eye contact with peer audiences because the latter displayed little 

interest in what was going on. Given research demonstrating that recipients are more accountable than 

speakers for eye contact during interaction (Goodwin, 1980), this is an issue which must be addressed.  

While peer disengagement might be ascribed to how the presentations were framed within the class, 

it is also suggestive of a systemic pedagogic issue with relevance to student identity. In a didactic or 

transmission pedagogy which focusses on continuous, individualised measurement of student 

performance, students are more likely to develop the tendency to see themselves as ‘grade-makers’, 

rather than ‘sense-makers’ (Engeström, 1987). The issue was expressed succinctly by Nüket during the 

interviews as the “”I’m just doing the task - let me just get it finished and go” kind of attitude” (Nüket, 

Interview, p.8). Knowledge itself –whether of language or subjects- is likely to be seen in instrumental 

terms as a means to pass the test, rather than intrinsically valuable (see comments reflecting this point in 

5.2.6), and the disposition to interact with anyone but the teacher may consequently remain 

underdeveloped. Furthermore, the materialisation of didactic principles in the physical layout of 

classrooms such as those I observed serves to obstruct peer interaction (see 4.5.2).  

8.5.3 Recommendations for the setting  

Since the study data was gathered, the hitherto gradual internationalisation of Turkey’s HE sector has 

accelerated rapidly in response to regional instability and the expansion of government schemes such as 

the Turkey Scholarship programme (Ünal, 2019). In a highly-competitive and politicised market -now 

operating under the shadow of Coronavirus- Yeşil University has fully embraced this transformation, with 

international students comprising over half of the most recent Prep School intake. This increased linguistic 

diversity among students complexifies approaches to instruction which draw on translanguaging or 
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bilingual approaches within an EMI setting. Nevertheless, the issues linked to the learning of content and 

language and their impacts on students’ identification with aspects of their role mentioned in the previous 

section are indicative of several possible improvements.  

First, I propose a shift from the current model of English provision at Yeşil described in Section 3.4 to 

one characterised by closer collaboration between the School of Foreign Languages and faculties. The aim 

of this is to establish a more joined-up approach to learning the English language and disciplinary content. 

This collaborative, integrated approach is the basis of CLIL at primary and secondary levels, of embedded 

literacy programmes at FE colleges, and ICLHE approaches at universities (İvaniç, 2009; Schmidt-

Unterberger, 2018).  Small-scale research carried out in Turkey has demonstrated the potential efficacy 

of closer collaboration –provided the roles of subject and language specialists are clearly defined 

beforehand (Macaro, Akıncıoğlu & Dearden, 2016). Clearly, the extent and planning of collaboration 

would need to be negotiated carefully, and the training needs of both sets of specialists would need to be 

met.  However, as an initial aim, I would recommend reorganising a Prep School programme to combine 

EGAP and collaboratively-developed, department-specific ESP classes from the outset.  

This approach should help to address two issues raised in the interviews: first, the limited identification 

of some students with the language of instruction, and second, their struggle to understand the subject 

content, including one another’s presentations. This overall shift will need to be accompanied by a greater 

emphasis on the development of speaking skills before presenting, a “step-by-step” approach including 

pair work, jigsaw discussions and role-play, all of which Nüket had implemented with her students (Nüket, 

Interview, pp.11-12). Speaking is recognized as a crucial component of academic literacy (Wingate, 2018). 

The particular importance of speaking to identity development was expressed by Van Lier (2004) in his 

account of L2 learning processes: 

“Language learning, if it is to be at all meaningful, and if it is to be tied to the self and the formation of identities, 

must … be embedded in conversation. Worksheets, grammar books, drills and tests can never be more than 

distancing devices, unless they are integrally connected to acts of speaking, presentations of self, and projections 

of identity.” 

Van Lier, 2004, p145 

Van Lier’s claim can be applied to other aspects of learning to be a university student in EMI settings. 

But more than this, English-mediated disciplinary identification, an engaged institutional identity, and 

closer peer relationships are more likely to develop when students have the opportunity to speak in class. 

Therefore, in line with other research (e.g., British Council, 2015; Yıldız, Soruç & Griffiths, 2017),  it is 

recommended that speaking tasks such as discussion and role-play, as well as awareness-raising of 
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strategies to manage spoken communication, are systematically incorporated into the syllabi of all classes, 

alongside other skills. The adapted version of the genre teaching-learning cycle for classroom 

presentations described in 8.5.5 indicates one approach to achieving this aim.  

8.5.4 Recommendations for improving classroom presentations 

Whereas changes which may ultimately shape the dispositions of students and teachers will require 

longer to implement, the local aspects of classroom practice as they relate to presentations can be more 

immediately adjusted to improve the experience and outcomes of practice for all participants more 

immediately. A range of useful recommendations for improving presentations are provided in the 

literature (see in particular, Barrett & Liu 2016; also, Swales, 2004; Kobayashi, 2016; Bekker & Clark, 2018; 

Zareva, 2020), and those which are particularly relevant to the findings from this study are discussed 

below.  

My first recommendation is to encourage students to present in groups as well as individually. Both 

the observations and the interview data almost unanimously represented group presentations as helping 

to address issues of negative affect, adequacy of rehearsal, and imbalances of epistemic status among 

members, findings which correspond with recommendations in Fearom, McLaughlin & Eng (2012) and 

Kobayashi (2016). Comparing individual and group presentations, Chou (2011) found that while individual 

presentations appeared to support the development of a wider range of learning skills and strategies, one 

perhaps unanticipated benefit of group presentations was that of improving interaction with audiences. 

Students should receive explicit instructions for collaborating on group presentation projects (Yang, 2010 

in Barrett & Liu, 2016). One major issue with group presentations, identified by Hazal during the 

interviews, is that of fairly assessing the relative contributions of members. In this respect, Clarke & 

Blissenden’s (2013) suggestion of a ‘triangular’ method of assessment negotiated with groups and 

combining the group members’ impressions of presentations, peer feedback and teacher assessment may 

be particularly effective.   

A second recommendation is to build interaction with peers more systematically into the teaching of 

presentations. Although monologic speech is fairly definitive of the genre, direct verbal interaction with 

classmates in the audience during the monologic stages should be made an explicit goal of teaching 

(Swales, 2004; Battacharyya, 2013). Questions are the first and most obvious way of involving peers, and 

training is required to inform students of the different kinds of questions they can ask (Zareva, 2009). My 

results also indicated that students may dissociate from peers during presentations as a coping 

mechanism for dealing with anxiety. This can be dealt with, as described by Kobayashi (2016) Matsuoka 
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et al (2014) and Sander, Sanders & Stevenson (2002), by gradually socialising students into the genre, 

moving from informal intra-group discussion, to reporting findings to the class, and then to group and 

finally individual presentations to the whole class. Finally, systematically incorporating peer feedback -as 

the class teacher did for the 3rd set of presentations I observed- is crucial. This is both a motivating and 

reliable form of assessment; criteria need to be developed and shared with students, who then need to 

be trained on their use (Van Ginkel et al, 2015; Langan et al, 2008).    

In this regard, how classroom presentations are framed by participants is important. Joughin’s research 

into L1 students’ attitudes to presentations (2007) established that motivation is likely to be highest if the 

task is framed as a position to be argued rather than the transmission of content or the display of 

knowledge. In part, this may be because of the greater connectedness to audiences that the defence of a 

position implies, in contrast to simply broadcasting knowledge in the direction of peers and a teacher. It 

was clear from both the interviews and observations that the participants’ awareness of the importance 

of establishing and maintaining a connection with the audience varied considerably. Throughout the data, 

there was substantial evidence to suggest that students who moved away from the safer ‘broadcasting’ 

approach implied by the three task briefs, either by interacting directly with audiences (e.g., as Sinem did 

in her 1st presentation) or by risking controversial viewpoints, such as Bilal in 7.6.2, produced much more 

vibrant atmospheres in the classroom. Instructors might promote this agency by ensuring that 

presentation task rubrics promote interaction among speakers and audience wherever possible. 

Finally, a multimodal approach to presentations should raise students’ awareness of the semiotic 

potential of all modes of action. Language was the foremost mode by which student identities were 

communicated in presentations, and several researchers have recommended the provision of explicit 

instruction on a range of linguistic forms, such as adverbials (Zareva, 2009, 2011), clarifying discourse 

markers (Swales, 2004; Fernandez-Polo, 2014) and lexical cohesive devices (Kao & Wang, 2014). My own 

research indicated that the linguistic expression of Attitude (Martin & White, 2005) towards sources was 

absent from most talks, which suggests that the framing of tasks as positions to be argued (as in the 3rd 

presentations given by students on the programme) rather than to simply display knowledge (Joughin, 

2007) could beneficially be aligned with focussed instruction on this important area of academic language.  

The results of this study thus support the use of clear guidance to learners on the contribution and use 

of other communicative modes in academic presentations. Tardy’s (2005) recommendation to encourage 

students to reflect on the affordances of slides for communicating identity could plausibly be extended 

into other nonverbal modes via observational tasks, video and role-play. Similarly, the lack of peer-

directed gaze that I observed during the presentations, for example, might be framed in these terms. 
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Discussing the demands of lingua franca settings, Morrell (2015) advises training speakers, first, in the 

simultaneous use of multiple modes in order to ensure that meanings are communicated, and second, in 

their consecutive use when these meanings are particularly complex. A similar emphasis on raising 

awareness of the nonverbal contribution made to linguistic evaluations during presentations is 

recommended by Querol-Julian & Fortanet-Gomez (2012). Finally, Forey & Feng (2016) and Ruiz-Madrid 

& Valeiras-Jurado (2019) recommend the inclusion of multimodal persuasive strategies within training for 

academic presentations. The recognition of the importance of multimodality to successful communication 

in academic presentations, which the current study reiterates, is so widespread that it should form a part 

of every instructional programme.  

8.5.5 Integrating genre and identity in the teaching of presentations 

Due to its proven robustness and flexibility as a pedagogic frame for EAP teaching, the Teaching-

Learning cycle (Callaghan & Rothery, 1988, in Hyon, 1996) underpins the following description of an 

integrated approach to teaching academic presentations (see Figure 1 below). The teaching-learning cycle 

consists of the three essential stages of ‘deconstruction’, ‘joint construction’ and ‘independent 

construction’ of texts (Macken-Horarik, 2002). Although the cycle developed as an SFL language-focussed 

model, its basic stages are compatible with multimodality and identity work across a range of EAP settings. 

Before proceeding to the first stage of deconstructing a videoed model presentation, learners should first 

have reflected on how they view their identities as students in terms of the peripheral and core aspects. 

This will involve the sorts of intra-group and reported discussions referred to previously, and the 

‘experiencing’ knowledge process in Cope and Kalantzis’s multiliteracies pedagogy (2015).  This discussion 

can then focus on their experiences of classroom presentations, and scaffolded discussion of the possible 

purposes and organisation of these. It is then possible to begin to examine videoed models of the genre 

at increasing levels of detail.  
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Figure 8.2 Syllabus and teaching framework for classroom presentation instruction (adapted from Callaghan & 

Rothery, 1988, in Hyon, 1996). 

First of all, the task that each model is responding to should be displayed to students and discussed, 

with a particular focus on its purposes and audience. Following this, the model can be examined in three 

stages. First, the videoed model presentation should be viewed impressionistically by students in terms 

of its strengths and weaknesses. Providing an annotated script for the presentation to students, the 

instructor can then explain how the genre is organised, looking in more detail at the linguistic resources 

for sections, moves and steps in speech/writing. A final look at the videoed model can then consider how 

Reflection: 

Instructor facilitates.            
Individual and group discussions:                                  

On identity                                     
On presentations
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Instructor leads.            
Presentation task (purposes)    

Impressions of videoed model                  
Organisational features & 
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contributions.                          
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Read & highlight article(s)                 

Design slides & script             
Negotiate assessment criteria                            

Video and assess group 
presentations                                      

Independent construction: 

Instructor steps back.            
Student complete similar task          

Videoed performances 
Peer/Self/teacher assessment
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actions in other modes produce different communicative effects on the core aspects of student identity 

discussed in the preliminary stage. During and after the deconstruction, particular uses of spoken or 

written language such as noun-verb collocations or metadiscursive –textual and interpersonal- features 

can be practised, as well as exercises focussing on different nonverbal modes which reinforce or fulfil in 

their own right particular rhetorical functions. e.g., the design of slides.  

At the second ‘joint construction’ stage, student contributions are mediated by the instructor, who 

first shares the task (e.g., a simple summary) and searches for one or more simple academic articles 

organised in ways characteristic of the students’ discipline (e.g., IMRAD). Together, the class reads and 

identifies key information, always relating this to the rhetorical functions of each section, which is then 

added in reduced form to slides with the whole class. The effects of design features of slides such as 

images, font, colour and layout should be discussed here. Following this, I have found it effective when 

working with L2 speakers to write a script for the presentation. This foregrounds the ‘presentation as 

performance’ metaphor, which is useful, as ‘stage directions’ relating to wider actions can also be added 

to the script, and the value of rehearsal may become more apparent. The script can then be reviewed, 

looking at different functional aspects of its language. Following this, students in groups rehearse, alter 

their versions of the scripts if they wish, and video their presentations in small groups, closely supported 

by instructors. Assessment criteria for this stage may be negotiated with students at various points, 

possibly differing between groups, with various combinations of teacher, inter- and intra- group feedback 

deployed to assess the videos (Clarke & Blissenden, 2013). 

Finally, at the ‘independent construction’ stage, students respond to a similar presentation task, e.g., 

a summary, identify a suitable article or articles and prepare for ‘live’ presentations, either in groups or 

individually. Again, assessment criteria can be negotiated within the framework of self, peer and teacher 

feedback, an approach which will also incentivise greater levels of audience participation. After the 

presentations, students can then return to the reflection stage to consider and discuss their own 

presentation in terms of its strengths and weaknesses, etc., but also on how the process of presenting 

affected them in terms of their identifications with peers, the language, their subject and the institution 

(task, teacher, physical setting) –the identity perspective. It is clear that this approach will be extremely 

time-consuming, and it is therefore recommended to be the sole focus of ESP presentation courses, 

perhaps focussing on a different key section (e.g., the methods section only) of academic articles in turn. 

The basic principles can also be adjusted and applied to shorter sequences of lessons in students’ main 

subjects.  
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8.6 Limitations of the study 

 

This section discusses four principal limitations of this study, which include the scope of the research, 

the approach taken to interviews and the focus on presenters during the observations.  

8.6.1 Identity 

The first limitation is simply whether research which only covered a single semester can genuinely be 

said to represent the identities of students. Identity is a process of continuous self-formation which occurs 

over the lifespan (Ivaniç, 1998), can be viewed as a ‘life project’ (Gee, 2001), and is formed on many 

different timescales (Norris, 2011). While the interviews contained a limited ‘ontogenetic’ or 

developmental perspective (Rose, 2005) on identity by reconstructing some biographical information, the 

observations focussed on the microgenesis of one specific aspect of identity; namely, the role of student 

which emerged during the presentations. Although linkages between the interview data and the positions 

taken up relative to aspects of this role substantiate some of the claims that were made, only a narrow 

view of the individuals’ identities was possible. Both the interviews and observations provided insight into 

situated, local manifestations of identity, rather than a broader and more comprehensive view which 

might have been provided by a longitudinal study of a smaller number of students.  

8.6.2 Genre practices 

The second significant limitation is similar to the first since I can only claim a narrow view on the genre 

and the practices which comprised it at a single site. Genre and practices are coherent patterns of human 

activity; genres are culture-wide social processes (Martin, 2011) whose regularities appear in a diversity 

of contexts and form chains of other genres (Fairclough, 2003; Swales, 2004). Similarly, while practices 

are always locally-instantiated (Pennycook, 2010) their recognisability qua practices is dependent on 

regularities of conduct that extend spatially and temporally beyond the immediate context (Schatzki, 

2003, Kemmis et al, 2012). While my reconstruction of the genre covered three different sets of 

presentations, these were all from the same Psychology course and did not consider related genres such 

as the written literature reviews on which the 3rd presentations were based. A significant limitation is thus 

the lack of comparison with other related genres in the ‘family’, ‘set’ or ‘ecology’ of related genres, or 

indeed classroom genres from another institution, either in Turkey or elsewhere. Nevertheless, it will have 

been apparent to the reader that this is a qualitative study in which the focus has been on building a 

contextually sensitive account of the performance of a single genre via the practices observed at one 
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setting. The depth of research detail achieved has come at at the cost of a potentially broader coverage 

of other genres and sites, but this shortcoming can be remedied in future research efforts. 

8.6.3 Interviews 

A third limitation concerns issues with the research strategy as it related to the interviews. The 

interviews were initially intended to generate ethnographic data to understand the broader social 

identities of my research participants, rather than applying the same framework of situated, identity-

producing multimodal practice that was applied to the observations (as recommended in Norris, 2011). I 

therefore did not video them, but in hindsight, doing so may have been more consistent with my primary 

theoretical framework and produced more plausible connections with identity production in the 

presentations. Also, as an inexperienced researcher, I might have generated richer data from the 

interviews, first, by listening back more or less immediately in the same way I reviewed the observational 

videos; and second, by modifying my interaction during the interviews to include further questioning and 

fewer overt judgements of responses.  

8.6.4 Observations 

Fourth, the research focus on the presenter rather than systematically incorporating audiences during 

the monologic phases was somewhat problematic, not least because it meant that the principle that 

identity is produced through interactional positioning in multimodal (inter)action was not fully explored, 

at least in the first three stages of the presentations. This criticism can be countered in the following ways, 

however: first, the fact that much monologic spoken academic discourse, however dialogical in theory, 

involves low levels of direct verbal interaction in comparison to more conversational genres (Swales, 

2004); second, the important insight that practice-based identities can derive from the speaker or writer’s 

dialogic positioning concerning analytic objects such as knowledge, language and institutions, not simply 

intersubjectively to what were anyway often uninvolved and largely unreactive audiences, making this 

absence less critical than it might appear; third, precedents in the academic presentations literature 

studying the monologic sections generally focus on presenters, often excluding the contributions of 

audiences entirely from their descriptions. Rendle-Short defends this on the basis that interaction can in 

any case be recovered from close analysis of presenters’ actions (Rendle-Short, 2006).  Nevertheless, had 

the camera captured more of the audience’s joint construction of meaning as it did in the Q&A section, a 

more thorough exploration of identity production may have been achieved, a point which is addressed in 

the final subsection.  
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8.6 Recommendations for future research      

To address the issues referred to above and extend the research territory mapped out in this thesis, 

the following approaches are recommended for future research into identity. First, a more ontogenetic, 

developmental account could be obtained through longitudinal research focussing on fewer participants 

over a longer period, as, for instance, Norris (2011) achieved in her study. This would allow claims to be 

made on the development of core and peripheral aspects of student identity throughout a degree, for 

instance, using a similar methodological approach to that deployed in this study, whether focussing on 

presentations or different sets of genre practices, such as those forming the academic discussion genre 

or other genres commonly encountered in university settings.   

Alternatively, a comparative approach to genre and practices might be taken by including data on 

presentations from a different setting, ‘zooming out’ (Nicolini, 2012) to make wider connections and draw 

distinctions between the practices and identities that emerge from them at two or more sites. This would 

increase the transferability, (or in realist terms, the external validity) of findings on the organisation of the 

presentations as a multimodal genre comprising different discursive practices, thus allowing factors such 

as the different institutional background, framing of the presentations and audience attitude to be 

incorporated into the analysis. The current Covid-19 pandemic and its accompanying measures point to 

the value of research comparing the use of speech and other modes used in screen-based presentations 

to those of their classroom-based equivalents.  

Future studies would be well-advised to video-record interviews in order to study them as a form of 

situated, multimodal practice. This would allow comparison of how student identity is produced in this 

genre with its production in presentations. Finally, most observational studies of academic presentations, 

including this one, would produce richer and more complex data if audiences were included in video 

records. In fact, a study which only focussed on audience actions would be an interesting starting point, 

before moving onto the co-production of identity during the monologic stages. I would also recommend 

adding one more mode to studies of situated identity within presentations, namely that of facial 

expression, which was not included in my thesis but which is included in other studies such as those of 

Forey & Feng (2016) and Ruiz-Madrid & Valeiras-Jureido (2015), and which would have increased the 

depth of analysis.  
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8.7 Conclusion 

To conclude briefly, this dissertation has deployed a novel combination of analytical perspectives 

including genre and identity theory to examine the practices of classroom presentations and those who 

strive to deliver them. It has thus sought, in Samuel Johnson’s well-known phrase, “to make new things 

familiar and familiar things new” (Johnson, in Ballou, 1872, p39) and, I hope, provides some insights into 

these areas of theory which other researchers may be able to use in their own studies. Focussing on 

classroom presentations, I have aimed to show how the process of becoming a student is one of 

continuous adjustment to a vast array of practices and the genres they form, through which the values 

and goals of language, knowledge, institutions and their members are encountered and incorporated into 

each person’s sense of self.  The difficulties and opportunities for all students -whose engagement in such 

processes has been an important theme of this dissertation- are many and varied; our major task as 

teachers is to recognise the variety of ways that individuals relate to the processes of becoming a student, 

and to ensure that the opportunity to productively identify as a student is available to all.  
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Appendices 

 

Appendix 1: UEP Manual Information on the English for Psychology course 
 

a. ENG211/212 Psychology (Prerequisite ENG1021) 

i. Learning Outcomes 

ENG211 runs in two parts across two semesters, English for Psychology I and English for 

Psychology II. Students are required to pass part one before moving on to part two of the course. 

This is an ESP course specifically designed for EMI Psychology students. The overall learning 

outcome of the course is to develop and support students’ essential academic skills and vocabulary 

in a field specific context at a B2/C1 CEFR level. The expected outcomes of the course are broken 

down into three main areas: reading, writing, and speaking and listening. These outcomes are 

further broken down into 6 key objectives (see XXX). 

ii. Objectives 

Within the wider context of the SFL EMI pathway, ENG211/212 objectives are designed to follow 

on from ENG102 by supporting students in developing the essential academic skills they have 

gained in a subject specific context. Specifically, the courses aim to develop and equip students 

with the skills and techniques necessary in order to understand, analyse, discuss and produce in-

depth writing on complex ideas, extended lectures, and a wide range of texts related to the field 

of psychology. In order to achieve this, students will need to hone academic skills such as critical 

thinking, reasoning and logical argumentation. For a full list of objectives see XXXXXXXXXX.  

iii. Syllabus 

Students are provided with a syllabus which comprises a list of major objectives, related materials 

and assessments, along with study dates and assessment dates. All objectives listed in the syllabus 

are directly aligned with the course’s expected outcomes and follow a logical sequence of 

progression. For a sample ENG211/212 syllabus please see XXXXXXX. 
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iv. Materials  

ENG211/212 follow the English for Psychology in Higher Education Studies course book which is 

specifically designed to meet the needs of students of psychology entering English medium tertiary 

education. The course book is supplemented with a range of additional authentic multimedia 

materials specifically created/selected to relate with the course book themes. All additional 

materials are authentic, and support learner needs and the department’s educational philosophy 

and pedagogical approach. Additional materials are available to instructors through the UEP 

shared folder along with weekly lesson plans. Supplementary materials are uploaded to ‘course 

online’ where students can easily access, download and print them. Please see XXXX for a sample 

of course materials.  

v. Progress 

Students’ progress is monitored through class participation and a range of ongoing in-class/at 

home assessments. In order that students are aware and in control of their progress, all 

assessments have a maximum grading turnaround of one week. Detailed written/verbal feedback 

is provided to students within one week of in-class assessments, and assessment grades are 

available to students via ‘course online’. In addition, students may attend their instructor’s office 

hour at any time during the semester to discuss their progress.  

vi. Assessment 

ENG211 and 212 are assessed through a range of formative and summative assessments designed 

to assess the specific course outcomes and objectives. For a full assessment breakdown sample 

see XXXX. For sample assessments see XXXXXX. 
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Appendix 2: Presentations guidelines and grading criteria  
 

ENG 212 Guidelines for Presentation #1 

1. Choose a partner and prepare a powerpoint presentation on a mental disorder. (Mental/ Learning/ 

Social Disorders) 

 

1. You will be required to clearly break down the powerpoint presentation into four parts: 

- Definition of the disorder 

- Treatment 

- Precautions/ Recommendations 

- References 

 

2. Refer to the grading rubric for the distribution of grades. 

 

3. The presentation should be between 8-10 minutes in length and your PowerPoint should not 

exceed 10 slides. 

 

4. Bring in your own laptop and or arrange to borrow from classmates and bring in a flash disk. Also 

for back up, send the presentation to your email address. 

 

5. Use visuals and maintain eye contact during the presentation. If you read directly from notes you 

will not be graded. 

 

6. There will be no make-ups for the presentation. Please ensure that you do not miss your 

scheduled presentation date, otherwise you will not be graded. 

 

ENG212 Presentation 1: grading criteria 

 

 TOTAL 
MAX 

SCORE COMMENTS 

VISUAL AIDS: 

REALIA: Pictures, photographs,  
comics, cartoons, charts, etc. 

 
 

15 

  

STRUCTURE:  

Greet the class & introduce yourself 
Clearly broken down into four parts: 
- Definition of the disorder 
- Treatment 
- Precautions/ Recommendations 
- References 

 
30 

  

CONTENT QUALITY: 

Sound  selection of detail answering both the 
sections 
Unity-Logical Cohesion 

 
15 

  

DELIVERY, PACE and AUDIENCE REPORT 

Eye contact, body language, etc. 
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20 

FLUENCY & ACCURACY: 

Use of Language 
 

10 

  

INVITE & ANSWER QUESTIONS: 

Concluding presentation and answering  
questions
 
 
 
Conclude presentation 

 
10 

  

                                               
                                           
Student’s Name:              Section:   

ENG212 Presentation #2 Guidelines 

Personality Theories 

 

1. Choose a partner and prepare a powerpoint presentation on a Personality Theory. 

 

2. You will be required to clearly break down the powerpoint presentation into four parts: 

- Definition of the Theory 

- Background Information- how it started (history) 

- Development- define keywords /concepts 

- Contribution to the field of Psychology/ Implications of the Theory 

 

3. Refer to the grading rubric for the distribution of grades. 

 

4. The presentation should be between 6-8 minutes in length and your PowerPoint should not 

exceed 10 slides. 

 

5. Bring in your own laptop and or arrange to borrow from classmates and bring in a flash disk. Also 

for back up, send the presentation to your email address. 

 

6. Use visuals and maintain eye contact during the presentation. If you read directly from notes you 

will not be graded. 

 

7. There will be no make-ups for the presentation. Please ensure that you do not miss your 

scheduled presentation date, otherwise you will not be graded. 

 

ENG212 LITERATURE REVIEW INTERVIEW CRITERIA (PRESENTATION 3) 
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CONTENT/ACADEMIC RESEARCH                                   (60 Points)                                                                                               
/60 

Comments: Includes: 
 Introduction: States the general findings of the review 
 Body: Gives an overview of the already-available 

research on your topic 
 Conclusion:  Summarizes the key findings of the review  
 Answering Questions: Effectively addresses all other 

questions from the instructor 
 

PRESENTATION (PowerPoint and Delivery)                 (30 Points)                             
 

                                                                                               
/30 

Comments:  
 Well planned and organized 
 Visual aids used effectively 
 Grammar, pronunciation and sentence structure 

correct 
 Made good use of resources 
 Thoroughly explained 
 Within time limit 
 Maximum 10 slides 

PORTFOLIO                                                                        (10 Points ) 
 

/10 
Comments: 

 Literature Review (the original with the instructor’s 
feedback) and at least THREE key sources 

 

TOTAL SCORE                                 /100 
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Appendix 3 Fieldnotes 

 

13.03.17 At last -the interview with N happened. In her office, about an hour long. Both of us were 

pretty self-conscious and stilted at the start of the interview, and I was quite concerned to make sure I 

didn’t forget any questions along the way. However, I think though I haven’t listened back yet, that 

there should be some useful things to come out of it. She seemed to giving pretty full and detailed 

answers. One thing that stood out was her description of students as low profile. They don’t like to 

stand out in terms of achievement. 

Slightly concerned about how the interviewing with students is going to go. I don’t really want to do 

anything resembling a focus group with the students, ideally, but possibly this will be how it goes 

initially. I’m hoping that I will get several students, who I will be able to interview, then persuade the 

others to do interviews at different times.  

16.03.17 Arrived slightly early –waiting outside in corridor on 3-seat bench. Students coming in –seem 

relaxed, gradually. Some checked information on course online. This is the day that the presentation 

topics will be assigned. So an introduction. N taking care of business, introducing the lesson. Ss still 

trrickling in. Most ss are paired,  but not all. N talks through the presentation task. Clothing. Most ss 

sitting near the front of class and occupying all three rows. They are not looking at their phones. Mostly 

looking at their papers. Not all ss have brought books. One s finds pair. Need very little prompting to do 

so. Assigning task. “I can see in your eyes that you are a group here”. Very calm atmosphere in the class, 

but impressively engaged. Ss are not looking on phones mostly but gaze directed at t or book. 

Occasionally for dictionary. In short they are behving far more like university students than many 

students at 101 or 102. Engaged and responsive.  “I forgot to ask you about the title”.  Constructivist and 

social classroom. Does the material layout of the room mediate against this?  

They are going through the text to pick out key mental illness vocabulary and identifying definitions 

within text. Get a copy of materials!! The projector is off –not turned on. “As psychologists you may not 

agree with this definition –you may have more to add to this definition”. This sort of way of addressing 

students helps to construct their developing academic and professional identities? “You dont believe in 

myths, do you?”. A couple of ss shake their heads. Ozlem answering plenty of questions there at the 

front. “What is the factual thing in relation to this theory?” Very very little cross-talk at all. Responses 

are. Interesting response to student giving answer –“perfect answer”. Eveybody is looking at this single 

student, indicating they’re one of the stronger ones. Ali appears slightly isolated and not fully awake on 

the front row –no book etc. N has disciplinary knowledge –this would be an extra question to ask her 

actually –why psychology?. Alter-change. Most but not all ss are writing this down. “It’s interesting to 

know why these inconsistencis still persits, still perpetuate”. “If you can make a guess”. “When we say 

media, we talk of films, tv, all of these are forms of media”.Use of we for solidarity.  

Personalises the vocabulary into talk about films “There was a British film –it was terrible” (student). “A 

beautiful Mind”. Ss raising hands to talk. Little use of Turkish but more when talking about personal 

experiences etc towards the end of the lesson. My overall impression of the students is one of pleasant 

surprise. They are a lot more capable than they appear.  
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And then I present, just before the break. Only takes 5 minutes. Most students seem to be fairly keen on 

it and I have a number of signatures. Some rejections –obviously I’m not pushing them on this...The 

students are gathered around T’s desk conversing in Turkish freely. I think they are selecting 

presentation topics. They obviously feel comfortable doing this and remain in conversation with N for 

quite a long time. I may need to ask her what they were doing there. The students then return to their 

groups and remain in conversation.  

Now the second hour is beginning and there are sample student slides. Displays on the whiteboard. Look 

and gesture with thumb when 2 students are cross talking at the start of the presentation. “As in all APA 

papers” “like you see”. Procedural issue –one s helps scroll the screen down. “Read for yourself –I’m not 

reading now. Students silent while T talks through the task, but they’re all concentrating on it. Switching 

with English dominant. Ss photographing the large screen understands well when N tells her she can find 

it on the online platform. One s with dyed hair asks q about who will give marks, then stands up. Then 

the session ends, ss leave. 2 ss in a spot of physical horseplay at the end.  

18.03.17 Interviewed Sevi, female, 20 years old. Burak, male, 20 years old. In my office in DK. I’ve been 

impressed with both of them. Very articulate and providing long contributions with little prompting 

replied –though Sevi used Turkish a lot when talking about Turkey in particular, which was also quite 

telling. Their identities suggest a disciplinary identity in her case and less so in Burak’s case. I hadn’t 

realised before beginning the interviews how much the students are expecting from me –it’s clear that 

we are all participants in the project, and they anticipate that by participating they wil increase their 

cultural/linguistic capital in Bourdieu’s terms, through the interviews as English practice, through sharing 

the videos in terms of improving their presentation skills –and both students identified these points as 

relevant.   

23.03.17 First presentation class very few students only 2 plus instructor. Audience tend to be reading 

the info on the board rather than looking at the presenter. Presenter was Dilan. She wasn’t able to get 

into her friend’s laptop, and was obviously quite nervous beforehand. I went to get Jane’s computer so 

she would be able to present using the laptop. Focus on the instructor and screen. Latecomers didn’t 

really affect as main body over by that point. Why did they come today? They came for attendance! Not 

for any other reason, apparently. I spoke to Serhat and Sevi who agreed they would be able to record 

their negotiations and planning for the presentation. Also interviewed Müge though somewhat rushed. 

Müge suggested that Dilan was stressed and that was why she ended up reading from the screen. Gives 

a psychological explanation for behaviour.  

28.03.17 Difference between non-elt and elt settings noted by Jane after her interview. Content 

becomes more important in the former –this implies a trade-off in EMI instruction and supports various 

sources that content suffers as a result of EMI. News today that at least 2 academics so far have been 

sacked from this university due to refusing to withdraw their signatures from the petition for peace. 

What with the new rector and instability I would suggest the current atmosphere could best be 

described as somewhat tense, and there’s more to come over the next few weeks before the 

referendum which the govt seems keen to win by making no not a viable option.   

29.03.17 The class has been invaded! Nüket hn is in the States so Jane is assessing the presentations, but 

in fact there are very few students from her class. This is important because it really questions the idea 

as a the class as a self-contained and self-evident group –however the practices continue. The first 

presentation has been done very effectively by the first presenter. But there is very little in the way of 
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dynamism –ss not keen on coming forward to present. Most ss are listening –but again. The students are 

reading from notes.No clear attention given to speakers from audience –they are on their phones-

including Pinar!- and this creates a huge issue but it appears to be quite acceptable. One group isn’t 

really listening but instead they are obviously focussing on their presentation which is on the way. Need 

to get the paperwork. During the presentation, Serhat and Sevi were recording their presentations and 

they came in later. Whaat was interesting is that they didn’t stay –this is something to explore as it’s not 

really treated problematically in general –there isn’t the sense of suppror tfrom other students. Seating 

at the back of the class with most students noticeably distant from the board in the far two rows. Again, 

not uncommon in classes across the university. This is worth asking about. Arda asked me if I thought 

he’d done well in the presentation –I obviously said he had. He said he was nervous about it and 

certainly he did seem to be talking rapidly and reading from the slides. Arda asked about the attendance 

–again implying this is the main reason to be here. Students arriving late in the cclass. The next speaker 

is a little more engaging –not sure if that’s due to her topic or the fact she’s from this class or anything 

else. Audience never ask questions. What do all these mean for the discourses and institutional 

expectations around the presentations. All presentations greeted with a polite ripple of applause. 

Students are giving presentations about different mental disorders. Defining and describing the 

disorder, discussing the causes and treatments. Maybe students are reluctant to sit in front of the 

screen. They don’t want to obstruct the view perhaps. Not all presenters are given applause.  

01.04.17 I was invited via email to watch the presentation rehearsal of three students: Özlem, Burak and 

Engin. They’d agentively booked a room and found a couple of friends to act as the audience. I was 

actually hoping that they’d let me in on their preparations, but once again I had to be content with a 

retrospective interview, the answers to which were provided by Özlem. I have a slight wonder or at least 

question that she is mostly responsible for the preparation. I quickly scanned through the presentation 

after they’d done it to adjust a couple of features, but there wasn’t any need to do much. Interestingly 

they didn’t use many images. They are very pleasant young people, but I did sense they weren’t 

particularly keen to have me hang around too much. I gave some feedback on the performance itself 

which wasn’t too detailed or picky, but they were keen to have some. I suppose this really defined 

participant observation quite well: and perhaps in the more critical tradition the sense that you really 

need to give something back to the participants. When I mentioned I wanted to ask them questions 

about planning and that it would take 10 minutes, Engin somewhat sardonically replied that it would 

probably only take 2 minutes, because all they did was do some research and write it down as the 

presentation. I offered them the chance to discuss in Turkish, but they weren’t at all eager to do this. 

This I sense is more of a boundary that’s up that takes a while to get at –I’m very consicous that the time 

and access allowed to my study will probably be insufficient to get to know these kids beyond a pretty 

superficial level. Maybe some form of group discussion/focus group would be helpful. 
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Appendix 4: Initial annotated presentation transcripts (speech)  

 

Özlem: Presentation 3 

Date and time: 12.04.17 11 a.m. 

12 students in class. Used Burak to change slides. 15 minutes long.  

Introduction  

Ö: Shall I start? Er hello everybody (I1a) I’m Özlem (I1b) welcome to my presentation today the 

relationship between job satisfaction and the personality traits will be what I want to present (I2a) and I 

will start to with the outline presentation.  

0.22 Er mm-hm (clears throat) as you see from the here er I will start for the motivation for the choosing 

this topic then I will continue with the definition of key words er a brief explanation of the literature review 

will follow er and lastly I will explain and compare the findings of article in context of the research. (I2b) 

0.51 Er let me explain the motivation for choosing this topic for the literature review er I got er observed 

the people and er as I see from the people ner next to me er they are not satisfied with their work and 

they are mostly they mostly say that when they an engineer they say “if I were a doctor I would be happier 

and I would be more successful”.   

1.27: Er and they always er complain from this situation. Can you go back? (S) 

1.34: Er mm-hm so they attribute this er satisfaction or unsuccessful circumstances er to external factors 

but er I think there is another side I mean er internal factors and the personality traits is er most 

determined internal factor in the context of job satisfaction so I choose the relationship between job 

satisfaction and personality traits. (I2d) 

Explanation 

2.09 Er let me remind you key words to provide a better understanding er the job satisfaction personality 

and the big five. Er the job satisfaction is level of enjoyment that employees feel toward their work how 

much you are satisfied with your job (bless you) and personality as you know er as a psychology student 

er there are too many definitions for the personality and it’s very complex er term but I think most clear 

one is that personality is a combination of characteristics that make us individual and that make 

individuals unique (E1a) er I will continue with the big five. Can you pass?  (S) 

3.02 Er the big five has a it’s got a history and it was not five er actually at the beginning er firstly Opud 

found 4000 traits for the to not for the to defining the personality and the researchers came after the 

Opud? narrowed them and lastly er Raymond Katten er found 16 personality traits and today most of the 
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research use the big five for the investigation of internal factors and its include five dimension of the 

personality namely as extraversion agreeableness consciousness (smiles).  

3.54 N: con-scientious-ness 

3.56 Ö: con-scientious-ness  

4.00 N: I’ll tell you you can divide it into its syllabuses conscien-tious-ness 

4.07 Ö: Conscien-tious-ness and neuroticism and lastly openness er some of the researchers use the 

openness to expeerience for this trait I think doesn’t matter. (E1a) Can you pass? (S) 

4.18  Ö Er and I will continue with the literature review (E1b) Er the relationship between job satisfaction 

and personality traits has been investigated by using nine different studies and one meta-analytic review. 

Er the studies have been collected er conducted in USA, in China, in Pakistan and in Singapore er the aim 

to select different studies from different countries was to be able to compare individualistic and 

collectivistic cultures in context of job satisfaction and personality traits. You can pass (S) 

4.59 Er the importance of literature literature review comes from (E1b) er that having a better 

understanding about job satisfaction and personality traits and consideering or re-examining the 

relationship between job satisfaction and the Big Five traits but separately for each trait yeah a different 

examination and lastly er the differences between individualistic and collectivistic culture in context of 

research question er and as I said before the articles and the studies choosen er were choosen from 

different countries most of them ass you seee from USA and I used the studies from China Singapore and 

Pakistan er for the collectivisitic culture.  

5.55 And this is the results I compa- I prepared this table to make a clear understanding. Er as you seee 

from the table er the correlation coefficieent for each trait and for each study differs er from each other 

er but you can see from here I have meaning for this er the meeaning for the extraversion is 39.5 er but 

the study of ?? found it as 71 and it’s a very strong correlation but er in the meta-analytic review Judge 

and Heller and Month found that as 90 er and go back please (S) (laughs). And er another meaning is 

belongs to er the meaning belongs to neuroticcism and it’s also I think significant eer the 38.5 openness 

to experience is twenty three point and the agreeableness is 30 point er but in this segment ı want to 

share with you that the correlation coefficient varies from er culture to culture as you see from this 

sstudies from different countries but er it’s affect that there is a relationship between them can you pass 

to the conclusion (S) 

Closing Remarks 

7.37 Er and also I think that the differences can come from using the different samples  er using different 

working areas and er of course using different countries for the study  
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7.57 Er yeah and this is my references (C2c) I use nine articles ha ha ha  

Q&A 

Er before being ready for your questions I got a question for you (C2b) er in the literature review the 

relationship between job satisfaction and personality traits er has been investigated er and I don’t I didn’t 

say er personality traits affect job satisfaction or job satisfaction affects personality traits (C1a) so the 

question is that do you think that er the personality traits make it possible to feel satisfied with work with 

job  

8.42 N: Is there any it’s a very difficult question (Q2b) chicken or egg  

8.47 Ö: Laughs any idea can you explain? (Q2b) 

8:55 B: OK actually I can’t explain it because I don’t think so it’s like chicken and egg question my opinion 

it’s so simple to you know.  

9.04 N: Your mind is simple -tell us. 

9.06 B: OK I don’t know how I don’t know I can tell but I guess there are some personality traits which is 

has got a character correlation they are fit together that’s why er in my opinion it’s like that (laughs) I 

couldn’t explain exactly, but  

S1: I also think that er we can never be too sure about er personality traits affect job satisfaction or the 

other. 

N: 9.33 The other way round  

S1: Yeah 

N: Or the other way round  

S1: Yes but we can say that there is a strong correlation between job satisfaction and personality trait. 

Ö: 9.44 Er yeah I think er I also have an answer for this question er I think the personality traits can change 

it’s possible always change it’s always possible so er think a person who er who is neurotic it’s not 

important I think the job er the profession can er make this people more extravert or more neurotic sso 

this is my answer and now please feel free to ask any question :::: that’s perfect haha 

N: You have a question (Q2a) 

Ö: Yeah any any 

B: Yeah I have a question but like er in my opinion OK it is similar I said OK it is similar environment job 

satisfaction personality trait because er even if you don’t like a job which you do if you are if you have got 

?? you can find something you can enjoy that’s why I said 
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S1:  I also liked you compare individualistic and collaborative culture (Q2b) er which one er do you think 

er has a higher correlations er you examine collaborative and individualistic cultures which one er the big 

five theory has higher correlation? (Q2b) 

Ö: In the er can you go back (S) er in the study which was conducted in China er again the extroversion 

has er biggest correlation the most significant correlation but in the meta-analytic review which was 

carried out in the USA it was found that er zero point ninety er and also another example can we can we 

open to experiences for example in thee study as I can you go back (S) as I Pakistan yes and again (S) it 

was found that openness to experience correlated with job satisfaction as a zero point forty-six but in the 

meta-analytic review it has a really small significant  

S1: Yeah 

Ö: Er it was from Pakistan and it was from USA this is the difference tha tI underlined 

N: 15.14 So this relates to individualistic or collectivist cultures 

Ö: But er this er 

N: Are they both individualistic? 

Ö: No this is from USA this is from Pakistan this is from er South America and this is from China  

N: Mm 

Ö: But er 

N: That’s why you have the differences 

Ö: Hm but as a limitation of literature review er this study is from different country yes it’s true but there 

they have very different samples and different procedure procedures er so for further studies er we can 

conduct cross-cultural studies to make more clear the differences between individualistic and collectivistic 

cultures   

N: OK thank you very well done (Q3a) 

Serhat: Presentation 1 

Date and time: 17.04.17 -11 a.m. 

8 students in class. Used slide-changer. 5 minutes long.  

Introduction 

S: Hi everybody (I1a) I am Serhat Akbay (I1b) and today I’m going to talk about the social phobia (I2c) but 

before I start I want to ask you a question:  

0.32 Have you ever felt like someone’s watching you all the time? (I2d) If you have experienced that you’re 

already interested with the topic that I’m going to talk about 

Explanation 
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0.42 And let’s start with the definition (Q1a) social anxiety is the type of anxiety problem which cause the 

extreme feeling of shyness and self-consciousness build into powerful fear and as a result of that powerful 

fear the peson feeling very uncomfortable participating in every social situation everyone can have a 

sweaty palms or racing heart when they are asking someone a first date or giving a class presentation er 

most of people can manage to those feelings when they need it but for some it is very difficult to overcome 

those feelings. 

1.25 The people with social phobia can easily interact with their family and with a only few with a only 

few close friends repetition but meeting with new peoples and talking in a group very hard for them.  

1.34 So why do some people develop the social phobias? (Q1b) Social phobia could be partly due to 

person’s inherent I mean the could be related the person biological makeup and it can also be result of 

the learnt behaviours from role models especially the role models like family and it can be result of the 

life events and experiences. 

1.57  As you can see the healthy brain on the left and the brain activity on high anxiety level on the right. 

It seems like brain overactivity regular brain the person feels high anxiety level. I wanted to make this 

topic relevant to you as a result of that I will talk about the effects of social phobia on academic 

performance. 

2.21 The students with social phobia always nervous if you ask them in class and they have difficulties in 

public speaking and presentation which will directly affect their educate and they are unable to make eye 

contact with classmates and they are avoiding with chat with others in the school and avoiding of chatting 

in the school will make you feel alone and if you feel alone in the school this will keep you away from 

school. 

Closing Remarks 

2.48 How can we overcome the social phobia? overcoming social phobia takes patience and courage  to 

fears and trying new things and willingness to practise it takes commitment to go forward to go forward 

rather than to back away I’m not saying that you go there and give a perfect presentation I’m saying try 

just step by step (C1c) because each small step will build enough confidence to take the next step, and as 

the fear and shyness decreases confidence and positive feelings will decrease er the therapist and family 

support  

3:20 is really important this process er if you guys have any questions I can answer it (C2b) 

Q&A 
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J: Erm so you’ve given advice for students (Q1b) er if they think that they suffer from this ways they can 

help themselves er can you think of some advice to us maybe as teachers like how could we maybe help 

students? =do you think (Q2b) 

S: Sure= like they need to try as I said like step by step you maybe you are having trouble when they you 

are giving a presentation just try step by step I mean try in front of the mirror like make more practice and 

come here maybe you’re gonna you’re not gonna do make like give a perfect presentation but as I said 

you’re gonna build like enough confidence to take next step and small steps small step and you’re gonna 

overcome (Q2b)  

J: OK so we should be encouraging (Q2b) 

S: Yes and as I said it’s like you should make a practice and try new things =overcome the shyness (Q2b)  

J: OK thank you very much= (Q3a) thank you any other questions? (Q2a) 
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Appendix 5: Interview questions and sample transcripts 
 

Interview questions 
Interview questions: class teacher  
What changes have you noticed in terms of student classroom presentations?  
 
Students  
How would you characterise Turkish students? How about Yeşil students in particular? 
Differences between psychology students and others? Do they differ as L1 and L2 speakers? 
How? 
 
Preparation  
 
Can you explain the presentation tasks?  
How do you prepare students for the presentation? What’s the purpose of the presentation? 
Why do you think presentations are valuable activities to do with students?  
 
Slides  
 
How should the presentation be organized? What do you expect the order of slides to be? What 
do good presentation slides look like? What text should they contain? How specific are you about 
design elements of slides with students?  
 
Performance  
 
What happens in a presentation class?  
Describe a good presentation. Talk through what should happen in a presentation. How do ss 
build up rapport with the audience?  
How should students use slides when presenting? What do you tell students about eye contact, 
body language and expression? Should students stand or sit when presenting? Could you 
describe a poor presentation? If a presentation isn’t going well, what do you do? Why do 
presentations go wrong?  
What’s the audience’s role in the presentation?   
Miscellaneous 
 
What cultural factors affect the shape of the presentation, its style? What are the differences you 
note between presentations here at Yeşil and presentation approaches in other institutions in 
the US? 
Initial interviews: students 
English:  
Learning history. School, Prep School.  
Presentations in English / Turkish. 
The university:  
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Experiences –teaching, teachers, location.  
Why psychology? 
The class:  
Activities,  
teacher,  
the presentation tasks,  
Presentations: 
A good presentation: beginnings, ends, slide design? 
Purpose 
Practising presentations 
Audience? 
Plans: 
Academic / professional 
Future of Turkey?  
Follow-up interviews 
 
Bilal: Remind confidentiality and right to withdraw. Age? How do the following affect you as a student / 

your presentations: your peer network; your family; your teachers; Yeşil University; English language; 

psychology; material artefacts –phone, internet. Any other factors? How many courses are you doing? 

How do you feel about the classroom you presented in.  Feelings?  

VIDEO 1 Why Freudian theory? Why the handwritten cards –did they help? The images –who are they and 

why did you choose them in particular?  

Introduction. Use of cards. More control over language –handover 

VIDEO 2 Feelings? Why society’s attitudes towards homosexuality? Why did you ask the question? Why 

did you make the comment about government powers?  Comment on your use of images –only the flag 

at the start, but no more. Why didn’t you quote your sources during the presentation (discuss them more 

closely). ‘touch on’ –nice. Why did you use the paper? What was on it? 

VIDEO 2 Why did choose depression and genetics? How were you feeling? How did you feel about Nüket’s 

comments 30-1 minute. What was on the paper? Did it help? Did you have enough time to practise / 

prepare? Did you feel you could cover your topic? Were you expecting questions?  

Burak Remind confidentiality and right to withdraw. Age? How do the following affect you as a student / 

your presentations: your peer network; your family; your teachers; Yeşil University; English language; 

psychology; material artefacts –phone, internet. Any other factors? Health, leisure interests, etc.) How 

many courses are you doing? Feelings? Did you practise the presentation? Did you feel like you covered 

your subject? 

VIDEO 1 Why Erikson? Why did you use the paper –it helped? Text on slides. Why monochrome text?  
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Introduction interactive, talking about text, use of markers for order 

VIDEO 2 Why moral development of adolescence? Why do you think it was important? How were you 

feeling during the presentation? Why did you choose that image 1:35? Quite a lot of text 5.00. You ended 

fairly suddenly –why? You were laughing quite a lot. How did you feel during the questioning stage? 

Especially 11:13 onwards?  

Engin: Remind confidentiality and right to withdraw. Age? How do the following affect you as a student / 

your presentations: your peer network; your family; your teachers; Yeşil University; English language; 

psychology; material artefacts –phone, internet. Any other factors Health, leisure interests, etc.)? 

Feelings? How many courses are you doing? Did you practise the presentation? Did you feel like you 

covered your subject?  

VIDEO 1 Introduction Why Erikson? Why did you use the paper –it helped? Interaction with slide 5:08 and 

audience –what happened at 5:50?  

VIDEO 2 Why Individualism and collectivism? Why did you pace the stage? 04:10 It doesn’t matter your 

country or your nation –what did you mean by this. How did you come to that belief? Had you memorized 

the talk? How did you feel about the warning from Nüket? Turkey –is it individualist or collectivist culture?  

Özlem: Why Erikson? Remind confidentiality and right to withdraw. Age? How do the following affect you 

as a student / your presentations: your peer network; your family; your teachers; Yeşil University; English 

language; psychology; material artefacts –phone, internet. Any other factors Health, leisure interests, 

etc.)? How many courses are you doing? Feelings? Did you practise the presentation? Did you feel like you 

covered your subject? 

VIDEO 1Tone of voice. End rise. Conversational tone... English. Why did you use monochrome –there were 

pictures but not at the end. Is it general  

VIDEO 2 Why personality traits and job satisfaction? Interesting use of subject fronting in introduction 

0:15. Do you really know people who are dissatisfied with their jobs? 2.00 Why did you look at key words? 

How did you find Nüket’s intervention at 3.55? You didn’t move from that point –why not? Why did you 

ask the question about job satisfaction? 08:40. Nice improvisation during questions. How did you feel 

during the questioning?   

Müge: Remind confidentiality and right to withdraw. Age? How do the following affect you as a student / 

your presentations: your peer network; your family; your teachers; Yeşil University; English language; 

psychology; material artefacts –phone, internet. Any other factors Health, leisure interests, etc.)? How 

many courses are you doing? Progress over the three presentations, comparison.  
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VIDEO 1 Feelings? Why Jung? Did you practise the presentation? Did you feel like you covered your 

subject? 

Rising intonation 1:04 Introducing slides 2:06 Confidence –using the notes as a reminder. 3:33 Nüket’s 

intervention –what did you think about that? Complex language –did you understand all the terms –e.g. 

‘blueprint’ 5:00 this is also interesting concepts” What happened at 05:12? Why did you look mostly at 

Nüket? 7:20 why did you switch to the board then? Why that quote from Jung?  

VIDEO 2 Nice outline. Why the image of teddy bears? What interested you about play and development? 

Calm and confident –why, what changed? How do you think you managed with talking about the image 

at 6.00.  

Serhat: Remind confidentiality and right to withdraw. Age? How do the following affect you as a student 

/ your presentations: your peer network; your family; your teachers; Yeşil University; English language; 

psychology; material artefacts –phone, internet. Any other factors Health, leisure interests, etc.)? How 

many courses are you doing? The relationship between the three presentations, progress, usefulness.  

Vıdeo 1 Feelings? Why Sheldon? Did you practise the presentation? Did you feel like you covered your 

subject? The position means that if you’re interacting with the board, it requires more movement to 

interact with audience who were you making eye contact with? What happened around 1.00 and did it 

affect you? Great speaking around diagram.  

Video 2 Feelings? Why social phobia and academic performance? Constructed a strong academic 

performance. Linked up slides. Interacted with the board. How was the audience –who were you making 

eye contact with?  

Sevi: Remind confidentiality and right to withdraw. Age? Number of courses. How do the following affect 

you as a student / your presentations: your peer network; your family; your teachers; Yeşil University; 

English language; psychology; material artefacts –phone, internet. Any other factors Health, leisure 

interests, etc.)? How many courses are you doing? 

VIDEO 1 Feelings? Why Sheldon? Did you practise the presentation? Did you feel like you covered your 

subject?  

Why didn’t you get Serhat to change your slides? Why no colour, mostly text? Focussing too much on 

board and not enough on audience. Eye contact an issue. Why did you switch around to the other side for 

that diagram? Looking at the door! Summarise text.  

VIDEO 2 Why individualistic and collective cultures? How were you feeling during that presentation? You 

used far more academic illustrations -why 

Development over the 3 presentations. Comparison of value.  
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Hazal: Remind confidentiality and right to withdraw. Age? How do the following affect you as a student / 

your presentations: your peer network; your family; your teachers; Yeşil University; English language; 

psychology; material artefacts –phone, internet. Any other factors: Health, leisure interests, etc.)? How 

many courses are you doing? 

VIDEO 1 Feelings? Why ? Did you practise the presentation? Did you feel like you covered your subject? 

Different approach to the others, who looked at individual theorists –why didn’t you do the same? Why 

didn’t you get someone to change your slides? Pointing at slides. Unpacking concepts. Eg 2:44, 3:48, but 

not always! Why the image 3:00? “So it’s more about you” Example! 5:01 8:25 why did you point at the 

board here? Why did you struggle with those two areas around 9:00. How were you feeling then? 

Interesting the dichotomy between pleasure and purpose. No evaluation of the theory? Why did you think 

it went so badly (it didn’t).  

VIDEO 2 Feelings? Why ? Did you practise the presentation? Effect of violence exposure on socioeconomic 

status –why? Were you aware of your body language here? Fairly monochrome. The green boxes –why 

did you choose thaem to represent your information? Did you feel that you covered your topic sufficiently 

well? You analyse the basis of the results a lot –why? People coming into the class –is this disturbing? The 

final image at 10:00 –quite different to the other tables –why did you choose that image? You interact a 

lot with the board –pointing to the board etc –why? Why did you cchoose a literary quote –eg, rather than 

a quote from a renowned psychologist? You seemed slightly keen for the questinioning to end e.g. 14-

15.00.  

Sinem: Remind confidentiality and right to withdraw. Age? How do the following affect you as a student 

/ your presentations: your peer network; your family; your teachers; Yeşil University; English language; 

psychology; material artefacts –phone, internet. Any other factors: Health, leisure interests, etc.)? How 

many courses are you doing? 

Feelings? Why ? Did you practise the presentation? Did you feel like you covered your subject? Why did 

you choose sexism and gender discrimination? Why were you sitting down? Development over the 3 

presentations. Comparison of value. 

Interview transcription key 

SYMBOL SIGNIFICANCE 

 ... Incomplete sentence 

  - Incomplete word 

(...) Words omitted from transcript excerpt 

[laughs] Nonverbal action 

Go (to) class (word added to clarify meaning) 

kopya (copy) Turkish word (English translation) 
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Özlem, Interviews 1-3 

INTERVIEW 1 
Interview time and date: March 17 11 a.m. 
Location: Office 
Notes: Özlem had been called own from the library by Burak, the previous student. She was very 
enthusiastic and articulate, and clearly wanted to make the experience enjoyable.  

R: Right it’s working. That’s good, so let’s talk 
about your English learning history. Did you 
learn much English in Hakkari? 
Ö: Erm not so much. LA IM 
 

She didn’t learn much English in her home town. 

R: No 
Ö: A little bit in high school and in primary 
school. I was very good in primary school in 
English but then I didn’t interesting in high 
school, and then when I choose the university 
department I made the decision in studying in 
English, and I’m starting to learn in prep school. 
Also, when I come (to) the first exam I made 8 
question and 5 of them was wrong. LA DJ IM 
 

In primary school she was very good but wasn’t 
interested in secondary school. She chose her 
degree subject first and then decided to study in 
English. She started to learn in prep school.  
 
 
She answered 8 questions on her initial/diagnostic 
assessment at the prep school and 5 answers were 
wrong. 

R:  Oh well well never... and how did you find 
hazırlık?  
Ö: Er it’s very very good for me but not sufficient 
100% because we don’t… we didn’t have (any) 
speaking course. We just talking in class with 
some instructor(s) and it is not enough I think, 
but except speaking it is enough I think. LB IA  
 

Prep school was very very good but not completely 
adequate because there was no dedicated speaking 
class. They only did some speaking in other classes. 
Speaking skills development aside, the prep school 
was sufficient. 

R: Mm and so were you on track 1 track 2? 
Ö: Track 1 
R: Oh you’ve done. Oh, your English is good. 
Ö: Thank you 
R: OK did you give any presentations? I suppose 
you didn’t give any presentations in hazırlık. 
Ö: Yeah yeah I think two or three.  
R: Oh did you? 
Ö: Mm in I think in writing or reading course but 
I didn’t remember. QI  
R: OK 
Ö: Except those. 
 

She began in the set for learners of the lowest 
English level. 
 
 
 
She gave two or three presentations in the prep 
school in her reading and writing classes. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

R: OK and do you remember how you felt when 
you were giving those presentations? 
Ö: I’m remember the first presentation. It’s 
about me and I introduced me -basically “I’m 
Özlem I’m coming from blah blah this is my 

The first one she did consisted of an introduction 
giving basic personal information. She was very 
excited and couldn’t speak very well. 
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favourite hobby this is my favourite colour”. Er, 
I was very excited and I couldn’t speak very well 
PS because it was (the) first (one). Then I tried to 
improve my presentations. Then I watched the 
videos er and imitate the person’s body 
language because I’m look in Turkish 
presentation and I thought that I can do it so I 
try it. PK 

Then she tried to improve her presentations by 
watching videos and imitating people’s body 
language. She thought she could do it, so tried to 
do it.  

R: Ah interesting so what so what differences do 
you see between English presentation style and 
Turkish presentation style? 
Ö: Mm there was no many differences I think, 
but in Turkish I’m totally understand what I read, 
but in English I need more practice. LD  
 

There aren’t many differences between English and 
Turkish presentation styles, but for her she 
understands everything she reads in Turkish, but 
her understanding is incomplete in English.  

Ö: And I want to understand totally but it’s not 
possible all of times, and in Turkish I’m more 
flexible in presentation, but in English it’s more 
interesting for me because the pronunciation of 
words are different and very important to 
understand the content, but I think in English it’s 
more interesting and more funny. LD LL  
 

She wants to understand English completely but 
this isn’t always possible. She’s more flexible in 
Turkish presentations. English presentations are 
more interesting and funny. The pronunciation of 
words is different and it’s important to understand 
the content.  

R: Right I wonder I wonder why it has that sense 
for you 
Ö: Sorry? 
R: I wonder why it’s interesting or more 
enjoyable in English than Turkish? 
 
Ö: Er because I (am) saying lots of things in a 
different language and erm English (is) my third 
language LL LD LG  

Presenting in English is more interesting because 
she’s using a different language (her third). 

R: Right your third 
Ö: Yeah I can speak fluently in two languages 
and I started to improve my English speaking in 
the last semester, and in English we… how can I 
say? Er, we use the different types of ability of 
language, and I think English is (a) more flexible 
language. LB LE LD  
 

She speaks 2 languages fluently. She began 
improving her English speaking in the last semester 
(after prep school). English enables more flexibility 
of expression than the others. 

R: Right 
Ö: Yeah because er the presentation that I’m 
watched in there people are more flexible er 
more can to use their body language and 
gestures and mimics and also hands, PK  
 

In the presentations she watched people tend to 
use embodied modes more and with more 
flexibility.  
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But in Turkish erm as I see in courses my friends 
are stable and ‘duh-duh-duh’ and presentation.. 
LD LL PEER-C 
 

But in Turkish, her peers speak less expressively and 
with less variation. 

R: Because that’s interesting I say interesting 
because usually we think of Turkish as you know 
there’s more hand movement, more gesture but 
you’re saying when people are presenting in 
Turkish they are less… 
Ö: Yes I saw that in courses especially when I got 
the introduction to psychology course. My 
instructor was Hülya …. But she more used their 
hands her hands AE and her face is different 
from I think… from the Turkish instructor, 
because the Turkish instructor I think use(s) 
Turkish very fluently. LD 
and they don’t need to make… they don’t need 
to add something to the presentation. LD 
but Celia was (a) very very good presenter. LD LL 
AL QI –ambiguity. 
R: She was presenting in English?  
Ö: In English and erm she sometimes jumping 
and turning around (her) arms and I think it’s 
more effective. AL 
 

 
 
 
 
One of her instructors on the introduction to 
psychology course used gestures and her facial 
expressions were different from the (other) Turkish 
instructors. 
The Turkish instructors use Turkish very fluently so 
they don’t need to use NVC in their presentations. 
 
Celia (on video?) was a wonderful presenter who 
used her body and gestures and was more 
effective. 

R: Interesting.  So how do you find… so the three 
languages are Kurdish, Turkish and English. So 
which one is your mother tongue?  
Ö: Er Kurdish.  LF 
R: Is it? Right. And er so that’s a different issue I 
would say most students here are bilingual their 
first language is Turkish and but you’re also 
native speaker Turkish. 
Ö: Yeah 
R: So can you switch between those two 
languages very easily? 
Ö: Yeah very easily. I learned Turkish at aitch 
years old, eight, sorry, but I can think in Turkish 
and in Kurdish I can read and write in both of 
them (and) also in English. LG LD  
 

Kurdish is her mother tongue. She learned Turkish 
at 8 years old. She can think, write and speak in 
both languages, and write in English. 

R: OK right we might come back to that so what 
about studying at Yeşil University? 
Ö: About what? 
R: In terms of studying I suppose the academic 
side of it? 
Ö: The academic I mean the instructors are very 
very good but we come to study in English, but 

The instructors at Yeşil are excellent, but other 
students ask if they can speak in Turkish, so they 
have to speak in Turkish sometimes. As it’s meant 
to be an EMI degree, these students should switch 
to the Turkish programme. 
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most of my friends are ask “Please hocam 
hocam please in Turkish in Turkish.” PEER-B 
ICand er they have to speak in Turkish 
sometimes it’s not good because we come to 
study in English and if we don’t understand 
English, please switch to Turkish department LJ 
IA ID  

R: Mmm right  
Ö: Programme. 
R: Right yeah yeah  
Ö: But I think it’s er very good, but in speaking 
English it can be better it’s not enough for me IH  
II 
We just can speak in English in presentation. 
IWhen we have an opinion, we can er reflect our 
ideas in English IA but there is no area to talk 
English IA II and there are very little 
international students. IA IH IC 
 

The psychology department is good, but the 
opportunity to speak English isn’t sufficient since 
they can only speak English in their presentations. 
They can give opinions in English but there isn’t a 
specific area for speaking English and there are very 
few international students. 

R: You just said something really interesting 
there and I’ve forgotten what it was. So in terms 
of the presentations presentations are an 
opportunity to speak English. 
Ö: Yeah, because when we preparing for a 
presentation, we don’t just read the content. 
Also we try to use body language and pronounce 
it pronunciation of the words effectively and try 
to (be) fluent (in) the information or knowledge 
PE 
 

When students prepare for presentations they 
don’t only read, they use NV modes and focus on 
pronunciation and fluency. 

R: Yeah hm-mm right good 10:20 Um OK so why 
did you choose psychology? 
Ö: Erm when I (was in) high school… I was (in) 
high school my grade from the LGS and YSS was 
good and I have two two option(s). One of them 
is law and one of them is psychology. I choose 
psychology because I wanted to study at 
Istanbul and my grade was enough for Yeşil 
University er EA and I was really wondering 
people behaviour cause of people behaviour 
behaviours and I try to understand them IG PER-
K EA  
 

She was successful in the university entrance 
exams. She had two options –law or psychology. 
She chose psychology because she wanted to study 
in Istanbul and she had a good enough grade to 
study at Yeşil on a full scholarship. She was 
intrigued by people’s behaviour and its causes and 
wanted to understand this. 

R: Law’s quite a difficult option. 
Ö: Yeah and also I wanted to live abroad, 
especially in Europe or in America LD and I know 
that if I don’t have… erm if I don’t erm have (a 
good enough level of) English I cannot live and 

She didn’t study law because she wanted to live 
abroad in Europe or the US, and without English she 
wouldn’t be able to live in those regions. Law is a 
less internationally transferable discipline than 
psychology, so she chose the latter. 
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in law English doesn’t work very well. Law 
change(s) from country to country but 
psychology is general more general, so I’m 
psychology. LF LI LD EA QI  
 

R: Yeah good OK good. OK and what kind of 
things do you do in Nüket Hoca’s class. What do 
you do? 
Ö: Firstly, we try to improve our paraphrasing 
skills in English, in reading and also writing 
especially with presentations, and also in this 
semester, we try to make an effective literature 
review and we evaluate articles and we try to er 
understand. Er instead of reading whole 
article(s), we focus (on) the topics and… LK IF  
 

In the ESP class, they first try to improve their 
paraphrasing skills in English. They do writing and 
presentations. This semester they are trying to do 
an effective literature review and evaluate articles 
without reading the entire article. 

R: Yeah right good, and how are your kind of 
relationships with your teacher your 
classmates? 
Ö: With classes good because I know them from 
the other classes PEER-A and I again choose the 
Nüket hoca because erm she is not focus on my 
our grades. She just wanted to be erm flexible 
and cool. He just she just wanted you to be you 
learn learn and make even think. Don’t think 
(about) the grades. IF AA AD  
R: Right 
Ö: Yeah so I’m very… erm how can I say, I’m 
rahat. AK 
R: Yeah comfortable, relaxed. 
Ö: Yeah I’m very relaxed in her course because I 
don’t think (about) the grades. (I’m) just trying 
to learn something in English and improving my 
abilities. LK AK AD 
 

She has good relationships with the other students 
because she knows them from the other classes.  
 
 
 
She chose the ESP T because she doesn’t focus on 
the grades. She wants to be flexible and cool and 
wants ss to focus on learning and almost forget 
about the grades. So S is very comfortable in this 
class because she doesn’t consider the grades, only 
focussing on improving her English skills. 

R: Hm-mm good OK so the next the next 
presentation task -what do you have to do for 
that? 
Ö: For English 212? 
R: Yes, for Nüket’s class. 
Ö: We will present a mental disorder, and my 
team friend Burak was deal was dealing with the 
schizophrenia and we will present the 
schizophrenia in the last… in the next 
presentation.   
 

For the next P1 task they will present 
schizophrenia, the topic which co-presenter B 
chose for them 
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R: Hm-mm and so what kind of…what needs to 
go into the presentation? What are you going to 
talk about? 
Ö: Er the what’s the er tanım (definition) 
R: Introduction?  
Ö: No 
R: Definition  
Ö: The definition yeah the definition of 
schizophrenia er what kind of disorder is er I 
think the reason for this mental disorder mm 
people who have schizophrenia what can do er 
what can they do and er maybe interesting case 
study about the schizophrenia yeah, but we just 
now scan the article and try to make the focus 
focus points for the presentation. That’s all for 
now. DG DB 
 

They will first define the topic, explain reasons for 
it, make recommendations for those affected and 
perhaps look at a case study. Just now they are 
scanning articles and trying to focus on particular 
points. 

R: Good OK so the slides. What should a good 
presentation look like? 
Ö: Mmm I think they should be clear DD 
R: Mm-hm  
Ö: And er (they) should include the mm relevant 
data: maybe graphics, maybe statistical analysis 
and maybe pictures er and mm clear and 
important information. Not more more 
information, so much information, but the 
important and clear data will be beneficial. DA 
DB  
 

Presentation slides should be clear and include the 
relevant data such as graphics, statistical analysis, 
maybe images and the main points –not too much 
information.  

R: OK and um how do you practise the 
presentation? 
Ö: Mm firstly we sc- we are scanning the erm 
articles.  
R: Yeah. 
Ö: And collect data . 
R: Mm-hmm 
Ö: After that, we choose the important er point 
from this data. (We) collect data and we 
paraphrase them and we meet in library and er 
prepare (the) presentation together. It’s very 
important (when) one of them present(s) 
preparing the presentation and (the) other one  
(is) just reading, it’s not good for us. We very 
care about preparing the presentation together 
because when we prepare that we also argue 
about the topic and it’s better for us. PB PC 
 

First they scan the articles and collect data from 
them. Then they choose the important points, 
paraphrase them, meet in the library and prepare 
the presentation together. When preparing in 
groups, one person should not prepare and the 
other one just read –the preparation needs to be 
done together because it enables them to discuss 
the topic. 
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R: Yep good OK great so you practise so that 
brings me to a point: is it better to present in 
groups like this or could you present just by 
yourself? 
Ö: I can present by myself but when er my group 
er friends (are) close to me and when we 
present it’s together, it’s I think more better 
because there are some people to argue the 
topic and er acquire new information about 
that. PJ 
 

She can present individually, but when she has a 
good group, it’s better because they discuss the 
topic and acquire new information that way.  

R: OK right good OK so you’re going to practice 
before you do the presentation  
Ö: Yes more practice I think 5 or 6 times. PE 
R: Oh really? 
Ö: Yeah because we try (to be) the best. 

They’ll practise 5 or 6 times more before doing the 
presentation so they can be the best presenters. 

R: How do you use them (the slides) to present? 
Ö: Erm Firstly we identify the topics and show 
them clearly and when we talk about we can 
sign it and people can show and clearly 
understand er then we didn’t write all of the 
sentences, we just type all of the key words and 
make a sentences when we (are) talking about it 
DM PV 
 

When presenting, they will first identify the topics, 
show them clearly and use gestures when speaking 
so the audience can clearly understand. They just 
type in the key words and make sentences while 
they are discussing it.  

Ö: Mm-hm and it shows that we know the topics 
er we have researched about it and we can 
complete the sentences without showing or 
looking at another article DA PV 
 
 er and also we prepare the question in of…in all 
of the presentation because er when we ask the 
question for the listeners or my friends, they can 
er more I think pay attention and that’s also 
better for us and we ask to we encourage them 
to ask question to us DV PI and we also use the 
pictures -but not small pictures, we use big 
pictures and when they look at the pictures we 
(are) talking about (the) pictures and showing 
something else that are not written in the slides. 
DB 
 

This approach to presenting shows that they know 
the topics, that they have researched them and can 
speak about them without referring to the articles.  
 
They prepare questions for the audience in order 
for them to pay more attention. They also 
encourage the audience to ask questions. 
 
 
 
They use large images which add something to 
what is written on the slides. 
 

R: Right so that’s… the function of the images is 
to add something. Well, what’s the function of 
the images? 
Ö: Erm  
R: I don’t want to put words into your mouth 

The images help the audience to understand the 
topic in a more interesting way than the text on the 
slides. They also add more evidence.  She used an 
image of two contrasting classrooms to contrast 
the educational systems in Turkey and Finland. 
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Ö: Well when they saw the images they think 
and try to understand because I think it’s more 
interesting than the writings or sentences and 
we use them to show something by using more 
evidence. For example, when I compare the 
education system in Finland and Turkey, I use 
two pictures that are very clear and they explain 
more data er because it’s show a flexible 
environment and other in Turkey shows a 
nervous instructor, like that. DB DO  
 

R: All right good could you give me… er describe 
a good presentation? 
Ö: For a group or for individual? 
R: Just a good… how should a good presentation 
be performed? 
Ö: Er OK I watch some steps. When I prepare a 
presentation firstly erm I read many of… 
R: Not OK maybe not so much in the present 
preparation cause you talked about that, but in 
terms of the actual giving the presentation.  
Ö: Firstly I’m care about not looking very 
excited. I try to control my er my body language 
and eye contact is the most important thing for 
me. Er, when I explain something, I (am) also 
looking at the instructor (or) my friends. DPR. I 
use my hands to show some things DO (and) 
then I can explain context without looking (at) 
the presentation and I can directly ask 
something to friends or instructor about the 
presentation and when they have a question er 
even I don’t have any answer for that question I 
can explain the situation and I can direct him or 
her to find the explanation in (the) presentation. 
DV 

She’s careful not to appear too excited. She tries to 
control her body language. Eye contact is the most 
important aspect of this. She maintains it with the 
instructor and her peers while explaining. She uses 
gestures to indicate points. This helps her explain 
the context without reading from the slides. She 
can question the audience directly. Even without an 
answer to a question, she can explain the situation 
and direct the questioner to a source where their 
question might be answered. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

R: Hm-mm good OK good, and what’s the 
difference between erm… OK let’s go back. Sorry 
start again, the difference between presenting 
in English and presenting in Turkish or Kurdish. 
Ö: In Turkish I can easily make joke(s) but in 
English because of we we educate with a formal 
language, I cannot joke and I really like to make 
a joke when I present or explain something it 
makes me a little bit nervous or excited in 
English presentation, but also presentation(s) in 
English are more interesting for me because I 
like to explain something that I’m learn new or 
just. LD LL LH PL 

She can joke in Turkish easily but because she’s 
learned formal English she can’t joke in English –she 
likes to joke in English. It makes her anxious or 
excited to present in English.  Presentations in 
English are more interesting because she likes 
explaining new knowledge.  
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R: Mm OK all right so so it’s really really related 
to what you’re studying as well, and what’s the 
role of the audience? What’s the audience’s 
role?  
Ö: Mmm audience? 
R: What should they do? 
Ö: Mmm they shouldn’t look me like this (makes 
face) QI They should ask question or when 
they… DW  I’m sure that they know all of the 
words because we always learn something new. 
I wanted them to ask me er unknown words or 
a complex part of the presentation. Maybe it’s 
not clear and I don’t know that er they should 
ask question or just make comments or thank 
me er it was good. But in our presentation DW 
after I finish the presentation, I will say that I say 
say that I’m ready for your question, but 
everybody looks me like that. [makes face]PH QI 
 

The audience shouldn’t look vacantly at her when 
she’s presenting. They should ask questions. 
 
 
 
The audience knows all the words. She wants them 
to ask her unknown or complex words. They should 
ask questions about unknown words or complex 
concepts from the presentation because it may not 
be clear to the audience but as a presenter she 
might not be aware they don’t understand. They 
should ask questions or just make comments or 
thank her. 
When she finishes the presentation she takes 
questions, but everyone in the audience looks 
vacantly at her 

R: [Laughs] 
Ö: Yeah.  
R: And that’s a bit disappointing.  
Ö: Sorry? 
R: That’s disappointing when they do that.  
Ö: Yeah. 
R: You’re expecting more from them. 
Ö: Mm-hm  
 

She agrees that this behaviour is disappointing. 

R: OK what’s your… Thank you, that was really 
good. What about your academic and 
professional plans? What are they? 
Ö: Er in this semester I have two project(s). First 
of all about the social law thing in (the) area of 
social psychology and one of them is about job 
satisfaction, and er the big five allowance, and 
it’s about industrial psychology. And also I am I 
am dealing with the bipolar people. It’s clinical 
and also I wanna say that I’m just looking for 
(the) exact and correct area of psychology and 
I’m searching for this.  
EB  
R: Thank you.  
Ö: And if I except if the Erasmus accept me for 
the Cardiff Metropolitan University I will go in 
the second semester of (my) third year.  EB 
R: Oh Cool. 

In this semester she has two projects, one about 
social psychology and one about industrial 
psychology and the big five. She is also dealing with 
bipolar people in clinical psychology. She is still 
searching for exactly the right area of psychology to 
focus on.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
If accepted, she will go on an Erasmus exchange to 
Cardiff Met in the UK in the second semester of her 
third year.  
 
 
She has until then to decide, but she wants to be a 
researcher in the future. In addition she would like 
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Ö: Yeah and up until this semes- or second 
semester of (the) third year er I think I can make 
a decision about that, but I want to (do some) 
searching in (the) future. 
R: Oh you want to be a researcher? 
Ö: Yeah yeah. EB EE 
R: Right. 
Ö: Yeah yeah and in addition to a being a 
researcher I want to work in the area as a social 
psychologist or as a clinical psychologist as a 
political psychologist because I’m interest(ed) in 
different areas and I don’t have any decision 
right now. EE ED  

to work in the areas of social, clinical or political 
psychology because she hasn’t yet chosen between 
the areas she’s interested in.  

What about the future of Turkey? How do you 
see that?  
Ö: When I think that I become sad. I become sad 
because I live 18 17 years in (the) east of Turkey 
and I saw many many terrible conditions. I want 
to change it but erm some of them you know in 
top make different decision(s) you know and I’m 
very… It’s very hard to me to understand what’s 
going on and I don’t read (the) news for one 
years approximately GB GF  
R: Oh really? 
Ö: Yeah because er in last year when they had 
bad conditions in (the) East my mother you 
know taşınmak  (move house) PA  
R: Moved house 
Ö: Yeah moved house close to another city and 
my father was (in) another city. I’m also was (in) 
another city. That was terrible for us and my 
sisters and brothers couldn’t go to school for 
one month er and that’s why it was terrible and 
I wonder what can I do for this. I’m just didn’t 
(follow the) news and comments about (it). I just 
focus on the psychology and different areas 
and…  PA PB  
 

When she considers Turkey’s future she feels sad. 
She lived for 18 years in the East and witnessed a 
great many terrible things. She would like to change 
this, but the people at the top’s decisions are 
“different” so she doesn’t understand what’s going 
on. She hasn’t read the news for about a year. 
 
 
 
During the unrest last year in many major Eastern 
cities, her family moved to another city. Neither she 
nor her sisters or brothers could go to school for a 
month which was terrible. She wonders what she 
could do about this, so she decided that rather than 
read about the news and comments on the news, 
she should just focus on psychology and other 
areas.  
 
 
 
 

R: How do you perceive your identity? What’s...? 
How do you see your social identity as being? 
Ö: Firstly I’m obtain my political identity in (a) 
very early age, in high school er and er I had (a) 
great intellectual environment in high school. Er 
we read the Kafka in high school in 14 (or) 15 
years old, and we argue about that, we make the 
comments and examination on that. That was 
very good IM but when I came to Istanbul for the 
first time to study my friends look at me in a 

She developed a political identity at a very early age 
in secondary school. She discussed Kafka then at 
school when she was 14-15 and it was a great 
intellectual environment.  
 
However when she came to Istanbul her peers 
behaved differently to her and were talking 
illogically. 
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different way and are talking to me something 
not logical, PEER-A and I thought that I should go 
and don’t study at Yeşil. IC but then I realised 
that they didn’t know anything about me and I 
can introduce me and I pursue(d) my identity. 
It’s good for me because I learned very thing(s) 
earlier than my peer(s) PK PEER-B and I think and 
I thought and I have many many knowledge 
about some area for example political and that’s 
good for me also, because we have… I have 4 
siblings I improved er identity very responsible. 
It’s also good for me because the people who 
live in the east have more than two or three 
children. GB GF PER B 
 

 
 
 
She therefore thought she should leave Yeşil. Then 
she realised they were behaving that way through 
ignorance of her. She realised that she could tell 
them about herself. It was good because she could 
author her own identity and she realised she 
learned everything earlier than her peers. She 
knows a lot about areas such as political, which is 
good for her too.  
 
 
Because she has 4 siblings she has had to become 
responsible for them. This has also been good for 
her. The people in the East have more than two or 
three children. 

R: Are they younger than you?  
Ö: Yeah I’m the first one child, and er (the) 
smallest child (is) two years old, and they are 
responsible for my identity. PER B 
R: Right well that’s interesting. They’re good fun. 
Are they in Istanbul with you or is your family 
still out in the east?  
Ö: They are still in Hakkari.  
R: Right. 
Ö: Yeah one of them (is) my siblings Eylem. She 
is a girl and er she is studying English teacher. 
(She is) studying to be (an) English teacher in 
Dicle university, Diyarbakir. PER-B 
R: Oh good cool that’ll be good. She’ll be able to 
teach her siblings. You won’t have to… you 
won’t be responsible for that then. Thank you 
very much for that then Özlem. That’s been 
really interesting. 
 

She’s the eldest child. The youngest is 2 years old. 
Being their sister has helped to form her identity. 
They are still in Hakkari. Her sister is studying to be 
an English teacher in Dicle University in Diyarbakir.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

INTERVIEW 2 
Time and date: 11 April, 2.30. 
Location: Office 
Notes: Özlem warmed up as the interview progressed. Wanted feedback on the presentation –
difficulty in role as teacher/interviewer, couldn’t keep these separate.  

R: So erm how did you think it went Özlem? How 
do you think your presentation went? 
Ö: Erm it was good but not enough. PN 
 

P1 was good but not good enough.  

R: Why did you choose schizophrenia? 
Ö: Exactly Burak and Nüket hoca was talking 
about the schizophrenia, and Nüket Hoca said to 

They presented schizophrenia because the T and B 
her co-presenter agreed it, and her and E agreed 
because they are a group. 
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Burak, “You can choose this topic” and because 
of we are a group we decided to present the 
schizophrenia. ADG PA 
R: Mm. 
Ö Yeah. 
R: Ah so it was a group decision. 
Ö: Yeah it was a group decision. PA 
 

R: And so how were you feeling at the 
presentation -before it, during it, after it? 
Ö: Ere r I felt good because I really like my group 
friends because they are responsible from 
everything and they er work hard er I think, so 
we prepared. We make some practice, then we 
present and I think it was good. PC 
 

She really likes her co-presenters because they are 
responsible and hardworking. They prepared, 
practised, presented and she thinks it was good.  

R: Right yeah mm good OK so if if you were in 
the audience how would you feel about your 
presentation? 
Ö: In context of audience? 
R: Yeah in terms of if you were watching what 
you had done, how would you respond to it? 
Ö: Mm I think er it could be better because I 
don’t like my voice yeah that’s all for now. PN 

It could be better because she doesn’t like her 
voice.  

R: Right OK well maybe we can remind you OK 
so let’s go so the phone call so there was a 
phone call at 4:25. My first question is why did 
you go over there why did you stand there? 
Ö: Mm because I like (the) left side. [laughs]  
R: How do you mean you like it? Why? 
Ö: Erm for example, I cannot use (the) right side 
of my body. PER-G 
R: Oh. 
Ö: I’m write with left and I use my left eye 
mostly. Some doctors said that, and (my) left 
foot. 
R: Oh really, so you’re left-handed, so that’s 
why? 
Ö: I can… I’m very… It’s very hard for me to use 
you know çatal bıçak (a knife and fork) at the 
same time. Because it’s very hard to me to co-
ordinate, I don’t use (it). PER-G 
R: Oh really 
Ö: The right side 
R: That’s so interesting =oh 
Ö: So= I prefer the left side because I can make 
the left side of my body easily in this side. PER-G 
PR 

 
She stood on the other side of the board because 
she likes the left side –she can’t use the right side 
of her body.  
 
 
 
 
She’s left-handed and footed, and uses her left eye 
mostly according to some doctors. 
 
It’s hard for her to use a knife and fork at the same 
time because it’s hard for her to co-ordinate the 
two. She doesn’t use the right side. 
 
 
 
 
She prefers to present on the left because she can 
use the left side of her body more easily on that 
side. 
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R: Ah. 
Ö: Yeah. 
 

R: That’s interesting because it worked really 
well. It worked really well going on that side. 
There was only one other person that really did 
it and the thing is that… um that you’re talking 
to the audi- you’re not turning your back on the 
audience if you go there, so I mean that’s an 
advantage. 
Ö: Is it OK to stay in here? 
R: No problem at all I think it’s good =because 
Ö: Because= I do it always [laughs]. PR 
 

She always presents on that side.  

R: Oh no it’s a good thing to do I would advise 
most people to it to be honest in these rooms 
anyway. Erm so did that phone call…?(VIDEO 
PLAYS) 4:38  
So we watched it. So did that affect you? 
Ö: Erm it’s affect affected me, but I tried to er 
don’t show it PT because it can be many of times 
and it shouldn’t digest my attention. DZ 
R: Right 
Ö: I should pay attention, all of my attention, to 
(the) presentation. DY 
R: Yes yes (laughs) but it happens anyway 
doesn’t it? 
Ö: Yeah. 
 

The phone ringing in P1 affected her but she tried 
not to show it.  
  
 
 
 
It could happen any time and it shouldn’t consume 
her attention. 
 
 
She should pay all her attention to the 
presentation. 
 

R: OK so some of the… Good, so let’s watch a bit 
(VIDEO PLAYS) 5:58 What was that word?  
Ö: Delisions, delusions. 
R: Oh delusions. 
Ö: Yeah not televisions. [laughs] 
R: Yeah right sorry, delusions. Right, delusions. 
Ö: Yeah. 
 

 

R: Oh well OK um but you got… What I thought 
there was that you had quite a lot of text on the 
slide.  
Ö: Yeah. 
R: Was that deliberate, to include a lot? 
Ö Um yeah I think could be less. PN 
 

She agrees that there could have been less text on 
the slide. 
 
 
 
 

R: So you’ve got two kind of paragraphs rather 
than a list, so was there any reason to do it like 
that? 

They divided into two parts because the sentences 
were divided in two(?) 
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Ö: Er the main reason to divide (it into) two 
part(s) is that the sentence were divided to two 
part(s) DA but I think it shouldn’t be sentence(s), 
just key words should be enough to present DA 
 

 
 
But just the key words should be enough in 
presentations. 

So the audience it’s good you’re looking at the 
audience what was the audience doing? Can you 
remember? 
 

 

Ö: Yeah, one of my friends (was) looking at the 
mobile phone I remember, and Seher Hoca was 
listening (to) me and you also record the 
presentation PH but I think when I look at the 
audience(‘s) eyes I can present it better, 
because it’s not only become a presentation um 
like this er I explain something to my friends or 
someone that I know before.  DP PI  
 

One audience member was looking at her/his 
phone. Another teacher was listening and I was 
recording.  
When she makes eye contact with the audience she 
presents better because it’s not just a presentation 
but an explanation to friends. 

Ö: I think they are different, because er in 
presenting er I think that we er look at the slides 
and talking, but in explaining –mostly I prefer 
explaining-- I didn’t need anything. PW 
 
Also, when I study with my friends, I explain 
something but mostly I didn’t use the papers or 
course materials because I didn’t memorise er 
anything. Just I tried to understand, tried to 
make sense about them. PC 
 

These are different because in presentations, 
people look at the slides and talk but explaining is 
different because no slides are necessary.  
 
 
When she studies with friends she explains but she 
doesn’t use the papers or course materials because 
she didn’t memorise them, but tried to make sense 
of them.  

R: You haven’t memorised it? It’s very good. I 
mean you talked about it very effectively. Erm 
the slide, why was the slide… It was kind of quite 
bare. It was a bullet point list. 
Ö: Mm-hm because I didn’t need the 
explanation before I present this. It’s my 
responsibility, er (the) statement(s) and 
sentence(s) er I’m also searching… I searched 
this topic and I read two or three different 
sources about it. I didn’t memorise, I got it so I 
didn’t need the explanation er I could explain it. 
PD 
 

The preparation of that slide was her responsibility. 
She read two or three different sources and she 
knew she could explain the information without 
having to memorise it –this is why she only included 
the key words. 

R: Impressive, but for example the slide not so 
much the explanation but the… there are no 
images. Like for example, if you’re going to do 
art therapy as one of the therapies for it why 

She agrees that it might have been a good idea to 
use images when discussing art therapy. She has 
observed art therapies before and could have used 
some images from that.  
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why my question would be like why wouldn’t 
you have a picture? 
Ö: Mm yeah it’s very nice point. Um I’m also… I 
had been in art therapies and I could er use 
some pictures about it. PO 
 

R: Right so how could you how do you think a 
presentation should end? 
Ö: Very bad. PN 
R:  It wasn’t very bad. 
Ö: About the presentation because er I didn’t 
know how can I end it. In Turkish it’s also like 
this. PN LL LD 
R: Is it? 
Ö: When I present something and and it ends 
and (I) start looking to (the) audience PD 
R: Why is that? 
Ö: I don’t know. 
 

The presentation ended badly. She doesn’t know 
how to end presentations in Turkish either.  
 
 
 
She just starts looking at the audience when she’s 
finished presenting.  

R: Ah well well but when you can see the eff- I 
mean, just do a big ending. How… how do you 
feel an ending to a presentation should be? 
Ö: I’m not good in ending. PN 
R: OK but so how could you do it? 
Ö: Er ah like to say that yes that “today we 
presented schizophrenia with burak and Engin 
and thank you for listening” DJ 
R: Yeah right so some kind of looking back 
summing up, (a) summary.  
Ö: Ah yeah like this it maybe like this “Er yeah 
“Today I or we presented the schizophrenia and 
the definition of these sentence statements and 
misconceptions, bla bla” DJ 
R: Yeah 
Ö: OK thank you (laughs) 
R: Yeah (laughs) right no that would be good  
 

She’s not good at ending presentations. She could 
recap the topic, her co-presenters’ names and 
thank the audience for listening. Or she could recap 
the topic and summarize the contents and thank 
the audience. 

R: Yeah, why did you make that point? I thought 
that was such a good point. 
Ö [laughs] It’s my exact opinion PER-L 
R: Right.  
Ö: Yeah I’m also positive people, very positive. 
PER-J 
 

Her answer about the question relating to the lack 
of images in P1 is her personal opinion. 
 
 
She’s a very positive person.  

R: Right well I thought it was a very creative and 
appropriate thing to say in that situation 
because it was a it was a kind of difficult 

Her response represented the reality of their 
situation when preparing the presentation. All the 
images they’d found were of people who were sad 
and suffering with three or four faces & 
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question she asked you. Do you remember the 
question? 
Ö: Yeah. “Why did you… don’t you use any 
picture in your presentation? But it’s totally like 
that, because when we search for the pictures 
we just er see the people who are really sad and 
suffer from anything and they have three or four 
faces and personalities, but it’s also a 
misconception er because they… yes, it’s hard to 
continue with their life like before but they 
continue in a way, I think. EH PB DB 
 

personalities, but this is wrong. Although it’s hard 
for such people to continue with their lives, people 
with schizophrenia do manage to carry on.  

R: All right OK so good so in terms of generally 
sort of presentations. How should a 
presentation begin? How should you begin it? 
Ö: How should you begin? Er, not in this 
presentation but in my general presentation(s), 
I start to start with a question about the topic or 
I show a picture. Then I talking about something. 
For example, I give a background information 
with two or three sentences, then I summarise 
it, then it becomes specific and the last point 
become my title. Then I start to talk about my 
title with the presentation. DF  
 

Presentations should begin in general with a 
question about the topic. Alternatively they could 
start with a question about the topic. Or she could 
show a picture and talk about it. Or she could give 
background info in several sentences. She should 
move from general to specific. The last point should 
become the title of presentation, and then she 
would start to talk about it.  

Ö: Yeah I don’t like er to starting to start with 
“Yeah this is my presentation bla bla.” DF 
R: Right OK I see why not? 
Ö: It’s very ordinary. I think everyone does it. DF 
 

She doesn’t like to go straight into the 
presentation. This is a commonplace way to start. 

R: Right so you want to make it more interesting 
Ö: Yeah because er it’s er (a) truth that my 
friends didn’t listen (to) me mostly and we didn’t 
lis- don’t listen (to) them. PH 
 

The truth is that peers don’t listen to each other’s 
presentations. 

R: Why is that? 
Ö: Because it’s not exact(ly) a presentation They 
also, not for all of them, mostly they memorise 
and come and and er speak like this. “it’s, it’s, 
it’s, it’s,” then “thank you” but it’s not a great or 
excite presentation PEER-C  
 
Presentation means that you will (re)search, you 
will summarise, you will interpret and then you 
will make a presentation and (the) last point is 
(to) present it in the classroom DY, but I think it’s 
not works like that because most of my friends I 
know have a fear about the public speaking -also 

This is because it isn’t exactly a proper 
presentation. Peers memorise and speak as if they 
are reciting lists of facts. It’s not very good or 
exciting.  
 
 
 
Presentation means searching, summarising, 
interpreting the material, writing the presentation 
then presenting it in class.  
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in Turkish, not in English, so I think they should 
deal with this firstly. PEER-C 
 

 
But it doesn’t work that way because her peers are 
afraid of speaking in public in English and Turkish, 
so they need to deal with this issue first. 

R: And that’s such an interesting kind of 
question you know they might not want to 
present but why don’t you listen to other 
people? 
Ö: I mostly listen but mostly I couldn’t 
understand because the pronunciation not good 
and they are don’t want to present it. It’s just a 
kind of görev (duty) yeah it’s just a görev. They 
are not volunteer for this PEER-C but when my 
friend (is) talking about a new project or 
something that (they) did in (the) weekend, they 
are really… they can speak very effective(ly), I 
think. PEER-A 
R: Right  
Ö: But I showed the presentation as a good and 
funny thing. PN 
R: Right I think that’s probably it. That’s fine. 
 

She usually listens to her peers present, but she 
can’t understand most of the time because their 
pronunciation isn’t good and there is no 
enthusiasm for presenting. It’s just a duty which 
they don’t want to do. 
 
 
 
 
This contrasts with when they are talking about a 
new project or free time activity. They can speak 
very well about these things.  
 
She views presentations as a good and funny thing.   

R: [unrecorded question] 
Ö: Er firstly, we searched this information from 
the er different books and articles and websites. 
Then we had to choose one of them or two of 
them because some of this book(s) are very 
detailed and it won’t be good for us, because it 
s a short presentation. So for the definition of 
schizophrenia, we used the DSM 4 and after the 
definition we didn’t use the DSM book because 
it was very detailed. And then in a book names 
as “Abnormal psychology” we searched for the… 
searched for the content of (the) presentation; 
for example, the symptoms causes and 
treatments. Er then in the in the historical 
background part of this presentation for the 
schizophrenia, we also used a different book and 
it was “Introduction to psychology”, as I 
remember. PB 
 

For P1, they researched info from books and 
websites, choosing one or two of them. Too many 
sources wouldn’t be helpful because the 
presentation is short. They used DSM4 for the 
definition but it was too detailed for the 
explanation, so they used ‘Abnormal Psychology’ 
for the main content of the presentation and 
‘Introduction for Psychology’ for the historical 
background to the disorder. 

R: OK did you work together for the whole 
afternoon? 
B: No we did it before. PC 
R: You did it before. 
E: Yeah  
R: And then you worked together as a group. 
 

They worked before meeting to put the parts of the 
presentation together.  
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R: Right OK and um when you were taking notes 
were you taking notes with a pencil and paper?  
B: Yeah of course 
Ö: We need to paraphrase them to write them 
down in the presentation file, and we… when we 
used the different sources, we also need to write 
and paraphrase and then rewrite to put them in 
the presentation. PB 
R: So you kind of copied from there and kind of 
paraphrased when you put the slides together.  
Ö: Yeah 
 

They took pencial and paper notes and 
paraphrased these in the presentation. They wrote 
and paraphrased and rewrote to put them in the 
presentation.  

Interview 3 
Time and date: 05 June, 10.30  
Location: Office 
Notes: Özlem responded really well to the clarifying questions I asked. Slightly less smiley than usual 
–maybe the effect of Finals?  
 

R: First of all can you tell me your age? 
Ö: 5 days later, 21. 
 

She is 20. 

R: And how many courses are you studying? 
Ö: Now six 
R: Why’s it fewer? 
Ö: Because I took eight courses last semester 
and I didn’t have any time to read book(s) or 
watch films or something like that to rest, so I 
thought that I couldn’t understand the course 
very well because I always try to finish my 
homework in time up until the due time, so I 
think that 6 course will be enough. Also, I think 
(that) six (is) not a good number for us because 
in this course we have so many homework, so 
we cannot understand the value of the 
homework, what they want to make. We just 
write and give and take a point so it passes like 
that. IB IC 
 

She is studying 6 courses.  
 
 
She did 8 courses in semester 1 but didn’t have time 
to read books, watch films or rest. She also didn’t 
think she could reach a full understanding of the 
courses she was studying: she was always trying to 
finish her homework on time. In fact 6 courses is 
too many because there is a lot of homework and 
they can’t focus on an in-depth understanding of 
the homework –they just write, hand in and get 
points for it.  

R: So yeah so why do people do more courses? 
Ö: Because they want to graduate earlier than 
us because they pay money for this school, so if 
they are finish the school one year early so they 
will not pay money for this year. IC 
 

People take more modules in order to graduate 
earlier so they can avoid paying for an extra year of 
study.  

R: Well I think that’s very sensible and was that 
your opinion? Was that with the support of your 
parents or..?  

She decided to drop down to 6 courses without any 
family or parental pressure. But last semester when 
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Ö: No it’s my opinion, er but last semester, when 
my mum or my father call(ed) me, I always said 
that “Please call me later because now I’m doing 
homework.” PER-A 

her parents called she asked them to call later 
because she was always doing her homework.  

Ö: But I gave a special course for the children 
also plus eight course(s). Yeah. 
R: Which children? 
Ö: They are from Şile. 
R: How was that? 
Ö: They are very good when we start they are 
very bad in maths and English, but now they are 
good I think. PER-K  
 

Last semester she was also giving private maths and 
English lessons to children in the town. They have 
improved a lot. 

R: Mm OK good so now I’m going to ask you 
about some kind of aspects that might affect 
your identity as a student what impact do your 
friends have on Özlem the student? 
Ö: Hmm last year I tried to change my university 
er by GPA so I worked hard and I got a very well 
GPA EH 
So in this year my friends always say to me that 
er you are work very hard and why do you work 
this much and blah blah blah but they do not 
know that PB last year I worked hard to change 
the university, and this year I think the courses 
are not difficult. You just write paper(s) and 
make presentation(s) so when you go the class, 
you don’t need to work also for the final exams 
or the mid-terms. IA But they don’t understand 
er it and always when I go to sit and drink a 
coffee with my friends, they also ask to me “did 
you er do this homework or other or what can 
we do in this homework?” and it’s a bit sıkıcı 
(boring) for me. So when I sit with my friends, I 
try to speak (about) another things except (the) 
course. PB PA 
 

Last semester she tried to transfer to another 
university by raising her GPA. She did manage to get 
a very good GPA. Her peers have noticed how hard 
she works and wonder why, but she hasn’t told 
them the reason she worked so hard was in order 
to leave the university.  
 
 
This year the courses are easy –they just require her 
to write papers and present. There is no need to 
work too hard for these, or for the exams.  
 
But her friends don’t understand this and they 
always want help with their homework when she’s 
having a coffee, which bores her, so she always 
tries to change the subject. 

R: Obviously Burak and Engin are quite 
important for your presenting. Can you talk a 
little bit about how they helped your 
presentation? 
Ö: Engin as you know (is) a very hardworking 
student and he tried to finish his school earlier 
than us, and he’s a very responsible people. Er, 
when we talk about the presentation he quickly 
determine(s) the plan or outline with us with 
asking our opinion, and whatever you say Burak 
does (laughs) and we are very good team so 

Her co-presenters: E is very hardworking and 
responsible. He is good at working out the plan for 
the presentation though discussion with his co-
presenters. B is good at following her instructions. 
They are a good team. They can easily prepare the 
presentation because they are easy-going, which 
makes the process enjoyable.  
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when we select the topic it’s not difficult for us 
because we are easy-going people and we are 
always smiling. That’s funny for me. PC 
 

R: Yeah it’s good. It’s nice to see. It’s obviously 
effective based on your presentations, and how 
about your family? What effect have they had 
on your life as a student you can think in terms 
of positive or negative effect? 
Ö: They are so positive for me because I finished 
all school with the degrees so they always said 
to me “Please keep going on to study and be our 
honour and continue continue.” So when I finish 
the Prep School they were very happy because I 
learned English, and the last year I was the first 
student in the psychology. That’s very good for 
them and they are always support me for the 
school and for the new project, also to be 
creative to have the original thinking and also to 
deal with another things except school. PER-A 
EH 
 

Her parents are very positive influence on her 
studies. They encourage her to carry on studying. 
They were pleased when she finished the prep 
school. Last year she came first in the department. 
They always support her and encourage her to 
think creatively and originally about her education 
and life outside school.  

R: Right OK good and anything that you have 
done or said relating to your presenting? 
Ö: Hm no when I said to my mum or father I 
make presentation in English, they were very 
surprised and it’s not a problem for them. It’s (a) 
very nice thing. PER-A 
 

When she tells her parents that she’s presenting in 
English they are surprised and it’s a nice thing for 
them.  

R: So you went to Korea. How was it? 
Ö: That’s very good. It was first experience in 
abroad for me and for a week I always speak 
English and try to tried to meet with their 
culture and tried to eat their food but I was not 
successful. I was always looking for hamburgers. 
McDonald’s… LD GD 
 

She enjoyed going to Korea, which was the first 
time she’d been abroad. She always spoke English 
and tried to eat Korean food, but was unsuccessful. 
She wanted to eat McDonald’s instead.  

R: OK so how about the university you 
mentioned that you wanted to change the 
university why did you want to do that? 
Ö: Er because Yeşil University, although (it is a) 
very good university (is) very far from the city 
centre and I can’t go (to) the concert or theatre 
or museums, and when my friends visit Istanbul 
and I want to go for two hours and it’s very hard 
to come back after late hours, and also my ex-
boyfriend was in the city centre and I wanted to 
be near to him. IH IG PER-D,E  

She wanted to transfer because although the 
University is very good it’s far from the city centre 
and she can’t go to concerts, the theatre or 
museums. When her friends visit Istanbul it’s hard 
to travel there and get back late at night. Her ex-
boyfriend lived in the city and she wanted to be 
near him there.  
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R: Ah so that’s the main issue just the location. 
Other people have mentioned that as well, and 
the way the courses are organised?  
Ö: I think it’s very bad because I have six 
course(s) but I have to ccome to school er five 
days in (a) week because all courses are divided. 
For example, one course is… I talk about (the) 
same courses, one course is starting (on) 
Monday and continue(s) in Wednesday so I 
don’t have any off day, and I have to come to 
school all of day(s) in (a) week yeah it’s very 
problem(atic). Also, as I said before, six I think 
too much and not necessary. For example, in the 
course 302 and English for Psychology (are) not 
very different from each other. Instead of two 
separate courses they could make it one course 
and it could be beneficial for us. IB ID 
 

The organisation of the courses is very bad because 
all the courses are divided into two so she has to 
come into class every day of the week. She has no 
off day which is a big problem. Six courses is too 
many and unnecessary. For example some courses 
are very similar and could be combined into a single 
course which would be more beneficial for the 
students.  

R: Hmm I suppose they want you to have English 
language support for each year. And what effect 
has studying in English had on you as a person? 
Ö: Hmm in high school I passed from English 
courses with kopya (by copying) QI. 
R: Oh did you ahhhh 
Ö: Yes because except English courses I was 
always very successful and I was never needed 
to kopya but in English, I didn’t like English 
because we always memorise(d) and write but 
no no-ne can speak one word in English so I 
didn’t like the English IM and my English teacher 
said me that “I know you have kopya and you 
will be very pişman” (regretful) EB 
R: Regretful 
Ö Regret for this and he said “I will see you in 
university” and I said then him “OK I can learn in 
university” it’s not problem just I want to speak 
if I cannot speak I cannot kopya. EB 
 
So in Prep School I started from zero and now I 
think it’s enough for me. (It) will be better in the 
future, but now I’m satisfied.  LB LE 
 

At high school she passed English by cheating. She 
was successful in her other courses at secondary 
school but not English because she didn’t like the 
way they always memorised and wrote but could 
not speak one word of it. Her teacher told her she 
would regret cheating when she got to university. 
She replied that she would learn English in 
university and that she just wanted to speak –then 
she wouldn’t copy.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
So she started from zero at Prep School and thinks 
she will be better in the future –for now she’s 
satisfied.  

R: Hmm do you feel that it kind of changed your 
personality having all this in a different 
language? I mean has it added to your sense of 
self? 

Learning English has changed her sense of self 
because it involves meeting with a new culture. In 
Kurdish she has a different personality, always 
happy and cheerful, and she’s always joking 
because her home environment is like this. In 
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Ö: Of course, because when we meet with a  
new and different language, we meet with a 
new culture. For example, when I go to my 
home, I always speak Kurdish, and when I speak 
Kurdish I have a different personality: always 
happy and cheerful and always I make joke(s) in 
Kurdish because my family has an environment 
like this. In Turkish, for reading, for writing or 
talking about the philosophy or history er I can 
feel myself satisfied because I (was) educated in 
Turkish. And in English, I met with the new 
culture and I started to watch English films, also 
other films: English culture and American 
culture, their way of joking and humour, and all 
of them make us different I think. LD G LH GD 
 

Turkish she can read, write or discuss philosophy or 
history and she’s satisfied with this as she was 
educated in Turkish. In English she encountered a 
new culture via English films –UK and US culture –
their way of joking and humour. All languages 
contribute to different aspects of people’s 
personalities. 

R: And how about studying psychology? Has that 
changed you… has that changed your outlook on 
life? 
Ö: Er yes psychology gave me a different and 
very helpful perspective. Before I started 
psychology, I just observed people and criticised 
them and I didn’t think “why do they behave in 
that way?”, but now I don’t criticse them. I just 
look at them, what they do, and thinking them 
and thinking on their behaviour and I try to 
understand them and compare and find a new 
idea, I think. EF 
 

Psychology gave her a different and helpful 
perspective. Prior to studying psychology she was 
more judgemental of people but now she is more 
reflective of them and compares their behaviour 
and tries to explain this.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

R: And has that kind of impacted on your 
approach to presentations? 
Ö: Yeah of course. For example, when we make 
a presentation, if we walk very much it shows 
(that) this people have anxiety and not feel 
rahat… EI DR 
R: (Relaxed) 
Ö: …don’t feel relaxed. So when I make a 
presentation, I know my impression, what can 
do. So I try to organise my impression and 
gestures and eye contact and body language and 
voice of tone tone of voice. EI DR 
R: So you can do that? 
Ö: Yes I can. 
R:  All right you can attend to it. 
 

Psychology has contributed to her understanding of 
presentations. For instance, when people walk 
around a lot, it shows they are anxious.  
 
 
This enables her to shape the impressions she 
makes on audiences, in terms of organising her 
gestures, eye contact, body language and 
intonation.  

Ö: I try to improve and use that in a right way, in 
(an) effective way because in the future I will 

She tries to improve these and apply her knowledge 
of them because in the future she will deal with 
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deal with the people face to face, so I should 
make it effectively. PP PR 
 

people face to face, so she should use them 
effectively. 

R: What about the material artefacts, things like 
your computer or telephone or books even. 
What kind of effect have they had on your 
academic identity? 
Ö: No when I was in high school, I couldn’t use 
the computer and I didn’t have the telephone, 
and I came to university with a phone like this 
[gestures a small phone] IM 
R: Like a Nokia 
Ö: Yeah, I started to use smartphone and 
laptops and another digital things and it’s very 
beneficial for us because we cannot carry all of 
(the) things we use, so when I carry my 
notebook it’s OK, and also for books I love the 
library of Yeşil because the books I (am) looking 
for are available for me, because of… Also I go 
there too much (so) they know me and they 
(are) very very helpful for me and if there isn’t 
any book that I want, they also can bring from 
Maslak and they can buy from the library. LL 
 

She couldn’t use computers and didn’t have a 
phone at high school. She had a basic phone when 
she started university. 
 
 
 
 
At university she began to use more computer 
technology, which means she doesn’t have to carry 
too many things around with her. 
 
She loves the university library because the boks 
she needs are available and the staff are very 
helpful at getting the books she needs. 

R: And in terms of the presentations, could you 
present without those things? 
Ö: No. For example, now I don’t have any 
notebook because I gave it to my sister, PER-B 
and when I prepare(d) a presentation, it was 
very hard to me if the library closed is closed. II 
IL 
And after I prepared the presentation, I 
download(ed it) to my smartphone and from 
there I made practice. For practice it’s very 
important, and also when the library is closed I 
write down the slides and it’s also very helpful 
for me because I can er truly understand the 
presentation, the outline of the presentation, so 
I marked (it) on a wall and started to ‘blank’ 
practice, and recorded a video and send (it to) 
Burak and send (it to) Engin PE PC PB 
R: Really? 
Ö: I did it one time 
 

 
 
She doesn’t have a computer because she gave it to 
her sister, so it’s hard for her if the library is closed.  
 
 
 
After she’s prepared the presentation she puts it on 
her smartphone and uses this for practice. When 
the library is shut, she writes down the slides, which 
helps her to develop her understanding of the 
content and organisation of her presentation.  
Once she marked the presentation on a wall, 
recorded her rehearsal of it and sent the recording 
to her co-presenters.  

Ö: I think the classroom(s) are not very good er 
and these are similar with (the) class(es) in my 
high school. For example, 2 weeks ago I was in 
Medipol University, the new campus, and their 

The seminar rooms are not good and are like her 
secondary school classrooms. 2 weeks ago she was 
in Medipol University, whose classrooms all 
afforded much better visibility and sound. But the 
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class were very very good because from 
everywhere you sit you can see the wall that 
instructor speaks (from) and there were three 
projector(s) and the voice system was very good 
and all of (the) classes were (the) same. But in 
there, just a second… How can I explain? When 
we (stand) in front of the board, there is a step 
in front of us and it’s very bad for me because I 
want to move but I think that when I [mimes 
falling]IP IN PU 
R: Right yeah so there is a sort of platform there. 
Ö: Yeah, platform. 
 

University’s classrooms include a raised step and 
it’s bad because she wants to move but she’s 
concerned (that she might fall). 

R: What about the light and the sound levels? 
Ö: Er (the) light I think (is) not very good. Sound 
I think (is) good but sometimes when we try to 
listen (to) something, the system doesn’t work 
and Nüket has to try and try and try from his 
smartphone, and I think (this is a) problem 
because this is a university. IN IL PU 
 

The sound is good but sometimes the speakers 
don’t work, so T has to try repeatedly to play videos 
through her smartphone, which isn’t appropriate 
for a university.  
 

R: Right. OK are there any other factors that may 
affect your presentations or that make up more 
widely your academic identity anything else? 
Ö: Mm I think everything can affect me easily. 
For example, yesterday the weather was bad 
and when I went to the presentation Mr Staub 
said me “What’s wrong with you?” PX but I did 
the presentation. When my mum or my father 
call me before (the) presentation started I can 
present it better. PA PX I said that “Now I have a 
presentation” and I think he or she said “you can 
do it!” PA 
R: Do you phone them or do they..? 
Ö Yeah, always when we have a break.  
R: Why Erickson? Why did you choose him, his 
theory of personality?  
Ö: We firstly chose Adler Alfred Adler and Burak 
said “It’s very complicated for me” and then we 
made a decision about Erickson. EH PA 

Everything can affect her badly. Yesterday when 
she presented the weather was bad, and the T 
asked what was the matter with her –though she 
still did the presentation. 
 
 
 
 
When her parents call her before a presentation 
she can present it better. She always calls her 
parents on her breaks. 
 
 
 
 
 
They chose Erickson for P2 because B found it too 
complicated.  

Because me and Engin took the Personality 
Theories course last semester, we can we could 
present all of them because we have a course 
about it. But Burak’s opinion was important for 
us, so Burak wanted to present Erickson and we 
said “OK”. EH PA PC 
 

Her and E had already taken the personality 
theories course, but B hadn’t and his opinion 
mattered, so they agreed on Erickson.  
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R: Now I know why you’re on that side of the 
board [video plays]. How were you feeling when 
you were giving that? Were you feeling 
confident then? 
Ö: For this presentation it was normal I think. PL 
 

Her confidence levels were normal for this 
presentation. 

R: So looking at the actual PowerPoint. So I just 
wonder… They’re images of children or adults at 
different stages. Any comments on those? 
Ö: When we prepared the presentation after we 
made the decision about the changing topic 
Burak said “I can prepare this” so I sent him text 
about the Erickson and he prepared the 
presentation. PC 
R: So then did you come back and edit it 
together? 
Ö: No we didn’t have time for this because after 
(the) presentation er we had one exam, (a) mid-
term exam and… II PD 
 

After they’d made the decision to change topic, B 
decided to prepare it from the text they sent him. 
They didn’t have time to edit the presentation 
together because they had their mid-term exams. 

R: What do you think about the testing regime 
when you have presentations to do and you 
have an exam? Is that difficult to manage? I 
mean do you manage it? How do you manage it? 
Ö: Mm I think these exams are not very 
necessary for us. Just (a) final would be enough 
or just (a) final paper, because the people who 
can memorise everything er will be successful, 
but one or two maybe three instructors (are) 
concern(ed) about our real ideas and they ask 
that “Why do you do this course? Why did you 
learn from this course?” I think that one paper 
about this course and structure of this course 
will be enough. IB ID  
 

The mid-terms aren’t really necessary. Just a final 
or a course essay would be enough for their 
courses. People who can memorise everything will 
succeed. 1-3 instructors only are interested in the 
students’ course evaluations.   

R:  Mm 
Ö: Yea because we memorise and after mid-
term(s), we forget. IA 
 

They memorise and after the mid-term they forget 
what they’ve learned.  

R: So looking at the presentation, you did last 
week…So you did this one on personality traits 
and job satisfaction. So what drew you to that 
topic? 
Ö: Er at the beginning of the semester I couldn’t 
decide any topic for this course, and I always 
change it. I start with the parenting style and 
change (to) clinical neuropsychology and again I 
changed because the literature was very 

P3. She couldn’t decide on a topic, going from 
parenting style to clinical neuropsychology, which 
she had to change as she wasn’t prepared for the 
complexity of the literature, not having taken the 
psychopathology course before.  
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complicated because of I didn’t take the 
psychopathology course. 
EH PA 
And the last semester, me and my friend 
work(ed) on the job satisfaction for her final 
project. I helped her so I had too many article(s) 
about it, so I said that for the literature review 
these article(s) will be beneficial and enough so 
I selected (them). PB PF PA 
R: Mm so it was more to do with your previous 
kind of work and building on your previous 
work, but it wasn’t a specific interest of yours. 
Ö: No not specific because I didn’t have time to 
select (it) and I was very confused about it, what 
can I work on? PA  
 

 
The previous semester she’d worked on job 
satisfaction for her friend’s final project. She had 
many articles which she thought she could use for 
the lit review and selected from these. 
 
 
 
 
It wasn’t a specific interest of hers as she didn’t 
have much time to choose and felt confused about 
what topic to choose for her P3. 

R: OK I liked the introduction where is it (VIDEO 
PLAYS) so why did you construct that sentence 
that way? It’s a very interesting construction? 
Ö: Mm it was wrong 
R: No no it was right  
Ö: In the movies that I watch they always use 
this phrase “da-da-da-da”. That’s what I 
understand, so I wanted to use it. Everyone 
know(s) me.  
 

The intro phrase in P3 was taken from the videos 
on presentations she’d watched. This was why she 
used it.  

R: So 2 minutes in you said you know people 
who are dissatisfied with their job. I mean is that 
true? 
Ö:Yeah last semester when my friend said me 
“What shall I work on for my final project?”er I 
said “Look around and see many of people and 
observe them, so you will find a project topic.” 
Er, but she couldn’t found (one). She couldn’t 
find (one) so again we think about it and we find 
out many topicsi so she said to me “I don’t like 
psychology!” so I said to her “Let’s work on job 
satisfaction and personality.” And when we 
start(ed) on that we (were) always talking about 
that because she’s my room-mate and we said 
that there are many of people and they are not 
satisfied with their work but if every person did 
what they want it, would be very good. We 
talked about it. PB PF 
 

Last semester, she advised her roommate to 
observe people around her in order to work out the 
topic for her final project. This didn’t work, so they 
brainstormed, and she advised her to work on job 
satisfaction and personality. They discussed how 
many people are unsatisfied with their jobs and if 
everyone did the job they wanted it would be very 
good. 

R: Right, good. So you looked at some key words. 
Why did you do that? 

She usually provides key words in her presentations 
because if the audience doesn’t understand the key 
words, they won’t understand the presentations. 
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Ö: Yeah I do it in most of (the) presentation(s) 
because when the people don’t understand the 
key words they couldn’t understand the whole 
of the presentation. And also in the course 
presentation and writing skills I always start with 
the definition of the key words to make a better 
understanding. DG DI 
R: But I didn’t notice that in the group 
presentations 
Ö: No not in the group because we talk for 
example we talk about Erickson’s 
developmental stage(s) and in (the) 
presentation we also explain all of (the) key 
words, for example, (the) stage(s) and 
components of he his theories, but we didn’t 
need it. I was lonely and there was one 
presente.r DG PJ 
 
There was also in job satisfaction there was the 
“Big five”. The Big Five is very important because 
most of the studies have been conducted with it 
so I need(ed) to explain it EH PP 
 

She always does this in the presentation and 
writing skills class too.  
 
 
 
She doesn’t do that in the group presentations 
because they talked about all the key words as they 
explained the stages and components of his 
theories so the key words weren’t necessary. 
 
 
 
The Big Five (personality traits) are important as 
most studies draw on that theory, so she needed to 
explain it to discuss job satisfaction. 

R: So the students, the audience would not be 
familiar with the big five? 
 
Ö: Yeah because er I took the personality 
theories course but er it’s the course from third 
year so maybe they couldn’t know, even they 
don’t interest(ed in it). PI 
 

Most of the audience wouldn’t know about the Big 
Five but she did because she’d taken the 
personality theories course from the third year.  

R: You stayed quite static. Why did you stay in 
the same point? 
Ö: Because I knew the whole of the content of 
the presentation and I was quite confident 
because for the whole semester I worked on 
this. I was very happy. EH PR PL PD 
 

She stayed in the same place because she was 
confident about knowing all the material and topic, 
having studied them all semester.  

R: Which one of those presentations was the 
most useful? 
Ö: I think it was the final (one), and I think the 
presentation about the Erickson stage was not 
good because all of us didn’t have time to have 
more practice, because for all presentation(s) -
even if it’s (only) one time- we prepared and 
make practice together. PD PC 
 

P3 was the most useful and the presentation about 
Erickson wasn’t good as they didn’t have enough 
time to practise it together.  
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R: Right, so Nüket intervened at some point. So 
she helped you or she corrected your 
pronunciation. Any comments about that 
?(video plays) 
Ö: [Laughs] 
R: OK so she intervened and explains it and how 
did you feel when she did that? 
Ö: It was very good. AD  
 

S was happy with the T intervention in P3.  

R: You were happy with it. 
Ö: Because when I was in Prep School, Uğur 
Hoca said to me “You can learn at one time” and 
when he pronounce a word I could easily repeat 
it. BD 
 
So this word was very difficult for me and 
although I listened from the Tureng many 
time(s) I couldn’t say (it). I feel very relaxed in 
Nüket Hoca’s class. (It) is very easy for me 
whatever she says because she doesn’t deal 
with the grades or notes, she just wants to learn 
and teach, so it makes us relax(ed), and I took 
again English for Psychology 2 with Nüket Hoca 
because when the deadline passed she say “It’s 
OK -bring (it) tomorrow” LK LB IF AD 
R: Really? She’s cool about that. So the 
questioning… so you did get quite a few 
questions. So you’re listening very patiently to 
tha.t 
Ö: Yeah she [indicating student on video] talks 
too much in every class (laughs PH PEER-B 

 
 
When she was in Prep School a teacher told her she 
could learn straight away and repeat the T’s 
pronunciation at the first attempt. 
 
 
Although she’d listened repeatedly to the word 
from an online dictionary she couldn’t pronounce 
it. She feels very relaxed in T’s class because she’s 
not concerned with marks, only with teaching and 
learning, so the students are relaxed. She took the 
course again with N because she’s flexible with 
deadlines. 
 
 
 
The student that questioned her talks too much in 
class. 

R: How did you feel during those questions? 
Ö: Yeah it’s not a problem for me as I said before 
because I know all of the content and I examined 
nine or ten studies and articles about it. Also I 
have readings about it so I was confident. PL PD 
 

The questions weren’t an issue because she knows 
the content well and looked at 9 or 10 studies or 
articles on it, so she was confident. 

R: And even despite the fact this was in English 
there’s no problem. 
Ö: I think that at the beginning of the semester 
it was a problem but now I feel very relaxed, and 
when I can answer the question it becomes 
better for me. I think that “Yes, now I can 
understand English. I can speak English and I can 
make answer for the question.” LB LL PQ PL 
 

At the start of the semester such questioning might 
have been a problem, but now she feels very 
relaxed and when she can answer questions it 
makes her more confident, which makes her feel 
more confident when answering questions.  

R: And that’s even just over one semester? 
Ö Yeah. 

This large improvement in her English level 
occurred over a single semester –they’ve had many 
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R: Really? 
Ö: Mm-hm in the semester we have too much 
paper and by this paper I improved the writing 
skills my writing skills and by the presentation 
and your feedback I improved the presentation, 
and I think this semester I improved very much 
my English level.  LB PK IA QI 
 

papers, which have improved her writing skills and 
the presentations along with my feedback have 
improved her English level a lot.  

 

Serhat, Interviews 1-3 
 

R: Thanks again Serhat for coming to help. So if we 
begin by talking about your history as an English 
learner. 
S: At first I started in the high school and then I 
came here by SFL, and then I went to (the) United 
States twice by Work and Travel program to 
improve my English skills, and then I am (a) junior 
student. That’s it. LA LC 
 

S started learning English at secondary 
school. He went to the Prep School and went 
to the US twice on a work and study program 
in order to improve his English skills. 

R: OK, so tell me so what which schools did you go 
to? 
S: High school? Yeşilköy High School in Istanbul but 
they didn’t have (a) really good English classes. LA 
IM 
R: Right. Why not? 
S: Because in Turkey... Actually my teacher... Er 
even my teacher wasn’t speak English very well.     
AB 
And there was the problem because I had a friend 
who were American and she was telling us like 
“He’s speaking like wrongly, not correct.” GD PEER-
F  
R: So you were with students from other countries 
in that school?  
S: Uh yeah  
 

His international secondary school didn’t 
have very good English classes. 
His English teacher didn’t speak English very 
well, which one of his friends -who was 
American- picked up on. 

R: And did you go to hazirlik? 
S: Uh yes I did, but in the first year of my university 
I have like kind of social phobia or like a disorder PG 
and I didn’t go too much (to) the classes, and then 
I got (a) very low GPA when I got (into) the faculty 
IK 
And then I say “I gotta do something for my 
English!” and then that’s why I went to the United 
States twice. LA GD  
 

He attended Prep School, but during this 
year, he had a disorder of social phobia, 
meaning he missed many classes and got a 
very low GPA when he began faculty classes. 
 
 
So he decided to improve his English via the 
Work and Study program, which he went on 
twice. 
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R: OK, how did you find that that helped you, going 
to the States? 
S: Erm firstly I went there I was by myself and I 
couldn’t understand like what people speak, and I 
had to do something. I had to make like 
communication, and then that’s why I like 
improved my English skills. LC LB  
 

Because he was alone on the Program, he 
had to communicate in English in order to 
survive in the US, which improved his English 
skills.  

R: Right what kind of what were you doing there? 
S: Erm (in the) first year, I worked at the ice-cream 
store, and the last year I was doing the henna 
tattoos PH 
R: And whereabouts in the States was that?  
S: Erm I worked in New Jersey and then Delaware.  
 

During the first year he worked on an ice-
cream store in New Jersey and in the second 
year, he did henna tattoos in Delaware. 

S: Yes and I think they let me continue with (the) 
hazirlik when I failed the hazirlik exam. I failed three 
courses but I couldn’t pass the English exam, and I 
failed them and that affected my GPA. LJ IK  
In the first year I had 1.5 GPA but when I improved 
my English skills I had 4.0 GPA from 7 courses. LB 
EH 
 

The university allowed him to retake the Prep 
School after he’d failed the final exams. He 
also failed 3 faculty classes which affected his 
GPA. He only gained a GPA of 1.5, but after 
improving his GPA, this increased to 4 from 7 
courses. 

R: Oh OK so a big improvement. So how about 
presentations. How many presentations have you 
given?  
S: Maybe 15. Especially this semester I had a 
presentation and writing skills, and public speaking 
and presentation and English for psychology and I 
have er research methods too. IJ 
R: OK good and would you say that your ability has 
developed? 
S: Yes, step by step. IJ 
 

He has given about 15 English language 
presentations. This semester he has attended 
courses on presentation and writing, public 
speaking, English for Pscyhology and 
Research methods. His ability to present has 
improved, step by step.  

R: How... Can you talk about that? 
S: Er at the beginning, I was a little bit nervous but 
now I feel more confident PK PL especially in the 
public speaking and presentation parts. 
R: Is that with Seher? 
S: Yes.  

He was initially a little nervous when 
presenting, but now he’s more confident.  
 
 
 

R: OK, so how do you find studying at Yeşil? 
S: That’s good. IH In the first semester I was like 
“I’m not I don’t want to study here” because I live 
in Istanbul, a very crowded city, and I came here 
and I’m like “What was that? I wanna leave here!” 
And now I really love being here. IG 

 
Studying at the university is good. During his 
first semester he found it very different to 
the crowds of Istanbul and wanted to return, 
but now he really loves being here. 
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R: So in terms of the professors, the teachers and 
the work that you do here. 
S: They’re good. IH  
 

R: OK and psychology. How do you get on with 
psychology. 
S: I love psychology. EC 
 
I wanted to study advertising or something like 
that, but my mentor or something in high school 
told like something that “You’re interest(ed) in 
psychology and you can study psychology and you 
can earn more money with pyschology. That’s why 
I picked psychology. EA AJ 
 
But now I’m... I really love psychology. I’m reading 
a book every day about psychology and stuff. PK EC 
 

He loves psychology. He wanted to study 
advertising, but then his secondary school 
careers officer advised his to study 
psychology because he was interested in it 
and  would earn more money. That’s why he 
chose to study it.  
 
 
 
 
 
Now he loves psychology and reads a book 
every day about it.  

R: Oh that’s good. And how how do you find your 
teachers, your psychology lecturers? 
S: Some of them, I really love them but some of 
them I think (are) not good enough for university  
R: Oh really? 
S: Yeah. Yes. AG  
 

He loves some of his lecturers but he thinks 
some are not good enough for university. 

S:  I’m pretty sure that they have the knowledge 
about psychology, but some of them can share 
their knowledge about psychology (whereas) some 
of them cannot share. (They are) just reading the 
slides. I can read the slides at my dormitory like I 
think that’s some problems [inaudible] AG 
 

He’s fairly sure they know the subject, but 
their ability to share this knowledge rather 
than simply reading the slides is variable. He 
could read the slides himself, so those who 
just read the slides are problematic.  

R: OK so so OK that’s fine. How about studying in 
English. Do you do you find...? Can you tell me 
about how that makes you feel? English studying. 
How do you deal with it? 
S: I have friends who are studying in psychology in 
Turkish and I think the people, the students (who) 
were studying psychology in English, they have 
more global mindsets you know they can speak 
(and) they can think more flexible. LD LH LF GD  
 
I think it’s better than Turkish like because when 
you’re studying on your exam you’re practising in 
both language(s) rather than just one. I think that’s 
(a) very good thing. LI LF LD  
 

Comparing to peers on the Turkish language 
programme, the English medium students 
have more global mindsets and can think 
more flexibly. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
EMI is better because when students study 
for exams they’re practising in both 
languages, rather than just one. 
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R: So that some students say that because they’re 
studying in a foreign language they don’t get the 
content. 
S: Yes. But when you learn the English very well, 
you learn the content in English, but they don’t get 
it like that. 
R: Right. LI LF PF 
 

When students learn English very well, they 
are able to learn the content in English.  

R: Right hm and how about your class with Nüket 
Hoca? 
S: It’s good. IF  
I’ve got English for Psychology 211 and I got AA 
grades and Academic 102 for Serdar Hoca and I got 
AA and then the English 101 from Serdar no Jeremy 
and I got BA. 
R: Very good. 
S: Yeah in the first semester before I went to the 
United States I got F from Yuliya but it’s not about 
her, it was about me.  LE  
 

The class with T is good. S scored AA from the 
first ESP course, the general undergraduate 
course and a BA from the general English 
skills course. But before he’d been to the US, 
he failed the general English skills course –
but this was his fault.  

R: Erm good. So what are the kind of class dynamics 
how do in Nuket Hoca’s class how does the class 
work... Would you say is it good? 
S: It’s good. It can be like more motivational but it’s 
good. I like Nuket Hoca. She’s always relaxed, she’s 
always friendly. AC 
 

 
 
 
The class could be more motivating but it’s 
good. T is always relaxed and friendly. 

R: Yeah I think that’s... Yeah, I noticed that. OK. So 
can you tell me about the ppresentation tasks that 
you have to do in her class? 
S: In the coming class?  
R: Yes. In Nuket’s class.  
S: I’m planning to do (the) social anxiety problem. 
Phobia -social phobia- because I had experienced it. 
PER-F  PA  
 
I want to present my friends that how they can 
overcome (it). How they can become successful 
about dealing with it. PERF QI PI 
 

He will look at social anxiety because he’d 
experienced it. He wants to help his friends 
deal with and overcome it with the 
presentation. 

R: And so what do you have to do for the task?  
S: Erm I will define the social phobia and I will give 
some biological informations (about) why do some 
people develop the social phobia, and then I will 
keep long the (next) part: How can we overcome it? 
How do we deal with it?  DY 
 

For the task he will define, explain the causes 
of his topic, then focus on how it can be dealt 
with and overcome. Finally he will discuss his 
own experience of it. 
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And then I will give some experience by me with it. 
PG DY 
 

R: In terms of say a Powerpoint slide what should a 
good PowerPoint slide look like?   
S:  Till this semester I’m very confused about that 
because I’m taking a course from Donald and then 
with Seher Hoca and then Donald Hoca says, “Don’t 
put a lot of visual and just keep basic because you 
don’t confuse your audience.” Seher Hoca says “Put 
a lot of visuals and there but take your audience’s 
attention.” And then actually I’m doing like two 
different presentation(s) this semester. II IJ  
 

He’s confused about how to design a slide 
because two of his other teachers say 
something different about it. One says too 
many visuals confuse the audience, one says 
lots of videos attract his attention, so he’s 
designing two different presentations to 
satisfy the different teachers. 

R: That’s interesting. And how about Nüket what 
does Nüket say? 
S: Erm Nüket Hoca wants like more active students 
when they’re presenting, and I think she likes my 
presentations and then... AG 
 

ESP T wants more active presenters. He 
thinks she likes his presentations. 

R: And so how are you going to..? I mean, how are 
you going to bring what Don says and what Seher 
says into the slide? 
S:  What they say is... I’m doing it for that course 
and I’m (inaudible). For Don, white background and 
just writings, and for Seher Hoca’s I’m putting 
videos and kind of colourful things and then in 
Nuket Hoca’s I will bring them together. DT DB DC 
 

For one T he will only use white backgrounds 
and texts, for another videos and colour, and 
for T he will bring these together.  

R: OK right good. So yeah, how about rehearsing 
the presentations. How do you practice them? 
S: First I’m reading a lot and then I’m trying to exp- 
I’m trying to present it, and then I have a mirror in 
my dormitory and the last time -just one time- I 
went in front of the mirror and then presenting, 
and then I’m picking (up) my laptop, and then I’m 
coming to class. PB PE 
 

To practise, he reads a lot first, then 
rehearses at least once in front of a mirror, 
then gets his laptop and comes to class. 

R: Right, so just one in front of the mirror and then 
you’re good to go. Right good, so you’re presenting 
and you have the slides. So how do you use the 
slides when you’re presenting? 
S: Er I like quality, like (the) quality of slides and 
then... DB PF  
R: How do you mean? 
S: The some of the students put like the image, but 
they don’t look good, the quality of the image. PJ 

He likes slides to contain high-quality images, 
which not all peers’ presentations do.  
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Actually I didn’t get the question.  
 

 

R: OK let me ask you again. So how do you use a 
slide when you’re on stage when you’re presenting 
what do you do with the slides how do you speak 
with the slides 
S: Oh yeah I’m not looking at the project(or) and I’m 
speaking with the audience and then I put just the 
key words because sometimes I forget what I’m 
gonna say. DP 
 
And I don’t like to keep the paper because it doesn’t 
look good I think. DS 
 
And when I forget something I’m just looking at the 
key words and then brik (ta-da) I remember DA 
 

When presenting he doesn’t look at the 
projector (screen) and speaks to the 
audience using key words to remind him if 
necessary. 
 
 
 
 
He doesn’t use notes because they don’t look 
good. The key words help him when he 
forgets something. 

R: All right, good. So could you tell me then what’s 
a good presentation? Could you talk me through a 
good presentation? What happens? 
S:  I think a good presentation... Even (if) you don’t 
have a lot of knowledge about the topic you’re 
presenting you should keep your audience 
attention to it on your own.  
 
Like they have to listen to you because sometimes 
you have a lot of knowledge about your topic but 
they don’t listen. It doesnt make sense to me. DW 
 

The key to a good presentation is keeping the 
audience’s attention even when you don’t 
have a lot of knowledge about the topic.  
 
 
 
 
You have to make the audience want to 
listen. Sometimes you know a lot about the 
topic but the audience doesn’t listen, which 
doesn’t make sense.  

R: Mm-hmm so how do you do that? 
S: I’m trying to make it relevant because this social 
phobia topic is going to be relevant to my friends. 
DW DY 
I have experience of it because I had 1.5 before it 
and then now I had 4.0 after that.  EH 
 
And I think I’m going to take my attention to listen 
to me like “Guys, listen to me I’m talking something 
serious here!” PG 
 

To hold audience attention he tries to make 
the presentation relevant to his peers –and 
this topic will be relevant. He has experience 
because he had a 1.5 GPA before he 
addressed his own social anxiety, and 4.0 
after it. 
 
 
 
He thinks he will gain the audience’s 
attention by emphasising the seriousness of 
the issue.  

R: Right then, so what happens? How would you 
introduce the presentation what do you do to 
introduce (it). 
S: At the beginning? 
R: Yeah 

At the start of the presentation, he 
introduces himself with a set phrase giving 
his name and the institution he’s 
representing. It might be strange but he likes 
to start with that sentence.  
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S: I’m introducing myself I like the words like “Hi 
guys, I’m Serhat and I’m from Işik University 
Department of Psychology.” I always do (that) 
[laughs]. Maybe it’s strange but I like to start with 
that sentence. DF 
 

R: No, OK good and how do you end the 
presentation? The performance. 
S: Actually I was doing like “Thank you for listening, 
any questions?” but Donald Hoca says “Don’t do 
that. (If) they have questions, they will ask and 
don’t thanks your audience.” And Seher Hoca says 
“Ask if your audience have questions.” And as I say, 
I’m confused. DJ  
 

He used to end the presentation by thanking 
and asking for questions, but one teacher 
then told him not to because if they have any 
questions, they’ll ask. Whereas another T 
says ask the audience if they have questions. 
This makes him confused. 

R: OK that’s interesting and um do you think you’re 
a different presenter if you’re presenting in Turkish 
than in English? How would you differ?  
S: I think that presenting in Turkish (is) a little bit 
easier. Actually, not a little bit, it’s much more 
easier for me because I’m a native speaker of 
Turkish and then... but I think in English is good 
also.  
 

Presenting in Turkish is much easier because 
he’s a native speaker, but it’s also good to 
present in English. 

R: OK how do you feel...? Maybe, what’s your 
experience when you’re up there presenting? 
What’s what..? How do you feel? 
S: At the beginning of the university, I was thinking 
“It’s not the words coming out of my mouth. I’m 
just saying the words (and) I’m not telling 
something.” But now I feel like even (when) I speak 
in English, I’m telling the story as my own words 
because I’m like, I don’t use the paper. I’m just 
trying to explain the topic that I’m talking with by 
myself by words. LB DL  
 

When he began presenting at university, he 
felt detached from his speech in English, as if 
he was just saying the words. Now he feels as 
though when he speaks in English he’s telling 
a story in his own words because he doesn’t 
use notes but tries to explain the topic using 
just his speech.  

R: Interesting. Mmm. And what’s the audience’s 
role in your in the presentation? 
S: Yeah they like my presentation. I’m always like 
you know (on) the attendance list, the surnames 
start with the ‘a’.  
R: So you’re first? 
S: Yeah I’m first and they always say “Don’t do it 
first because you’re like keeping the line here.” 
[mimes a high line]  PEER-B 
But I think this course, Public Speaking, they are 
really good guys PEER-B 

Peers in audiences like his presentations. 
He’s usually first to present, but his peers 
always tell him not to go first as he sets the 
bar too high. But in the public speaking 
course they are all really good. However, in 
the psychology department the students’ 
presentation skills aren’t good.  
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but in the psychology department they don’t have 
good presentation skills, yeah. IC PJ 
 

R: So in terms of the audience, what should an 
audience do? 
S: They should interact with the presenter like the... 
maybe with an “Mm-hm”. Maybe they can shake 
their hands. They should listen because I’m talking 
there. DW  
 
And someone, they don’t listen to me and just the 
instructor listen(s) to me and I don’t feel good, like. 
PH 
 

The audience should interact with the 
presenter via subvocalisations and gestures. 
They should listen. When it’s only the 
instructor who listens he doesn’t feel good. 

R: No. OK good, so thinking about the future, what 
are your academic plans your professional...?  
S: My dream is doing my Master in the UCLA. The 
clinical psychology, that’s why I(‘m) working on my 
GPA right now, to graduate. I (am) planning to have 
over 3.70 or something. GD EB 
 

His dream is to take a Master’s at UCLA in 
clinical psychology. This is why he’s trying to 
improve his GPA so it will be 3.70 or above 
when he graduates. 

R: Right so why do you want to do a Master’s? 
S: Because I want to become a clinical pscyhologist 
and then as a therapist. EE 
 
And I wanna come back here and erm... GB 
 

He wants to do a Master’s so he can become 
a clinical psychologist and therapist. He will 
return to Turkey. 

R: Is that essential to have a Master’s I mean do you 
need to have that? 
S: Yes it is, because after you graduate from 
psychology you’re just the person who graduate 
from psychology. You’re not a psychologist or 
something. EE 
 

It is essential to have a Master’s level 
qualification because this shows you have 
more expertise than just someone with a 
psychology degree.  

R: OK and how do you see the future of Turkey? 
S: Well er I can’t say anything because any day 
something’s happen(ing) like I think “OK, this is the 
top of the situation. There can’t be something like 
bigger than this.” But when I say that, something’s 
happen like bigger than that situation. I don’t know 
if I can explain myself. GF  
R: Yeah yeah I understand. 
S: So I can say maybe (about) tomorrow, we don’t 
know anything. 
 

He can’ predict the country’s future because 
the situation is changing so rapidly. Just when 
you think you’ve seen it all, something else 
happens. This makes the future impossible to 
predict. 

R: So I mean after the referendum how do you see 
it? 

He would like to see the Presidential system 
rejected, but he’s fairly sure that the result 
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S: Erm, I want to see like the “No” but I’m pretty 
sure it’s going to be like the “Yes” because like 
that’s happening the last previous ten years. We 
always have like hope inside like they’re going to 
say “No” that time but I don’t believe that time it’s 
gonna work. GF GD 
R: Hm why why why no why do you support the no? 
S: I don’t support because even he’s a good 
politicians we don’t know the next politician’s 
gonna be good, because we don’t know the 
person(‘s) personality. Maybe he doesn’t want to 
become a dictator or something, but the next one 
will try to use the abilities, will try to use everything 
maybe and we see the countries wth the how do 
you başkanlik sistemi  
R: (presidential system)  
S: Presidential system, yeah, in the United States 
(it’s) good because they’re very big or in Germany, 
(but) we’re not like improved enough for that, I 
think. GD GB 

will be in favour because that has been the 
trend over the past 10 years. We always hope 
that the changes will be rejected, but he 
doesn’t think that it will happen this time. 
 
 
Even if Erdoğan is good politician, people 
don’t know if the next occupant of the 
Presidential office will be good. Maybe 
Erdoğan doesn’t want to become a dictator 
but the next President might abuse his or her 
powers. Although they have presidential 
systems in Germany and the US, Turkey isn’t 
developed enough for that system. 

R: Well I think 
S: Maybe it’s gonna be good, we don’t know. 
R: Yeah right. OK, I think that’s everything there so 
er so I’ll stop the interview there. 
 

Maybe the executive presidency will be good 
–no-one knows.  

R: OK so thanks Serhat again for the interview and 
just generally about presentations, how should a 
presentation begin? If you’re giving a presentation, 
how should it start? 
S: Like with a question or the personal story 
because to get the attention of your audience, and 
then it er it must not be like related with your topic. 
Just to get your attention you can talk about just 
briefly something. DF QI 
 

 
A presentation shold begin with a question or 
personal story to get the audience’s 
attention. The story should be brief and 
doesn’t have to be (mustn’t) be related to the 
presentation topic.  

R: So not related to your topic 
S: It can be related but it can be the story like ‘I had 
that problem when I was coming here I missed the 
bus’ or something like a story, very briefly. But the 
first one should (be to) introduce yourself. DF 
 

The anecdote can be related to the topic or 
not. For example, it could be about missing 
the bus on the way to the venue. The very 
first thing should be to introduce yourself.  

R: Right, and then after you’ve told your story what 
do you do then? What happens next? 
S: Then you should mention your outline maybe. 
But it depends on the presentation type which 
you’re doing, and the then the definition of the 
topic which you’re gonna talk about. For example, 
(if) I talk about the social phobia, then the first one 

After this, depending on the type of 
presentation, presenters should mention 
their outline, then define the topic because 
the audience should know what this is about. 
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is the definition, because the audience should 
know the definition. DH DG DK DW 
 

R: Mm-hm good and when you move from slide to 
slide should you do anything when you start a new 
slide? 
S: Like what like (unclear) 
R: Well, I mean should you say anything?  
S: Oh yes, well you can say like “We’re gonna look 
at that now.” DI 
 

Transitions should be marked by the 
presenter introducing the next slide.   

R: Mm-hm good all right good. And how should 
you..? Should this like academic classroom 
presentation end? 
S: As like with a conclusion and at the end with er 
like “Thanks” (then) take the questions if they have 
a question for you. DJ  
 

A presentation should end with a conclusion, 
a thanks, and then a Q&A if the audience has 
questions.  

R: Good and what’s the purpose of these 
presentations? Why do students do these? 
S: Cause we’re gonna graduate soon and then we 
have to do like a lot of presentations, you know, 
jobs or something. Even (if) we’re not gonna do our 
own job it gets more the ability like to 
communicate or something else. PM 
 

The presentations will prepare students for 
professional life. Even if they’re not going to 
be employed in the area they study, 
presentations develop communicative 
abilities. 

R: OK good. Right, so let’s let’s look at this. Why did 
you choose social phobia? I think you explained this 
before so I don’t need to ask you that question 
actually. Erm, how did you feel the presentation 
went? How did it go, do you think? 
S: Ah I think it could be better because, I don’t 
know, I was a little bit excited like I didn’t move a 
lot. I was standing in one place. I think I didn’t do 
the eye contact very well. It could be better PR 
R: But how did you feel when you were presenting? 
Can you remember how you were feeling?  
S: I felt good. I wasn’t like nervous or something 
because the topic was like... I had awareness of my 
topic. I had knowledge of it. PD 
 

P1 could have been better as he was a little 
excited. He didn’t move a lot, he stood in one 
place and didn’t make eye contact very 
effectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
He felt good –not nervous- because he had 
knowledge of the topic.  

R: Mm-hm good. OK and do you think that your 
audience, should they be looking at these slides or 
listening to you, or both? 
S: I think both. For this reason, we should not put a 
lot of writing (on the slides) because if they start 
the reading them they’re not gonna listen to me. If 

There shouldn’t be a lot of writing on the 
slides because the audience will not listen to 
the presenter as they’ll be reading the slides 
instead –which they could read at home. 
They should both be listening to the 
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they can, they can read in their home they should 
listen to me and that they should be aware of the 
presentation as well. DA DW  
 

presenter and be aware of the slides (the 
presentation). 

R: And why did you stand? You were standing: did 
you stay there the whole time more or less? Right, 
so why did you stay there in that place? 
S: Because I have three different presentation 
class(es) and the all the class(es) are different. I 
mean the Donald’s (is in) like the amphi, like the big 
class. PU 
 

He stood in that place because he has three 
different classes which are all different. One 
teacher’s class is the amphi. 

S: And that like I couldn’t organise like what am I 
gonna do, and there was a camera here. PY PT 
R:  Yes. 
S: I was like “if I am going to there, (the) camera is 
like don’t record me or something.” 
R: Ah OK well that’s =(inaudible) 
S: I like to come here or something but there was 
the camera here I was trying to like (laughs) be on 
the camera. PY PT 
 

He couldn’t organise what he would do and 
he wanted to be nearer the camera in case it 
couldn’t record him further away. He wanted 
to make sure he was on the camera.  

R: Oh right. Oh OK well that’s good. Thank you for 
taking that into consideration. I didn’t think of that. 
Right yeah well that was good and so what’s the 
difference between presenting here versus 
presenting in the amphi?  
S: Oh, you can move more in the amphi because 
lots of the chairs are like this [indicates seating] like 
and you feel more confident like this because you 
have the audience sitting like a little bit far from 
you and you feel like more professional. PU 
 

You can move more comfortably in the amphi 
because the audience seats are spread out 
and more distant, which makes you feel more 
professional. 

R: Right good why did you choose this picture? This 
one in particular? 
S:  Because there was a girl and I think she was 
thinking like all the people (were) watching her, 
and it was related and relevant to my question. DB 
I put like the key words and then I don’t put the 
sentence(s). That’s why I don’t need a paper or 
something, because when I look at the key words 
key words tell a story and that’s help me focus on 
my body language the other things. DA 
 

The picture in P1 of the girl was chosen 
because it was related and relevant to the 
question. 
 
 
The key words tell a story, so notes are 
unnecessary, which helps him focus on body 
language and other things. 
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R: Right good OK and you did tell a story. You told 
it as a story which was good and the gesture was 
good. OK all right so those (VIDEO PLAYS) 8:31 why 
didn’t you get someone to change your slides for 
you like Sevi or someone? Like why not have 
somebody there to change for you? 
S: Ah yeah I don’t know. Maybe it could be better 
for me 
R: No I don’t... I just wondered whether it was like 
a preference for you to do that. 
S: Yeah, but sometimes it’s like someone’s doing 
that for you you are like [mimes cue for changing 
slide] and they go two slides more and you’re like 
“No, back, back!”, then... DI 
 

It could perhaps have been better to have 
someone to change the slides for him. 
 
 
 
But sometimes slide changers are more of a 
hindrance than a help. It can be hard to 
communicate exactly which slide you want, 
there could be technical issues, etc. 

R: Mmm I mean you integrated it into your delivery 
very well so (VIDEO PLAYS 9:21). So it’s a particular 
style of image here, you know, you use a kind of 
iconic image. Um why do you use that style of 
image, you know the same way that here you used 
the word for your... What’s it called, the thing 
there?  
S: Uh-huh yeah.  
R: Yeah so that they’re similar styles of pictures, but 
then you changed. 
S: I think the cartoons are better than the real 
pictures because real picture can’t sometimes can’t 
be the relevant of your topic. I think that cartoons 
are better(than) like the handwritings or hand 
drawings. It’s I think that’s why I used them DB QI –
ambiguity. 
 

Cartoons are better than photographs 
because it’s harder to find photos that are 
relevant. 

S: And about social phobia. The other picture(s) 
were really terrible, like the scary like DB 
R: Right so, but but maybe a scary picture will make 
somebody will make them see it as more serious. 
S: Yeah more serious, and if I put them there they 
are going to focus (on) the picture, not me, but this 
is like not that kind of the giving a lot of attention. 
DB DW 

Other pictures of social phobia were 
frightening. If you put more serious pictures 
it will divert too much audience attention to 
the slide, not the presenter. But the photo he 
chose does not attract too much attention. 
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R: OK the conclusion I noted about the conclusion 
(that) it was a little bit too brie.f 
S: Yeah I think Seher suggested that before. I don’t 
do the conclusion very well. AM 
R: Ah. OK, yeah. 
[Video plays] 
R: Yeah, I thought that was a bit sudden. 
S: Yes I didn’t prepare my audience. I was finish my 
presentation. I was like “OK that’s it.”  
 

The public speaking instructor suggested that 
he didn’t do his conclusions very well. 
 
 
 
 
He didn’t prepare his audience for the 
ending, which he agrees was a bit sudden. 

INTERVIEW 3 
Time/date: June 06 
Location: Office 
Notes: This was the only interview where a student requested another person to be present. So 
Serhat’s friend was there throughout, very quietly in the background. No interference. I had the 
impression that S was keen to get the interview done with, there wwere occasions when he referred 
to the fact that some questions had been asked previously.  
 

R: Can I ask you first of all, how old are you? 
S: Twenty-two almost twenty-three. 
 

He is 22. 

R: OK and how many courses are you doing this 
semester? 
S: Eight 
R: And how are you finding that? 
S: That’s fine. It’s a bit difficult because I am a junior 
student, but I think I can manage it. EH 
 

He is doing 8 courses this semester which is 
hard because he’s a 3rd year student but he 
thinks he can manage it.  

R: OK so first of all I’m going to ask about your 
network of peers in the university. Maybe beyond 
the university. How do they help you or not help 
you study? 
S: Mostly they help me. They’re pushing me like 
“You can do it better” or “You can do it!” Especially 
Sevi is my best friend and we’re always helping 
each other about the courses. PA PB  
R: Any other influences? 
S: I don’t have any bad influences from them, but 
sometimes er I got a 4.0 GPA last semester and then 
this semester, the people, the students like I’m 
telling them “I didn’t study yet” and they’re like 
“You can do it! You can do it!” But how can I do it I 
don’t...PB 
 

His peers help him by encouraging him, 
particularly another student. They always 
help each other. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
He isn’t negatively  affected by any of his 
peers, but after his 4.0 GPA last semester he 
feels they expect him to repeat that, but he’s 
not sure if he can respond to that pressure.  

R: Right so you can be as successful as you were last 
semester.OK good. OK and how did Sevi maybe 

Rather than his peers helping him, he helps 
them to be more confident when presenting, 
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other friends help you with the presentations in 
particular? 
S: Actually my friends didn’t help me about the 
presentation. Mostly I’m helping them like to be 
more confident, and “If you’re gonna get excited a 
lot just look at my eyes,” that kind of things. PD PF 
R: OK so did you work with Sevi for the second 
presentation? 
S: Yeah we shared kind of information with each 
other, but we didn’t study together PB PF 
but I feel very relaxed with the course which the 
Nüket Hoca’s giving us. DK 
 
All of the students are my friends and then PE PA 
PB  
 

and if they are going to get excited (stressed) 
they should make eye contact with him. 
 
 
 
 
 
He shared info with another student for P2 
but they didn’t study together. 
He feels relaxed with the ESP course. All the 
students are his friends. 

R: Right and how about your family. What influence 
do they have? 
S: Yeah they always trust me about their the 
courses, even (if) I’m telling them I got low grade 
they are like “We know that you can do it if you 
want to do it” and that’s it. PERS-F 
R: Good erm specifically with presentations? 
S: Nothing.  
 

His family trust him to study. Even when he 
tells them he got a low grade they support 
and encourage him, though not with 
presentations. 

R: OK and how about your teachers? 
S:  My teachers Nüket Hoca and also Seher Hoca is 
my presentation teachers and the Donald as well 
yeah I think they are fine AK 
 
I mean I learned a lot of things from Seher Hoca 
because the class is a presentation class like yeah 
she teach us how the present. AD 
 

All his presentation teachers are fine. 
 
 
 
 
He learned a lot from the presentations 
teacher because of the specific focus of that 
class. 

R: Right good OK and the university in particular the 
way that the courses are organised you know the 
way that they organise your time 
S: Yeah you know I think that we have the course 
online, the campus online. Everything (that) we 
need we can find (it). IL 
R: Do you find them useful? 
S: Yes I think even (if) you are not going to class you 
can find the slides on the course online. I think 
that’s a good thing. IL 
 

 
 
 
 
The students have the online platforms and 
can find everything they need for their 
studies.  
 

R: So my question is if everyone has access to the 
course online, to the teachers, to the same courses 

Peers who are not as successful as S come to 
the class but don’t listen carefully, he thinks, 
and don’t revise enough for exams. 
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if they want to do that, but then why is everybody 
not as successful as you? 
S: [laughs] I think it’s about... Actually, they are 
attending the class but I think they are not listening 
carefully or if before the exam they don’t study 
enough, maybe.  
 
Because even for the presentation I am making 
practice maybe five or six times. PE 
 
 
Er, I always try to paraphrase my own sentence(s) 
because even (if) I will get excited, like on stage or 
something, yeah, I will remember the words. LL  
 

 
 
 
 
 
He rehearses 5 or 6 times for the 
presentations and tries to paraphrase his 
own sentences as this will help him 
remember the words, even if he gets excited 
on stage.  

R: Right, so you would say the issue there is the 
other students’ attitudes? 
S: Yes probably because before the exam I want to 
learn everything about the class, but some of the 
students (are) just studying. They’re not sure about 
everything about the the class, the course... IC 
 

He revises for each course very thoroughly 
but some students are not sure about the 
course content. 
 
 

R: Hmm OK. What kind of influence does studying 
in English have on your identity as a student?  
S: I said before it’s about the having (an) open mind, 
like not that limited, because I know a lot of Turkish 
psychology students (and) I think the students who 
are studying English, they are like using more 
logical thinking, I think. LH  
 

 
 
 
The EMI programme develops students’ open 
minds. Students studying in English are less 
limited and more logical in thought than the 
TMI students. 

R: That’s interesting. Can you give me an example 
of that? 
S:  Er for example we have the research methods, 
the SPSS courses –SPSS is in English language and 
you have to know the English if you want to use the 
programme so it’s more benefit to us. LF 
 

For example, the SPSS programme is only 
available in English and students have to 
know English to learn the programme. 

R: Right so how does that connect to logical 
thinking? 
S: Er, for example when you are studying you have 
to learn in English, and you have to understand in 
Turkish. When you repeat it in your mind I think it’s 
more like better than reading in Turkish. LD LI 
 

When you study you have to learn in English 
and understand in Turkish, so it’s better than 
reading in Turkish. 

R: Hm right that’s good so open-mindedness is one 
thing, erm anything else? 

Studying in English is more of an advantage if 
you want to take a Master’s degree overseas. 
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S: Anything else maybe for the Master (it) would be 
better studying in English if you want to go to (a) 
foreign (country). LF 
 

R: And how about studying psychology. How has 
that changed you as a person? 
S: I feel like more mature and something. EF  
 
But before I come here, I want to study 
advertisement, but I had an instructor who told me 
“Yeah you can study psychology” so I decided to 
study psychology but now I really love it.  EA 
 

Studying psychology makes him feel more 
mature.  
 
 
 
Before he came to the U he was going to 
study advertising, but one if his instructors 
encouraged him to study psychology, so he 
decided to. Now he really loves it.  

R: Right OK and so you feel more mature can you 
explain what you mean by that? 
S: Er before I come to university I was like more 
childish, and my attitudes and everything and now 
the even my family they always think “You changed 
a lot” PC PJ 
R: But how is that about psychology could that not 
be about any subject? 
S: Er I don’t know maybe it’s about you studying 
behaviours. It affects your behaviours, because the 
psychology is understanding of behaviours like 
maybe it’s about that but I’m not sure. EF 
 

 
 
Before he came to U he was more childish 
and now his family always comment on how 
much he’s changed. 
 
 
 
This could be because studying psychology 
has enabled him to become more aware of 
behaviour, but he’s not sure about that. 

R: Right, and how about when you’re presenting do 
you use any of that kind of insider knowledge of 
psychology to help you? 
S:  Yeah for the excitement I know that the context 
is also important when you’re studying in class and 
then you’re gonna get your exam in class then 
you’re gonna remember better if you’re studying in 
class because the context is important, so I use the 
library for that because it’s more practically. And 
also about the memory and repeating things er you 
know how the memory works for the pass the exam 
works. You need the memory (so) you can do it 
better. EI  
 

He uses his disciplinary knowledge to deal 
with the excitement of presenting. He has 
used his knowledge of psychology to help 
him study better in more general terms. For 
example, he knows that success in exams is 
more likely if you study in the same setting 
that you will take the exam in. Also, knowing 
how memory works helps him to pass exams. 

R: Hmm good and in terms of presenting in 
particular? 
S: I don’t think so 
R: Like in terms of behavioural knowledge 
S: Actually this semester I’m very confused because 
I have three different teachers for giving me a 
lesson about the presentation  and I they all have 
their own skills about the different things. Seher 

He’s very confused about his presentations 
because he has three different teachers with 
three different sets of expectations for 
presentations. He is really confused because 
of this. 
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Hoca wants different things. Donald Hoca wants 
different things. Nüket wants different things, and 
I’m really confused. IA II AK  
R:  Hmm so how do you work out who to kind of 
S: Er I’m trying to do what’s my topic about because 
in English in Nüket Hoca courses I’m just thinking I 
will be more formal because it’s about psychology 
and it’s about the projects. AC 
 
But maybe in Seher Hoca’s I do the different kind of 
things, because... AD 
 

 
 
 
In the ESP course he is more formal because 
the presentations are about psychology and 
the projects, but in the public speaking class 
he does different types of talks. 

R: Hm OK very good and in terms of material things 
like your phone or your computer: how do they 
affect you as a student? 
S: Hmm I think the computer is helping me a lot 
(with) making, like, preparing the presentation 
because it’s really easy. 
R: How is it really easy? 
S: Like it’s... I’m not using the PowerPoint I’m using 
the Keynote. It’s the Macbook thing and it’s really 
easy. You’re just writing the sentence and it’s just 
making the presentation prepared for you. PT 
 

The computer makes preparing the 
presentations really easy. He uses Keynote 
for Mac. It prepares the presentation for him 

R: Oh really and do you think you could give a 
presentation without that technology? 
S: Yeah I did in Seher Hoca’s class it was the 
persuasive speech. Ah, we didn’t use any kind of 
PowerPoint or something. We used the old kind of 
stuff, like we showed the pictures. AD PT 
R: And how did that compare? 
S: Yeah I think it was more difficult because I had to 
remember the outline, like what I’m going to talk 
about, but in the presentation you’re stuck. You’re 
just looking (at) the screen and you’re continuing. 
PT PW 
 

He has given a presentation without 
technology in another class, using traditional 
media. It was more difficult because he had 
to remember the outline, whereas using 
slides in the enables the presenter to look at 
the screen if they get stuck, and carry on. 
 
 
 
 

R: No OK so how do you think you have progressed 
over this semester? Because you’ve done a lot lots 
of presentations this semester. 
S: Hm I think I was better (in) the last semester 
because this semester my grades are good, but the 
progress the... I have a lot of presentations this 
semester.  
(In) the Seher’s class every week II I have one. It’s 
effect (is) 15 per cent for your final point, and then 
Nüket Hoca’s as well because we have the projects 
and (in) Donald Hoca’s we have one more project. 

S thinks he was better last semester, when 
his grades were good. He has had a lot of 
presentation this semester.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
One of his presentations is worth 15% of the 
final grade, and he has two projects 
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The research methods as well. Last week I gave a 
poster presentation, yeah. IJ 
 

(including the ESP course) and has given a 
poster presentation in the research methods 
course. 

R: Oh yeah, congratulations: So if you’ve had all this 
work why are you not so good this semester as last 
semester? 
S: I think it’s about last semester because I was 
really good last semester and then this semester at 
the beginning I was like “OK I can handle it. Last 
semester I did it and this semester I will do it.” And 
this semester (for) the mid-terms I didn’t study a lot 
and then after that I was like “Serhat you’d better 
do something.” And then I again started to study a 
lot but I’m good right now I think. EH 
 

Last semester he did very well which gave 
him confidence for the current semester, but 
made him a little  complacent before the mid-
terms. He told himself to try harder, so he 
started studying more and now he’s feeling 
fine. 

R: So it’s just the amount of study but it’s 
interesting that you’ve done so many presentations 
but you don’t see an improvement. 
S:  Yeah actually I do, but the last presentation 
about the final project was good. PN 
 
But even (though) I didn’t study a lot because I 
knew the topic, because it was my project. Even in 
the poster project, Çiğdem Hoca told me that I was 
really good about the presenting that’s the thing 
which helped they to pick us as a winner. EH AM  
 

He does see an improvement. The last final 
project presentation was good. He didn’t 
study a lot because he knew the topic. 
 
 
 
The teacher in the research methods course 
told him his presentation style was very 
good, and that helped them to pick his team 
as the winner of the poster presentation 
competition. 

R: Right OK so the first video. 
S: The Sheldon was not good I think PN 
R: Mm why did you pick Sheldon? 
S: Erm because I didn’t like the theories a lot, 
because the theories is kind of the boring thing. EC 
 
Because when you’re presenting (to) your audience 
the theory, they’re always just looking at you. AH 
 
But the Sheldon’s theory is a really interesting 
theory because it’s about the personality and body 
types. ED 
 
 
And I think the audience didn’t get bored because 
the theory is interesting and funny. Not funny but.. 
ED 
 

P2 wasn’t good. He doeesn’t like theories 
much because they’re rather boring. When 
you present theories to the audience they 
look at you vacantly. But Sheldon’s theory is 
interesting because it links personality to 
body types. The audience didn’t get bored 
because the theory is interesting and 
enjoyable.  

R: It was kind of engaging. 
S: But I had a problem with the presentation in this 
one. PV 

But P2 presented a technical problem. The 
written part of his text on two slides didn’t 
appear properly on the screen. He was about 
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R: Hm why? 
S: Because my (from the) text, the writings didn’t 
see (appear) well because I had a paragraph, but in 
the slides I just only see the one sentence, then I 
didn’t look at the sentence. I was just trying to 
remember what were on the board. PV 
R: Ah oh no why did that happen? 
S: I don’t know. I just checked one more time 
before I came to class because I was about to start 
very confident(ly) and then I started to (play the) 
music and then I looked at the screen and there was 
nothing. PV 
 

to start, then he looked at the screen and 
there was no writing. He was trying to 
remember what he’d written. 

R: So you managed it. I think you managed it quite 
well from what I remember. let’s have a look (video 
plays). So at this point you were expecting 
something different on the screen. 
S: No, at the next slide the pictures I had the 
paragraph there, but there was just one sentence, 
and then the other one and the other one also. PV 
R: So you just carried on 
S: Yeah because I know it’s be could not fix it and I 
was just like “OK carry on you’re gonna do 
something.” PL 
 

The paragraph had loaded as a single 
sentence disappearing off the screen. He 
knew he couldn’t fix it but told himself to 
carry on.  

R: OK I think you did it and you carried on and it was 
very effective [video plays].  
So I mean this Sheldon’s theory is a theory that’s 
probably quite old now so but that wasn’t an issue.  
S: Yeah that was an issue and in the last slide I had 
a problem slide just because... DK 
R: OK so you did consider it  
S: Yeah because profiling psychologically based on 
the physical features is not seems like good. ED  
 
And then I suggested that the audience can... if you 
meet with someone who has that kind of body 
type, er you can see if the theories hold true. 
 

Profiling psychology based on physical 
features isn’t good. He suggested at the end 
that the audience might test the theory by 
observing people they meet with these body 
types.  

R: Right good, but for yourself, you didn’t say kind 
of “No this is wrong.” 
S: No I didn’t. I think the theory is kind of true 
because the people around me who has that kind 
of body type they fit in the theory, but I don’t know. 
ED 
 

He didn’t believe the theory is true but he 
isn’t sure about this.  

R: OK there’s obviously something risky about 
judging by appearance 

He’s aware that the theory may promote 
stereotyping of people.  
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S: Yes it’s like the kinds of stereotypes. EH 
R: Yes right OK all right good, and you practised it. 
You said you practised it. 
S:  Yes because I know that topic from the last year 
and I really knew the topic what is it, and I think that 
helped handle it, like manage it. EH 
 

 
 
 
He knew the topic very well from the 
previous year’s studies, which helped him to 
manage it.  

R: Right good. Let’s look at the third one. So this 
was on social phobia and academic performance. 
So why did you choose that? 
S: Because I think that you know I had a social 
phobia when I come here in my first year and I 
wasn’t successful at all, but I thought that it was 
about the social phobia because I wasn’t social at 
all. PG   
 
Then I started the study, but the first thing I noticed 
was that the social phobia and the academic phobia 
could be linked and then I couldn’t find anything 
about it and then that was the reason. ED 
 

P3 he chose the topic due to his personal 
experience with social phobia and lack of 
academic success. He thought the two were 
correlated because he hadn’t been at all 
social. 
 
 
 
 
 
When he started to study the first thing he 
noticed was that social and academic phobia 
could be linked, but he found no evidence for 
this.  

R: Right I remember you saying something about 
that in the presentation. So this study was actually 
something that was a personal interest for you.  
S: Yeah but the problem is I choose the topic before 
I read the articles and I was thinking that I would 
prove that there is a link between them and then I 
write my topic to give (to) the Nüket Hoca and then 
(when) I started to read the articles, I couldn’t find 
anything and then I started to make arguments to 
prove the opposite side. EM  
 

He chose th topic before reading the articles, 
thinking that he would be able to 
demonstrate a link between them. Then he 
gave the topic to N, but when he began to 
read the articles after that he found no 
evidence so he started to make arguments to 
prove the opposite.  

R: Well that’s good because you... that’s what we 
should be doing. This one really was good because 
the lady, the observer was in. Did she affect the 
performance? 
S: Er yeah before she come the class I was thinking 
about her but after that I was really cool about it. 
PL 
 
Because I thought about my school and I tried to do 
my best. IH  
And then, when the Nüket Hoca send me (to) the 
focus group and I think she thought that Nüket 
really sent me to like say something because she 
listened to me there was like students who were 
talking about the bad things about the school I was 
like “No no it’s not true really not true.” [laughs] 

He’d been thinking about the observer prior 
to the presentation but after she came in he 
was fine because he thought about his school 
and tried to do his best.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
When T sent him to the focus group the O 
must have thought he’d been sent because 
she’d watched his presentation. He was 
contradicting the students who were saying 
bad things about the school.  
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 IH  
 

R: Yeah, so why did you say you’re from Yeşil 
University Dept of Psychology?  
S: I (am) always saying that before I start because I 
think it looks very professional when I start that I 
know that I influence the people like er really good 
because the Yeşil University Department of 
Psychology (is) I think good (video plays) IH DF  
 

He says he’s from the uni because it looks 
more professional and will influence the 
audience positively as he thinks that the 
University Dept of Psychology is really good.  

R: Who were you kind of making eye contact with? 
S: The lady PR 
R: Oh were you? 
S: When I look the audience I only see the lady and 
I think that’s it. PI PR 
 

His gaze in P3 was directed to the lady. She 
was all he saw.  

R: So why wouldn’t you be focussing on Nüket?  
S: I don’t... I was looking her as well. 
 
I don’t know. Maybe she was there to control us 
and give feedback for us and then... PI  
 

Maybe he was looking at T as well. But the O 
was there to check and give feedback on the 
class, so that may explain the gaze.  

R: So how were you feeling during this? I mean, as 
you were presenting. 
S: Yeah I was feeling good I wasn’t excited in this 
one I don’t know maybe why. It was studying this 
topic like the whole semester. I really knew 
everything about the topic. EH 
Maybe that’s affected me to be more confident, 
because even (if) the Nüket Hoca’s gonna ask me 
something I read all the articles and I make the 
literature review and I will just answer more 
effectively. Maybe that affected me to be more 
confident. EH 
 

In P3 he was feeling good –not excited 
though, perhaps because he was studying the 
topic for an entire semester and he knew 
everything about it.  
 
That may have made him more confident. He 
felt that even if T asked him something, he’d 
read enough to be able to answer more 
effectively.  

R:  And answering those questions in English. Is that 
any kind of an issue for you? 
S: No, sometimes that happens. The students ask 
me something and maybe I don’t understand what 
they’re trying to ask, but this one, I don’t know 
,maybe I had a problem but... LL PH  

Sometimes he doesn’t understand what the 
students ask in the Q and A sessions, but not 
in P3. 

R: I don’t think so. But are you conscious of having 
a different level of English to some of your audience 
members? Maybe does that affect the kind of 
language that you choose? 
S: Yeah as I said I always try to speak the simply like 
the street language, because if the audience can’t 

He tries to speak simply in “street language” 
because if the audience doesn’t understand 
the presentation, it won’t seem good to 
them. This is the most important thing to do. 
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understand me the presentation is not gonna seem 
good to them. I think that’s the most important 
thing that I’m doing about the presentation 
because I always feel that like “Don’t read from 
there just make the paraphrase your own 
sentence”, and if you can make the paraphrase 
your own sentence all the audience that you have 
they will understand you. LL  
R: Yeah all right hm so.. 
S: [laughing] Here I said examine it was examine, 
however. (video plays) PR  
 

 
 
 
He feels that paraphrasing the materials, 
then paraphrasing his own sentences is the 
best way for the audience to be able to 
understand you.  
 
 
 
 
But he pronounced examine incorrectly and 
knows the right way to pronounce it.  

R:  The body language the gestural language is quite 
controlled there. It’s not... 
S: I (am) really confused (about) my body language 
there because (in) the HSS class, we are doing 
entertaining things, we’re doing persuasive things, 
motivational things. II IJ 
 
I think yeah I’m a bit confused about the 
presentation, but in this one I was trying to look a 
lot formal because it was about the literature 
review. II IJ PW 
 

 He’s confused by what body language to use 
because it varies according to the type of 
presentation: they are doing many different 
types of presentation in the public speaking 
class.  

R: Right (video plays) is this a topic that you would 
like to continue to pursue? 
S: I think not. I was thinking it is (but) it is not I think, 
but because at the beginning of the semester last 
semester I read a book about the social phobia. It 
was in (the) Turkish language and it was (a) really 
good book and then I thought that I will focus on 
social phobia PA because I was thinking that the 
students who have the social phobia and things 
they are a really not become successful because of 
the social phobia sentence. PI 
 
But I didn’t receive well the topic. I didn’t enjoy it. 
ED 
R:  OK but it’s quite good to not find evidence for 
your beliefs. OK I think we’ve talked enough so 
thank you. 
 

He doesn’t want to continue to pursue the 
topic of social and academic phobia. 
 
Last semester he read a book in Turkish about 
social phobia, which was really good and 
after reading it he decided to focus on social 
phobia as he thought that students with SP 
cannot be academically successful because of 
that. 
 
 
 
 
But he didn’t enjoy studying the topic.  
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Appendix 6: Open codes for interview data 
 

Language element 
A Biographical   
B Development of language skills 
C English use outside own formal education        
D Comparison between English and Turkish                   
E Appraisal of own language skills                          
F Reasons for studying in English                             
G Additional languages beyond English /Turkish           
H Effect of language learning on self       
I Connection between English and discipline         
J Difficulties with language       
K The class        
L English during presentations   
M Learning English in the future                 
N English and audience                   
  

Institutional element.  
A Institution: approaches to teaching and 
assessment          
B Organisation of curriculum                 
C Student profile                         
D  Suggested Improvements              
E Cost of education                              
F Comments on the class & tasks                          
G Location                
H General appraisal                                                 
I Restricting presentations                                 
J Enabling presentations                    
 K Difficulty of lessons            
L Support and facilities                                       
M Biographical –experience at other institutions                
N Classrooms                                                  
O Choosing to study at this institution    
P Comparison with other universities                

Peer element 
A personal relationships with other student 
B Working relationships with other students 
C Comments on peers’ presentations                    
D Peer (not co-presenters) help with preparing                
E Undefined issues with peers                                               
F Biographical comments about peers  
G Shared cultural background with peers 

Epistemic element 
A Reasons for studying psychology   
B Future academic plans  
C Comments on psychology as a subject         
D Comments on particular areas within discipline  
E Future employment               
F Effect of studying psychology on self                
H Knowledge of/success in subject                                      
I Knowledge of psychology influences approach 
to presentations              
J Psychology and other academic fields          
L Other academic fields          
M Academic skills and psychology                        
N General knowledge                 
O Doing research          
 

General elements 
A Class   
B National  
C Gender                  
D International   
E Generational            
 F Ethnic                  
G Political  
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Personal identity elements 
A Child    
B sibling                  
C other relative/unspecified             
D partner            
E Friend   
F Short-term condition                     
G Long-term condition      
H  experiences        
 I preferences                         
 J self-attributions                   
K: Activities, Interests, abilities,                    

Apprentice element 
A Personality attributions      
B Biographical comments about teachers             
C Class teacher                    
D Enabling actions of teachers  
E  Learning from teachers’ presentations              
G Restricting actions of teachers                                     
H Identifying as a teacher                             
I Normative statements about teachers’ roles                         
 J Mentorship                                       
K Feelings with particular teachers        
L Learning from other expert presenters         
M Comments made by teachers                   

Designer element   
A Text                          
B Images                      
C Video                         
D Layout                   
E Colour    
F Introduction                 
G defining key terms            
H Outline                     
I Transitioning 
J Ending the presentation                              
K Topic explanation             
M Use of slides in presentations  
O Gesture                    
P Gaze                     
Q Facial expression               
R Movement, positioning, posture 
S Notes                    
T use of board       
U Tone     
 V Questioning    
W Audience   
 X Emotions of presenters 
Y General organisation                  
Z Interruptions                       
1 Speech              
2Appearance            
3 Length of presentations       

Performer element:  
A Choosing the topic                        
B Methods of preparing slides material (How vs 
What)                         
C Preparing in groups  
D Level of preparation               
E Rehearsing                   
F Peer help with process              
H Comments on actual audience behaviour                    
I Audience awareness shapes own presentation     
J Comparison with peer presentations                 
K Development of presentation skills                          
L Feelings/thoughts when presenting  
M Purpose of presentations                 
N Appraisal of presentations    
O Comments on design of presentation slides 
used      
P Performing and knowledge of psychology     
Q Performing and language development   
R Use of embodied modes  
S Biographical comments          
T Interaction with objects  
U Interaction with setting      
V Interaction with slides       
W Types of presentation          
X Personal factors affecting performance           
Y Being recorded      
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Appendix 7: Cross sectional summaries of interviews  
 

Özlem, summary of interview responses 

 

Language element 

Didn’t learn much in home town and resisted learning at secondary school because she disagreed with 

the focus on grammar memorisation at the expense of speaking. SS passed by cheating. Chose degree 

subject first then decided to study in English. Prep school very very good / sufficient but no dedicated 

speaking class. Began in lowest set. Began improving her English speaking in last semester after Prep 

School. She will improve but for now is satisfied. She’s improved a lot this semester. Writing and 

presentations and my feedback have improved her English level a lot.  

Understands  everything she reads in Turkish but understanding is incomplete in English. More flexible in 

Turkish presentations. English ones more interesting (as it’s an additional language) and funny. Important 

to understand the content. Kurdish her mother tongue. Learned Turkish at 8. Can think, write, speak in K 

and T and write in English. In Turkish, peers speak less expressively and with less variation. She wouldn't 

be able to live abroad without English. She can joke in Turkish but not English. She would like to be able 

to joke in English. She has changed as she has encountered a new culture. In K she has a different 

personality, happy, cheerful, jokey, reflecting her family home.  She can read, write, discusss philosophy 

as was educated in Turkish. Languages add to peeople’s personalities. Instructors at Yeşil are excellent –

but some students can’t manage EMI –they should switch to TMI programmes). She’d listened to a word 

online but still couldn’t pronounce it. In class they work on paraphrasing, do writing and presentations, lit 

review, evaluative readings. S comfortable as there isn’t a grade focus, only on improving English skills. 

General 

National. Sad about Turkey’s future. Has witnessed many terrible things in the east. The politicians’ 

decisions are different and she doeesn’t understand what’s happening. Hasn’t read news for a year. 

2International –she enjoyed Korea. Always spoke English, tried to eat Korean food but preferred 

McDonald’s. 3Encountered new US UK culture via English. Used image of two contrasting classrooms to 

contrast Turkey and Finland educational systems. Ethnic –she has 4 ssiblings and has had to become more 

responssbile for them ass a result of the troubles (they had to move house). People in East have more 

than 2-3 kids. She has a different personality in Kurdish –happy cheerful joking.  

Institutional 
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Psychology dept is good but not enough opportunity to speak English, only speeak it in their presentations 

They can give opinions in class but there’s no specific area for speaking English. Mid-terms aren’t 

necessary. Final or essay would be enough. People who can memorise everything will succeed. 1-3 

instructors only interested in students’ course evaluations. Did 8 courses but this didn’t give time for other 

activities or to gain a full understanding of the courses she was studying. Alwwayss trying to finish her 

homework on time. 6 courses is unnecessary and too many for an in-depth understanding.NUM Write, 

hand in, get points for homework. Class organissation mneans she has to come in every day of the week. 

No off day. Some courses similar and could be combined. Very relaxed in T’s class as not concerned with 

marks, just T and L. T is flexible with deadlinees. T wants to flexible and cool, wants ss to foccus on learning 

and forget about grades. 

Chose psychology as she wanted to study in Istanbul. Wanted to transfer as uni good but far from city 

centre –no concerts, theatre, museums. Hard to travel to meet friends aand get back. Ex-boyfriend she 

wanted to be near him. Uni is good, psychology dept very good. She gave her computer to her sister, so 

hard when library is closed. P2 –they couldn’t edit becausse they had their mid-terms. ASS Sometimes the 

speakers don’t work, T has to play audios through her phone. Developed a political id at secondary school. 

Discussed Kafka, great intellectual environment. Another uni –much better designed classrooms without 

the raised step of these ones. She could study at Yeşil on a full scholarship.  

Personal   

Dropped to 6 courses without family pressure. When her parents called her she was always doing her 

homework. Parents very positively influence her studies, encourage her with studies and to think 

creatively and originally with her life outside school pleased when she finished prep school. Eldest child. 

Being their sister helps to form her identity. She has had to be responsible for them. Ex-boyfriend in the 

city –she wanted to be near him there. Her friends visit her in İstanbul. She can’t use the right side of her 

body. Left-handed, footed, and uses her left eye mostly. Can’t use a knife and fork at the same time, so 

she prefers to stand on the left to use her body more easily in presentations. Recently, her family moved 

to another city due to violence from the State –neither she nor her sisters or brothers could go to school 

for a month She doesn’t focus on this but on psychology and other cultural areas. She’s very positive.  

Peer element 

Has good relationships with other students. Friends always want her to help them with her homework, 

which she finds boring. Always tries to change the subject. Their speaking not good in presentations, but 

very competent when talking about free time activities. They speak in Turkish. They don’t ask questions 

at the end of presentations. They didn’t know she worked hard in order to leave the university. Peers are 
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not enthusiastic presenters and have poor pronunciation, so she can’t understand them. It’s a duty for 

them. They are afraid of speaking in public in any language. Peers memorize and speak like they are 

reciting lists of facts –not good, not exciting.  

Peers behaved differently and illogically to her, making her want to leave, before she realized they were 

ignorant of her. So she authored her own identity and realised she learned everything earlier than them. 

Very few international students.  Students not suited to EMI instruction, few international students, peer 

intolerance. 

Epistemic 

She was intrigued by behaviour and wanted to understand it.  She could have chosen law or psychology. 

Had a good enough grade to study at Yeşil on full scholarship. Still looking for the right area. Will go to 

Cardiff Met in UK. Wants be a researcher in the future. Social, clinical, or political psychology are the 

options. Images of schizophrenia emphasise the sadness and suffering, confusion, but this is wrong. Chose 

E for P2 as other choice too complex for B. For P3, couldn’t decide on a topic- chose between parenting 

style to neuropsychology which was too complex. Unlike most of audience, she knew about Big Five from 

a previous course from third year. She was confident about knowing the material & topic as studied them 

all semester. Courses easy this year. Department#1.  

She understands that when people walk round a lot, they are anxious –thanks to psychology. Because of 

psychology she can shape the impressions she makes on audiences in terms of NVC including intonation. 

Tries to improve these and apply knowledge of them to help her future professional life. 

Designer 

Slides clear and include relevant data –graphics, statistical tables, maybe images, main points, not too 

much info. Large images add to text. Images help audience understanding. More interesting than text. 

Also add more evidence. Intro should begin with a question about topic. Or show a picture and talk about 

it. Or give background info. Move from general to specific, last point the title. Shouldn’t go straight into 

the presentation –commonplace. Key words useful for audience understanding. Not good at ending 

presentations. Could recap topic, names of co-presenters, thank audience. Recap topic, summarize 

content. Identify topics, show them on slides, use gestures when speaking to help audience 

understanding. Tries to control NVC not to appear too excited. Uses gestures to indicate points. She can 

then explain without reading from slides. Eye contact most important. Maintains with instructor and 

peers. (NVC) Her group prepares qs for audience to pay attention. Encourage qs fromaudience, Can 

question audience directly. Answer not essential as she can explain and direct questioner to a source for 

answer. Presentations mean research, summary, interpretation, writing and presenting.  
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Apprentice 

T wants to be flexible and cool, wants Ss to focus on learning and forget about the grades. Chose ESP T 

because of this T offered the choice of presentation topic for P1. S happy with T intervention in P3. Feels 

relaxed in T’s class because of focus on T & L not marks.  

Performer 

Chose P3 topic as she’d worked on job sat for friend’s final project. Had many articles for lit reviw and 

selected from these. First scan articles, choose important pts, paraphrase, meet in library and prepare 

together. They can discuss the topic. One person should not prepare and other read. P1, they restricted 

number of sources and used DSM4 for definition of S but it as too detailed so they used two other 

textbooks. Took notes with paper and pencil and paraphrased these. Wrote, paraphrased and rewrote. 

Has put presentation on smartphone and practices with this. Writing slides eg when library shut helped 

her to understand content and organization.  She has marked it on a wall, recorded her rehearsal and sent 

recording to co-presenters. She’s responsible for particular slides. Knew she could explain but not 

memorise, that’s why only included key words P1 –they prepared, practiced, presented –it was good. 

When studies with friends she explains but doesn’t use papers or course materials She doesn’t memorise 

them but tries to make sense of them Can present individually, but discussing topic in good group of co-

presenters help her to learn. P2- had insufficient time to prepare due to mid-term exams . Stayed in same 

place as felt confident about material and topic DES. P3 questions not a problem as she knows the content 

well and looked at 9-10 studies or articles . She read 2-3 sources and knew she could explain if no without 

memorizing it That’s why she only included key words.  

Rehearse 5-6 times to be the best presenters. S who questioned her talks too much in class. Vacant 

audience looks are disappointing. One S looking at his phone. Peers don’t listen to each other’s 

presentations. Qs for audience make them pay more attention. Encourage A to ask QQs. Images selecte 

for audience interest. She presents better with eye contact to audience –not just a presentation but an 

explanation to friends. She improved her presentations by practice. She tried to improve by watching 

videos and imitating body language. Presentations on video, people tend to use embodied modes more 

and with more flexibility. She can’t end presentations in Turkish either.  At start of semester, being 

questioned might have been a problem, but now she is more confident. She stayed in same place because 

she felt confident. She gave a basic personal info presentation in the prep school. Very nervous and 

couldn’t speak very well. She tried to improve by watching videos. 

Explaining and presenting are different. Slides are expected in presentations, people look at them and 

talk, but no slides are necessary in explaining. Weather affected her badly –T noticed and asked what the 
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matter with her was. When her parents call her she can present better. She always calls her parents on 

breaks. Learned from others presentations –one T on intro to psychology used gestures and facial 

expression.  

Serhat, summary of interview responses 

 

Serhat 

Language learner element 

Started learning at international secondary school. Went to Prep School –failed (his fault), had difficulty 

at Faculty due to language. Went to US twice on work and study program which improved English skills as 

he was alone.  When he began presenting, he felt detached from English, like he was just saying the words. 

Now he feels as though he’s telling a story in own words . Doesn’t use notes but explains using his speech. 

Scored AA from first ESP course, 102 and BA from 101. 

EMI better because you have to learn in English and understand in Turkish. EMI students have more global 

mindsets, think more flexibly. Studies in English because useful for MA degree overseas. SPSS only 

available in English. 

EMI prgm develops students’ flexible thinking, logical thought and open-mindedness compared to TMI 

students. EMI enables ss studying for exams to practise in two languages not just one. When ss learn 

English well they can learn the content in English. 

Sometimes he doesn’t understand ss in qand a sessions –but not in P3. Paraphrases materials, 

paraphrases own sentences. This leads to the “sstreet language” that enables audience to understand him 

and helps him remember even if he gets excited. If audience doesn’t understand, it won’t seem good to 

them. This is the most important thing to do.  

General 

National: Turkey isn’t developed enough for presidential systems such as US and Germany. 

Unpredictablity of the country’s future. Hopes that the PS will be rejected but doesn’t think so this time. 

He will return to Turkey to work as a clinical psychologist and therapist.  

Institutional 

Class with T is good –could be more motivating but good. During Semester 1 found the contrast to Istanbul 

hard, but now he really enjoys it. Different Ts say different things about designing slides. He has three. It 

makes him really confused. He’s confused about what body language as this varies according to type of 

presentation.  
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One of his presentations is worth 15% of final grade. 8 courses is hard for a Junior year s but he thinks he 

can manage it.  

During Prep School his social phobia disorder caused him to miss many classes. Led to failing prep and a 

GPA of 1.5, but after improving his English, this went up to 4. Ss can find everything they need from the 

online platform. 

Personal 

Family comment on how much he’s changed. Family trust him to study. Always support and encourage 

him (not with presentations). He’s experienced social anxiety. Has worked on ice-cream store in NJ and 

henna tattoos in Delaware.  

Peer 

Peers are all friends, they like his presentations, 1but don’t want him to go first as he sets the bar too high 

2. Isn’t negatively affected by peers 2. Some pressure from repeating his 4 GPA from last year.2 Peers 

encourage him (especially Sevi)2. They help each other2. He helps his peers be more confident, tells them 

to make eye contact with him if they feel stressed.2 Shared info for P2 but they didn’t study together2. 

All s in public speaking class are really good 3. In psychology dept, ss presentations skills not good 3. Some 

ss unsure about course content 3. 

Epistemic 

Wanted to study advertising, then careers officer advsed him to study psychology because he was 

interested and would eearn more money. Need to have an MA as it demonstrates you have more 

expertise. Wants to improve GPA to 3.70 + so he can study clinical psychology at UCLA. Theories are rather 

boring –but Sheldon interesting as it links personality to body types, and audience didn’t get bored. 

Doesn’t believe theory is true but he isn’t sure about this. He’s aware it may promote steotyping of people 

Didn’t enjoy studying topic of social phobia and academic performance. He loves psychology and reads a 

book per day about it.  

He will return to Turkey to work as a clinical psychologist and therapist. Studying psychology makes him 

more mature. Psychology may have made him more aware of behaviour. 

Did very well last semester. This gave him confidence but made him slightly complacent for mid-terms. 

Told himself to study harder, now he’s doing better. Knows that Sheldon may promote stereotyping. Knew 

topic very well from previous year. In P3 he knew the topic very well which made him feel good, possibly 

more confident.  If T asked something, he’d be able to answer. When he began to read articles on social 

phobia and academic achievement he found no evidence for a link so decided to prove the opposite.   

Designer 
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Doesn’t look at the screen and uses key words as reminders3. Lots of writing means the audience will be 

reading, not listening to presenter. Key words tell a story. P1 image of girl was related & relevant to 

question. Cartoons are better than photos as not all photos are relevant, frightening, distracting for 

audience. Images should be high-quality, but not all peers’ are. Colourschemes vary according to what the 

particular T prefers.  

Intro: givves a set phrase introducing himself and institution (this looks professional and demonstrates his 

alignment with the Uni. Afer this, start with a question or personal story to grab audience attention. 

Should be brief and doesn’t have to be on presentation topic. Then outline, define topic as audience needs 

this information. New slides should be introduced by presenter. 

Should end with conclusion, thanks and Q &A Used to ask if audience has questionsi but one T told him 

not to as audience will ask anyway, contradicting another one = confusion. Suggested that audience could 

text theory by observing people they met with these body types. Notes don’t look good so he doesn’t use 

them. 

Presentations should be relevant to peers. Audience should interact ussing subvocalisations and gestures. 

Should listen. He doesn’t feel good when it’s only the instructor listening. Too much text distracts 

audiences. Define, explain causes, focus on how to deal with it and overcome it. Will discuss own 

experience of it.  

Apprentice 

All presentation teachers are fine. T always relaxed and friendly, wwants presenters to be active. She likes 

his presentations. Learned a lot from the presentations teacher.  

Performer 

After reading book in Turkish on social phobia, he decided to focus on it as he thought that ss with SP 

could not be academically successful He’s experienced SP and wants to present because of that. It will 

help other students overcome it. Sheldon’s theory was interesting. To practice, he reads a lot first, 

rehearses in front of mirror, gets laptop and comes to class.  

In P3 his gaze was directed to the lady. She was all he saw. Initially he was a little nervous, but now he’s 

more confident. Purpose of presentations to prepare ss for professional life They develop general 

communicative abilities.  P3 good, P2 not good, P1 could have been better but he was excited –he didn’t 

move a lot, stood in one place and didn’t make eye contact very effectively.  

Uses KeyNote. Computer makes presentation easy. Presenting without slides harder as need to remember 

the outline He chose that space so he would be visible to camera. He stands in different places according 

to the classroom.  
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ESP course –he’s more formal as presentations are focused on subject knowledge.  Public speaking 

courses he does different types of talks.  Has had many opportunities to present. This semester has 

attended 4 different presentation courses. Ability to present has improved step by step. 

Selection from the summary table: Özlem and Serhat 

 

Identity  Özlem Serhat 

Epistemic  
 

Pragmatic reasons: use abroad. Unsure 
about future.  
Psychology is appliable knowledge –
professions & presentations.  
Explains without sources.  
 

Pragmatic/ Vocational.  
Advised due to money and interest. 
Do MA in CP at UCLA.  
Return to T to work as clinical psych 
& therapist in T.  
Self: more adult, aware of behaviour.  
Reads a book / day on psychology 
Loves psychology.  

Institutional 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Choice due to scholarship. 
Dept #1 
6 courses for deeper learning. 
Location & room criticisms 
Teachers don’t act on evaluations 
Psych Dep good 
Shallow memorization. 
Criticises curriculum & timetabling.  
Criticises PS for speaking –but sufficient.  
Mid-terms unneeded 
University Good. 

Experience of failure before learning 
English –own fault.  
1.5-4.0 GPA last sem.  
8 courses hard but manageable. 
GPA focus motivates study.  
Success caused complacency but 
now improved.  
Location initial problem not now. 
Online system includes everything ss 
need.  

Apprentice 
 

Positive attributions. 
Learning not grades.  
Helped with pron.  
Teaches now. 

Positive attributions. 
Class enjoyable but sometimes 
boring.  

Peer  Good relationships.  
Discrimination. 
Private issue. 
Annoying –homework. 
 

Good peer relations. Help with other 
studies.  
Inferior presenters’ styles & slides 
but public speaking class peers good. 
Pressure to repeat 4.0 GPA.  
Unsure about course content. 

General 
 

Sad, doesn’t understand, disengaged. 
Been abroad. Presented on 
international differences. 
Wants to travel abroad. Interest in 
US/UK cult. Not enough int ss at 
university.  
Direct effect from State. Kurdish 
personality. 

Will study abroad. Unsure.  
Not developed for pres. system.  
Will return.  
Has lived abroad twice.  
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Personal 
 

Supported sibs. 
Ex-boyfriend. 
Left-sided affects pres. 
Affected by weather. 
Worked with kids. 
Positive.  

Fam support & encouragement. 
Anxiety, self-management and 
improvement.  

On presentations 
 

Peer: slides clear, simple, not confusing.  
images help audience understanding. 
Video gains attention. Intro: question. 
Keywords help understanding. EM & No 
slides turns pres into explanation to 
friends. Conclude:name co-presenters, 
thank audience 
Importance of eye contact. Gestures 
help audience under standing. Prepare 
Q&A for attention. Audience answers 
not needed. In prep explains to friends. 
Re-hearsed 5-6 times to be the best 
presenters 
Peer presenter.  
Equal partnerships. 
Group work helps learning.  
Criticises peer presentations and 
audience behaviour.  
 
 
Epistemic: Images add evidence. Intro: 
give background info. Conclude: recap 
topic, summarise. EM enables 
explaining pts w/out reading. Pres= 
research, summary, interpretation, 
write, present. Presenters can refer 
audiences to sources. Questions not a 
problem if presenter knows topic. Top 
choice: already familiar with P3 topic. 
Preparation: scans articles 4 important 
pts. Writing slides helps u/stand 
content/org. Read 9-10 arts for P3. 
Doesn’t use papers to explain.  
Psychology is applicable to 
presentations.  
P3 knowledge. For P1, used DSM4 but 
too detailed so used 2 other books. 
 
Institutional: doesn’t use course 
material to explain.  
 

Peer: limit text on slides as distracts 
audience. Images enable audience to 
focus on presenter. Support 
explanations. Cartoons b/than 
photos may frighten or distract. 
Intro: question. Conclude: thank 
audience. Q&A. Any questions? 
Audience shud interact with 
subvocalisation gestures, listen. 
Purpose: interact better. Use of gaze 
in P1 could have been better. 
Encourages & helps peers with 
presentations. Hard to understand 
peers in Q& 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Epistemic: Images should be 
connected to topic. Photos may not 
be relevant. Tell story w. keywords. 
Slides are prompts. Organisation.  
Topic choice: academic interest. 
P2,P3 knowledge. Critical thinking on 
P2, P3. Did not enjoy P3 topic. 
purpose: improve skills for job lives 
(nonspecific) 
 
Institutional: Set phrase introducing 
self & institution. P3 gaze at observer 
–she was all he saw. P1 chose space 
to be visible to camera. 
Team won poster pres competition. 
4 different T approaches to pres 
causes confusion. Room influences 
presenting position. 
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Language: Paraphrases articles when 
prepping. Better at answering qs since 
semester started. Interest and 
enjoyment from English presentations. 
 
Personal: Not good at concluding. Used 
smartfon to prepare. Improved by 
watching vids & imitate NVC. 1st 
presents made nervous. Feels confident 
Parents improv presentations via phone 
calls 
 
General: Presented on international 
differences. 
 

Personal: Intro: personal story. talk 
about topic 
Keywords remind self. Not good at 
concluding.  
Top choice: P1 P3. Initially nervous 
for P3. Excited for P1.  
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Identity 
positioning 
/ alignment 

General identity  Identity-in-presentations 

Peer  Relationships: closeness, change.  
 
Evaluations of peers 
 

Interpersonal orientation in design & 
performance: slide clarity, images, keywords. 
Topic choice, intro, conclusion, (co-
presenters/audience) questioning, purpose. 
Nonverbal communication: gaze, PMP, gesture. 
 
Alignment with other presenters: co-presenters 
(preparation & performance) peer presenters. 
 
Alignment with peer audiences.  

Epistemic Motivation: reasons for choice, 
specificity of future plans.  
Expertise: progress, mastery, 
knowledge display, integration into 
self. 
 

Epistemic orientation in design & performance: 
images, keywords. Topic choice, preparation, 
intro, conclusion. Use of NVC.  
 
Topic knowledge / appraisal.  

Institutional Motivation: reasons for choice, 
future plans. 
Teaching and learning approaches: 
in general, in psychology, in Prep 
School. 
Relation to physical entity: 
resources, location.    
Institutional achievement markers: 
GPA, grades, no. of classes.  
Class teacher:  

Institutional orientation in design & 
performance: 
  
Alignment to tasks, teacher advice / directives, T 
during presentations (interventions and 
attention), grades. Purpose.    
 
Relation to physical entity: resources. 
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Language Motivation: reasons for choice / 
future plans 
 
Expertise: progress, mastery. 
 
Affiliation: integration into self   
 

Language orientation in design & performance:  
Topic choice, Keywords, preparation, rehearsal.  
 
Expertise: progress –general & in specific areas, 
proficiency. 
Affiliation: feelings 
Purpose.  

General National / gender / ethnic / class / 
generational 
 

As presentation topic 

Personal Family / partner / short & long-term 
conditions / interests / personality 

Personal aligments affecting presentations: topic 
choice, preparation, physical conditions, 
interests, feelings, NVC.   

 

Thematic summary of interview data for all students 
 

Epistemic –how do students position themselves in relation to the discipline of psychology? 

REASONS FOR CHOOSING TO STUDY PSYCHOLOGY 

Diverse set of reasons for studying it:  

1. pragmatic reasons related to scholarship, finances, transferability of discipline, multidisciplinarity. 

Link to material facts and economic issues within Turkey and globalisation–the need to be adaptable in a 

fast changing world. Educational discourses of training vs education. Two competing discourses within the 

Turkish context.  

2. Idealistic reasons connected to interest, relationship management & problem-solving. Personal 

intersects with the epistemic. ‘Family first’ discourse.   

PLANS FOR FUTURE  

Future plans demonstrate overall firm commitment to the discipline:  

1. Academic commitment to further study of the discipline in the future: do an MA, become an 

academic.  

2. Professional commitment to further study of the discipline in the future: work in various areas. 

3. Not committed to the discipline: only 1 student considers studying something completely 

different. Instrumentality, vocationality, specialisation of degrees.  

LEVEL OF KNOWLEDGE 

Students are generally confident in their level of disciplinary knowledge –but this is inconsistent. En 

comments that topic rather than language defines the difficulty of presentations. 

EFFECT ON SELF 
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Students say that studying pyschology has changed them in positive ways: in terms of their objectivity, 

awareness of others’s behaviour and maturity. No negative effects are noted. Personal intersects, 

obviously. Discourses of maturation –they position themselves within these.  

FURTHER ATTITUDES AND APPROACHES 

Students are generally interested in their studies, although Bu Ha express boredom with particular areas 

and Se expresses boredom with psychological theories in general. There is dynamism in attitudes during 

the interviews , interest in some areas of the discipline but not others, and contradictory comments 

(e.g., Se says he’s bored by the theories but loves the discipline). There is evidence of critical thinking. 

Some students took on topics for the third presentation with a preformed point of view, but were 

prepared to change these views in the light of the available evidence (Se, Bu). Students displays of 

knowledge indicate interest in their topics. Topics more than language determines difficulty. Critical 

thinking discourses, academic and professional specialisation. Critical thinking indicates a strong epistemic 

identity.  

USE OF KNOWLEDGE FROM PSYCHOLOGY FOR PRESENTING 

Student comments are ssplit –some feel psychological knowledge does, can or should help them present. 

Others do not use psychological knowledge when presenting, others make comments suggesting that they 

are applying psychological knowledge to the presentation.  

1. Knowledge of psychology does not help with presentations 

2. Knowledge of psychology helps with presentations 

3. Comments suggesting psychological knowledge integrated with presentations 

Application of knowledge. Students who feel that they can apply knowledge to their presentations may 

have a stronger epistemic identity than those who dismiss this as a possibility –they undestand psychology 

as an applied science rather than simply an academic subject.  

Apprentice –how do students position themselves in relation to the class teacher? 

Most students align strongly in terms of their admiration and liking for teacher, based on her relaxed 

and friendly personality. Position themselves in alignment with her humour, her focus on learning (not 

grades), her flexibility, her empathy. The class is viewed positively by most participants. Most students 

say it has helped with the dual function of ESP classes, their psychology and their English. Apprentice 

discourse exists primarily within liberal-humanist order of discourse.  

Some students identify with being a teacher, particularly when they present, and becoming a teacher or 

presenter in their professional lives. 

Highly aligned: Bi Not aligned: Mu 
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GENERAL ELEMENT –how do students position themselves in relation to the following macro 

categories? 

CLASS 

Students did not position themselves overtly as belonging to a particular class except for Bu, who 

explicitly opposes himself to the irresponsbility of wealthy older politicians.  

NATIONAL ELEMENT 

Opinions about the state of the country are highly negative: in terms of violence, education and 

employment opportunities, the participants position themselves as highly dissatisfied with the current 

state of the nation. Öz has experienced turmoil as a result of the actions of the Turkish State, while Ha 

describes the country as a violent society. En, Bu and Si indicate distress as their ideological affinities with 

the country of their birth are in opposition to the country’s socioeconomic and political trajectory. 

Multiple political discourses, fundamentally clash between conservative/religious and left/liberal, which 

positions most participants in the latter group. Indicates the polarisation within sociopolitical sphere in 

Turkey. The most effected is Öz who’s suspended her engagement with the Kurdish issues.  

INTERNATIONAL ELEMENT 

The main positioning of most students is that their internationalism serves educational and professional 

purposes. However, there are some indications of deeper cultural interest (Ha, Bi, En, Öz). Bu and Öz also 

construct their internationalism in opposition to the institution.  

GENDER ELEMENT 

Male students don’t tend to mention their gender. However, Ha and Si in particular self-identify as 

feminists in opposition to sexist practices, and have used presentations to communicate feminist points 

of view. Feminism within Turkey is prevalent and Si’s awareness of the issue is closely aligned with the 

struggle outlined in the literature.  

ETHNIC 

The dominant ethnicity at the university is (secular) Turkish and therefore “invisible” during most of the 

interviews. Only for Öz (because she identifies as Kurdish), and Mu, who wears a headscarf are ethnic 

identities relevant. Very relevant in Öz’s case, as she appears to have experienced discrimaination among 

her peers for being Kurdish. But Mu’s headscarf is an ever-present and highly visible reminder of her 

adherence to Islam which is communicated throughout all her presentations. Kurdish and Islamic 

discourses are not reproduced deliberately by these participants in their presentations, but form an 

important part of their identities as suggessted by comments enacting personal aspects of identity.  
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Institutional element: how do the participants position themselves in relation to the institution 

of study? 

Choice to study at the university: this was not the first choice for most students. Students’ ability to 

choose curtailed by various factors: principally parental directives and availability of scholarship funding. 

No students highlighted the university as their first choice of institution. This is an honest appraisal of the 

position the university occupies in league tables. Multiple discourses: conservatism which restricts 

children’s choices; significance of university education, highly competitive nature of higher education 

market.  

Difficulty of classes  

Students have highly variable experiences of success and failure. They construct the university as 

providing work that is not too challenging. Se and Öz in particular have experienced success, although Se 

experienced failure before improving his English, and Si has diffculty with Maths-related areass of the 

psychology curriculum. This shouldn’t automatically indicate positive identification –Bi and Ha both say it 

is too easy, indicating dissatisfaction. Although Öz was awarded the prize of overseas travel for being the 

dept #1, she is highly critical of some aspects of the insitution. Discourses of transmission vs constructivist 

education.  

Attributions of ease or difficulty connects less to the discipline than the number of classes that the 

institution permits them to take. Engin’s approach enables him to complete his degree one year early –

so it’s safe to assume some institutional identification there. On the other hand, Öz and Ha indicate their 

greater epistemic than institutional affiliations having dropped the number of courses to 6 in order to 

learn their topics more deeply. For Se, the number of courses he’s taken on presentations has caused 

confusion. These are primarily grounded in economics: the ccost of university education needs to be 

considered more by some students than others. They ccan afford to foreground the liberal humanist 

discourse of learning before the vocational training one.  

Focussing on grades indicates the importance of insitutional success to some students. Students construct 

this in various ways, and those who account for their actions in terms of grades indicate their acceptance 

of the institutional game (whether or not they identify in other ways, there is an acceptance of the 

institutional ‘rules’ here). In terms of presentations, this means that students try to make their 

preparations visible via note cards, and present to the teacher rather than the audience as a whole. 

They consider what will ‘play well’ with the teacher. Bi is playing the pragmatic game, whereas Se, perhaps 

due to his transformation into a succcessful student, identifies much more deeply with the institution. 
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Vocational training model: the main focus is on increasing ones own value in the markets of higher 

education and employment via the values that come attached with grades. 

Material/physical aspects of the institution 

Students construct the institution as obstructive ‘other’ by commenting on the way it restricts their 

movement (Bu Se & Öz) or learning opportunities. The location has been difficult for students to adjust 

to; some have not adjusted, but others accept and even enjoy its remoteness from the city. Of students 

commenting on support, reources and facilities, only Se remarks on the comprehensiveness of the 

university’s online support system. Students again positioning the institution as ‘other’ –this time in terms 

of its layout and location, which obstruct the individuals from self-actualisation on several scales, from the 

close focus of presentations to their wider personal lives. Intersectionality of identities again here.  

TEACHING, LEARNING, ASSESSMENT & THE CURRICULUM 

Some participants comment positively on individual teachers’ contributions to their academic 

development and welfare but one theme is that teaching & assessment approaches are ineffective either 

because they are too formal/ inflexible (Mu, Si) or too superficial (Bu, Öz, Ha). Students who are notable 

in not commenting on the institution are Se and En –both have done Work & Study programmes. Most 

critical are Bu and Ha, but Öz and Si mitigate their criticisms with general positive comments. The teaching 

discourses that students position themselves in here are transmission vs constructivist (these are partly 

embedded in cconservative/liberal wider social ideologies, but not directly). Students who have improved 

their language competence via work and travel are less likely to critique the institution.  

Language learner element: how do students position themselves as language learners? 

Earlier school experiences affect participants’ institutional identities now. Those who report positive 

experiences at school (Bu, Ha, Öz) appear less likely to align with the university now.  

SCHOOL SYSTEM SUFFİCİENCY 

Half the participants report the inadequacy of the school system for learning English, particularly for the 

development of speaking skills, although Bu and Ha report the opposite, both mentioning the input of 

particular teachers into their language learning. There is widespread dissatisfaction with Turkish language 

education within more liberal discourses, and again this is a class identity; English language education is 

viewed as important but inadequate to the needs of children –see BC school reports etc., the press, etc. 

English language education in Turkey is highly politicised.    

MOTİVATİON FOR LANGUAGE LEARNİNG  
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Apart from Ha and to a lesser extent Mu, students are motivated to learn English particularly for academic 

and professional reasons. English learning is positioned in vocational / global market discourses, with 

intrinsic motivation more linked to liberal/self-development discourses.  

CHANGES TO SELF 

Learning English, like learning psychology, is universally reported as making a positive contribution to the 

participants’ selves, in terms of increasing self-confidence, cultural awareness and personality 

development. Se reports a sense of ownership of the language –integration into self. En reports that he 

and peers are pleased they are studying in English. Self-development, globalising discourses. 

LEARNİNG ENGLİSH AT UNİ 

This produces both the language learner and institutional elements. The institution is seen as other: 

frustrating or inadequate to some participants’ desire to master English, in particular, speaking.  Not 

with all, but with most students. Again, Se’s positioning is very different in terms of explicit self-awareness 

of responsibility for learning.  

EMI 

Learners see EMI as involving compromises and challenges. It is key to learning most aspects of the 

discipline fully. There is awareness that EMI limits disciplinary learning (presentations will be simplified; 

students will ask for help in Turkish) but also that learning the language is key to gaining mastery over the 

discipline. EMI discourses/debates position these students’ comments.  

LEARNING ENGLISH BEYOND THE UNIVERSITY 

1. Outside Turkey   2. Within Turkey 

Learning English outside the university has had a huge impact on almost all participants –it demonstrates 

the agency of students in forging opportunities to learn beyond the institution, alignment with the project 

of learning English, whether this involves travelling and living abroad or finding opportunities to 

communicate within the country. Agency –positioned by global English discourses, students demonstrate 

their agency to learn in a range of ways.  

COMPETENCE TO PRESENT IN ENGLISH 

Surprisingly several different students remark that English is easier or equivalent to Turkish (Bu, Se), or it 

is viewed as no different for presentations, either in a neutral sense (Se) or a negative one (both require 

emotional self-regulation). As would be expected, specific issues with English include pronunciation, 

comprehension of teachers or peers’ questions. Anti-commonsense discourses.  
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OVERALL ASSESSMENT OF PROFICIENCY. Three students self-assess their English proficiency during the 

interview,  and they all express confidence in their abilities. This could also be measured  by examining 

language use duyring the interviews. Confidence of Turkish students.  

PERSONAL ELEMENT 

How do students produce a range of personal elements, beyond other identity elements mentioned in 

the interviews? 

Most significant is the family element, as child or sibling. Parents support the students in terms of general 

encouragement for studies via prayer, phone calls (very regular in Öz’s case) and financial support. 

However, Mu and Ha position themselves to an extent as negatively impacted by parental actions. Mu’s 

partner in particular helps her with studying; Öz wanting to be near her boyfriend was a major reason for 

her seeking a transfer to another uni. Family and friends play an important role in esp. Mu and Öz 

identities. Family-first discourses (either through facilitation or control) common to this culture are very 

significant, and their importance to student identity is clear.  

Students have long-term physical conditions affecting their studies and particularly presentations in 

diverse yet largely invisible ways, notably Bu, Mu and Öz. Short term physical conditions also affect 

presentations in very powerful ways –Si in particular. Discourses of support for learning / abilist discourses 

in education, those affected are very deeply affected –cuts through all identities.  

Students’ other interests intersect with their identity-in-presentations in multiple ways. Finally, although 

self-attributions are rare, descriptions of selves offer insight into students’ positioning in relation to other 

identity elements. Bi is lazy, Öz is positive.  

PEER ELEMENT 

How do students position themselves in relation to their peers? Peers refers to fellow students 

at the institution, friends or otherwise. Most relevant among these are co-presenting 

relationships. 

Friendships with peers: experiences differ. Students who comment on close friendships include 

Bi, Öz, Se, En. Those who seem less close to peers are Ha, Mu & Si. Mu & Si have lost friendships, 

whereas Ha prefers to maintain personal and academic distance from peers.  

Working relationships with peers: division between those who present in groups and those who 

don’t (Mu, Si, Ha). Se has a close working relationship with another participant, but does not co-

present. Bu Öz En collaborations have been entirely positive and the relationship is equal. Bu 

regards peer support as crucial to his academic success overall. Social vs cognitive learning 
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discourses –challenging the tendency towards individually transmitted learning to more social 

approaches. 

Students (particularly Bu Ha and Öz) are highly critical of peers’ approaches to learning as 

superficial & mechanical, and most presenters are critical of peers’ presentations, their design 

and their performance. They are also highly critical of audience behaviour during presentations. 

Whereas Bu and Öz maintain strong selctive peer-focussed identities with their co-presenters, 

Ha is more thoroughly detached. Learners positioned within the transmission discourse, grades-

focussed, individualised learning.  

Criticism of audience behaviour. Most peer audiences don’t listen to the presenter for various 

reasons –confusion, uninterested, sleeping, don’t want to distract presenter. They don’t ask 

questions. They don’t look. They play on phones. En finds this apathy problematic as it affects his 

level of performance so he suggests a conversation might be better.  

Audience interaction. Positioning of peers according to how much they should interact during 

presentations: this ranges from simply “listen” to “listen attentively” “think about the topic” to 

interact using EMs and ask questions. Similarly, Öz and En mention the importance of questioning 

peers and preparedness to answer questions. This produces the peer identity. Three students say 

they have no interest in the audience –Bu does it for himself; Bi & Mu only want to impress the 

teacher. En tries to mask his excitement from audience. Shows how participants position peers 

within, a transmission-constructivist continuum according to their expectations.  

 

Genre identity 1. What are participants’ normative beliefs about the design and performance of 

presentations? WHAT PROMPTS BELIEFS ABOUT THE GENRE ARE POSITIONINGS AROUND   

OTHER IDENTITY ELEMENTS. Genre identity is where these intersect.  

1. Peer positioning  2. Epistemic positioning                             3. Institutional positioning                               

4. Personal/general positioning                5. Language learner 

Students’ normative comments on the design of slides position the aim of slides as communicating to an 

audience of peers, although knowledge is also emphasised. Coded statements with ‘G’ where no other 

element is overtly enacted by the statement. Students bring in peer elements more to the introduction, 

whereas moving through the presentation is characterised more by epistemic emphasis, and the 
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conclusion is split between peer and epistemic elements. Mentioning the subject of NVC primarily 

invokes the peer identity (interpersonal) but also the epistemic is present.   

 

 

1. Slides:  text. Students agree that text on slides should be limited (due to audience –

Bi,Se,Mu or teacher requirements -Si), that slides should be clear and simple. Too much text can 

indicate poor preparation.  

2. Slides: images. The importance of images is that they increase audience understanding 

and attention to the content or the presenter, and provide additional evidence. 

However,students need to balance the need to gain audience attention with the risk that images 

may distract or repel audiences.  

3. Slides: video. Video has similar effects to images, but according to Ha has the 

transformative potential of saving a poor presentation, can be particularly memorable.  

4. Introduction: the most prototypical aspects of the intro are self- and topic-introductions 

on the topic and an outline.  

5. Slides and speech during the presentation. Keywords are beneficial for both audiences 

and presenters, from a constructivist justification ensuring that presenters do not break the rule 

that many participants identify of not reading directly from slides. For Bi, notes have the same 

function as slides. Students are split between introducing new slides or not.   

6. Conclusion: there is less consensus on how to conclude presentations than the intro, with 

several participants expressing difficulty with it. Several participants agree that presenters 

should thank the audience and somehow recap the topic (not the presentation itself).    

7. Embodied modes most important of these are gaze, gesture and movement. Intonation 

is also mentioned. Only one person mentions facial expression. The purpose of body language is 

primarily to maintain connection to the audience, project self-confidence but also to explain the 

topic, highlight important information.   

8. Three candidates very clear about the organisation of the presentations. This 

demonstrates task knowledge, performing a strong institutional identity.  

How do students position themselves as presenters in terms of the other identities.  

Comments on preparation foreground other identity elements –particularly peer (in rehearsals) 

and epistemic (in preparing materials) elements.  

Most students report improvement in their presenting ability, a transformation from 

nervousness early on to confidence and calmness. Again, other identity elements enter into their 

descriptions. Their personal feelings vary and are split between positive and negative emotions 
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when presenting. However, Mu reports usually negative feelings. Other identity elements 

intersect with the personal.  

Students’ comments on the purposes of presentations are particularly illuminating when other 

identity elements are considered. These include: improvement of presentations themselves 

(genre identity) improvement of presenters’ self-confidence, raise awareness of issues and  Some 

position the presentation in interactive, peer oriented terms. Mu’s answer is the most 

illuminating, as she mentions them all.  
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Appendix 8: Video transcripts 
 

Özlem, Excerpt from P3, Q&A 
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Appendix 9: Thematic commentaries on excerpts 
 

Özlem: Commentary 5, P3, Q&A 

 

Özlem’s language identity is maintained in terms of expertise via fluency, accuracy and range. It is 

noticeable that despite the greater demands on language production imposed by the spontaneous speech 

required by the Q&A stage, the differences between her language use during this stage and during the 

monologic stages are negligible. There is a slight reduction in fluency, once again around the changes of 

slide, e.g., 14.35-44, but otherwise there is a similar frequency in vocalized and silent pauses, with no 

obvious self-repair. Her accuracy remains extremely high, with only very minor errors in use of articles, 

e.g. at 14.32 and 14.49 and with the superfluous pronoun in the relative clause at 15.07. There is perhaps 

a slight reduction in range, with a co-ordinate clause structure predominant, mostly in the form of addition 

(clauses linked with ‘and’) as would be expected from spontaneous speech, but the complexity of 

vocabulary exists in a number of low-frequency collocations, e.g., those linked at 14.44-48, 15.04-07, 

15.37-8. Once again, language heritage is not salient, with no use of Turkish despite the demands of the 

Q&A session, and very little obvious translation of Turkish expressions, and there is no evidence of 

language allegiance.  

The excerpt begins with Özlem’s answer to a peer question, and continues with responses to the teacher’s 

comments. Clearly, the stage demands of Q&A entail the production of rapidly shifting audience relations, 

both institutionally in the person of the teacher, and to peers. She also orients to her friend who is 

changing the slide for her when required. Clearly, as explored in more detail below, she defers to the 

teacher at several points, resulting in a compliant institutional identity element being produced. She 

acknowledges firstly the peer’s question in providing a long and evidence-based response between … and 

15.08, which co-produces effective epistemic and language identity elements, and secondly the teacher’s 

point at 15.44, an explicit acknowledgement which requires confidence in her knowledge of the articles 

studied. She uses the inclusive pronoun at 15.55 in order to reduce further the difference between her 

and her audience. This Q&A stage is particularly long, and there are other points where peer orientation 

in language can be found even more explicitly, in this excerpt, however, there examples of the production 

of peer/institutional identity elements being produced in talk are more limited.  

On the other hand, Özlem demonstrates a particularly credible epistemic identity in this excerpt. This is 

achieved by her shuttling effectively between highly theoretical and abstract statistics combining 

decontextualized and complex meanings into an interpretation which acknowledges the commonsense 
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explanation and moves beyond it into a more plausible, worldly unpacking taking into account the 

sampling and methodological differences as a possible cause. However, by acknowledging the existence 

of multiple viewpoints at e.g. 15.44, she is able to present herself as more erudite in the area and thus 

able to make an appropriately modalised recommendation that further research “can…make more clear 

the differences” between different cultures (15.55-16.01). However, she is also able to use evaluation 

resources of graduation in order to convince where she feels more certain, for instance, “a really small 

significance” (14.56-7) and 15.03-07 “this is the difference that I underlined”, a phrase whose 

lexicogrammar emphasises the force of her knowledge very effectively.   

The nonverbal style that Özlem produces through modes other than language can be summarized as 

follows with regard to this section: her gestures are distinctive in this excerpt, particularly until 15.31, 

owing to the concentration of deictics as she attends to the data on slides. This also distinguishes her style 

in the Q&A from other participants and testifies to the strong epistemic element she produces when 

responding to the peer question. The mode of gaze is used in broadly similar ways to the monologic 

sections, alternating between screen and teacher, with longer duration of gaze directed to the board until 

15.31, and more to the teacher subsequently. Owing to the interest in the slide data, this is also the only 

excerpt in which Özlem stands in front of or on the right of the screen for long intervals. Özlem’s posture 

remains primarily oriented to the centre-right, although there are also longer durations of right-facing 

posture and occasional brief turns to the left at 15.31, an interesting transitional point of the presentation. 

Finally, in terms of movement, there are pronounced movements to and from the slide when talking and 

of standing still which overlap with but are not confined to other participants’ turns.  

Some of Özlem’s use of verbal and nonverbal modes as mentioned above are exemplified in the section 

from 14.28 to 14.57. In this segment, she is answering the student’s question about which one of the Big 

Five personality traits correlates most strongly with job satisfaction in individualist or collectivist cultures. 

Özlem’s response involves her first choosing a trait and then comparing correlations between individualist 

and collectivist countries, a complex feat. “And also another example” (14.28-9) is talk that positively 

aligns the elements of language and peer. Accurate and fluent, it conveys expertise in English (slightly 

limited by the pleonasm) while signaling clearly to peers the type of discourse they should expect. Less 

saliently, it is typical of formal institutional talk and projects Özlem’s analytic grasp of her material. Her 

screenward gaze, posture and positioning close to the board, however, all bring the epistemic content to 

the foreground of awareness, and do not reduce the distance between speaker and audience. The issue 

is not language here, since she is scanning the board for the best example, rather than reading from it 

verbatim, and the nonverbal actions do not function to reduce her language expertise. Her gesture is more 
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interesting: she retains a frozen and reduced deictic made from the previous point with her right hand, 

but her left hand is engaged in producing peer identity, with a whiplike beckoning gesture in the direction 

of the questioner meaning “stay with me” at 14.28. Gesture therefore boosts the peer identity which is 

more indirectly produced via talk.  

The next talk involves hesitation as Özlem selects in real time the example to answer the peer questioner. 

“can be can be openness to experience trait” (14.30-4). The hesitation and choice of a modal rather than 

the absolute form of ‘is’ saliently reduces the effectiveness of Özlem’s language and epistemic identities 

as she is unable to immediately demonstrate control over her topic and expresses uncertainty through it. 

However, with the second “can be”, she uses the mode of movement and gesture to efface this 

uncertainty, stepping towards the board and producing a strong deictic to decisively frame the Big Five 

category to be realized in talk. The gesture and movement to the board foreground the epistemic aspect 

of identity and the gesture in particular produces in the mid-ground an audience (peer identity) element 

by making clear to the audience which of the Big Five she is going to use as an example. The pause that 

follows the second “can be” between 14.31-2 marks a marginally salient drop in language effectiveness 

while also producing the personal identity element related to her sight difficulty at a nonsalient level. The 

final complement phrase “openness to experience trait” is fluently produced, but slightly inaccurate and 

obviously derived from the slide text, limiting her projected language expertise. Once again, the phrase 

itself foregrounds the speaker’s knowledge, with the peer and institutional identities set to the 

background. To offset the distance to peers, Özlem orients her posture towards the audience from right 

to centre-right, and more saliently shifts her gaze from the board to the speaker, indicating her concern 

that the audience is following her speech and attention to the slide text. Thus talk and other nonverbal 

modes independently produce different identity elements at differing levels of awareness in these 

fragments.  

The next series of fragments demonstrate how Özlem’s talk produces salient identity elements 

sequentially, as she is involved with two concurrent actions. The first of these is to continue her response 

to the peer questioner; the second is to enact the slide change to support this response. This 

demonstrates the limitations of an entirely referential view of language. Her talk from 14.35 to 14.37 “for 

example in the s- (0.7) er (0.6) study (0.3) as I” is hesitant and unclear, containing a false start and 

verbalized hesitation, reducing her projected language expertise. It also fails to generate a convincing 

epistemic element owing to its vagueness: Özlem is unclear herself where the study she is referring to 

was conducted as this information isn’t provided on the slide. The intent to provide an additional example 

is convergent with institutional expectation, but there is little direct evidence of peer orientation here. 
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Meanwhile, her actions in nonverbal modes until 14.36.6 include a self-touching gesture to her head, 

possibly indicating personal stress, and orientation, gaze and positioning that foreground her difficulty 

identifying the knowledge she wants to produce in talk. This is a moment where identities are negatively 

aligned via all modes.  

The reason for this is clear: because the slide itself does not hold the knowledge she requires, she must 

enact a slide change to access it. She does this at the start of 14.38 with the inserted action “can you go 

back”. This is timed with a brief shift in gaze and left-handed deictic to the slide-changer. This is a high-

pressure moment in which Özlem’s status as a convincing knower to her peers is under momentary threat, 

so it is no surprise that she makes use of three modes simultaneously to ensure the required action occurs. 

The use of the pronoun to address a peer produces a powerfully equivalent identity element (albeit one 

limited to a single individual). The form of address being a question preserves the institutional formality 

that might be expected, and the action itself is one typically enjoined institutionally in order to ensure the 

continuation of the presentation itself.  It therefore produces clear and effective institutional and peer 

elements, and a nonsalient, solid, if not overtly expert language identity in this context. These are 

nonetheless not aligned with the epistemic identity, which is less secure at this point. 

The next tone group (a continuation of the one prior to the inserted clause) “as I know in Pakistan (0.5) 

yes” (14.39-41) reasserts Özlem’s effective epistemic identity. Her talk identifies the figure as belonging 

to the Pakistan study before the slide changes; the pause at 14.40, then, does not indicate a dip in 

language or epistemic expertise, but is simply a result of needing to wait for the required action to occur. 

It could be interpreted as a dip in the level of conformity to institutional ideals of smooth movement 

between slides. Clearly, nonverbal actions retain the epistemic at the forefront, but the decisive deictic 

timed with “yes” at 14.41 reduces distance to peers with some effect, framing and emphasizing with 

clarity Özlem’s claim to knowledge.  

Next, Özlem reverts to the institutional and narrowed peer identity as she attempts to enact the required 

change to the previous slide “and again ((laughs))”. This relatively non-explicit use of talk is pragmatically 

successful owing to the shift in posture rightwards from a more screen-directed orientation and gaze to 

the peer changing the slide. When viewed from a systemic and isolated perspective, the two words do 

not produce the impression of expertise, but the context is now clearly shared, and the slide changer is a 

close friend, so this level of directness is all that is required. The laughter that follows co-occurs with the 

speaker’s gaze and orientation maintained to the slide changer, so it is safe to assume he is the recipient. 

The laughter functions to confirm the close relationship. It also highlights that this rapid slide changing 

contravenes institutional expectations, where slides are meant to proceed smoothly or remain relatively 
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inert and backgrounded in the Q&A stage. It is not shared by the majority of the speaker’s peers, and does 

not constitute a formal use of English. Therefore, while it produces a powerful peer orientation, this is 

only to a single person, and the element thus produced is not aligned with other elements. Overall, the 

vocalized and silent pauses that occur around the slide changes are common to Özlem’s presentational 

style in other stages of the presentation.  

The next verbal low-level action produces an extremely strong language identity by virtue of expert 

speaker fluency, accuracy and range “it was found that openness to experience correlated with job 

satisfaction” (14.44-8).  However, such rapid and semantically complex language does not orient closely 

to peers precisely because of the difficulty such features may present for student colleagues. Along with 

the reporting clause and main clause, the passive voice and technical vocabulary enables Özlem to project 

a highly convincing epistemic identity in talk, although institutional identity is not produced at the 

forefront of attention in this tone group. Nonverbally, Özlem’s step back towards the board and slightly 

delayed and held deictic at 14.44 is an important focusing movement to foreground further the knowledge 

produced in talk and in the slide text, and once again their clarity produces a mid-grounded peer and 

institutional (teacher) orientation, although this is secondary (there is no overt verbal or nonverbal action 

ssuch as “look at this” or a gaze/posture shift towards the audience preceeding or accompanying the 

movement and gesture: the focus is still on producing a convincing epistemic identity. However, when 

Özlem’s gaze shifts back to the interlocutor beginning at 1.46.5, she produces a peer-oriented element. 

The metaphoric gesture for “correlated” contributes to the sense of this word’s meaning, thus building 

the impression of language and epistemic expertise, and due to the gaze shift, also adds to the peer 

identity as it enables the interlocuting peer to follow her speech more easily.  

Once again, the instability of identity production during presentations is evidenced by the following verbal 

action, “:er as :a (0.5) zero point (0.4) forty six”. This is marked by several long hesitations and an 

unconventional number format. The action lowers the expertise of the language identity that Özlem has 

just produced. The hesitation, however, seems to be more perceptual, as the speaker has to pick out one 

complex number from many others and phrase it correctly. The unfortunate effect of this hesitation is to 

give the impression of reduced control of the facts of her study, lowering the epistemic credibility 

conveyed. This fragment does not produce any obvious peer or institutional elements. In terms of the 

contribution made by actions in nonverbal modes, Özlem’s step back from the board at 14.48 is a means 

of aligning the epistemic and audience orientations: her positioning literally makes a space for the 

audience as she stands alongside the board. Her gaze and very brief & slight postural shifts at 14.50 back 

to the interlocutor demonstrates interest in the interlocutor, and thus compensates for the lack of overt 
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peer identity produced in speech, helping to align the identity elements, if only briefly. The successive 

beat gestures (it is hard and much less natural to produce iconic gestures for larger numbers) sustain the 

language identity and also contribute marginally to peer element production due to the parsing 

faciliatation they provide.  

Between 15.10 and 15.21 provides an additional series of exchanges between the teacher and Özlem. 

While the teacher makes her initial clarificatory remark “so this relates to individualistic or collectivist 

cultures” (5.10-16), Özlem aligns very closely to her through the modes of gaze and centred posture, a 

convergent identity. Thinking that the teacher’s question has been posed, Özlem leaves a pause of 0.6 

seconds, then takes the floor “but :er (1.0) these erm”. The identities produced by this speech are 

indistinct, but it is clear that Özlem is preparing to reject the binary options provided by the teacher, a 

divergent institutional identity to be based on an assertion of her knowledge of the area. This knowledge-

based assertion is amplified by her postural and gaze shift back to the board timed with the verbal deictic 

“these” (15.18), which foregrounds the epistemic element and contributes to the turning away from 

institutional conformity.  

However, perhaps as a result of the indistinctiveness of her talk and turning away, Özlem now loses the 

floor. It is apparent now that the teacher had not completed her question, which she does: “are they all 

individualistic?” (15.19-21). This overlaps with Özlem’s vocalized pause and is an assertion of the ultimate, 

institutionally-granted right of the teacher to control classroom discourse. Özlem’s nonverbal action is a 

rapid shift in gaze back to the teacher, but interestingly, her posture remains oriented away to the centre 

right (15.20). The again fairly abrupt “no” Özlem responds with only occurs after she has switched gaze 

back to the board (15.21). This gaze shift avoids the possibility of the teacher misinterpreting her response 

as a more direct challenge, and thus helps to preserve her conformity with the classroom hierarchy 

preserved in this context. Her hands also remain in the closed rest position, a nonsalient, essentially 

neutral barrier between her and the audience. Peer identity is backgrounded at this point: the entire 

exchange is between speaker and teacher and concerns the subject matter, so only these three elements 

are produced.  

Throughout this excerpt, the issues arise from the fact that Özlem has not labelled on the slide the 

countries in which the research was conducted, demonstrating how even a relatively competent speaker 

and knower such as Özlem relies heavily on the slide as a prompt. Between 15.21 and 15.31, she is obliged 

to make good this absence by labelling each country. Doing so (rather than answering the question more 

directly is effective because it risks neither her language identity (the grammatical structure repeating the 

pronoun + copula + simple noun phrase is relatively simple), her status as a knower (the information 
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demonstrates an important yet simple aspect of her knowledge of the studies). Importantly, and despite 

the initial “no”, it also enables her to prepare the grounds for her later rejection of the questioner’s binary 

terms individualistic/collectivist in favour of a more nuanced account of the differences in correlation 

scores. It enables her to conform to the terms of the teacher’s question before she moves onto her later 

explanation. Nonverbally, attention to the speaker’s knowledge is foregrounded by her rightward posture, 

proximity to the board and deictic gestures. The gestures themselves are very clearly demarcated, 

creating an effective audience (including peers) identity element. Aside from the second item on the 

fourstrong list, the name of each country is timed with a shift in gaze to the teacher, helping to foreground 

and align the institutional element with the strong peer and epistemic elements produced in talk and 

other modes.  

Onto the teacher’s next utterance “hm” (15.31) is latched Özlem’s attempt to build on this response “yeah 

(0.4) er but erm” (15.32-33). However, the teacher quickly reasserts her institutionally-conferred right to 

add a clarificatory comment “so that’s why you have the differences you think” (15.32). Özlem defers very 

quickly to the teacher’s move, minimizing the overlap between speakers by rapidly relinquishing the floor, 

an action that produces a convergent identity element. In terms of nonverbal modes, Özlem’s first latched 

response to the teacher (“yeah) at 15.32 produces a highly convergent institutional element as it agrees 

with an utterance that is no more than a basic back-channel. This sense of conformity is amplified by 

Özlem’s centred posture, her gaze direction and her movement towards the teacher as she nods her head. 

However, before the teacher begins her next utterance, she has already shifted gaze right towards the 

observer and rotated her posture slightly to the right. This nonverbal action, alongside the brief (0.4) 

pause, legitimizes the teacher’s assumption of speaking rights. Interestingly, Özlem does not immediately 

orient her gaze and posture back towards the teacher as she begins to speak, and brings her hands 

together into a closed rest position, actions which diverge from the norm of respectful teacher-student 

relations at the university. This is only momentary, however, and as soon as she perceives the teacher will 

continue her utterance, she reverts to the centred posture and gaze.  

The teacher’s question co-produces the epistemic identity for Özlem, (“so (0.5) that’s why you have the 

difference you think”) an open question which offers many options for the construction of 

knowledgeability. Nonetheless, it leads towards an affirmative response, which Özlem’s next turn 

indicates she resists, thus strengthening her epistemic credibility at the expense of her institutional 

conformity. Indeed her next spoken action does not even acknowledge the question, as she avoids giving 

either a ‘yes’ or a ‘no’ in response “er but er as a limitation of literature review” (15.36-9). The lexis she 

uses at this point is dense and technical, rapidly delivered and accurate aside from the absent definite 
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article, all of which features contribute to the impression of language expertise she can convey. The use 

of the term “literature review” furthermore names the written genre that she is presenting, and therefore 

produces a convergent institutional (task orientation) element. The use of the indefinite ‘a’ is an important 

engagement resource acknowledging the existence of other limitations that may not be addressed and 

contributes further to her credibility as a knower. There is no clear peer element foregrounded via this 

fragment of talk.   

Nonverbally, the epistemic emphasis achieved in talk is amplified by Özlem’s return to her centre-right 

posture and gaze back to the screen, away from the teacher. Once again, this gaze and postural shift does 

not bring weak language identity to the forefront of awareness, since there is no text relevant to the talk 

on the screen. On the other hand, it rebalances the more convergent institutional alignment achieved by 

naming the presentational genre as the speaker turns away from the teacher. Use of metaphorical 

gestures throughout the rest. Very strong ending to the talk.  

Serhat: Commentary 1, P1, Introduction 

 

Serhat 1.1 

TALK. Language expertise element displayed throughout via –use of lexis and grammar, minor issues with 

article agreement. Rate of speech –needed to complete this on the 1 second scale as he speaks so quickly 

with very few pauses –the identity of expertise is displayed through his fluency also and particularly in the 

ease with which the bullet points are paraphrased. The ability to expand on bullet points while maintaining 

fluency and accuracy is what produces the identity of expertise. The interview bit about the story that key 

words provide. TALK also produces the performer identity –he asks a direct question, for which no pause 

is given for audience to answer, but which nonetheless is the most direct way of producing a performer 

identity/audience orientation element. He adds “all the time” and via GAZE below produces apprentice 

element with a quick smile afterwards The rate of speech while producing a strong language learner 

identity element may not produce a strong audience element because it may actually be too fast for some 

students.Uses of pronouns build solidarity – begins with “you” and establishes the audience’s prior 

interest in topic. “let’s start with” builds solidarity. Use of cohesive markers ‘as a result of that powerful 

fear’ When moving onto the definition the disciplinary identity is invoked –the use of more formal latinate 

language associated with academic register and pariticular lexis ‘the person’ versus eg people, 

‘participating in every social situation’ INSTITUTIONAL IDENTITY (enactment of normative belieefs about 

the genre) is also strongly produced by the intro naming self and topic, the definition of the term and the 

tranisitioning between slides ‘but before that’ ‘let’s start with’ etc. Intonation –takes language learner 
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element slightly out of alignment as there is less of a terminal fall than would be delivered by most expert 

speakers –this is a feature of informative speech, thus bringing the disciplinary content to the fore –the 

effect is akin to listing information.  

GESTURE:  Gesture overall in this excerpt is usually controlled, possibly helping to produce the language 

learner identity of expertise as S is rarely using gesture in its language retrieval function. The closed rest 

gesture indicates some of the personal identity element of ‘social anxiety sufferer’, but the fingers are not 

fully interlaced –so the nervousness is not particularly signified. Uses it to add emphasis eg ‘extreme’. Use 

of deictic indicates key term for audience (this is less a disciplinary element due to the ccombination with 

the slide term –sweaty is an informal word, so the language learner and audience orientation are well 

aligned here, less so the disciplinary identity) and also the disciplinary –presenters should point out key 

words for audience. The motion to heart on ‘racing heart’ aligns the personal with these two elements 

based on interview data. Metaphoric on ‘class presentation’ this is perhaps the perfect moment of 

alignment. Identical gesture from 1.06-1.07 but with different meanings –fewer gestural resources are 

evident here.  

PROXEMICS –Look at the introduction –the steps towards the audience produce a strong audience 

orientation –movement towards an object cmbined with other modes indicates an interest in that. He 

positions himself constantly between the computer and the screen. This enables both to be changed and 

to bring identities into alignment more easily –he can gesture deictically to board, reach the computer to 

ensure the stages of the presentation continue to unfold with little disruption (institutional identity) and 

see/be seen by all audience members easily. Proxemics used when reading the question to align audience, 

language learner and disciplinary identities. Less so gesture –but this mode in particular. Bodilly 

orientation nearly always out towards the audience, directly facing. “If you haave experienced that” he 

aligns very well here using head and upper body orientation which turn to the content on the board, but 

the phrase is directed to the audience, this is a way into the topic. The disciplinary identity is less salient, 

as this question might not be limited to social anxiety. The opening out gesture –less audience focussed 

than a palm-first gesture would have been. The steps back on ‘feeling very uncomfortable’ and forward 

on ‘participating in every social situation’ align with the disciplinary identity as knower that goes with the 

definition by augmenting the meanings of each chunk the meaning (withdrawing when feeling 

uncomfortable, coming forward on participating) –combined wiith the gaze to board, the elements that 

are more strongly produced here are LL and D identities. Proxemic style here is not too much walking but 

using upper body to produce different elements.  
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GAZE again uses it to align different identities. On the opening cover slide –begins with audience 

orientation, then gaze shifts to cover slide. Why? This is not a ll element –he doesn’t have to read it. It is 

not a disciplinary element –the slide is too simple. So why does he gaze at the slide. This is probably a case 

of gaze taking audience orientation out off ailgnment with disciplinary and institutional and language 

learner elements, probably due to nervousness at start of presentation. The rapid glance in between gaze 

on slide also supports this interpretation. The personal element as a sufferer is also aligned with other 

elements here. Gaze actually causes audience orientation to slip out of alignment with other strong 

elements eg on “let’s start with the definition” –he looks at computer. Whereas TALK produces strong 

disciplinary, lang learner and audience orientations, PROXEMİCS and gaze take the audience orientation 

out of alignment. When expanding on the bullet list, the gaze is producing the disciplinary identity –these 

words are important, and these words define the term, while bodily orientation to the audience, TALK 

and occasionally gesture combine to maintain the audience and institutional identities –with the personal 

identity element also being aligned in the background. The two examples –the first one gaze is on the 

teacher, producing that element (more of an institutional identity element –important to address the 

teacher as the marker –see interview data) and the second the gaze is on the audience as presenters. But 

there is very little to none reading from the board and gaze patterns are not fixed on any one place for 

more than 5 seconds at any point in the excerpt.  

SLIDES Produce a strong institutional identity. Slides should contain images and bullet points and text that 

is clearly visible to the reader. Visibility from font size, colour scheme and oprganissation on the slide. The 

3rd slide’s disciplinary identity is less strong –anxieety does not directly equate with social phobia but this 

is made up for by the use of the qualification ‘type of’ in the spoken mode. S consistently uses spoken 

mode to produce the disciplinary identity more strongly. Slide changing prodduce the genre ideal that one 

should not begin talking about a new slide before that slide appears. Thus the alignment of sslide changing 

with talk produces a strong institutional identity –although due to the use of the body in changing that 

slide, the performer and ll identities must be maintained via the mode of talk.  
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Appendix 10: Excerpts from thematic summary of student presentations 
 

Özlem P3, Q&A  

 

Notes on stage: Initiated by S. Questions from two students and T. Longest Q&A stage. 

POSITIONINGS: 

Epistemic 
positioning 

Credibility achieved by shuttling between abstract statistical evidence in her 
answer and more grounded examples. Acknowledges commonsense 
interpretation and takes account of sampling, methodological differences. Multi-
voiced knowledge. Also uses graduation resources to achieve convincing id eg 
14.56-7; 15.03-7 

Institutional 
(Apprentice / 
Task / Setting) 
positioning 

Both defers to and resists T at several points. No clear evidence of adherence to 
or departure from task brief at this stage.  

Language 
positioning 

Differences in AFR between her q and a and pre-prepared stage are negligible. 
Reduction around slide changes. Very minor errors with articles at 14.32, 39. Co-
ordnate clause structure prevails. Uses several low-frequency collocations 
eg14.44-8, 14.04-7, 15.37-8. No obvious egs of heritage. 

Peer 
positioning 

Orients to peer in the evidence-based and long response given. Uses inclusive 
pronouns at 15.55 to reduce difference between her and audience further. 

STYLE:  

Gesture:  Higher concentration of deictics a distinctive feature. 

Gaze: Alternates between screen and teacher 

Posture: Centre-right, also right as addresses the screen. 

Movement: Moves to and from the screen, stands still. 

Location: Only excerpt where she goes in front of or on right of screen. 

 See previous section notes. Important: unlike most of the other ss she uses the 
slide to continue to construct epistemically credible element. 

PROCESSES: 

Multimodal 
amplification of 
identities given 
in talk 

“In the study which is conducted in China” 14.03-7. This introduces a multi-voiced 
and therefore more credible epistemic identity. The epistemic content, i.e., the 
study itself is foregrounded by the bodily modes and particularly the movement 
and obvious deictic. These also but secondarily orient to the audience due to their 
clarity and visibility.  
The slide moving talk around the same time which produces a peer/institutional 
element is accompanied by bodily modes with a similar effect. Between 14.28 and 
14.58, while she produces a convincing epistemic identity via her use of different 
voices / different studies her use of NV modes also foreground the epistemic 
content. The peer id element is produced secondarily through the clarity of 
gesture and occasional gaze to the audience. The regular if brief gaze in particular 
enables the serial (not simultaneous) alignment of identities. Speaker’s 
knowledge is foregrounded. 
 
15.36-39 “er but er as a limitation of literature review” the institutional identity 
complex lexis and entertainment of alternatives in the indefinite pronoun helps 
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to foreground credible epistemic identity even as nonverbal modes foreground 
the slide. Lang id is achieved in talk –she is not turning to read the slide.  

Multimodal 
subtraction 
from identities 
given in talk 

No obvious sustained examples 

Construction of 
identity in the 
absence of 
presenter talk 
(pauses, 
silences, 
transitions, 
contributions 
from others 

When listening to S q –orientation to her nonverbally in terms of positioning, gaze, 
though gesture is less open. Similar orientation to T at 5.10-16. 

Partial 
alignment of 
identities.  

Key moment: Overlapping speech at 15.17-19, when epistemic assertion over 
institutional conformity results in momentary falling out of alignment, across all 
modes.  

 

Serhat, P1, Introduction (notes refer to 3 Introduction samples) 

 

Notes on stage: Each Introduction included 10+ in audiences. P2: tech issues.  

Epistemic:  Action + topic.  
Popular psych discourse in the rhetorical question. Moves from technical to more 
everyday paraphrase in definition. Dialogicity. Engagement gives impression of 
depth “can have…for some”(1). Intonation the minimal fall gives impression of 
listing information.  Highly contextual and everyday meanings (2). Does not 
unpack technical ‘somatotype’ theory –moves to biography (2)  
In 3 –the technical vocab not unpacked. Highly context-dependent.  

Institutional: 
Apprentice/ 
Task/ 
Setting 
 
 

Gives topic. No overview (1) Strong internal organization via connectors. No 
obvious issues when changing slides (self). Positions self as a learner –not 
teaching. Rejects more learning. Mentions institution in 3. 3 highly congruent –
topic, title, key task terms given in outline, use of sequencers. But separated off 
from the epistemic. Stages not unpacked epistemically. With the slide as it is, 
nonverbal modes cannot compensate to achieve an epistemic element.  

Language  Very high speech rate. Minor inaccuracy with articles. Cohesive referential. (1) 
Fluent but with short pauses (2). Highly fluent, range. Uses ‘like’ –affiliation, 
expertise.  
  

Peer  Greets and introduces self (name and surname –greater formality) and topic. 
Prefaces and asks question –rhetorical- no chance for a response. Speech rate 
may be too rapid. Use of inclusive pronouns, let’s(1). Uses ‘we’ (2). Appeal to 
shared cultural knowledge –dates and class presentations (1), exams and 
semester, acknowledges audience feeling as reason for music (2).  Directs peers 
to relax (2). Addresses audience directly, we, share, very clear discourse markers. 

Personal   Subject of presentation –but does not draw directly on own experience: 
contributes to epistemic credibility.  
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Gesture  

Gesture Very few beats. Closed rest to start with(1). Mostly closed rest. Highly controlled. 
Size and clarity. Primarily beats and vague metaphorics  
Closed rest: 2/16.2 
Metaphoric: 1:1.2 
 

Gaze  Gaze primarily to teacher, audience and screen (1). Gaze mostly to screen  
Audience:1/1 
Screen 8.5 
 
 

Posture  Centre-left, centre. Right when changing slides. More centre-oriented in 3. 

Movement  Short steps and periods of standing still.  
More static in 3.  

Location  Between desk and screen (useful sentence about why this is important in 1.  

Slide  1. TITLE: 
Grey text on pale blue bg 
L: Accurate NPs 
I: UC title & name 
P: Gill sans 72  
E: Technical unpacked. 
1. B.GROUND: 
L: Accurate Question 
I: Image, Question 
P:Image, Question 38 Gil 
E: Everyday (also P)  
 
2. TITLE:  
Blue text on pale blue background 
L: Accurate 
I: Title SC 75 didot,  text 30 palatino. Name. 
P: 3 images old photos. Visible. Name UC. 
E: Theorist, theory 
 
3. TITLE: 
Cream text on brown leather background 
L: Accurate NPs 
I: SC title, 39 name SC surname UC. 35 University 30 SC (Baskerville, shadowed) 
P: As above 
E: Technical unpacked 
 
3. OUTLINE 
Gold italic heading, BV 52 Grey text on pink background. BV 42. 
L: Accurate –minor punctuation. 
I: Heading, bullet list x5 of task lexis 
P: As above 
E: Simple generic  

 
 

Multimodal 
amplification of 
identities in 
talk  

Gaze/posture: Peer identity in “if you have ever experienced that” amplified by 
posture, gaze –the question is read to board, the gloss is directed at the audience 
(1) 
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Gaze rarely to board and only for brief duration boosts epistemic/lang/audience 
orientations (1)  
Movement: Steps back & forward timed with matching semantics of talk.  Audible 
step timed with name announces start of pres (1,2). 
Gesture produces personal identity element as points to self.  Gaze to board 
reduces very strong peer identities produced in talk (2). Movement audible step 
timed with Dept of Psychology. 
Gesture in 2 –downward metaphoric for a bad thing, something unwanted –this 
emphasises the meaning addressed to peers.  

Multimodal 
compensation 
for identities in 
talk.   

0.25-0.27 when giving presentation topic. Peer institutional id in background. 
Does not compensate with gaze and to audience but with shift in posture to 
centre and movement towards the audience.  
In 3 0.06 –the formal self-introduction distancing from peers is offset by the gaze 
shifts and posture to the audience 02-06.   

Multimodal 
subtraction 
from identities 
in talk: 
 
 

Text and gaze, posture and positioning subtracts from the credible, more 
everyday epistemic identity given in talk about because not contained on the 
slide (1.01-1.18). 
In 2 the “hello everyone I am Serhat Akbay” (0.04) delivered with left posture, 
gaze to board.   

Nonverbal 
modes: 
Enabling 
identity talk 
(beat gestures, 
gaze shifts 
elsewhere and 
to text, 
postural, 
positioning & 
movement 
shifts)  

He is so fluent that no examples exist in extract 1, 2. 
In 3 one brief example with the deictic to the board at 0.34 to prompt “conclusion 
part”. When there is a gap between start of gesture and start of word, this enacts 
a minimal disruption to language identity while enabling talk to continue.  
 

Independent 
construction of 
identity in the 
absence of talk 
(look at pauses, 
silences, 
transitions) 
 
 

Movement to audience while gaze and talk address board 27-8 (2) 
Positioning nearer front produces a stronger peer element (3) 
Talk must carry the burden. 
Institutional identity achieved nonverbally in (3) with movement step, deictic 
gesture, postural turn and gaze right to computer –not to changer–good 
comparison point.  

Misalignment 
of identities. 
May be brief 
but longer 
duration and 
higher 

Misalignment in 3 when talking about the contents of the literature review 
(compare to H) Talk gives a strong institutional (internal organization of 
move/stage) / peer identity –but the credible epistemic is absent & despite the 
moments of amplification can’t be compensated by nonverbal modes 
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frequency will 
make these 
salient. 
 
 

Alignment of all 
identities 
(single tone 
groups can 
rarely do this 
by themselves 
at salient level) 
Example: 
naming the 
topic. 

Uses all other modes to align institutional (apprentice) and peer identities with 
other two.  
Posture in centre-left position enables alignment between peer and epistemic 
foci.  
Even when it does go wrong –e.g. the music in 2 , this action shows consideration 
of  institutional norms and peer comfort –and the speech is barely interrupted.  
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Appendix 11: CAF analysis of the presentations 

Introduction 

Student Length Clauses Words TTR T-score 
Speech 
rate 

Error 
rate 

Bilal  55 6 76 61 14 83 25 

Burak 31 8 100 58 11 169 20 

Engin  31 5 75 75 15 145 19 

Hazal 84 12 167 52 14 119 57 

Müge  22 3 39 67 18 106 20 

Özlem 49 7 102 59 15 125 26 

Sergen 18 7 53 72 8 181 27 

Sinem 19 5 48 76 10 150 10 

Average 39 7 83 65 13 135 26 

 

      Explanation 

Student Length Clauses Words TTR T-score 
Speech 
rate 

Error 
rate 

Bilal 71 7 104 63 15 88 13 

Burak 51 7 100 55 17 118 14 

Engin 89 15 170 56 19 115 21 

Hazal 95 16 184 53 12 114 26 

Müge 40 4 71 62 18 108 10 

Özlem 62 11 131 53 12 127 44 

Sergen 102 21 279 40 13 164 19 

Sinem 88 15 168 49 12 115 19 

Average 75 12 151 51 15 119 21 

 

      Closing remarks 

Student Length Clauses Words TTR T-score 
Speech 
rate 

Error 
rate 

Bilal 62.5 7 61 59 9 61 31 

Burak 40.5 6 103 57 17 152 11 

Engin 30 8 66 66 8 132 17 

Hazal 142 17 270 55 16 114 16 

Müge 71 5 83 66 17 70 16 

Özlem 60 8 135 60 17 135 11 

Sergen 43 9 111 70 9 154 12 

Sinem 65 12 112 56 9 103 5 

Average 64 9 118 61 13 115 15 
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        Question and answer 

Student Length Clauses Words TTR T-score 
Speech 
rate 

Error 
rate 

Bilal 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Burak 98 11 261 44 25 166 25 

Engin 36 5 97 63 19 162 14 

Hazal 66 15 126 56 8 115 10 

Müge 79 12 143 49 12 112 16 

Özlem 107 18 236 43 13 132 18 

Sergen 28 9 74 66 11 159 25 

Sinem 39 6 91 63 11 131 11 

Average 65 11 147 55 14 140 17 

 

Appendix 12: Technical and task-related lexis in the samples 
 

Technical lexis in samples of speech 

 

INTRODUCTION 

SPEAKER/NO.OF 
WORDS SAMPLED 

Psychology-
specific 

Pscyhology-
general  

AWL  Latinate Other 
technical  

BİLAL 45  
 

 Homosexuality 
attitudes  

Topic attitudes 
norms negative 

Society 
different 
question 
government 
powers 
pressure 
people Turkey 

 

BURAK 59 
 

Schizophrenia 
psychology 
mental  

Disease 
symptom 
treatment 
misconception 

Misconception 
preliminary  

Popular idea 
Turkey people 
clear cause 
presentation  

 

ENGIN 51 
 

altruism 
sociability 
collectivism 
individualism  

 Administration 
Construction  

Presenting  
mention 
important 
information 
base article 
member 
performance 
test discussion 
article  

outline     

HAZAL 52 
 

 Status 
adolescent 
adult 
motivation 

Socioeconomic 
status exposure 
affect 
implication 
issues negative  

Effect witness 
type subject 
level result 
literature 
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violence 
correlation  

Müge 25 Gustav Jung 
psyche 
archetypes 
psychiatrist  

Personality  Analytic theory explain levels 
types founder 
personality 

 

Özlem 53  traits  satisfaction Topic definition 
context research 

relationship 
present 
continue 
explain 
compare 
article  

 

Serhat 38 Social+phobia experience Topic  Question 
interested 

 

Sinem 36    Check explain 
Turkish usual 
common 

 

Explanation 
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Closing remarks 

 Psychology-
specıfıc 

Psyschology -
general 

AWL Latınate Other 
technical 

BILAL 67 ID SUPEREGO  
 

Selfish    violent 
obsessive 
personality 

Dominant  
occur 

Failure situatıon 
person enemy 
humanity example 
properties society 
rule order cause 
people   

 

BURAK 60 Preconventional 
postconventional
+morality  

Punishment    aim   
reward            
decision 
adolescents 

Theory  Level influence 
explain people 
students university  

 

ENGIN 94  “İnitiative guilt”  
“industry 
inferiority”           

Stage       act          
purpose    
encourage   
competition   
solution   talent 
misbehaviour self-
esteem 

Achieve 
productive 
occurs 

versus  
question  
school 
person discover 
interest special  
allow  

 

HAZAL 101  İnitiators             
control   
experience     
pressure    
pleasure      
autonomous  
regulation desire 
behaviour 
intention 

Select achieve 
flexibility 
rigidity 

Clarify actions 
characterise 
absence example 
properly society 
study presentation 
person  

 

MÜGE 43 Goodman & 
Mustang  

development  will   
experiencing   

Crucial respond Finally materials 
according provide  
social management  

 

ÖZLEM 70 Psychosocial 
“Generativity+  
stagnation”  

self-centred 
development 

Corresponds 
interval occurs 
generation 
stable 

Continue  
situation   

 

SERHAT 109  Ectomorph 
mesomorph 
endomorph  

sensitive  
restrained 
tolerant fragile  
relaxed  non-
assertive  
recognise   

Link  
theory  

Type according 
muscles people 
extra example 
actor camera 
socially comfort  

 

SINEM 82 self-defence-
mechanism 
codependency  

Addiction  family  
alcohol substance  
action stress  
behavioural  

environment Cause poverty 
reason education 
problem cigarettes 
figure types course 
technology  
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 Psychology-
specıfıc 

Psychology-
general 

AWL Latınate Other technical 

BILAL 36 Homosexuality   Minimise  
bias  
attitudes 

Power origin 
human societies 
education 
references 
patriarchic  

 

BURAK 
57 

Kohlberg moral 
development  

adolescence early 
childhood mindset 

evaluation Discussion studies 
checked especially  

 

ENGIN 44  individual 
collective family 

 Discussion claim 
based study 
question 

 

HAZAL 
151  

Covey et al   Cycle  
parent  
proactive  
victim  
abuse  
autonomy 
individuality  
psychological 
suffering  
witness 
experiences 
forcing 

Negatively 
environment 
create  
cycle  
occur  
exposure 
involved consist 

Study honest 
solution problem 
parent circle 
actually physical 
potential effects 
example 
experiences 
subjectively 
increasing 
possibility 
question  

Screening  

MÜGE 57  separations 
conflicts regulate 
anger praise 
resilience 
emotional 
motivation 
cognitive 
development 

Process positive  Combination 
results  
decision general  
related important 
Social  
managing  

 

ÖZLEM 
81  

Erickson 
integrity-despair 

Stage psychologist 
ability 
development 

External  Present explain 
culture  
effect  
example  

overview 

SERHAT 
78 

Social+phobia   patience courage 
confidence fear 
shyness feelings 
family+support 
Addictions 
psychological 
emotional 
therapist 

Commitment 
positive 

Practice  
perfect 
presentation 
decrease 
questions 
references  

 

SINEM 65  Cycle  Cycle involves  Effects physical 
infinity actually 

 

 

 

Q&A 
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 Psychology -
specıfıc 

Psychology -
general 

AWL Latinate Other 
technical 

BILAL          ---          ----         ----             ---  

BURAK 
108 

Kohlberg  Peers adults 
values morals 

Challenges 
comments area  
context  
vision  

Study limitation 
influence territory 
social+setting dangerous 
actually point culture 
different  

 

ENGIN 
59  
 

Collectivist   Norm  
global  

Studies person country 
depend Turkey 
independent private  

 

HAZAL 
67 

Covey violence physical 
parental 
Witnessing 
Abuse 

Contact 
differentiation 
exposure 
aspect 
environment 

Notice  
presenting  
briefly  

 

MÜGE 
73 

Piaget Vygotsky  
 

development 
child adolescent 
cognitive 
psychology 

İssues benefits 
theory process 
focus 

Basically articles culture 
explained add results 
student research 
university important 
interesting  

 

ÖZLEM  
101 

Extraversion 
openness+to+exp
erience trait  
İndividualistic  
collectivistic 

satisfaction Conduct 
significance 
procedure 

Correlation meta-
analytic+ review 
example study limitation 
literature+review explain 
countries samples 
different cross-cultural 
difference 

Underlin
e 
Further 
studies 
 

SERHAT 
48  

Social phobia performance topic Actually student affect 
literature review 
Agree support  

 

SINEM 
48 

 sexist Similar research Society culture American 
Turkish results improve 
idea  

 

 

Technical lexis in samples of slides 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 Psychology -
specİfıc 

Psychology-
general 

AWL Latİnate  

BILAL 16 homosexuality Attitudes 
norms 
dimensions  

Attitudes norms 
dimensions 

Society different 
affect 

 

BURAK 1 Schizophrenia      

ENGIN 19 Individualism 
collectivism 
sociability altruism  

 Definition 
Administer 
construction 

Review literature 
member 
discussion 
reference 
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HAZAL 29  Status 
witnessing 
violence 
adult 
parental 
abuse 
Adolescence 
psychical 

Socioeconomic 
exposure 
implication 

types result 
reference  

 

MÜGE 14 Carl Gustav Jung 
psyche 
archetypes 

Personality  theory Types biography 
levels personality  

 

ÖZLEM 28 Personality+traits Relationship 
satisfaction 
motivation 

İnvestigation 
definition brief  

literature review 
explanation 
articles 

 

SERHAT 10  Social phobia     

SINEM 1 Addiction     

 

Explanation 

 Psychology-
specİfİc 

Psychology-
general 

AWL Latİnate Other 
technical 

BILAL 4 Psychotic neurotic 
psyche 

    

BURAK 
50 

Post-conventional 
pre-conventional 
conventional 
kohlberg’s 

Action rewards 
punishments 
adolescents 

İmposed external 
concept legal  

levels understands 
culture people 
adults ideas 
abstracts human 
justice  

 

ENGIN 
55 

Initiative+Guilt 
Industry+inferiorit
y 

Competency 
develop 
misbehaviour plan 
preschool parents 

 sense regarding  
limits schools 
believing 
questions  

 

HAZAL 
62 

 pleasure person 
behaviour intend 
Autonomous 
regulation 
intention desire 
Experience clarify 
actions initiators 

İnitiator Select 
achieve flexibility 
rigidity  

characterise 
absence pressure 
control experience 
example properly 
society study 
presentation  

outcome 

MÜGE 
15 

 Problem solving 
relationship 
body+language 
emotional+well-
being social 
development 
Cognitive 
Emotional  

İnvolvement 
communication 

  

ÖZLEM 
52 

Generativity+stagn
ation  
Integrity+despair 

self-centred 
Adulthood 
generation regret 

Generation 
temporary 

concern guiding 
questions person 
extra accept 
complain entire  

overview 
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SERHAT 
20 

Ectomorph 
endomorph 
mesomorph 

Socially-awkward, 
quiet, fragile, 
restrained, non-
assertive, 
sensitive 
active, 
competitive, 
combative , risk- 
takers , aggressive 
relaxed, sociable, 
tolerant, comfort-
loving, peaceful 
 

   

SINEM 
72 

 Habit-forming  
substance 
tolerance 
motivation 
memory tolerance 
relate 
manifestations 
family 
adolescence 
Addiction 
withdrawal 
chronic symptom 
dysfunction brain 
reward 
psychological 
codependency 

Defined primary 
economic 
financial 
environment  

characterise 
Medicine  
poverty  
stress education 
situation 
internet  
debit  

Physiologica
l circuitry 
heroin 
nicotine 
alcohol 
social 
biological 

 

Closing Remarks 

  Psychology-
specific 

Psychology-linked Awl Latınate Misc. 
Scıentıfıc 

BILAL 7 homosexuality  Minimize bias  Studies results   

BURAK 21 Kohlberg 
conventional 

adolescents parallel Level info’s 
society 

 

ENGIN 84 AICS 
Individualism 
Collectivism  

Purpose  
individuals  
relation 
realise  
aim  
trust    
scale 

Stress 
dimension 
Reliability 
analyse 
identify norms 
impact 
indicate 

Result    
easily  
applicable 
measurement 
study  
improve  
affect  

Tool     
paper 

HAZAL 61 Covey et al  distress victims 
abuse pre-school 
violent experiences 
witnessing 
psychological 
parental 

Negatively 
occur potential 
involve  

Studies resulted 
solution claim 
problem term 
physical 
educated effects 
increasing         
service  

Outcomes  
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MÜGE 19  Social+development 
attention Cognitive 
emotional 

Conclusion 
process 

Related closely 
important part  

 

ÖZLEM 34 Erikson  Stages behaviour 
experiences ability 
developmental 

 idea people 
culture  

overview 

SERHAT 21   Patience fears 
confidence 

Positive  practice  

SINEM --  ---    

 

Q&A 

 Psychology Psychology-
general 

AWL Latinate  

BILAL -- -- -- --  

BURAK -- -- -- -- Training  

ENGIN 57 İndividualism 
collectivism 
Triandis Wagner 
Brislin Wu 
psychoeducational 
Shulruf Hattie 
Dixon 

Personality 
relations 
development 
measurement 
psychology 
 

Journal 
analysis 
strategies 
Goal-setting  
Assessment 

Comparative 
cultures 
applied 
utilitarian 
ontological 

 

HAZAL -- --- -- --  

MÜGE 80  11 names. 
Cognitive 
emotional well-
being 

Development 
activity 

Benefits 
ultimate 
functions 
academic 
impact 
perception 
contribution  

Effects learning 
university 
affect 
immediate 
reduce science 
culture obesity 

 

ÖZLEM 49  29 names  
Extraversion 
Neuroticism 
Openness to 
experience  
Conscientiousness 
Agreeableness et 
al 

    

SERHAT 73  14 names  
Social+phobia  

Personality 
individual 
anxiety 
relationship 
performance 
quality 
formation 

Concurrent  
external 
validity 
impact 
academic 
achievement 
identity  

İnventory 
prevalence 
university 
formation 
retrieved 
effects 
differences 
study 
engineering 
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procedia 
sciences 
Behavioral 
Therapy 

 

Task-related words used in the samples, by section 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 SPEECH TEXT -2ND NAMES 

STUDENT TASK-RELATED WORDS TASK-RELATED WORDS 

BILAL --- --- 

BURAK 1 TREATMENT ---  

ENGIN 3  OUTLINE  

HAZAL 1 IMPLICATIONS LITERATURE REVIEW OUTLINE IMPLICATION REFERENCE 

MÜGE 2 OUTLINE  OUTLINE 

ÖZLEM 3 OUTLINE TOPIC DEFINITION KEYWORDS 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

DEFINITION KEYWORDS LITERATURE 
REVIEW  

SERHAT 1 TOPIC -- 

SINEM 3 KEYWORDS -- 

 

EXPLANATION     Burak only: theory (speech) 

CLOSING REMARKS 

 SPEECH TEXT 

STUDENT TASK-RELATED WORDS  

BILAL 3 REFERENCES QUESTIONS -- 

BURAK 3  -- 

ENGIN 3 QUESTIONS PURPOSE AIM STUDIES 

HAZAL 2 CONCLUSION QUESTIONS CONCLUSION IMPLICATION 

MÜGE 3 REFERENCES QUESTIONS CONCLUSION 

ÖZLEM 2 OVERVIEW DEVELOPMENT  OVERVIEW 

SERHAT 2 REFERENCES QUESTIONS  

SINEM 1 QUESTIONS -- 

 

Q&A 

 SPEECH TEXT 

STUDENT TASK-RELATED WORDS  

BILAL  -- 

BURAK  -- 

ENGIN 3  REFERENCES 

HAZAL  -- 

MÜGE 3  REFERENCES 

ÖZLEM 3 LITERATURE REVIEW   
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SERHAT 3 LITERATURE REVİEW TOPIC REFERENCES 

SINEM  --- 
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Appendix 13: Original informed consent form 
 

Information about the research 

My name is Robert Gray, and I have been employed as an English teacher at Yeşil University since 2011. I 

am currently researching and writing my PhD thesis with the support of the University of Bath, UK. My 

research is on student classroom presentations: how they are written, performed and experienced by 

participants on English language courses. I hope that this research will help English language students 

prepare and give better presentations in the future. I also hope it will be helpful for teachers whose 

courses include presentations.  

With the support and help of your class, I will be able to gather the data required to answer my research 

questions. The necessary data will include: 

 Audio-recorded interviews with participants, lasting a maximum of one hour 

 Video-recorded classroom presentations given by participants 

 Presentation slides prepared by participants 

 Observation of classes 

I will contact participants to arrange an interview before observing their presentations. All interviews will 

be conducted at Yeşil University, DK building.  

Your rights as participants 

I will carry out my research within the University of Bath’s Code of Research Conduct at all times. The full 

Code is available at  http://www.bath.ac.uk/opp/docs/code-of-good-practice-in-research-integrity.pdf. 

The key points are as follows: 

 All names will be changed before the research findings are reported. Your real name will not be 

used.   

 All data will be treated with full confidentiality. Your right to privacy will be maintained at all times. 

 All data will be stored offline on secured, password-protected hardware. 

 You have the right to withdraw your agreement to participate at any point and for any reason 

during the research.  

Contact details: jamesrobertgray@hotmail.com   DK Building Z17   Ext. 5427   

Statement of informed consent  

I have read and understood the information above, and I agree to participate in this study.   

Name: ........................................................................   

Signature: .................................................................. 

Date: .......................................................................... 

Email address: ............................................................ 

http://www.bath.ac.uk/opp/docs/code-of-good-practice-in-research-integrity.pdf
mailto:jamesrobertgray@hotmail.com
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Appendix 14: Sample of updated informed consent 
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Appendix 15: Functional language in the classroom presentation genre 
 

INTRODUCTION 

1a. Greeting the 
audience (optional) 
 

Hello everyone x6 Hi everyone x9        Hello x2                         
hi ladies and gentlemen     hello everybody  x2                                                              
Hi   Morning         Hi everybody X2 

1b. Stating the 
name(s) of 
speaker(s) (optional) 

I’m…x4                  My name is…and my friend (is)...                   I am…x5  My 
name’s … and my friend’s…      My name is...x2 My name’s...x2         
I am ... from Yeşil University Department of Psychology 

2a. Stating the topic 
 

We will talk about x2                                  …will be what I want to present     
I’m going to present to you x2                           today I will talk about x6                            
I’m going to present today x2   today we’ll talk about                          now 
I will talk about                                  today I’m going to talk about           today I want 
to talk about                                  we’re gonna work to talk about        today me and my 
friends will talk about         today I will present                my topic is x4
                                   today I’m gonna be presenting  

2b. Defining key 
topic term(s) 

X is a (disorder) that...                   I want to check just these key words We 
know that X is a function of Y 

2c. Asking a question 
(optional) 
 

Is there a role for...?         what is...? x2  Have you ever felt like...?          Is 
there anybody er find this?                                 do you have any...?          
I just wanna ask if anyone has any idea about...       How are the attitudes towards...? 

2d. Justifying the 
presentation topic 
(optional) 
 

... is the most popular...       we must do something to change it          
a lot of people have got a lot of misconception about ... so after our presentation it 
will be much more clear for you                                                                                                   
I wanted to make this topic relevant to you as a result of that I will talk about                         
we can you know give something to you to learn today                                         
I want to address this topic because                                                                                         (The) 
Importance of...(is)...                                                                                   
they attribute this... but I think there is another side 

2d. Previewing the 
presentation 
(optional) 
 

after my preliminary ... will talk about...and er then... after ...’s turn, ... will talk 
about...           
 My outline is first... and second... and I wanna I will talk about...then... my outline 
like that                These are my outlines... firstly I will explain... 
first I will start with... after me ... will go on with...  after ..., ... will go on 
with... and she’ll finish our presentation 
And for my outline I will start with... I will also look at... after that I will go on with... 
after that I will give you... 
now I mention my outine for today first of all I’m gonna give you... then I will end the 
presentation with.. 
my outline is firstly I will talk about... I will give... then I will... 
firstly I will talk about... and then... and finally... 
as you see from the here er I will start... then I will continue with... and lastly I will... 
My outline will (be) like I will talk about... and I will continue with...and we will see... 
this is my outline er I will first begin (with)... continue (with)... and finally... 

EXPLANATION 

1a. Defining key 
topic term(s)  
 

What is…x2                       it means in the Latin language...                                          
the definition of ... (is)...              And let’s start with the definition                                         
NOUN is a type of NOUN that ...        I want talk about definitions of...                                
...includes...                                            if I give the definition of this these terms...        
there are two types of ...: X is a...Y is a... 
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1b Adding expert or 
factual detail about 
the topic (obligatory) 
 

according to ...  ...claim/suggest that  their hypothesis was...       
(Researchers) found that...  he also explained that there is/are...   
let’s talk about ...’s key work  let’s look at this table                     
these are all significant results of the study  we can see that there is...      Now let’s 
look at them so let me explain what are these we can er give example    
And let’s continue with...                              Let’s see what is the results                                     
So why do some people develop the social phobias?   I will talk about the effects of...                
I will give er some infos about...  it consists of...                                                        
We know we have two different theories. The first one is...and the other one is ...  
Let me clarify this subject more               

2a. Handing over to 
next speaker  

Now ... will come and will explain...  now it’s ...’s turn                                          
now... will go (on with)... 

2b. Acknowledging 
previous speaker 

Thank you ... and thank you ...  
 

CLOSING REMARKS 

1a. Referring back to 
the Explanation 
(optional) 
 

Like I said…   as I said before                                                                       
And (to) conclu(de) I talk(ed) to you about...            
As I suggest(ed), ...      I said that...         For the discussion or evaluation OK I said... 
To conclude,... And also in conclusion as we can see    
These are the combination of er my results   
in the literature review, the relationship between ... and ... has been investigated and 
I didn’t say... 
as a conclusion the aim of this literature review was to demonstrate that 

1b. Making an 
overall evaluation 
(optional) 
 

... has some criticism...and (the) theory not enough to... (the) theory conflict(s) with... 
this is the worst presentation of mine   
there is the problems about his theory...  but this suggestion can be true... 
I think that most of you will agree with his theory  
after look looking for his studies I thought he was right... now I think like that he was 
right 
I claim that based on this study...   
...is an important part of... 

1c. Making a 
recommendation 
(optional) 
 

as a policymakers we should be educate with that 
as scientists social scientists we (should) also be aware of this I think  
I’m not saying that you (should)...I’m saying try just step by step  
you should (take) antidepressan(ts)  you shouldn’t do anything (laughs) for... 
“your vision will become clear only when you look into your heart..” 
please my advice to you... you can observe... and you can suggest if the theory hold 
true or not 
we must change that (C1c) er with I think education and er we must change origin of 
these  
(Researchers) claimed that...should occur...should be educated... 
I think that...may have an effect on that 
the researchers should consider the effect of... 

2a. Thanking the 
audience 

thank you for listening to me x3  thank you for listening x4                 
thank you x4  thank you very much thank you for your listening 
thanks for listening             thank you for your attention 

2b. Inviting 
questions (optional) 
 

if you guys have any questions I can answer it  anything questions 
any question x3                        any questions  do you have any question              
is there any question?     do you have a question                                                                            
is there any questions x2     any other questions                    

2c. Indicating 
references (optional) 

these are my trans?  that’s my references  These are my references x2 
this is my references here’s my references  and the references  
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Q&A 

1a. Thanking the 
presenter (Teacher) 

thank you very much x2   thank you x6 

1b. Appraising the 
monologic phase 
(Teacher/ peers) 

very nice job  (thank you for) this beautiful presentation                                                
That’s a very comprehensive study that you ran                                                                        
it was a very very good prepared erm presentation (s) 

2a Inviting questions 
(Teacher, presenter) 

Questions x2        You have a question?                                                                       
OK the questions will come from the students first                                                                                
Do you have a question?        Any other questions?  any questions? 

2b. Asking & 
responding to a 
question or 
comment about the 
topic (all -obligatory) 

can you tell me what X is? do you think this is ...?        are there things I can do? 
can you think of some advice?    what did you gain all through from this?                                                                      
I have a question…what kind of…?        like what?                                                                             
So we should be...    I think we are… you are right but we can think like that  
she made a study er she claimed that as (...) said   

3a. Acknowledging 
the presenter’s work 
(Teacher) 

all right thank you    OK thank you x3              OK thank you very much          
OK thanks           good stuff     OK thanks for the first two speakers for taking the 
courage to present      very well done  

Changing the slide 
 

can you go back? X4 can you pass x4  you can pass x3  can 
you pass to the conclusion?       Geçebilirim  can you please change?     
The next slide    az önce geçebilirmiyim                         bunu geçin 
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Appendix 16: IS transcription notation (Gumperz & Berenz, 1993) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 




